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Summary
This research study aims to examine the current pedagogical approach to
color theory for visual art students at local tertiary art institutions. The study was
initiated because of my observation that current training at most art institutions
locally and internationally was not aligned with industrial practice. A scan of the
literature revealed that current industry practice adopts a three dimensional and
asymmetrical system developed by Professor Albert Munsell – the Munsell Color
System (1912). Local tertiary art institutions utilize and adopt the Itten Color
System, a two-dimensional color wheel developed by Professor Johannes Itten
at the Bauhaus (Itten, 1970), the school that represents the most rigorous
development of abstract art concepts. Color theory was one of the main topics at
Bauhaus during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The theory was brought to
the United States by Professor Itten’s student, Josef Albers. Major art institutions,
like the art school at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Dourmashkin, 2005)
and the California State University at Northridge (CSU-Northridge, 2015), have
utilized the Itten Color System till today. Similarly, local art institutions refer to the
Itten Color System. The research gap identified speaks to the difference between
industrial practice and pedagogical approach in tertiary settings, examining the
issues surrounding color theory training and its possible alignment with current
industrial needs.
The research was carried out using qualitative interviews of artists working
in various visual art fields and art educators. Graduate students who have
experience with both color systems were also interviewed. The results gathered
informed the subsequent construction of two workshops conducted with tertiary
students, one focused on the Itten Color System while the other on the Munsell
Color System. A quantitative survey was then utilized as pre- and post-tests for
the two workshops to gather students’ test scores in color theory and self-report
measures of adaptive dispositions (flow, grit and commitment). Participating
students were also invited for qualitative interviews. The analysis of both the
qualitative and quantitative components speak to the possible development of a
new pedagogical approach that could have the advantage of both models.
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Glossary

Analogous

Colors that are similar in hue or located nearer to
each other.

Chiaroscuro

A visual art method using light and shadows to
design an image or describe a form or space.

Chroma (noun),
Chromatic (adj.)

Pureness of color; measured in relative term to a
similarly illuminated white surface. Therefore, it is a
reflective result in the application case. It is
commonly used to measure pigment reflecting
light.

Color Space

A framework that layout colors in a threedimensional manner to present the difference as
well as the relationship between colors.

Color Wheel

A framework that layout colors in a twodimensional manner based on the difference
between colors

Complementary Colors

A pair of colors that shows maximum hue
difference in color space or on a color wheel. This
color system is derived from the color harmony
concept.

En plein air / plein air
painting

A French term used to describe outdoor
observation painting started by the Impressionists.

Grouping

The visual connection formed by objects observed
with similar visual characters, which may include
shape, size, color, texture and any basic visual
elements.

Hue

An attribute of color that is governed by its physical
wavelength

Intensity

Generally used as a layman term for Chroma. The
mathematical definition of Intensity is slightly
different from Chroma. It increases with strength of
light source while Chroma of different hues peak at
certain points.

XIX
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Monochromatic

Describing the result of an image or a drawn object
with constructed with one single hue color, based
on different tone range

Saturation (noun),
Saturated (adj.)

Measurement of color pureness of the light carries
a specific hue coming from an area against the
brightness of the light coming from the same
source. It is generally used to measure direct light
source, therefore for computer screen colors,
saturation is used instead of chroma.

Split Complementary

Using the complementary color pairing concept,
replacing one of the two hues in the pair with two
adjacent hues on the left and right side of the
replaced hue based on a two-dimensional color
wheel. This color system is derived from the color
harmony concept.

Tetradic

Four chromatic hues selected from the symmetrical
Itten Color Wheel which can form an approximately
square shape in the color wheel. This color system
is derived from the color harmony concept.

Tone (noun), Tonal (adj.)

Measurement of lightness of color against a
similarly illuminated white surface.

Triadic

Three chromatic hues selected from the
symmetrical Itten Color Wheel which can form an
approximate equilateral triangular in the color
wheel. This color system is derived from the color
harmony concept.

Transitional Colors

Browns and Grays that are lower in chroma, and
situated at the inner portion of a three-dimensional
color space, like the Munsell Color Space

Value

Synonym of tone in visual art. Used to define the
lightness of a color.

Visual Tension

The visual repulsion caused by the difference of
two objects observed caused by one or more visual
elements, like difference in shape and /or colors.
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Table of Acronyms

NTU

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

ADM

School of Art, Design and Media, Nanyang
Technological University

Digipen

Digipen School, Singapore Institute of Technology

NAFA

Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore

Lasalle

Lasalle College of Arts, Singapore

IG

The Itten Group

MG

The Munsell Group

RGB

Red, Green and Blue – the primary of colors of light.

RYB

Red, Yellow and Blue – used to be thought as the primary of
pigments until the discovery of primary colors of light by
Maxwell and Young

CMYK

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Key (Black) – Four color
pigments/ink commonly used for color printing.
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1. Background Information
1.1.

Personal Experience and Understanding of Current Color Practice
As a practitioner in both watercolor and oil painting before I started teaching

tertiary visual art students, I did not feel the need to have a complete understanding
of fundamental color theory because of the narrower scope of subject matters I was
working on. My focus was more on representational landscape subject matters. For
my landscape painting on location, I used to depend on my personal experience,
experimenting and peer sharing. I also obtained partial information on various
concepts from instructional art books, generally written by similar types of practitioners
in the same field. The instructional books were normally published by commercial art
publishers. They would focus on commercial popularity which was focusing on simple
self-taught learning processes for beginners and amateurs without discussing more
comprehensive theoretical frameworks. They generally publish content with more
direct practicability. For example, they would show simplified or sequential process
steps in color application. In-depth theories were avoided. I utilized some of these
instructional art books as my self-taught guidebooks before I was enrolled in an art
institution in 2004.
One common approach used by many art instructors was the Itten Color Wheel
based on Itten’s color theory. It was among the most common color theory approaches
mentioned in many art instructional books. A well-known American oil painter, Dan
McCaw used a similar color layout adopted from the Itten Color Wheel to illustrate
what he termed ‘A Great Starter Palette’. McCaw used three sets of warm-cold primary
colors (two yellow colors, two blue colors and two red colors) and laid out his working
palette similar to the Itten Color Wheel. According to him, one could virtually mix any
other colors needed (McCaw, 2006). Stephen Quiller, a renowned watercolor artist
(AWS, 2014) was popular for his teaching of color application in watermedia art. He
derived his concept of the color wheel through the Dudeen Color Triangle (Quiller,
2016) and the final practical color wheel he came up with, the ‘Quiller Wheel’
resembled the Itten Color Wheel. Quiller designed his color wheel with sixty-eight
pigments that were commonly available in art material stores. The wheel shows more
colors with a yellow hue orange hue and red hue. It reflected his practical preference
(Quiller, 2016).
1
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Tom Hill, another renowned American watercolor artist and instructor again
chose the Itten Color System in his publication ‘The Watercolourist’s [sic] Complete
Guide to Colours [sic]’. He used thirty-seven market-available pigments to form his
color wheel (Hill, 1992). Jeanne Dobie, a regular American art competition juror and
watercolor artist used a warm-cold color wheel that was similar to the Itten Color Wheel
in her book ‘Making Color Sing – Practical Lessons in Color and Design’ (2005).
Taiwanese artist and watercolor art researcher Yang En Sheng (楊恩生) who was
known for his color research and application of color in watercolor painting, used a
color wheel in his color theory book ‘Colour [sic] Research for Watercolour [sic]’ (‘水
彩的色彩研究’) that was similar to the Itten Color System (2014). He also discussed
complementary color pairing which was based on the Itten Color Wheel (Yang, 2014).
Complementary color pairing is a color application concept based on color harmony
that will be discussed in section 2.2.

Figure 1. An Itten Color Wheel (Itten, 1962)
The Itten Color Wheel can be visualized as a symmetrical diagram, with
different hues arranged around a circular ring, each occupying an equal amount of
space as shown in Figure 1. As an experienced painter, my understanding is that each
hue does not cover a similar range in terms of their three attributes, namely hue, tone
and chroma. However, the Itten Color Wheel presents them in equal proportion. This
issue in the Itten Color Wheel is not critical to me as a painter since my experience
can help me make the right judgment between the differences of various hues.
However, it has become an issue when I have to teach color theory to students. I
started to realize it was very important to emphasize the differences or else students
generally assumed all colors could be applied similarly. I further realized that when

2
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students continued to develop habits, thinking all hues were similar in practical range,
that might become a working formula. This formula stopped them from exploring the
true practical range and differences between hues.
Based on my experience and learning over the years, I regard the abovementioned contemporary artists and instructors as influential painters in the teaching
of practical color application for students and artists learning color application. Many
artists, especially beginners may either refer to these publications or learn from
someone who follows these instructions. It is not surprising these publications can be
found in our local national libraries as self-taught guide books. I actually borrowed and
read a few of them from neighborhood public libraries.
1.2. Color Theories used in Different Professions
My experience only reflects perspectives from conventional painting with color
pigments. To understand the color application in other visual art fields, the color
education in computer application and digital art can be investigated. Recent teaching
of colors in the computer used a three-dimensional model developed by a Latvian
chemist, Wilhelm Ostwald (1853 1932) which is a symmetrical three-dimensional
model. Ostwald’s model was also adopted by Bauhaus artists in the early twentieth
century at the Bauhaus school. Ostwald was invited to talk about his color model at
the Bauhaus in 1927. His model also influenced famous American color researcher
and art educator Faber Birren and Egbert Jacobson (Bernstein, 2006). Although
Ostwald’s model had included all three attributes of colors, the symmetrical model still
carries a similar weakness like a symmetrical two-dimensional color wheel, the Itten
Color Wheel. Both assume all hues have a similar practical range for their three color
attributes.

Figure 2. Subtractive Color Mixing (Burton, 1984)

3
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In color theory educational research publications, David Burton (1984) used a
symmetrical model as shown in Figure 2, which was similar to the Itten Color System
as shown in Figure 1, to discuss the mixing of colors and how color pigments could
become muddy through the mixing of primary pigments.

Figure 3. A Color Wheel, similar to the Itten Color Wheel, is named as The Artists’
Spectrum (Holtzschue, 2006).
In design education, a recent publication used ‘The Artist’s Spectrum’ as shown
in Figure 3, to describe a color wheel. The color wheel was exactly the same as the
Itten Color Wheel as shown in Figure 1, other than having color names added
(Holtzschue, 2006). An even more recent publication by Sherin (2012), used the Itten
Color Wheel as well as its derived concept of color harmony, which included
complementary hues, split complementary hues, analogous hues, triadic hues and
tetradic hues (Sherin, 2012). The concept of color harmony will be further discussed
in section 2.2.
It is evident that the Itten Color Wheel still has its influences today. The
symmetrical layout of colors is still widely accepted in the training of fundamental color
theory either in conventional art (painting), art education, computing or digital art as
discussed above.

4
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1.3.

My Early Teaching Experience of Color Theory and My Learning of Practical
Color Application in Painting
In the year 2008, I was teaching 2D classes at the School of Design, Temasek

Polytechnic1 as a part-time lecturer. That was my first encounter with local tertiary art
students, involving teaching and learning of color theory. Color theory was one of two
main components in the 2D classes. In 2D training at Temasek Polytechnic, students
learned color theory and design concepts as their foundation skills. As a part-time
lecturer, I was not required to design the module. I was provided with outlines and very
procedural weekly exercises stated for the module. There was an exercise that
introduced the basic color theory to the students. It used the Itten Color Wheel. That
was the first time I learned the name of this system although I had seen many similar
presentations in watercolor and oil painting instructional books over the years. I used
these books to acquire painting skills from world-renowned practitioners and art
instructors who worked with watercolor and oil paint.
In Temasek Polytechnic, students were given a sequential process to mix
secondary colors from three primary pigments blue, yellow and red, and placed all the
six colors symmetrically in a circle, with each color taking 60 o in a 360o circle. The
result was similar to Figure 3.
Somehow, the wheel presented a visually similar practical range for each hue.
It assumed that every hue could be stretched through the same range in an application
based on their tone and chroma. In a way, it followed the basic structure of a
symmetrical circular color wheel system; concepts that were similarly discussed by
artists, Stephen Quiller (2016), Jeanne Dobie (2005), Tom Hill (1992) and Frank Webb
(1997) in their instructional art books earlier. Learning with this symmetrical system
takes on the risk of beginners assuming equivalent application range and flexibility for
each primary and secondary color.
To further elaborate on practicability, for example, a red hue is placed opposite
to a green hue, and symmetrically, a violet hue is placed opposite to a yellow hue. It
is then assumed that a green-red pairing or a violet-yellow pairing will perform similarly

1

Temasek Polytechnic is a tertiary institution in Singapore. It has a School of Design that trains students with
applied art skills. Address: 21 Tampines Ave 1, Singapore 529757. Website: http://www.tp.edu.sg
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in an application based on hue contrast. However, in a practical situation, a red-green
pair has a very different tone range as compared to a yellow-violet pair (Ng, 2015).
Without much understanding of the practical difference above, students were
unable to discover the practical strength of each color and their derivatives (transitional
colors – browns and grays). Mixing color became a random trial-and-error process.
Therefore, the theoretical framework only provided a minimum advantage as a piece
of introductory information to colors. It could not serve as a bridging step between the
theoretical understanding and practical application of colors. The glaring disadvantage
to these theoretical visual representations was that students had no idea how much
each mixed transitional color (a brown or a gray) was similar to or different from their
parent primary and secondary chromatic colors. Therefore, practically students would
not be able to adjust the level of differences between adjacent colors as they were
going through many trial-and-error processes. That showed their dependency on the
narrow scope of a trial-and-error approach without making use of a good theoretical
framework because the original framework could not serve their learning needs. There
was therefore a need to develop a training approach to address this deficiency in
practical color application.
My one year of part-time teaching experience at Temasek Polytechnic provided
me with some background information on how an entry-level color theory course was
taught to tertiary foundation art students. That experience allowed me to become more
critical in designing my 2D and Color Workshop syllabus at the School of Art, Design
and Media (ADM), Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 2 . With some level of
freedom in designing my teaching syllabus for 2D and Color workshops which focused
on design concepts and color theory, I designed my color theory training based on my
personal painting experience, emphasizing the practical differences between hues.

2

The Nanyang Technological University (NTU) is a public university in Singapore. Address: 50 Nanyang Ave,
Singapore 639798. School of Art, Design and Media (ADM) in NTU offers applied art education to tertiary
students. Address: 81 Nanyang Drive, Singapore 637458. Website: http://www.adm.ntu.edu.sg
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1.4. Personal Experience and Learning of Colors
To elaborate on how I am proposing an alternative training framework, I will
discuss my learning experience and my encounter with a new color theory framework,
the Munsell Color System.
In 2004, I first attended my formal tertiary education in art at The School of The
Art, Institute of Chicago. Before that, the learning resources for my art skills
development were gathered from popular instructional art books as mentioned in
section 1.1. I read many of these instructional art books and slowly found some
similarities in their approaches. Over the years, I cumulated an overview of the
teaching and learning of basic color theory. Almost all the books published about color
theory had some links with the Itten Color Wheel and had very little discussions about
the asymmetry of practical color space and practical weaknesses of a symmetrical
color wheel.
I learned that these artists had used a common and basic framework, the Itten
Color Wheel added with their personal experience and color preference to form their
version of color wheels. The choice of color pigments would be limited based on each
artist’s preferred brands and type of commercially available paint pigments or would
be limited by their chosen subject matters, personal painting habits and personal
likings. I could rarely find one that discussed the fundamental concept of color theory
which looked comprehensively into the true practical ranges of color based on the
color attributes.

Figure 4. A Simplified Two-Dimensional Munsell Color Wheel from the ThreeDimensional Munsell Color System (Brown, 2001).

7
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My first encounter with the Munsell Color System was from ‘Harley Brown’s
Eternal Truths for Every Artist’ where the artist Harley Brown used a two-dimensional
version of Munsell Color Wheel based on the Munsell Color System (Brown, 2001),
as shown in Figure 4. It was a simplified model of the actual three-dimensional Munsell
Color Space. It was used to discuss the practical choice of colors throughout Brown’s
book. It was different from the Itten Color Wheel, which had only primary and
secondary colors. The Munsell Color Wheel included a few browns and a black as
seen in Figure 4, in the middle, surrounded by chromatic hues (primary and secondary
colors). The browns and grays were placed adjacent to their respective parent
chromatic hues.

Figure 5. A modified version of the Two-Dimensional Munsell Color Wheel.
I made a minor alteration to the original Brown’s version of the Munsell Color
Wheel as shown in Figure 5. I shifted the black nearer to blue to further reflect the hue
relations of black and blue. Harley Brown placed black at the center of the wheel as
shown in Figure 4. To elaborate on the purpose, for example, the primary painting
pigments are blue, red and yellow; and it is known that yellow ochre has more yellow
then red and blue. Therefore, yellow ochre is placed in the wheel nearer to yellow.
Black is known to have more blue than red and yellow practically, therefore it is placed
nearer to blue.
This revolutionary arrangement of colors by Brown inspired me to probe the
Munsell Color System further. The reason was that a very common practical problem
of color application hinges on locating the amount of difference between two or more
colors. By being more sensitive to these differences, it would allow me to design or
compose a higher level of complexity of the color relationship with subtle differences.

8
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The common way of color wheel presentation based on the Itten Color Wheel did not
show the actual differences between adjacent colors while the Munsell Color Wheel
was able to help me see that difference before my application. It was especially useful
when I had two browns or grays that were rather similar. The understanding of how
these two colors might relate to their parent chromatic colors allowed me to create a
more complex color design with sophisticated subtlety. I practically migrated to the
Munsell Color System and started my research on color theory with this system.
In parallel, when I was teaching at the Design School at Temasek Polytechnic,
I could understand students’ problems in color application better though I was not
authorized to amend the provided training syllabus and exercises. I realized because
of the simple and symmetrical presentation of the Itten Color Wheel; students directly
assume every color was practically similar in application. Based on my personal
experience as an artist, I immediately realized that it was a critical issue to make that
assumption. Therefore, in 2009 when I started my teaching at ADM, NTU, I introduced
the Munsell Color System instead of the Itten Color System to students.
The other learning experience I had was in 2005 when I was studying Fine Art
at The School of The Art, Institute of Chicago. There was a video presentation by my
painting professor. It was a video produced by a paint manufacturer, Gamblin. The
Gamblin company created a video called ‘Navigating Color Space’ to advertise their
available color pigments and was later uploaded to YouTube (Gamblin, 2011). It used
three color schemes to categorize painting history into three major eras. Although it
was a commercial objective, the video related well to my later research of the threedimensional Munsell Color Space. The Gamblin video showed the audience an actual
practical color space with their wide range of available pigments through an animated
video clip. It was called navigating color space. It showed the vector difference
between different hues by a color mixing process. Therefore, students and artists
through the video clip were able to gain an understanding of the actual difference
between any two colors. Students could identify the difference even if two colors were
two browns or grays that had very subtle differences between each other. My
encounter with this video clip allowed me to see the practical strength of the Munsell
Color System.
When I started my teaching at ADM, NTU, the level of academic freedom in
designing my syllabus allowed me to incorporate some concepts of this practical color
space derived from the Munsell Color System. There was some useful feedback I
9
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received from students over the years that led to my current research interest in the
pedagogy of color theory training.
I carried out some basic research of the Munsell Color System and understood
how Professor Albert Munsell, the German color scientist fully described any color with
its three attributes, namely, tone, hue and chroma (Munsell et al., 1941). The threedimensional practical color space model, shows three important facts: (i) the
asymmetry of hues in color space; (ii) the relationship between different browns and
grays to its respective chromatic hues as shown by Gamblin’s video, ‘Navigating Color
Space’(2011); (iii) the relevance of the Munsell Color Space in understanding color
application in paintings from the Renaissance to the early twentieth century, the
Impressionist, Post-impressionist and Fauvist period.
These three pieces of information have assisted me in constructing my teaching
of practical color theory and applications. They will connect students’ learning of color
theory to their learning of the history of painting and complement each other. All the
above experiences in teaching and learning have led me to my current research
interest in examining and designing a robust color theory framework for the teaching
of color theory for tertiary visual art students in Singapore.
The germination of this current research study was first initiated in 2015 based
on my observations and initial findings mentioned above. In the midst of the research
study, I was involved in the designing and teaching of a watermedia landscape
painting module, course code: DA2003, at ADM, NTU through a university-based
course improvement process; the Outcome-Based Teaching and Learning (OBTL)
approach. The course was designed to provide students with strong color theory and
design foundation which connected well with this research. Thus, during this research
a few short journal articles as listed in the authorship attribution statement (pg III to
IV), the syllabus of DA2003 (see Appendix E) and a reference textbook were published
as teaching guides and progressive research outputs. The completion and outcomes
of the current research is distinct from these published works. It comprehensively
compared the technical and practical aspects of color theory, namely color attributes,
color mixing and application, historical color theory development and industrial issues
between the Itten and Munsell models for teaching and learning of color theory. The
data enabled me to select the strength of both models to reconstruct a new training
approach and revise the reference textbook in the future.
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Admittedly, the aforementioned teaching and research activities can be
conceived as a stated bias towards the Munsell Color System. Chapter 3 explained
how the design process would take note of the bias. The outcomes of the current
research study is not intended to determine if the Munsell Color System had more
advantage over the Itten Color System . The aim was to extract the strength of both
the Itten and Munsell models for the construction of a new training model for local
tertiary art students.
1.5. Munsell Color System and Its Contemporary Position in Industry and Education
In most of the industries that involve colors, two major areas are most relevant.
One area is where colors are used as reference standards. For example, each color
is coded with a number, like the paint industry. Another area is the practical
understanding of color. The former requires comprehensive coverage of color range
while the latter demands an understanding of color theory in various practical
situations. The reason why it is necessary to probe into the Munsell Color System is
that most of the current industries have selected this system as their reference. Doing
a simple search of color reference for industry, for example, the archaeological
research industry, a standard color reference for the color of stones is based on the
Munsell Color System (Stanco et al., 2011).
Information on the Munsell Color System can be obtained from two important
websites, namely the Munsell (2020) and Pantone (2020) website. Both are owned by
X-Rite Incorporated (2017a) as indicated on their websites. X-Rite was founded in
1958 in the USA which was about seventeen years after Albert Munsell published his
color theory book, ‘A Color Notation’ in 1941 (Munsell et al., 1941). From the X-rite
website, their major focus is to provide industrial and commercial solutions in any color
application. On the Munsell website, there are some basic educational tools and
training packages available. However, education was not the company’s major focus.
The literature review in Chapter 2 traced the development of color theory from
the Renaissance to the current time, followed by a discussion on the linkage with
current practices in the industry. It also covered the teaching and learning of color
theory at local and international art institutions.
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1.6. Summary of Current Issues and Pedagogical Objective in Developing a New
Color Theory Training Model.
From the above-mentioned experiences and the different ways with which
practical color theory has been taught and used, the research purpose and questions
were raised. Details of the research design are included in Chapter 3. There was a
need to understand how local tertiary students learned their color skills and how
experienced artists acquired their skills. With this understanding, it was confirmed that
there was a need to develop an improved pedagogical approach to enhance students’
learning of color theory. In Chapter 2, the literature review of the development of color
theory and current industrial practice provided added perspectives on the research
gap to be addressed. Overall this research aimed to provide a framework that could
assist local tertiary art students’ learning of color theory so that their knowledge
acquired could align with the current industrial needs in color applications. It also
addressed certain misconceptions using the current and popular pedagogical model,
the Itten Color System. This new framework was developed based on the strength of
both the Itten Color System as well as the popular industrial model, the Munsell Color
System, besides removing the misconceptions taught with the Itten model.
1.7. Thesis Outline
The thesis began with an articulation of my learning and teaching experience
of color theory in chapter 1. I realized that there were two popular color theory models,
namely the Itten Color System and the Munsell Color System. The former was widely
used as the pedagogical framework in tertiary art institutions while the latter was
commonly used as an industrial color standard.
Chapter 2 will present the history of color theory development. The context of
color theory utilized today arose from an Eurocentric perspective. Admittedly, there
are many culturally-dependent contexts with which color theory can be discussed and
argued. An explanation is provided in Chapter 2 why these culturally-dependent
factors are not included in this current study. This chapter also briefly touch upon the
current local and international teaching frameworks as well as the common industrial
practice and training of color theory. The literature review of color theory development,
the color theory frameworks adopted, current teaching at art institutions and current
12
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industrial practice will form the background of how this research study will be carried
out to gather data for the construction of a new pedagogical approach for the training
of color theory to local tertiary art students.
Chapter 3 states the research purpose, research design and methodological
approach selected. The research methodology chosen is a mixed methodology in the
Quantitative-Qualitative (Quan-Qual) sequence. It follows the pragmatist paradigm
(Yvonne Feilzer, 2010) to develop an improved color theory pedagogy for Singapore
tertiary art students. Following Yvonne Feilzer’s argument, in a practical situation, it
involves both objective and subjective situations that cannot be resolved with one
singular approach without looking carefully into the benefit of a different approach, in
this case, the difference between the Munsell and Itten models (2010). The research
process begins with a quantitative study of the Itten and Munsell Color Systems
followed by an in-depth study of quantitative results through qualitative interviews
(Creswell et al., 2013) of selected participants to complement the understanding of the
difference observed in quantitative data (Ivankova et al., 2006). Chapter 3 also
describes the flow of the complete research process and how the data will be collected.
The research bias is also stated with explanations on how the research is conducted
to minimize the influence of this bias.
Chapter

4

begins

with

the

qualitative

interviews

of

professional

artists/educators and graduate students to gather data for the construction of
quantitative tests and training syllabi based on the two color theory models stated
above.
Chapter 5 presents the quantitative results followed by qualitative interviews of
participants. The quantitative results are dissected to examine strengths and weak
points in the understanding of color theory before and after the workshops. In chapter
6, the dissected quantitative data are further analyzed and discussed with qualitative
data from chapters 4 and 5, as well as the background information and literature
review in chapters 1 and 2.
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings which are then used to suggest the
appropriate color theory training approach for local tertiary art students. It also states
the limitations and possible improvements that could be made in the future.
The reference section covers all the relevant bibliography of this research
followed by the appendices of this thesis.
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2. Literature Review of Color Theory and Teaching of Color Theory
2.1.

Early Evolution of Color Theory

2.1.1. Development of Color Theory during the Renaissance
The earliest scientific study of colors was initiated through the conceptualization
of colors in rainbows by scientist Della Porta in 1593. Although there was some
misconception, thinking that mixing blue and yellow light would obtain in a green light,
it was an important step in understanding the component rays of white light. In 1613,
Aguilonius and later Kircher in 1646 created a color diagram that also discussed
different mixing of component rays of light. Both Aguilonius and Kircher aligned colors
linearly to form their models (Gerritsen, 1988). That was very different from the color
wheel developed later which placed colors in a closed ring. This early concept of colors
adopted the idea of light to dark to arrange the colors linearly. For example, yellow
was placed between white and red based on the lightness of yellow or in a visual art
term, the tone of a color. The idea of arranging colors based on tone was a great
contribution since tone was the main attribute used to depict space in images during
the Renaissance before the availability of chromatic pigments (Kuehni, 2001).
Understanding of tone and hue relationship, enabled artists to used colors more
confidently to depict depth of space.
Another area related to color study was the mixing of pigments. The study of
color pigment mixing had its history since the Middle Ages. This practice of color
mixing had been widely adopted and was popular during the Renaissance in painting.
From experience, painters learned that red, yellow and blue pigments were primary
which could not be obtained through mixing. As for today, primary colors could not be
well defined because pigments reflect light and the primary source of colors is the light
source. Cyan, magenta, yellow and black are made commercially the printing primary
colors. Discussion of primary colors is beyond my research scope here and will not be
discussed comprehensively. I have added a brief explanation about my understanding
of primary colors in Appendix M for reference. I will continue to adopt blue, yellow and
red as primary colors for pigments for ease of discussion and this also will not affect
my findings for the training of color theory. A range of colors could generally be
achieved through mixing these three primary color pigments in different proportions
with some black added to adjust its darkness. However, today it is known that for high
14
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chroma prismatic colors, some of them cannot be obtained easily by mixing these
primary pigments. The substitutes are cyan, magenta, yellow and black, which are
combined and named as CMYK. The CMYK system is widely used in the printing
industry. The concept of printing is not the main focus in this research study, therefore
it will not be elaborated here (Shapiro, 1994).
During the Medieval period, scientist Aristotle created his primary colors
through the concept of tone or progressive lightness of colors. He arranged colors
from white, the lightest to black, the darkest. His arrangement sequence was white,
yellow, red, green, violet, blue and black. This concept created a relationship between
two of the three attributes of colors, namely tone and hue. This concept was later
adopted by the current industry standard, the Munsell Color System which
represented all three color attributes, tone, hue and chroma in a three-dimensional
space. Therefore, Aristotle’s contribution was very significant, though in his color
arrangement, he mixed neutral pigments (black and white), primary pigments (yellow,
red and blue) and secondary color pigments (green and violet) altogether.
Alberti who was celebrated for his mathematical model of linear perspective in
the depiction of visual space was also another pioneer researcher in color theory. He
removed black and white from Aristotle’s model, creating a new model with only red,
green, blue and yellow. These four colors were regarded as chromatic colors while
other colors could be achieved through mixing of these colors with black and white
acting as moderators. Alberti’s concept of separating chromatic colors from black and
white is similar to the CMYK printing concept today (Kuehni, 2001). This was an initial
understanding of color attributes, namely hue, chroma and tone though these names
were not formally mentioned during his time.
The cost-effective CMYK printing method though not using these colors, utilizes
this concept. Black in the CMYK printing system acts as the key for adjusting the final
printing darkness which is similar to Alberti’s moderator: black and white. (Shapiro,
1994).
According to Charles Parkhurst, in 1601, Aguilonius was among the four
researchers that independently discovered three primary color pigments: red, yellow
and blue which together with white and black as moderators, all other colors could be
derived (Parkhurst, 1961). Below is an argument by Aguilonius about color mixing that
has brought some significance in color theory development:
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‘A mixture of all three produces an “unpleasant color, livid, lurid, and even
cadaverous.” Mixing white and black with the three primary and three secondary colors
does not change their species, only their chroma…. “almost infinite variety of color”
comes from mixing the six chromatic colors with black and white. … concluded,
“nobody knows these things so precisely as painters”’ (Shapiro, 1994, p. 607).
Aguilonius discussed the concept of color mixing from the three primary colors
red, yellow and blue. He understood practically mixing these pure colors in pair would
obtain three secondary colors, namely orange, violet and green which remained high
in chroma. However, when all three colors are mixed in any proportion, a dull tertiary
color, either a brown or a gray would be formed. Moreover, he found that mixing either
black or white with one of these six prismatic colors would alter the chroma of that
color. However, the hue of that color would remain. It is understood today that this is
not fully true. Practically, it is known that mixing yellow to black will obtain a green
color. The yellow hue will be shifted towards the blue hue region passing through a
green hue and therefore a green color is obtained. He also explained that practically
all colors could be obtained through mixing. (Shapiro, 1994).
Alberti also carried out similar experimentation and derived many partially
chromatic colors by mixing his four chromatic hues, red, green, blue and yellow with
black and white thinking that all colors could be mixed (Kuehni, 2001). This kind of
color exercise was actually very useful for students to develop sensitivity to colors. In
this research, color mixing exercise was used in conjunction with the learning of color
theory to develop students’ visual sensitivity to colors so that they were able to apply
the theory learned.
Aguilonius’s experiments, the mixing of neutral and low chroma colors, were
similar to Leonardo’s and many other painters’ common color mixing process on a
palette. The aim was mainly to achieve illusive representation of the observed world,
like figurative skin colors. It served as an important milestone to introduce neutral
colors into a color theory system. These neutral colors allowed a better understanding
of the visual harmony of colors. (Shapiro, 1994). The concept of neutral browns and
grays acting as transitional colors would be discussed in detail in this research.
Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci’s contribution was his concept of
chiaroscuro (light and shadows). He further emphasized that artists could not work
with just the chromatic hues. Black and white were essential pigments for artists to
mix many colors they need (Kuehni, 2001). As an artist and art educator, I think this
16
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argument is still valid today. By mixing chromatic hues with black and white, it expands
artists’ and students’ understanding and sensitivity of color transitions as well as the
learning of the connections between chromatic colors and more subtle browns and
grays. Da Vinci’s study of colors was mainly on the illusional result of light and
shadows. The focus, therefore, was more on the mixing process than defining which
colors were primary. He did not conclude which colors were primary. However, his
contribution to the optical results through translucent gracing was important to painters
to learn about the optical mixing of colors in multiple layers. This optical result is
important in the practical color application even in the digital painting process today.
Photoshop layers for digital painting employs this concept of translucent effect to
achieve color vibrancy (Shapiro, 1994).
After Alberti and Leonardo, very few artists carried out a similar level of
examination in color theory till the late seventeenth century when Isaac Newton
discovered the prismatic colors of white light. In 1704, he published his color theory of
optics (1704). Coming from his study of the light source, Newton brought in a
controversial idea against the ideas of Aristotle and Leonardo, who only worked with
pigments. (Shapiro, 1994).
2.1.2. Newton’s Optics and its Contributions to the Development of Color Theory

Figure 6. Newton’s Color Circle based on Newton’s Optics (1704).
Scientist Isaac Newton first presented his findings of the optical science of colors
in 1672. Since Newton’s effort was related to optical science, he focused on the
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component rays of light from a natural white light source. His finding of color
components in natural light through the prism-dissected process of light was a great
scientific discovery. It discussed the optical behavior of light. The main focus of the
study was on light, which was the primary source of how objects could be seen. For
painting pigments, the light rays seen by our eyes are reflections from the color
pigments and/or the painted surface. This difference was not well understood by
people using Newton’s discovery of component rays in the natural light. Newton
himself had assumed that colors from light or pigments were similar in mixing
processes (Martins et al., 2001), It has been understood that the mixing of light is an
additive process, while the mixing of pigments is a subtractive process. The former
gives a bright mixture while the latter, a darker and duller mixture.
To further prove that the colors obtained from the prism dissecting process were
final where no further dissecting of each color can be done, Newton took further efforts
to use two prisms in sequence. The first one was used to segregate the light
components to produce a color spectrum, while the second one was to show that no
further segregation of light components could be shown. Therefore, Newton’s main
concept was, white light, its color was not a simple ray. Its primary component rays
could be obtained by a prism dissecting process (Martins et al., 2001).
Newton himself did not realize the difference between the additive mixing of
light and subtractive mixing of pigments, therefore that created debates between his
optical theory and research studies by artists and researchers working with pigments.
The conflict was not resolved until the late nineteenth century with the scientific
advancement in both pigment manufacturing and light optics (Shapiro, 1994).
Newton’s optical study of colors has two important contributions. First is the
clear dissection of sunlight and second is the arrangement of chromatic hues in a
closed ring. Purple was not part of the spectra hues in Newton’s Optics (1704). It was
added to close the circular arrangement of hues into a ring (Kuehni, 2001) as shown
in Figure 6. These two contributions were practically important to the development of
either the color wheel of light or the color wheel of paint pigments in visual art. The
former was an additive mixing process forming lighter composite light while the latter
was a subtractive mixing process forming a duller pigment mixture (Gerritsen, 1988).
The clear ordering of light components allowed a basic understanding of
adjacent colors as well as colors that were showing a larger difference in hue through
the dissected spectrum arranged in a closed ring. Black and white were removed from
18
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his closed ring representation. In his concept, black was an indication of the loss of
light while white was formed by all the component light rays.
Comparatively, this was very different from models created by Aguilonius and
Kircher earlier when black and white were shown in their linear diagrams. Newton’s
closed ring model did a disservice to visual artists working in colors, removing black
and white from the color system. Similarly, transitional colors, the browns and grays
were ignored in the system too. The study of the relationship of lightness to darkness
of hues was therefore completely removed from the represented closer ring diagram
(Gerritsen, 1988). For a long period, this relationship was not looked into. This is a
piece of important practical knowledge in the color mixing process.
From a visual art point of view, the most critical discovery by Newton is that this
scientific study has uncovered the optical character of natural light and its component
rays. It should not be mixed up with pigment science. Pigment science for painting
especially focuses on reflected light from pigments shined by an incident light source.
The most common light source is the natural white light. The confusion comes from
mixing up a direct light source against reflected light from observed surfaces of objects,
for example, a painted surface (Shapiro, 1994).
2.1.3. Goethe’s Naturalistic and Perceptual Color Theory
Another interesting and controversial study was by Goethe the great German
poet and writer. Below are a few paragraphs extracted from Sepper’s discussion of
Newton, Goethe (Sepper, 1998) and Goethe’s color theory (Goethe, 1982). The
paragraph below reflects Goethe’s rejection of Newton’s optics.
‘Should I not be proud, when for twenty years I have had to admit myself that
the great Newton and all the mathematicians and noble calculators along with him
were involved in a decisive error with respect to the doctrine of color and that I among
millions was only one who knew what was right in this great subject of nature? With
this feeling of superiority, then, it was possible for me to endure the stupid presumption
of my opponents. They sought in every way to persecute me and my doctrine and to
make my ideas ridiculous, but I nonetheless took great pleasure in my completed work.
All the attacks of my opponents only served to help me see human beings in their
weakness. – Goethe’ (Goethe et al., 1984; Sepper, 1998, p. 1) .
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Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) (Goethe, 1982), a giant of the world
of literature from Germany, was famous for his contributions in poems, various forms
of writings and translations. Goethe although who was not a master in painting, worked
with painting to record natural science subject matters like botanical subjects and
anatomical study. His involvement in science was mostly from the natural science area
(Sepper, 1998).
Goethe’s involvement in the study of light and color relationship, according to
Sepper, was different from Newton’s scientific point of view. That formed a
controversial error through his misconception of Newton’s optics. Sepper used a huge
amount of textual discussions in his book ‘Goethe contra Newton’ to showcase the
factual shreds of evidence of Goethe’s scientific faults in interpreting Newton’s study
(Sepper, 1998).
Sepper commented in his book that Goethe did not have any understanding of
the science of light and how Newton’s experiments and physical study connected
colors through the behaviors of light rays. He argued that Goethe had developed his
perceptual model that had no scientific basis. Goethe further used his perceptual study
of colors to attack Newton’s findings (Sepper, 1998). Although Goethe’s rejection of
Newton’s scientific discovery without a clear understanding of Newton’s scientific
approach was not acceptable; his perceptual findings in color were not well received
by Sepper.
Sepper argued that Goethe’s gifted talent in poem writing had indicated his
inclination towards romanticism. He argued that Goethe’s study, therefore, had relied
solely on appearances which in a way lack of scientific structure and understanding of
the objective reality. His argument about Goethe was very true coming from a
scientist’s point of view, where Newton’s study followed an experimental step based
on scientific inquiry and structures, who had designed a theoretical framework to
explain the observed phenomenon. Although Newton’s optics was not 100% robust, it
was a kind of progressive scientific research and development sequence, closely
following scientific logic. Goethe’s aggressive accusation of Newton was therefore a
rather cruel and baseless argument when Goethe himself did not have a very strong
scientific framework to carry out his studies. However, looking from a larger horizon,
Sepper might have missed Goethe’s contribution in the area of direct observations.
Looking into Barasch’s review of Theory of Colours [sic] written by Goethe, he
mentioned that the initial departure of Goethe’s study was based on his personal
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painting experience and his observation of experienced painters at work. With his
status as a famous poet, he had opportunities of meeting with renowned artists and
seeing painters at work in their studios. To him, painters’ color knowledge was mostly
from experience. There was no concrete study of color theory that could allow a holistic
understanding of the color application. His observations led him to come up with a
color application framework for practical needs. Therefore, his departure in the color
study was from observations of a natural phenomenon than a grounded scientific
theory. Although he argued that he had come from a position in science to resolve
artists’ empirical approach to color application, as compared to Newton’s scientific
approach, his lack of scientific framework in his study was evident. His
misunderstanding of Newton’s optical theory was true but his contribution through
natural observations was equally important to visual art (Barasch, 1974).
In the light spectrum dissected by Newton’s optical approach, the prism
segregation of the natural sunlight or white light shows its seven component rays,
namely red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. Newton used these colors
to form into a closed ring to discuss the similarity and difference of colors (Sepper,
1998). It served as an important milestone in the development of color wheel for color
application in visual art. However, these colors he obtained from white light did not
include all the neutral colors like browns, grays, black and white. Naturalistic objects
present neutral colors in huge abundance. A person’s daily visual experience,
removing all the artificially formulated colors like plastic or paint-coated surfaces, will
be left with mostly brown and gray objects. Goethe’s aggressive comment about
Newton’s optics most likely arose from the former’s natural observations of daily
objects. In my earlier discussion, Leonardo da Vinci together with other renaissance
painting masters was renowned for their understanding of mixing a wide range of
browns and grays for their illusive representation of the observed world (Shapiro,
1994).
Goethe’s misunderstanding of Newton’s optics can be understood from his
arguments in his ‘Theory of Colours [sic]’ (Goethe, 1982).
‘The colours [sic] of minerals are all of a chemical nature, and thus the modes
in which they are produced may be explained in a general way by what has been said
on the subject of chemical colours [sic]…. The few specific hues, in themselves,
admitted of no change; but from these, innumerable gradations were artificially
produced which imitated the surface of natural objects’ – (Goethe, 1982, p. 133).
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‘Dread of Theory – A dread of, nay, a decided aversion for all theoretical views
respecting colour [sic] and everything belonging to it, has been hitherto found to exist
among painters; a prejudice for which, after all, they were not to be blamed; for what
has hitherto called theory was groundless, vacillating, and akin to empiricism. We hope
that our labours [sic] may tend to diminish this prejudice, and stimulate the artist
practically to prove and embody the principles that have been explained’ – (Goethe,
1982, p. 189).
The above arguments by Goethe had indicated his point of departure was from
a practical color mixing approach. It was a very different perspective as compared to
Newton’s study of component rays of white light. Newton’s optics explained the
fundamental concept of basic color components and their source was the natural white
light, while Goethe’s observation pinpointed how artists were able to create naturalistic
and accurate color mixtures from minerals obtained. The latter reflected visual artists’
learning of color theory from painting experience. The learning of the richness of the
pigment mixtures should not be ignored.
He also looked into the colors of plants and other organic substances. His belief
was that color was an intrinsic result of each subject rather than a reactive result to
light falling on the object (Goethe, 1982). Although Goethe’s argument was incorrect,
proven by our current scientific understanding of colors, he pointed out the importance
of color mixing for the formation of neutral colors for painters to depict their observed
world.
One area both Newton and Goethe were aligned with was the concept of color
harmony. Color harmony is one of the critical areas in practical color application. Both
Newton and Goethe have contributed from their highly diverse approach to color study.
Newton’s contribution comes from his placing of primary and secondary colors (prismdissected color) of white light in a closed ring while Goethe looked into the formation
of natural browns and grays through the mixing of mineral colors.
Color harmony can be achieved by similar colors or the complementary effect
of different hues. When similar colors are placed next to each other, human vision
feels that these colors can stay together comfortably. The similarity comes from two
major groups. The first group is shown by Newton’s closed ring diagram. When colors
are nearer in Newton’s closed ring diagram, they are more similar in hue; hence
showing less crashing effects because of less difference between each other.
Goethe’s contribution is in the second group. This second group is the comparison of
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a hue to its family colors like similar browns or grays that carry a huge component of
that hue. For example, yellow ochre is similar to yellow. They present a comfortable
result when they are placed together. Newton’s closed ring diagram is not able to show
this as he removed all the neutral colors from his closed ring diagram.
This is the simplest concept of color harmony. The color harmony concept can
be extended into different color pairing or grouping, forming a sense of harmony like
the complementary color pairing in the color wheel. This would be discussed in details
in section 2.2. Color Harmony.
2.2. Color Harmony
2.2.1. Conceptual Development of Color Harmony and its Importance in Color Theory
Advancement
Burchett’s publication covered the range of bibliographical history of color study
from before the Renaissance to the period of Abstraction (Burchett, 2005). Color
harmony was one of the important concepts discussed throughout his book. Color
harmony discussion has its history since the Greeks. It was first discussed based on
the Greeks living philosophy.
‘The Greeks, in whose time a philosophy of color harmony first took shape, saw
it as a metaphor of life, implying unity and beauty based on mysticism and symbolic
logic (Burchett, 2005, p. i).’
Humanistic and scientific logic only came into play during the Renaissance
period, a period when rigorous knowledge development was carried out in the western
world. Yu studied the difference between the interpretation of harmony between the
ancient Chinese and Greeks. He describes ‘harmony’ about the Chinese based on the
Confucian living philosophy (Yu, 2016). It is the whole concept that a living person
conforms to, living on earth so that one maintains a balanced relationship with the
earth. The Greeks describe harmony as a perfect order that pre-exists on earth (Yu,
2016). The latter was used to construct the concept of color harmony.
Although both philosophical and scientific concepts of color harmony are used
to describe the pleasing visual response, throughout the development of art language,
there is no single agreed definition about what color harmony actually is. During the
Renaissance period, the paintings were mostly painted with a large abundance of
browns and grays. When chromatic hues were used, they were more for illustrating
23
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the object colors. The colors were called the local colors of the objects. These
chromatic hues might be blended with browns, gray or black to create a sense of threedimensional forms. This would be discussed in Leonard’s concept of form construction
as an example of the Renaissance concept of color application.
To discuss the concept of color harmony development, one may first compare
the two biggest eras of painting, namely the Renaissance and Impressionist period.
The reason for choosing these two eras is because the Industrial Revolution happened
in between these two periods. Before the Industrial Revolution painters did not have
the convenience to obtain direct tube pigments manufactured in paint factories. After
the Industrial Revolution, not only painting pigments could be manufactured in bulk in
paint factories, the advancement in chemistry created a lot more prismatic colors too
(Lyon, 1991).
As discussed in section 2.1.1. the earliest scientific study of colors was by Della
Porta in 1593 (Gerritsen, 1988), therefore using the high renaissance as a starting
point was a rational choice. Below is a list of paintings that represent each important
era until the Impressionistic period. These can be used to investigate where the major
shift of color application happened.
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2.2.2.

Sample Paintings from High Renaissance to before Impressionism
To observe if there was a huge shift of color application in painting, selected

sample paintings from the High Renaissance to before the Impressionism were used
for the investigation.
High Renaissance in Italy

Figure 7. Leonardo Da Vinci, Saint Anne, the Virgin Mary and the Infant Jesus, 15031519. Oil on canvas, 1.68m X 1.30m. Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum. (Da Vinci,
1503 - 1519).

Figure 8. Michelangelo, Creation of Adam, 1541. Fresco painting in Sistine Chapel,
Vatican. Acknowledgment: Vatican Museum. (Michelangelo, 1541).
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Figure 9. Raphael, Madonna of Meadow, 1505. Oil on panel, 113 cm × 88.5 cm.
Acknowledgment: Kunsthistorisches Museum(Raphael, 1505).

Figure 10.Venus of Urbino by Titian,1538. Oil on canvas, 1.19 x 1.65m.
Acknowledgment: The Uffizi, Florence (Titian, 1538).
Mannerism, sixteenth century in Italy

Figure 11. Jacopo da Pontormo, Entombment (The Deposition from the Cross),
1525-1528. Oil on canvas, 3.12 x 1.93m. Acknowledgment: Capponi Chapel, Santa
Felicità, Florence (Pontormo, 1525-1528)
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Figure 12. Jacopo Tintoretto, Last Supper, 1590s. Oil on canvas, 3.66 x 5.69m.
Acknowledgment: Church of San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice (Tintoretto, 1590).
Sixteenth-century paintings of Northern Europe

Figure 13. Hieronymus Borch, The Garden of Earthly Delights, triptych, 1510-1515.
Left panel: Garden of Eden; center panel: World before the Flood; right panel: Hell.
Oil on wood left and right panel, 2.18 x 0.91m, center panel, 2.18 x 1.93m.
Acknowledgment: Prado Museum, Spain (Borch, 1510-1515)

Figure 14. Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Netherlandish Proverbs, 1559, Oil on panel, 1.17
x 1.63m. Acknowledgment: Berlin State Museum (Bruegel, 1559).
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Baroque Period in Western Europe
A Baroque painting in Italy

Figure 15. Caravaggio (Michelangelo Merissa), Boy with a Basket of Fruit, 1594. Oil
on canvas, 70cm X 67cm. Acknowledgment: Borghese Gallery, Rome (Caravaggio,
1593 or 1595).
Baroque paintings in Northern Europe

Figure 16. Peter Paul Rubens, Venus and Adonis, 1635. Oil on canvas, 1.97 x
2.42m. Acknowledgment: Metropolitan Museum, New York (Rubens, 1635).
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Figure 17. Rembrandt van Rjin, The Militia Company of Captain Frans Banning Cocq
(known as The Night Watch), 1642. Oil on canvas, 3.71 x 4.37m. Acknowledgment:
Rijksmuseum (Rembrandt, 1642).

Figure 18. Jan Vermeer, The Geographer, 1668. Oil on canvas, 52.9 x 46.4cm.
Acknowledgment: Staedel Museum, Frankfurt (Vermeer, 1668).
A Spanish Baroque painting

Figure 19. Diego Velasquez, Venus with a Mirror (Rakeby Venus), 1648. Oil on
canvas, 1.23 x 1.77m. Acknowledgment: National Gallery, London (Velasquez,
1648)
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Rococo paintings, Eighteenth century

Figure 20. Antoine Watteau, Pilgrimage to Cythera, 1717. Oil on canvas, 1.3 x 1.9m.
Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum (Watteau, 1717).

Figure 21. Jean-Honore Fragonard, The Swing, 1766. Oil on canvas, 88.9 x 81.3cm.
Acknowledgment: Wallace Collection (Fragonard, 1766).
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Neoclassicism: The Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries

Figure 22. Jacques-Louis David, Oath of the Horatii, 1785. Oil on canvas, 3.35 x
4.27m. Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum (David, 1785).

Figure 23. Jean-Ausguste-Dominique Ingres, Grande Odalisque, 1814. Oil on
canvas, 0.89 x 1.65m. Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum (Ingres, 1814).
Romanticism: The Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries

Figure 24. Theodore Gericault, Raft of Medusa, 1819. Oil on canvas, 4.88 x 7.16m.
Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum, Paris (Gericault, 1819).
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Figure 25. Eugene Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People, 1830. Oil on canvas, 2.59
x 3.23m. , Acknowledgment: Louvre Museum (Delacroix, 1830).

Figure 26. Francisco de Goya, Witches’ Sabbath, 1798-99. Oil on canvas, 44cm x
31cm. Acknowledgment: Lázaro Galdiano Museum (Goya, 1798-99).
Looking at the whole list of paintings from the high Renaissance in the fifteenth
century to the Romanticism from the late eighteenth till the early nineteenth century
(see Figures 7 to 26), there was no evidence of a strong shift of color scheme, although
the Industrial Revolution happened between the eighteenth to the nineteenth century
(1760 – the 1850s) (Gráda, 2016) provided ready-made paint pigments in a wide
variety of colors for painters (Lyon, 1991). Although types of pigment hues increased,
forms in these paintings were painted similarly where shadows were darkened in tone,
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while brighter parts were painted with tinted colors, representing the local colors of the
objects to maintain the sense of volume. That was the Renaissance form sense.
2.2.3.

The Turning Point in Color Theory Development

Figure 27. John Constable, Wivenhoe Park, Essex, 1816. Oil on canvas, 56.1 x
101.2 cm (Constable, 1816).

Figure 28. Joseph Mallord William Turner, Burning of the Houses of Lords and
Commons October 16, 1834, 1835. Oil on fabric, 0.92 x 1.23m (Turner, 1834-1835).
The turning point happened in two paintings as shown in Figures 27 and 28, by
British Romanticist painters John Constable and Joseph Millard William Turner
respectively. These paintings were used as references for the discussion below.
Constable and Turner observed colors of landscape outdoor instead of
imagining the images (Rees, 1982). This behavior allowed them to experience colors
under the natural lighting condition. In this case, color behaviors no longer had to
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follow the Renaissance’s tradition to service just the forms of the painted objects. They
observed and painted more colorful shadows as shown in their two paintings listed
above. This happened right before Impressionism.
To see the huge change in the color application during the Impressionist period,
a comparison is done between Figure 29., Monet’s Bridge over a Pond of Water Lilies
and Figure 7., Leonardo’s Saint Anne, the Virgin Mary and the Infant Jesus.

Figure 29. Claude Monet, Bridge over a Pond of Water Lilies. Oil on canvas,
92.7 x 73.7 cm. Acknowledgment: Open Access at the Met, Metropolitan Museum of
Art (Monet, 1899).
Monet’s painting, Figure 8 shows a wider range of chromatic hues for his color
application than Leonardo’s painting in Figure 7. The majority of the colors in
Leonardo’s painting are browns and grays. Chromatic hues are only used to indicate
the colors of objects, like red and blue draperies.
To discuss the difference, the pigments used and the science behind their
painting approaches have to be understood. As discussed above, pigments from the
Impressionist period had a larger variety with the help of the Industrial Revolution
which happened between 1760 to 1850s (Gráda, 2016). More colors especially
prismatic colors like chromatic yellow, orange, red and many others were available
with the help of chemistry advancement (Lyon, 1991). Details were discussed in
section 2.2.4.
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2.2.4.

Pigments and Painting Approach Change from the Renaissance to the
Impressionistic period.
During the Renaissance, even the purest colors (high chroma colors) like indigo

blue, red madder or ultramarine were from naturally crystallized stones or plants and
animals. These natural pigments though were very stable in preserving color chroma
over the years, there were inclusions (impurities) that could not be removed easily
without modern and scientific pigment segregation method (Price, 2000). Price has
shown that the use of a renaissance pigment type like azurite at the right particle size
range, with the effect of irregular particle size, the complex refractive azurite particles,
present better chroma as compared to modern synthesized color particles. However,
that is constraint by the high cost of segregation and particle size control to obtain the
proper range of azurite particles to arrive at its optimum chroma. Therefore, the
Renaissance painters could not easily achieve highly chromatic results caused by
impurities in their natural pigments produced through a very rough hand-grinding
process. On the contrary, Impressionists had a wide variety of pigments to choose
from with factory manufactured pigments in tube coupled with chemistry advancement
(Lyon, 1991).
The Renaissance painters used mineral pigments like ochres and umbers
which were very stable. Those were stable oxides that would hardly change under the
natural environmental condition. Other pigments were extracted from vegetables,
plants and animal origins like azurite, malachite, lapis lazuli (natural ultramarine),
cinnabar orpiment, realgar, indigo, root madder and carmine. Those pigments were
not as stable as ochres and umbers. The dramatic shift happened after synthetic
pigments were available in eighteenth-century (Price, 2000).
To represent the most typical impressionist choice of pigments, I refer to a study
by Lyon, a researcher of Monet’s painting. Monet being the most representative figure
among the Impressionists, spent almost his whole lifetime painting in the Impressionist
style. That allows us to understand the common pigments that were available during
his period. Monet used a wider range of available pigments produced by paint
companies that started after the Industrial Revolution (1991). He was able to use many
more prismatic pigments to produce optical results through layering and semi-opaque
drybrush techniques (textural brushwork). That was the signature process of the
Impressionists. Figure 29. Was a typical Impressionistic painting by Monet.
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A chemical tracing study was done to find out the pigment content in Monet’s
paintings. There were traces of cadmium sulfide, vermilion, and charcoal black.
Besides some typical pigments that were similar to the Renaissance pigments, a trace
of cobalt blue, synthetic ultramarine, cobalt violet (cobalt arsenate), vermilion,
cadmium yellow and orange organic reds, and iron oxides were also found (Lyon,
1991).
Lyon’s study showed some pigments that did not exist during the Renaissance,
like cadmium sulfide, synthetic ultramarine, cadmium yellow and cadmium orange.
Especially the highly chromatic cadmium pigments, these were from scientific
advancement in manufacturing technology during the eighteenth century Industrial
Revolution. Even those pigments like cobalt blue, cobalt violet, vermillion and viridian,
one would guess the particle segregation process might produce more evenly
distributed particle sizes through the Industrial Revolution manufacturing technology
advancement. Therefore, those well purified and even pigment particles would present
higher chroma as compared to the Renaissance impure and uneven particle size
pigments. This major difference in pigment advancement coupled with optical science
development in the eighteenth and nineteenth-century added a new interpretation of
color harmony.
Using Burchett’s discussion of color harmony, when two colors are placed
together to produce a pleasant effect, a state of color harmony is achieved (Burchett,
2005). This has led to many different interpretations of harmony until today. It has not
reached an agreeable conclusion. However, for the development of color theory and
practical application of color language, these arguments and different interpretations
are useful because the practical application of colors can be derived through different
concepts of color harmony based on different practical reasons. In the later part of the
literature review, the development of color concept shows these influences from
different perspectives of color harmony from the Renaissance to the Impressionist
period.
Leonardo’s painting approach and his chiaroscuro painting concept fit into his
argument of color harmony related to the modeling of forms (Shearman, 1962). One
of the greatest painting language contributions of the Renaissance by Leonardo was
his revolutionary principle in the modeling of light and shadows.
Leonardo created a concept of form modeling controlled by the exterior factor,
the light source. Two factors were used to determine the color to be painted. The first
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was the local color of the object to be painted while the second was the perceptual
result of light and shadows. The second factor changed the local colors of the objects
because light fell on his subject matters would bleach their local colors slightly while
the absence of light would make them duller and darker than their local colors. That
was what Shearman described as the ‘accidental color’ of the object. Local colors of
the objects were permanent while ‘accidental colors’ would change according to
different chiaroscuro conditions (1962).
Before Leonardo’s chiaroscuro form construction, the color of objects observed
was depicted with similar local color pigments. Painters before Leonardo did not
realize the difference in the tone range of each hue. For example, the yellow color is
bright. When yellow is darkened, it will no longer be yellow but the blue color is able
to show its hue either in a light tone or dark tone. Painters before Leonardo used each
local color of a different hue to depict local colors of objects in their paintings. While
they tried to keep the color ‘right’, certain intrinsically bright color objects in yellow or
orange lost their sense of volumetric form.
‘Leonardo wrote: “Colors appear what they are not, according to the ground
which surrounds them”’ (Burchett, 2005, p. 14).
Leonardo’s concept of chiaroscuro modeling sacrificed local colors in shadows,
to depict the correct tone of color observed. Color of yellow and orange would likely
be changed to green and brown respectively when these two colors were cast with
dark shades. Observed colors behaved as a function of light and shadows. Tonal unity
became the dominating modeling structure to achieve naturalistic form depiction in
Renaissance paintings (Shapiro, 1994). This requirement worked perfectly with
Alberti’s mathematical modeling of space through perspective. Coupled with Alberti’s
mathematical perspective, Renaissance painters were able to depict very believable
architectural space, which was closer to the human perceptual experience.
‘The presence of this light, and its complementary shadow, gives the
coordinates of the spatial design with practically no assistance from linear
constructions. Darkness is the condition of space without light, and the light penetrates
selectively and draws out form into visible volume’ (Shearman, 1962, p. 38).
These two sentences may reflect Leonardo’s concept of light and shadows for
modeling of space and volumes of figures. Plasticity is the technical word used today
to describe this illusionistic depiction of figurative elements and the environment
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through chiaroscuro modeling. The result is a believable perceptual representation of
figures in a three-dimensional space.
In Michelangelo’s paintings, although he kept the Florentine tradition of high
chroma color modeling, he used a similar concept to model his figurative forms.
Evidence could be seen in his painting The Doni Holy Family (Doni Tondo) at the Uffizi
Museum (Shearman, 1962).
Shearman explained that in Doni Tondo’s paintings, the modeling approach
was through tonal adjustment of color objects. By painting a tinted or shaded mixture
of various hues, a sense of form was created. The chroma of each part of the object
was sacrificed to arrive at the right tone. It created a sense of volume for the form
(1962). Similarly, Michelangelo sacrificed local colors of objects to depict volumetric
forms placed under a consistent chiaroscuro condition, an exterior phenomenon.
Important painters during the Renaissance, like Andrea del Sarto, Rosso and
Pontormo were highly influenced by Leonardo’s chiaroscuro concept. This concept of
tonal unity became the basic framework of the perceptual plasticity; an idea deployed
by an exterior phenomenon, the light and shadows to depict the illusionistic volume of
any color objects.
Leonardo’s logic of color harmony has to work hand in hand with his logic of
chiaroscuro modeling. Therefore, this is one of the two major factors that decide color
harmony during the Renaissance period. Volumetric form modeling requires a local
color to follow its perceptual tone change from light (facing light source) to dark (in
shadows). The color in shadows carries a portion of the similar hue of the color in the
light which shows a comfortable and believable transition to depict a volumetric form.
Within the form, the colors do not clash with one other. This perceptual result is
regarded as color harmony as it is able to provide a believable depiction of objects in
space comfortably to viewers.
2.2.5.

The Shift of Color Harmony – Influence from Newton’s Closed Ring Diagram
Although there was some basic understanding of color contrast between

different hues by Alberti, there was no further intensive research in this area. In
Leonardo’s notes, he indicated that colors appeared differently affected by their
ground and surrounding. This was an early indication of the understanding of color
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interaction creating simultaneous contrast. However, this concept was not further
developed during his time (Burchett, 2005).
Most of the influence in the color application was based on the Renaissance
chiaroscuro concept by Leonardo. It took another two hundred years until Newton’s
optics was published (1704). Newton optics allowed a whole new concept of color
harmony to be developed. Newton placed seven colors of dissected white light in a
closed ring immediately creating the idea of comparing hue differences between colors.
Colors placed in the rainbow sequence allowed viewers to realize the similarity in hue
between adjacent colors. While the seven colors started with red and ended at violet,
violet could also be seen as the nearest neighbor coming from blue towards red
(Martins et al., 2001). There was an actual gap between violet which is rather blueish
as compared to red. Therefore, the color purple was added in between red and violet,
to close the ring. This brilliant idea of Newton, placing all these colors into a continuous
ring created an opportunity for further development of color theory based on hue
comparisons (Westland, 2007).
Newton’s closed ring format of presentation formed the earliest framework of a
color wheel. The concept of color harmony based on complementary hues evolved
from here. For the Renaissance, the concept of color harmony was to service the need
for tonal unity and hence it enabled painters to construct believable visual space and
volumes on a two-dimensional surface. For either Leonardo or Michelangelo, colors
were modified to service tonal unity. The tonal result dominated their paintings to
provide believable forms. It was a conceptual construction of form through tone range
colors, while chroma of colors might have to be sacrificed to fulfill this need.
In order to understand where the shift of the color harmony concept started, the
color application over the next three centuries in art history needs to be understood.
The very first and important era after the Renaissance was the Baroque period in
western art.
Using two masters of the baroque period in the seventeenth century,
Rembrandt and Rubens to discuss color harmony development, the color application
continued to service tonal unity. Although there were revolutionary changes from the
Renaissance to the Baroque in art concept, the change happened more in the
construction of space and form dynamics than colors. Looking at Sluijter’s revisit of
Rembrandt’s artworks, colors continued to work similarly like the Renaissance
painters (Sluijter, 2006).
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Sluijter used Von Sandrart’s study to discuss Rembrandt’s artworks. He found
that Rembrandt used open edges instead of constructing his forms with hard edges.
An edge in painting is the edge that defines two adjacent objects. For example, an
orange is placed next to a kettle, a viewer realizes that by knowing the difference
between them at the overlapping edge. An open-edge in painting means, the edge is
not fully closed between the two objects, with some sharing of soft blending in any
textural manner. This open approach allowed Rembrandt to focus on the relation of
colors. Not conforming to firm and defined edges of objects, he could freely experiment
with blending and mixing of color pigments (Sluijter, 2006).
Rembrandt discovered a wide range of subtle changes in colors especially
browns and grays through his color mixing process, while he kept most edges open
for color blending. This formed the early framework of optical color mixing (Sluijter,
2006).
Von Sandrart discussed Rembrandt’s high skills in modeling tones based on
the change of colors. He used the term ‘shifting tones through breaking colors’ which
meant using different colors based on the respective tone of each color. By combining
the different tones of colors, Rembrandt depicted the forms of each object. Colors in
Rembrandt’s artworks continued to support tonal unity as the basic concept of color
harmony just like renaissance painters.
Looking at another Baroque master painter, Rubens, Puyvelde described that
Rubens’s construction of volumes, planes or space was through colors. Rubens
applied different colors to different planes which he combined them and created a
sense of volume (Puyvelde et al., 1939).
A study of Ruben’s painting and oil sketches found that he mixed a wide range
of tones of various colors from three primary colors instead of using a wider range of
pigments (Puyvelde et al., 1939). Puyvelde concluded that Rubens used a limited
palette (very limited number of colors) to suggest different tones and hues. That again
suggested that Rubens’s usage of colors stayed at the servicing tone to achieve a
good depiction of forms and space.
One century later, a chemist Chevreul set an important color development
milestone before the birth of Impressionism. Chevreul discovered the simultaneous
contrast of colors in 1839 (Roque, 1996).
Chevreul’s described his famous law of simultaneous contrast, ‘If we look
simultaneously upon two stripes of different tones of the same colour [sic] or upon two
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stripes of the same tone of different colours [sic] placed side by side, if the stripes are
not too wide, the eye perceives certain modifications which in the first place influence
the intensity (chroma) of colour [sic], and in second, the optical composition of the two
juxtaposed colours [sic] respectively. Now as these modifications make the stripes
appear different from what they really are, I give to them the name of simultaneous
contrast of colour [sic]; I call contrast of tone the modification in the intensity of colour
[sic], and contrast of colour [sic] that which affects the optical composition of each
juxtaposed colour [sic]’ (Roque, 1996).
To explain simultaneous contrast more practically, looking at two adjacent
patches of colors, the hue of each color will create dynamic influence on its adjacent
color patch so that they both present wider differences in hue from what they are
supposed to be.
Newton’s closed ring form of color arrangement allowed users to see the
difference between any two hues. Coupling with Chevreul’s law of simultaneous
contrast, artists could understand the influence of different pairings of colors on the
closed ring (Martins et al., 2001). There was some doubt about the Impressionists’
comprehending Chevreul’s law of simultaneous contrast. The Impressionist painters
applied colors they regarded as complementary; colors with large hue differences
based on a similar closed ring layout like Newton’s color arrangement (Roque, 1996).
Section 2.2.6 will clarify the Impressionists’ decision in color application
2.2.6.

The Impressionists and their Practical Decision in Color Application
With the understanding that simultaneous contrast was a visual response of

human vision, artists thought or decided colors could be painted in this manner to
create good complementary results. That was another form of color harmony based
on complementary color pairings. There were diverse views of Impressionistic painters’
understanding of Chevreul’s theory of simultaneous contrast towards the use of
complementary colors. While Roque regarded the Impressionists’ approach as a
misconception of simultaneous contrast, below were some proofs that Monet and
Pissarro had a good understanding of the concept. However, they chose to deviate
from it based on their perceptual decision (Roque, 1996).
The Impressionists while they understood the concept of Chevreul’s law, made
different artistic decisions in their application of colors. They were more concerned
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about optical sensations of their perceptual experience than a faithful representation
of the observed objects (Roque, 1996).
‘Monet said: “When you go out to paint, try to forget what objects you have
before you, a tree, a house, a field or whatever. Merely think here is a little square of
blue, here an oblong of pink, here a streak of yellow, and paint it just as it looks to you,
the exact color and shape, until it gives your own I impression of the scene before
you.”’ (Roque, 1996, p. 31).
Monet’s argument indicated that as an artist he did not have to be bound by
any theory since he could simply trust his own eyes in his painting process.
George Lecomte, a French novelist and playwright studied both Monet and
Pissarro to see if they had understood the paradigm of complementary colors (Roque,
1996). He suggested that the Impressionists pushed the limits of the law for strong
perceptual results, bringing to the viewer luminous color interaction on their paintings
which he regarded as ‘vibrating harmony’. This was an indication of how the scope of
color harmony had been widened. It included the result of placing complementary hues
together. This improved the vibrancy of visual experience.
Monet’s painting applied the concept of optical mixing into the viewers’ eyes.
Therefore, the final visual result happened in the viewer’s eyes, not just the canvas.
The retinal received all the components rays coming from different hues in the painting,
combined and sensed the optical mixing result. Since the chroma of each hue was
maintained until it reached the retinal, that resulted in the growth of light. Colors on
paintings were perceived to be more vibrant and luminous. The author regarded this
as “vibrating harmony” of color through optical mixing. He further argued that Monet
did not have to depend on any theory to work with as he was able to observe the colors
of nature and painted them directly (Roque, 1996).
The English newspaper interview above showed that Monet had a good grasp
of the law of simultaneous contrast while he chose to stick to his artistic freedom not
bound by the law of simultaneous contrast (Roque, 1996). The reason could be better
understood by studying some influence he might have had working with his outdoor
painting style, in French terms, en plein air.
Two English outdoor landscape painters from the late eighteenth to early
nineteenth century might have influenced Monet and Pissarro. The first English master
to look at is Joseph Millard William Turner. Somerville, a keen amateur painter as well
as a leading scientist, studied Turner's interest in the science of optics. Although
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Turner seemed to be very interested in the science of optics, he followed Goethe's
Farbenlehre (Theory of Light). Understanding that Goethe’s color theory was more a
perceptual and physiological experience than any form of the hard science of optics
like Newton’s study, therefore Turner’s color application followed his perceptual
experience of color under different outdoor lighting conditions for his outdoor paintings.
He observed various dynamics of light outdoor and developed colors in paintings
(Rees, 1982) that were different from painters from the Renaissance period to the
Baroque period. The Renaissance and the Baroque painters composed and
completed most of their artworks solely in their studio. Hues used by Turner outdoors
were therefore expected to be wider in range as compared to the Renaissance and
the Baroque masters (Rees, 1982).
The second outdoor painter to look at is John Constable. While Turner’s
outdoor subject matters were the rough sea, dynamics atmospheric scenes and
landscape of skylines (Rees, 1982), Constable painted humble English village
landscapes. Constable was a painter that worked on location. His painting process
depended heavily on direct observation of nature (Rees, 1982).
Working with different subject matters, however, Turner and Constable shared
one common point of view; that was, to observe their subject matters’ color behavior
under the natural sunlight. This early development of outdoor painting was consistent
with the Impressionists’ en plein air experience. This outdoor experience allowed them
to discover the color dynamics of nature as opposed to studio artworks by the
Renaissance painters focusing on tonal unity for space and form construction. Outdoor
painting from observations, forms were heavily influenced by the atmospheric space,
a much larger depth of space as compared to an interior space. Distant landscape
subject matters or distant architectural buildings could be seen as flattened shapes
filled with a dynamic range of colors, bathed with different strength or angle of sun
rays and covered by dynamics atmosphere dependent on the time of the day and
weathers. Turner and Constable inspired painters to discover a much wider range of
hues that were interactive; different from colors derived from a controlled situation in
a studio. Webster studied paint application by Turner and Constable and commented
that the broken and tiny brushwork of different hues created a more vibrant color effect
as compared to a fully blended color patch (1944).
Both Constable and Turner experienced that by allowing yellow and blue
pigments to be placed closely but not mixed, they created more vibrant optical results
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than fully blending the two pigments on the palette to obtain a mixed green color. They
also discovered the painting approach through the transparent layering of different
hues. That was inspired by seeing the overlapping of Mediaeval blue and red stained
glass, which gave a purple hue (Webster, 1944).
Le’omte's texts confirmed the influence of English outdoor paintings, especially
how Turner’s paintings had influenced both Monet and Pissarro. The prismatic range
of colors used by these two English landscape painters helped the Impressionists
confirm their understanding of complementary colors. Therefore, they could combine
their en plein air experience with Chevreul law of simultaneous contrast (Roque, 1996).
Monet and another Impressionist painter, Pissarro had the opportunity to visit
London between 1870 to 1871. They chanced on Turner’s paintings and observed
Turner’s optical mixing of color pigments (Roque, 1996). Another study also showed
the evidence of Monet having the opportunity of studying Turner’s paintings. He was
a refugee from the Franco-Prussian War that happened in 1870. It forced him to
temporarily move to London (Collins, 2004).
Through exposure to oil paintings by Turner and Constable, Monet and Pissarro
discovered that the retinal color mixing was more superior in retaining color vibrancy.
Their broken color brushwork and use of complementary pigments were reassured
through seeing Turner’s and Constable’s broken and tiny color brushwork. This
complementary result was regarded as a new type of color harmony.
Compared with pigments of the Renaissance, a paper published in 1881 had
indicated a wide variety of paint pigments that were available in the nineteenth century
(Unknown, 1881). In the paper, French Ultramarine, Prussian Blue, Vermillion and
Cobalt blue were seen. These colors never existed in the Renaissance old master
palettes. In addition to these colors, Lyon’s study also showed other color pigments,
like cadmium sulfide, synthetic ultramarine, cadmium yellow and cadmium orange.
These pigments covered the complete range of prismatic colors. These readily
available pigments after the Industrial Revolution allowed the Impressionist painters
to fully explore their complementary concept of color application (Lyon, 1991).
2.2.7.

Types of Color Harmony and its Ambiguity

The study and exploration of color harmony took many forms by comparing three
attributes of colors: hue, tone and chroma. In 1907, color scientist Albert Munsell
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formulated a mathematical model based on his Munsell Color Tree, a threedimensional model of the color system to calculate color harmony. Similar to other
color scientists, Munsell used gray (including white and black as the two extreme ends
of grays) as the central core for his three-dimensional color tree (Westland, 2007).
Equation 1 shows the mathematical relationship between the three color
attributes. A, is an area painted with a color of tonal value V and chroma C chosen
from the Munsell Color Space. A1 and A2 represent two different areas with color
strengths and their tonal values V1 and V2, and chromas are C1 and C2 respectively.
Munsell assumed that a small area with high color strength could balance a larger
area with lower color strength (Westland, 2007). He argued that the product VC which
was a measurement of color strength was inversely proportional to the area A for any
two colors chosen to arrive at color harmony (Ou et al., 2004), therefore,
mathematically he had,
A1
A2

=

V2C2
V1C1 --------- equation 1 (Westland, 2007).

Or it might be written as,
A1C1V1 = A2C2V2
Figure 30 further illustrates five common cases that color harmony can be
achieved based on the Munsell Color Space.
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V (Value / Tone)

Lightest Value ( White)

Case (iii)

Case (ii)

Case (v)

H (Hue)
C (Chroma)

Case (i)

Color P
Color N
Case (iv)

Color M

Darkest Value (Black)
Figure 30. Five cases of Munsell’s color harmony concept (1902).
i.

Colors along with the central core of the Munsell Color Space or all the grays are
considered harmonious colors, including black and white being the extreme ends
of grays. Munsell denoted the vertical axis for value (V) or tone in our discussion
here. Black has a value of 0 and white has a value of 10. Therefore, this may
cause some minor confusion as for painters, Ross’s definition of tones is
commonly used by artists. 1 represents white and 9 represents black (Ross,
1907).

ii.

Colors that have different tones but have the same hue and chroma.

iii.

Complementary colors that fall along with the same tone range and chroma ring.

iv.

A color paired with colors dropped in an equal amount of chroma and tone
respectively. Color M and color N can form a harmony color pair when color M
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and color N are dropped one step in chroma and tone respectively in the Munsell
Color Space and,
v.

Color vectors moving along an elliptical locus.
With the three attributes plotted and with colors available (watercolor pigments),
Munsell developed his three-dimensional color space. That color space immediately
reflected that a symmetrical color space practically did not exist. Based on the concept
of simultaneous contrast, these five cases of color harmony can immediately be
questioned (Roque, 1996). Since it is understood that color response is a dynamic
process in a viewer’s eye, the mathematical value of A1C1V1 or A2C2V2 will shift from
time to time. Although the physical measurement is a constant, the viewing response
is not constant. Even if the scientific argument of harmony is true, the practical
experience may not be true. This mathematical model forces the central core to be
gray (including white and black). However, there is no scientific evidence that could
show that, when a gray is formed, it is the state of visual harmony. The cultural
reference discussed in section 3.11 may further complicate the issue.
Westland argued that the commercial success of the Munsell Color System has
camouflaged its contribution to color harmony (Westland, 2007) but I would argue
differently. I think it is because there is no way the color harmony cases above could
be well demonstrated practically with precision. Therefore, along the way, practitioners
have chosen to use the strength of the Munsell Color System; that is its well-developed
color framework instead of its measurement of color harmony. The Munsell Color
System is discussed in detail in section 2.3.
Color harmony was also categorized by Koenig in three basic forms: simple
harmony, contrast harmony and balanced harmony. These three forms covered the
practical range of color usage in visual art today (Westland, 2007).
•

Simple harmony: a small number of neutrals and hues. This is similar to the
Renaissance tonal unity model. For the practical model today, it is called the
analogous colors.

•

Contrast harmony: based on Chevreul’s law of simultaneous contrast and the
Impressionists’ practical experience of complementary color application.
Today there are two practical models, namely, the simple complementary
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color pairing and the split complementary color pairing. Both are based on this
concept of harmony.
•

Balanced harmony: an expanded practical choice based on the symmetrical
Itten Color Wheel. Instead of solely depending on analogous colors or
complementary colors, balanced harmony suggests the usage of more
combinations of colors. Contemporary practical models are triadic (three
colors) and tetradic colors (four colors).
Further to this, the complementary color pairing has multiple definitions too.

That makes the color harmony even harder to be defined and taught to students.
•

Two chromatic pigments are mixed. The mixture is subtractive in nature, losing
chroma as compared to its two parent chromatic hues. If it forms a gray which
is regarded as a neutral color, the pair of color are considered as a
complementary pair.

•

Two chosen color sectors that are painted on a wheel. If they are optically mixed
on a spinning disc and form a neutral gray, these two colors are regarded as a
complementary color pair.

•

If a chromatic color image is seen for a short period (generally for around 10 to
20 seconds based on my experience with students), after the image is removed,
an afterimage is formed the viewer’s mind. So the two chromatic colors are
regarded as a complementary pair (Westland, 2007).
In order to measure complementary color pairs through viewers, research was

conducted (Mahyar et al., 2007). The measured data reflected some conflicts. The
conflicts happened when the viewers were asked to choose a color that has the
maximum contrast to a given color. When the process was reversed, the viewers
chose a different color. This result has reflected the dynamic nature of color perception
and in a way has also proven that color harmony pairing could not be defined.
Moreover, there was no scientific proof that these three steps above will obtain
exactly the same complementary color pairs. Therefore, complementary color pairs
could not be concretely defined. Further evidence can be seen as there are a few
versions of color wheels in the market; the Itten Color Wheel using red, yellow and
blue as the primary colors and a new version that adopted the scientific experience
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from the printing industry, using cyan, magenta and yellow as the primary colors
(Westland, 2007).
Looking at these arguments above, it is immediately realized the lack of
concrete proof of color harmony framework, especially the balanced harmony, as it is
based on the proportion of how much each hue is used in either a triadic or a tetradic
color combination. Even a simple complementary system has no guideline about the
proportion of pairing colors to be used. If different types of color wheels are used to
obtain split complementary colors, triadic colors or tetradic colors, different color sets
will be obtained. That further indicates the ambiguous nature of this concept.
Looking back to the history of color theory development, color harmony was
first developed by color theorists to understand the optimum combination of color in
an application when colors are used in pairs or groups (Westland, 2007). It was
derived from the Greek philosophy of musical harmonic intervals (Kuehni, 1990). This
was also partly why Newton invented his color wheel using seven colors. A purple
color was added to connect the two ends of the spectral colors visible to mankind, the
red and the blue (Gage, 1999). This number seven chosen by Newton was somehow
arbitrary since a light spectrum is continuous. However, placing colors on a wheel has
influenced color research for almost three hundred years.
Judd discussed color harmony as two or more colors placed next to each other
that would generate a pleasing effect (Judd et al., 1963). However, Kuehni showed
examples from various cultures, namely the Egyptians, Greeks, Babylonian/Assyrians,
Mayans and other Mesoamerican cultures and all of them had different choices in
terms of color combinations to arrive at color harmony. Therefore, both Granville and
Kuehni agreed that color application had its influence from culture and how one was
nurtured. Color harmony was a heavily contextual decision based on this argument.
Granville further argued that although scientific theory might be able to analyze color
schemes in terms of their relationship, the results could not help them understand the
creative process of an artist. Hence, color harmony based on a ‘pleasing’ result to a
person could not be defined (Collins, 2004). Westland even argued that defining a
fixed guideline for color harmony might hurt artistic creativity. It had a negative effect
on nurturing future artists (Westland, 2007).
Although the definition of color harmony is not conclusive (Burchett, 2005), the
tracing of its development has instilled the examination and emergence of a robust
color application approach. Visual artists as practitioners of colors may focus on the
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practical understanding of different visual results generated by different color
combinations than spending time arguing about the right type of color harmony
(Westland, 2007). An equally important argument by Westland was color taste which
might change from generation to generation according to race, age, cultural
background, education and other factors. This could further complicate the drawing of
a conclusion on color harmony.
Extensive effort was carried out recently by the Budapest University of
Technology and Economics and collaborators to carry out statistical measurement of
different forms of color harmony from 2005 (Neumann et al., 2005) to 2019 (Nemcsics
et al., 2019). They drew multiple statistical conclusions about different forms of
harmony based on monochromatic colors (Nemcsics, 2008), the pairing of two colors
(Nemcsics, 2009) and the grouping of three colors (Nemcsics, 2011). However, its
latest research drew another conclusion that color harmony for neutral colors is
different for different age groups (Nemcsics et al., 2019). The data may assist in the
learning of different combinations of colors. However, it is difficult to form a
pedagogical structure to train color harmony without reaching a conclusive judgment.
The color harmony concept is still used in the contemporary teaching of color
theory. Two recent publications for color training in design, ‘Design Elements – Color
Fundamentals’ (Sherin, 2012) and ‘Understanding Color – An Introduction for
Designers’ (Holtzschue, 2006) serve as evidence. The latter even used a whole
chapter to discuss color harmony. There is a need to clarify that color harmony has
not reached any conclusive definition. Hence, it is not advisable to simply use it for the
training of colors. In developing a pedagogical training approach, the argument of any
universal truth of color harmony should be avoided. Instead, the focus can be placed
on practical color applications like Chevreul’s law of simultaneous contrast to create
color vibrancy or the tonal unity application by the Renaissance painters to model
forms. These will serve as fundamental concepts of color application for students to
develop a good understanding of colors.
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2.3. Development of Color Wheel and Color Space, and Current Practice in the
Industry
To connect the development of color theory from the High Renaissance
(sixteenth Century) (Shearman, 1962), Goethe (1749-1832) (1982) and the period
when Newton’s Optics was published (1704) (Shapiro, 1994) to the contemporary
practical application of colors, it is important to look at two main formats of how colors
are presented. The simplest and most direct way is to present colors on a twodimensional surface. This format is based on the idea of connecting similar hues as
neighbors. Therefore, colors with larger differences in hues are placed further away
from each other. This concept is related to complementary hues as discussed in the
study of harmony. This closed ring format is linked to Newton’s Optics color diagram
(Shapiro, 1994).
Another format is a three-dimensional model. Color scientists placed colors on
to a three-dimensional space to depict all the three attributes of color, namely hue,
tone and chroma. They are represented in relation to the color space. However, for
visual artists, it is practically difficult to connect a three-dimensional framework visually
for one’s practical needs. Both models have their strengths and weaknesses.
There are many similar models in the history of color theory development,
therefore it is more meaningful to select a few representing models to discuss then
going through the history of every single model. When the differences of a few models
are understood, the concepts of the rest are more or less within the same theoretical
or practical framework.
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2.3.1.

Two-Dimensional Color Diagrams and Color Wheels
Early two-dimensional models of color diagrams before Newton’s Optics did not

take the form of a circle like Newton’s closed ring model (Gerritsen, 1988).

Figure 31. Waller’s square model of colors, 1686 (Gerritsen, 1988, p. 28).
Waller developed the above square model through his mixing yellow, red and
some blues as published in A Catalogue of Simple and Mixt [sic] Colours [sic] with a
Specimen of each Colour [sic] prefix [sic] to its proper Name, as a fellow of the Royal
Society (Reinhart, 2019) as shown in Figure 31. Although his color mixing experiment
showed many transitional browns, he did not include them in his color model (see
Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Waller’s Color Mixing Experiment. Browns are shown throughout this
mixing experiment (Reinhart, 2019). Most of his original pigments were obtained
from minerals and plants.
In Waller’s model, yellow, red, blue and green were taken as the primary colors
and in between, they were mixed colors formed by mixing adjacent pairs of primary
colors. Browns, grays, cyan and magenta were not represented in this early model
(Gerritsen, 1988).
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Figure 33. Hofler’s Color Diagram, 1883 (Gerritsen, 1988), using green, blue, red
and yellow (Rehbock, 2003) as primary pigments and placed in a rhombic format.
Hofler’s color diagram developed in 1883 in a rhombic format was similar to
Waller’s in many ways but he inverted the primary colors and secondary colors.
(Gerritsen, 1988) . Hofler, instead, placed yellow, red, blue and green (Rehbock, 2003)
in the rhombus, and placed mixed colors outside as shown in Figure 33. Using four
colors, red, yellow, green and blue as the primary colors, there was one important
contribution to the future development of a practical color space. It indicated the true
practical range of each hue. The secondary mixtures from each blue with green and
green with yellow, gave a blue-green and a yellow-green respectively. This was an
early indication that the experimental scientists realized that the color green had
covered a wide region of the color space. This experimental discovery was
unfortunately masked by the development of the two-dimensional popular color
wheels based on Newton’s Optics (Newton, 1704).
Most of the two-dimensional models developed after the publication of
Newton’s Optics in 1704 (Shapiro, 1994) adopted a circular or a symmetrical polygonal
format in a circular manner. Although Goethe who had many opposing ideas against
Newton’s Optics, he also used a circular format for his color diagram as shown in
Figure 34.
Chromatic colors, he argued that when placed together, would create optically
juxtaposed results to viewers. He used a philosophical argument of how humanbeings compared and read the difference between any two hues. When the difference
was strong, a counter-balancing result was achieved. That he regarded as colorcomplementary which was how different hues arriving at a state of harmony (Goethe,
1982).
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From the above argument, it shows Goethe’s consciousness about the
complementary contrast of colors. His color wheel had three pairs of complementary
colors placed opposite each, showing that each pair would create maximum hue
contrast. This was the early understanding of hue difference before Chevreul
discovered simultaneous contrast (Roque, 1996).

Figure 34. Goethe’s Color Wheel (Illustration in Goethe’s original publication in
German, Zur Farbenlehre, published in 1810. Translated version in English by MIT
Press, 1982) (1982).
Through the concept of complementary hues, a six-color model became a
popular format for a two-dimensional color wheel. Models by Runge (1809), Wundt
(1893), Van Gogh (1878), Klee (1924) and Itten (1961) followed this circular
arrangement. Itten’s model was brought to the art institutions in the USA by his student
Josef Alber (Garland, 1983) and had become the most popular model used by art
institutions worldwide.
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Figure 35. Itten’s Color Wheel (1961) (Gerritsen, 1988). Six colors are in this
model, with red, blue and yellow as its primary and violet, green and orange as
secondary colors. This was published in The Art of Color (Itten, 1962).
Figure 35 represents Itten’s basic framework of color. His color wheel adopted
Goethe’s concept of complementary hues. He found that with his prismatic hues
chosen when these hues were projected against a black background, the gradation
into space was consistent with the ratio of the Golden section. That made him believe
in maintaining his six color circular arrangement. Therefore, the Itten Color Wheel also
took an evenly arranged geometrical structure with each prismatic color taking up sixty
degrees over a three hundred and sixty-degree circle. Moreover, the complementary
hues were placed opposite each other forming three pairs of complementary hues
(Raleigh, 1968). Itten adopted Goethe’s perceptual model through a mixture of paint
pigments. His primary colors were blue, yellow and red. Secondary colors, violet,
green and orange were derived from mixing red, yellow and blue as indicated in Figure
35 (Gerritsen, 1988; Itten, 1962).
Johannes Itten (1888 – 1967), was an art educator and an art language
researcher for his whole life. He contributed to the area of design and color concept at
the Bauhaus during his early years of career. He was appointed the Master of Bauhaus
in 1919. He left the Bauhaus in the spring of 1923 to continue his pedagogical research
based on his concepts of design and color. He published ‘The Art of Color’ in 1961
and ‘Design and Form: The Basic Course at the Bauhaus’ in 1963. The former was
translated into many languages and had a very significant influence on the teaching
of color theory and practice today (Moholy, 1968).
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Itten formulated his color theory based on perceptual concepts from Goethe
and Runge, while he combined scientific concept from Chevreul’s law of simultaneous
contrast. He was not able to explain the difference between scientific concepts and
perceptual experience. His publication ‘The Art of Color’ was based on his research
and teaching at the Bauhaus during the early 1920s. Ballard argued that Itten’s
scientific concept of colors and his intuitive understanding of colors sometimes created
conflicts. Itten occasionally experienced questions from students that his answers to
them were not convincing or even conflicting with what he had taught (Ballard, 1964).
Since both Goethe’s color wheel or Chevreul’s simultaneous contrast led
towards the belief of complementary color harmony as discussed in section 2.2, Itten
had the same belief which led him to apply a physical concept to remove the
subjectivity of color harmony. His physical concept was based on the argument that
complementary colors in pairs could be mixed to arrive at a neutral gray as an
equilibrium state. That was how complementary colors could balance each other to
arrive at color harmony. If the state of equilibrium was not reached, similarly the state
of harmony could not be achieved (Ballard, 1964).
However, in reality, human vision follows the law of simultaneous contrast
discovered by Chevreul and successive contrast is an aftereffect of simultaneous
contrast when one’s brain retains the complementary hue of a previously viewed hue.
If another hue is viewed successively, the complementary effect will carry on and
therefore the second patch of hue seen is altered (Rossotti, 1985). The main point
here is that our human vision is dynamic. Therefore, Itten’s concept of color harmony
- forming of a neutral gray color through complementary pairing will not function due
to the dynamic nature of human vision.
Other than this issue, the Itten Color Wheel and all hexagonal symmetrical
models have made another assumption that is practical misleading. This will be better
understood by looking at an asymmetrical the Munsell Color Space as shown in Figure
36. Each hue represented on the Munsell Color Space does not occupy the same
amount of space symmetrically which implies that each complementary pairs of
different hues are practically different. A detailed discussion of the Munsell Color
Space is in section 2.3.2.
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Figure 36. The Munsell Color Space, 1915 (Gerritsen, 1988).
2.3.2.

Three-Dimensional Color Space
The early three-dimensional color theory models generally took the simple

geometrical forms. (Kuehni, 2001). Though there was no specific reason given on why
the color space development had to fit into a simple geometrical model, the major
contribution was that color scientists aimed to include all observed colors into one
single model. It provided an early understanding of how the three color attributes –
tone, hue and chroma were related in practice. During the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century, there were three models developed as transitional models towards
three-dimensional models.

Figure 37. Maxwell’s triangular model with three more color wheels indicating the
tonal change of different hues (1830s) (Brownlee, 2009). This model was developed
based on Thomas Young’s discovery of primary colors of light, namely red, green
and blue (RGB).
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Thomas Young discovered that human color vision was through receptors of
three primary colors. Different amounts of these three primary colors received by the
individual receptor would be further blended into the brain to arrive at a certain mixture.
The three primary colors Young discovered were red, green, and violet and the three
binary combinations were yellow, consisting of red and green; crimson, of red and
violet; and blue, of green and violet; white light could be formed by combining all three
these primary colors of light (1807).
Violet was mistaken by Young as a primary color of light. However, that was
not crucial to Maxwell in carrying out his experiment. To observe Young’s discovery.
Maxwell adopted Thomas Young’s discovery of three primary colors of light (Young,
1807) and formulated his color triangles as shown in Figure 37 (Brownlee, 2009). As
indicated in Figure 38 he segregated all the three primary colors of light: blue, red and
green.

Figure 38 Maxwell's experimental data proved that the primary colors of light are red,
green and blue (1830s) (Wald, 1964).
This discovery cleared the misunderstanding and argument on which color
pigments are primary. Red, yellow and blue were firmly established as primary colors
of pigments before this discovery (Kuehni, 2001). This discovery provided color
scientists with two important facts. First, red, green, blue (RGB) were confirmed to be
the primary colors of light. While RGB of light are mixed in additive nature, showing
brighter results in their mixtures, pigments work in a subtractive manner. Second,
pigments show their hue characters through reflections of light. Therefore, it was later
understood that it was better and more economical to use cyan, magenta, yellow and
black (CMYK) than red, yellow and blue (RYB) for printing. A detailed explanation is
provided in Appendix M.
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Maxwell, therefore, used these three primary colors to create his triangular
color diagram as shown in Figure 37. Maxwell’s model introduced tone as an additional
parameter to enhance the coverage of his triangular color mixing diagram. He placed
three more circular color wheels beside his triangular model to indicate the effect of
tone on hues. Hence, all three attributes, hue, chroma and tone were included in his
diagrams though they were presented separately.

Figure 39. Harris’s Model, 1776 (Gerritsen, 1988), with concentric circles that show
the progressive change of colors through mixing.
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Figure 40. Brucke’s Model, after 1831 (Gerritsen, 1988, p. 35), with concentric circles
that show the progressive change of colors through mixing.
While Maxwell used multiple diagrams to indicate all three attributes, Harris
(1776) and Brucke (after 1831) both, as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40, used
concentric rings to indicate tonal change so that the two-dimensional color wheel could
represent tone as well. Harris attempted to show the progressive change of colors, in
a way also started to bring in the concept of three-dimensional color space. Knowing
that he was not able to represent all the information with a single two-dimensional
chart, he used two diagrams instead. It presented the color neutralizing process – the
process of forming different browns and grays. There were 36 sections, and 660 tints
of color (Schmid, 1948). Harris’s model had four concentric rings, using three hues,
red, yellow and blue. Grayish colors occupied the outermost ring, followed by dark
colors, and later by tinted colors. The purest non-tinted and non-shaded colors
occupied the inner ring.
Brucke was the scientist that discovered the Bezold-Bucke Phenomenon -- the
behavior of hue and saturation of color was dependent on the intensity of the light
source (Duck, 1987). Brucke’s model was similar to Harris’s, but he started with white
as the outermost ring. It had 14 concentric rings, moving from its outermost ring, white
to tinted colors, then to chromatic colors, then to shaded colors till it reached black at
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the center of the circle (Gerritsen, 1988). All these three models above hinted the birth
of three-dimensional models.
Early models of three-dimensional color space are shown in Figures 41 and 42
The vertical axis was used to indicate tone change from top to bottom, either from
black to white or white to black. Hue and chroma formed the horizontal area. Therefore,
all three attributes of colors could be represented in one diagram. The first threedimensional model was developed by Johann Heinrich Lambert in 1772. It had a
pyramidal form using yellow, red and blue (RYB) as its three primary colors (Nemcsics
et al., 2015) as shown in Figure 41. The tone was its vertical axis, while white the
lightest was placed at the peak of the pyramid. Chevreul’s model published in 1839
was similar but he used a hemisphere and placed black at the top of the hemisphere
instead of white (Kuehni, 2001).

Figure 41. Lambert’s Three-Dimensional Model, 1772 (Gerritsen, 1988).

Figure 42. Chevreul’s Three-Dimensional Model, 1839 (Gerritsen, 1988).
Chevreul discussed how he arranged colors in his model, “in each of the
scales . . . there is one tone which, when pure, represents in its purity the colour [sic]
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of the scale to which it belongs: therefore I name it the normal tone of this scale. . . . If
the tone 15 of the Red scale is the normal tone, the normal tone of the Yellow scale
will be a lower number, while the normal tone of the Blue scale will be of a higher
number. This depends on the unequal degree of brilliancy and luminousness of the
colours [sic].”’ (Kuehni, 2001, p. 67).
He discussed the difference between each hue. His comment above indicated
color scientists had started to realize that different hues were not equivalent in practical
performance. This hinted at the need for an asymmetrical color space.

Figure 43. Mayer’s Three-Dimensional Model, 1758 (Gerritsen, 1988).
Mayer’s model was an expansion of Lambert’s model using two pyramids
instead of one as shown in Figure 43. The reason for using a bi-pyramidal model was
because he aimed to create an equidistant color model from the central plane, the
base of both pyramids (Kuehni, 2002). This conceptual contribution was critical. It
reflected that color scientists had started to recognize the importance of knowing the
actual practical difference between colors. The difference between any two colors had
to be scientifically measured based on the three color attributes under pre-defined
conditions like the strength of light source and the viewing environment.
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Figure 44. Runge’s Three-Dimensional Model, 1810 (Gerritsen, 1988).
A similar effort was carried out by a German painter Philip Otto Runge (17771810). He created a spherical model as shown in Figure 44, also aimed to represent
colors in a three-dimensional space in uniform steps. Runge was thought to be the
first to come up with a symmetrical three-dimensional sphere of color space. The
central axis continued to be the tonal axis similar to the previous single-sided threedimensional models as shown in Figures 41 and 42. Runge as a Romanticist painter
had a strong interest in the study of colors. By arranging each hue in conjunction with
tone and chroma, it led to the measurement of the difference between adjacent color
patches. That hinted at the birth of the final version of asymmetrical Munsell Color
Space (Marcus, 1976). Runge’s model was also thought to have influenced the
development of Wilhelm Oswald’s double cone model (Marcus, 1976).
Professor Albert Munsell studied Lambert’s and Runge’s models and finally
developed his initial model that still took the symmetrical form as shown in Figure 45.
He proposed five colors for his hue equator, namelyId (R), yellow (Y), green (G), blue
(B) and purple (P). Between these five hues there were five in-between hues.
Therefore, orange was indicated as Red-Yellow (RY). One important design was that
there were three different green hues represented, namely green-yellow (GY), green
(G) and blue-green (BG). This immediately indicated that green occupied the largest
color space practically.
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Figure 45. Munsell’s Early Three-Dimensional Model, 1905 (Gerritsen, 1988).

Figure 46. Ostwald’s Double Cone Model, 1917 (Gerritsen, 1988).
Oswald was both a chemist and a painter. He aimed to develop a color theory
model that could assist artists as a tool to paint what they observed. Therefore the
practical difference between colors continued to be critical in his model. His doublecone model as shown in Figure 46 influenced a few important artists, namely Dutch
painter Piet Mondrian and the Bauhaus artists, Wassily Kandinsky, Walther Gropius,
Joost Schmidt and Paul Klee. In addition, two American art teachers, Faber Birren and
Egbert Jacobson were also influenced by him and decided to adopt his theory
(Bernstein, 2006). Birren was later an influential color theory researcher who published
many papers and books in color perception (Birren, 1986).
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Figure 47. Titchener’s Asymmetrical Model, 1887 (Gerritsen, 1988).
The first model that used asymmetrical arrangement was by Titchener as
shown in Figure 47. Its breakthrough was in the understanding of lighter hues and
darker hues. For example, yellow being a lighter hue lied closer to white and further
from black while blue being a darker hue, near to black and further from white. This
revolutionized from the restriction of symmetrical models that assumed similar
practical performance of all hues (Gerritsen, 1988). The issue of Titchener’s model,
was similar to many other scientific models. He came from a scientist’s perspective to
create a complete and scientific representation of colors without thinking about the
actual practical reality related to how an artist worked with colors.
Munsell also learned from and consulted three color scientists, Ostwald, Rood
and Titchener before he developed his asymmetrical model with watercolor pigments
(Blaszczyk, 2012; Cochrane, 2014). In 1900, he realized that due to the difference in
the chroma of pigments, the three color attributes could not fit symmetrically into a
three-dimensional model. Hence, he created the asymmetrical Munsell Color Space
in 1904 (Kuehni, 2001). In 1905 he published A Color Notation, a description of the
system, with print reproductions of color charts (Munsell, 1905).
Munsell put the extra efforts to create an asymmetrical model that truly illustrate
the actual practical color space occupied by each hue based on accurate shifts of tone
and chroma as shown in Figure 48 (Blaszczyk, 2012).
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Figure 48. The Munsell Color Space (1915). Courtesy: X-Rite Incorporated
As shown in Figure 48 all hues were arranged around the neutral axis of white
(top) to grays down to black (bottom) according to their respective lightness. Therefore,
each hue was arranged according to its three attributes, hue, tone and chroma
accurately. The most chromatic hues stayed at the outermost ring. Moving towards
the central core, each hue reduced in chroma and finally became its respective gray
in a similar tone. Munsell did not take into account of Maxwell’s true perceptual
behavior of light. He used available watercolor paint pigments to construct his diagram
(Chapanis, 1965).

Figure 49. Atlas of the Munsell Color System, ca. 1915. Accession 2188, Hagley
Museum and Library (Blaszczyk, 2012).
Munsell was not able to find a printer to produce many middle-value colors
within the color space for his atlas, so he decided to produce it with watercolor paint.
Figure 49 was Munsell’s earliest Atlas of color which represented the asymmetrical
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nature of each hue practically. His original object was to service his educational needs.
However, his model was not well received by art educators while he was gaining good
popularity in various industries. Below is some documented evidence of Munsell’s shift
from education to industrial applications.
From Munsell’s symmetrical model as shown in Figure 45 till he published his
asymmetrical model in 1915, he spent a lot of effort introducing his concept to schools
since he was a professor of drawing. However, his model was not welcomed by
professors in educational institutions. On the contrary, his model was well received by
the textile industry. It expanded to retailers, psychologists, engineers, graphic artists,
and printers (Blaszczyk, 2012).
In Figure 49, the atlas was just one part of the whole Munsell Color System.
The complete Munsell Book of Color (Munsell et al., 2016) covered all the hues. Each
hue was shown with its derived range of tinted and shaded colors at the different tone
and chroma. Putting all the hue pages of the atlas together, a three-dimensional model
of Munsell Color Space could be formed. That would look like Figure 48, a complete
asymmetrical volume. This model covered the full range of painting pigments available
during Munsell’s time. With pigment technology advancement, this model continued
to expand over time. Therefore, its color gamut continued to expand towards the
perceptual color gamut. With the model, the color difference could be easily compared.
Any industrial application was able to use it as a reference standard. This system was
therefore introduced to industries that required accurate description, systematic
reference or measurements of colors. It was in the science, business and
manufacturing industry where a consistent color standard was critical. National Bureau
of Standards created standard and calibration for Munsell’s model so that the endusers had a consistent reference to carry out their measurements (Chapanis, 1965).
Munsell’s original aim was to build a color system for his students’ learning of
color. Along the way of his development, he started to realize the impact of a robust
color system both in art and in science. This led to Munsell’s involvement in the
scientific development of a color system for imaging systems, calibration,
characterization of products and color measurement tools. Today his model is seen in
almost every industry that uses colors, from the color vision for color deficiencies, color
coding for all electrical products or color-coding for food color standardization.
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and forensic pathology also use it as
their standard. The legacy and research continued after the Munsell Color Science
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Laboratory was founded at the Rochester Institute of Technology in 1983 (Landa,
2005).
The development of the complete Munsell Color System happened in three
phases. First was Munsell’s development of the model. He then refined the model
followed by collaborations with industrial partners. Munsell worked with architects,
artists, attorneys, competitors, educators, and scientists during his prototype phases.
He also worked with art educators to run trials in schools. However, the contrasting
level of acceptance in school as compared to the industries as discussed before
indicated how his model ended becoming only more popular in the latter. Munsell
looked for manufacturers to use his model for making the color charts, atlases, globes,
watercolors, and other color products in order to gain commercial popularity. In 1918
A. H. Munsell Color Company was founded to market his system after his death
(Blaszczyk, 2012).
Munsell’s model was first produced through watercolor paint pigments. Since
he used pigments to coat on supporting surfaces, that was more relevant than a theory
of light spectrum to artists and practitioners who use pigments in painting, printing or
coating. A professor of physics and astronomy at Tuft College visited Munsell’s studio
in November 1900. The professor argued that ‘“The wavelengths of the physicist are
unserviceable for the artist and the businessman – being impractical and impossible,”
“Color is an ancestral and racial experience – not based on the spectrum… The eyes
judges by sensations and is the ultimate test.” Pigments, he opined, were the best
reference point for a color system for art and design’ (Blaszczyk, 2012, p. 52). From
the above argument, it reflects the direct linkage of the Munsell Color System to endusers’ needs. The next discussion is about a human perceptual model.
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Figure 50. A scientifically accurate model, 1975, by Gerritsen based on human
perception (Gerritsen, 1988).
Although Gerritsen developed his new perceptual model based on the true
human perceptual experience of light as shown in Figure 50; he still regarded the
Munsell Color System as a brilliant system. He thought that, the significant contribution
of Munsell was his understanding of the practical range of color attributes. From
Munsell’s asymmetrical model, Munsell correctly relates all the hues. In his model,
yellow was a lighter hue that did not stretch towards a darker tone while blue hue as
a darker hue was placed nearer to the darkest zone, and it is also nearer to black as
compared to yellow (1988).
The perceptual model was created based on three hue components of light,
ultramarine, red and green while secondary hues of light were yellow (mixing red and
green), cyan (mixing blue and green) and magenta (mixing red and blue). This was
the model that included all perceptual hues of light. Gerritsen’s argument was: ‘Colors
exist only by being seen; therefore, they are bound by color perception possibilities of
our visual organ’ (1988, p. 49).
With technological advancement, precise color measurement is no longer an
issue. However, arguments by Marcus indicate that Munsell’s model which evolved
from a practical approach is still very sound to artists as compared to the scientific
measurement of colors or visual perception (1976).
In 1931, a system of color was introduced by the Commission Internat’onale
d'Eclairage (CIE). Every color could be measured with precision and based on the CIE
standard. Every color could be located in a perceptual color space. However, still,
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Marcus thought that the CIE color system was more of a scientifically precise standard
than a practically acceptable tool for the large population. For example, an artist would
not want to work with scientific measurements. They were more concerned about
direct interactions with pigments. Therefore, quantitative measurements of colors had
little relationship to artists working with pigments. Artists preferred a chart that was
made with pigments that they could compare with and made choices for their color
application easily. Marcus’s arguments above further indicated that the advantage of
Munsell’s model made by pigment. From the practitioners’ viewpoint, artists were able
to visualize and compare results with the coated reference in the Munsell system than
one that indicates results of light (Marcus, 1976).
Gerritsen was a designer and color consultant. His original objective was for
the color education to replace traditional teaching at art schools that red, blue yellow
were the primary colors. He used the concept developed by Young and Helmholtz
related to primary hues of light, red, green blue, added with secondary light hues, cyan,
magenta and yellow to form a perceptual model. He regarded light as the primary of
human vision. However, what he missed was the true practical needs of artists and art
students. Therefore, his true perceptual model did not receive a lot of attention
(Brocklebank, 1977).
Another perceptual model developed in 1976 that used light was the CIE
Colorimetry as shown in Figure 51. Similarly, light primary hues, red, green and blue
at different wavelengths were used to plot the complete CIE Colorimetry diagram that
showed the entire range of colors or is called the color gamut (Hubel, 1992).
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Figure 51. 3International Commission on Illumination (CIE) Colorimetry Diagram,
1976 (Hubel, 1992, p. 507).
True perceptual models are useful in applications that involve direct light source
and need accurate calibrations and measurements. However, the majority of
applications in industries or fine art do not require mathematical models. Moreover,
most applications do not involve a direct light source. End products like artworks, prints
or paint pigments are based on reflecting light. All these products need a printed
secondary reference like the Munsell Color System than a true perceptual model.
Figure 52 summarizes the development of various color theory models
discussed. It started with a linear format followed by two-dimensional formats. After
the color scientists realized the three attributes of colors, namely tone, hue and chroma
needed to be described in relation, the three-dimensional models were born. To
represent the practical difference of any two colors in an application, the equidistant
concept was added and finally Professor Munsell developed his asymmetrical model
with watercolor pigments in 1912 (Munsell et al., 1941).

3

About CIE, as indicated in its website http://cie.co.at/about-cie : ‘International Commission on Illumnation
(CIE) is devoted to worldwide cooperation and the exchange of information on all matters relating to the
science and art of light and lighting, colour and vision, photobiology and image technology.’
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Figure 52. Synthesized Diagram of the Development of Various Color Models
2.3.3.

Munsell Color System in Industries
Today a wide variety of applications are using the Munsell Color System. It is

not limited to the visual art field. It stretches through psychology, science, engineering,
archeology and even marketing as reference standards. The Munsell company even
developed special tools according to different industrial needs. There are
discriminating arguments in brown and dark gray items in archaeological research
(Ogundiran, 2001). The Munsell company created a brown color scale to consistently
describe any archeological findings of the color of stones and earth materials (X-Rite,
2017b). A series of Munsell Color Charts with browns and grays were created. These
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charts were used as a reference to compare with ceramic and stone samples for
coding their colors (Ogundiran, 2001).
A psychological case study used the Munsell Color Space as a reference
perceptual code. Stimuli were chosen from the Munsell reference chips. It established
that native languages affected one’s perception of the world. The findings indicated
that language-specific terminology could affect human color perception (Thierry et al.,
2009). Biological Science used the Munsell color checker charts to study animal
camouflage (Stevens et al., 2006).
Another example was related a marketing study by an advertiser. Interestingly,
this advertiser used the Munsell Color System for its study just because other
influential companies used the Munsell Color System. In the design industry,
judgments made by artists were intuitive and personal. Gorn studied if there was any
linkage between color attributes and consumers’ response. He used the Munsell Color
System as his standard. The reason was, this system had been widely adopted by
established companies such as Macintosh computers, Kraft cheese, and Caress soap
for the study of psychological research on color (1997).
It also credited the Munsell Color System for its ease of quantitative
measurement and data analysis for marketing research. An added advantage for
using the Munsell Color System was its ease of conversion between advertisers’
Pantone colors and the Munsell colors (Gorn et al., 1997).
Munsell Color Science Laboratory also works with major museums in the USA,
like the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC and the Museum of Modern Art, New
York for spectroscopy study of artworks (Berns, 2005). The Munsell Color System is
in almost every industry that involves color coding, standardization or setting of a
reference. The above examples are just a small percentage of its involvement.
Therefore, it is worth the effort to investigate the possibility of introducing the Munsell
Color System to art education here to connect our teaching of color theory closely with
our current industrial practice
2.3.4.

Color Theory in Current Digital Industry
In ‘Color Theory and Its Application to Digital Still ’Cameras', the author

explained color theory and its independent variable based on mathematical models
derived from the physics of light (Hung, 2017). Here, the objective of using color theory
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was connected with the optical theory of light because the measurement of light is
more relevant to the control of the photographic equipment than comparing the
difference between colors. The author also used reference based on the CIE diagram
as shown in Figure 51 as an international standard for characterization of colors based
on optical science. Therefore, overall it was a scientific measurement rather than a
color theory for artists.
In ‘Applying Artistic Color Theories to Visualization’, the author teaches color
theory for creating and examining visualizations and digital media (Rhyne, 2012). After
a discussion of the development of the symmetrical color system adopted from the
Itten Color System, the Munsell Color System and the CIE color standard were only
very briefly mentioned. Thereafter, the author adopted the Itten model completely and
started teaching color design based on the concept of color harmony.
In ADM, NTU, Adobe Photoshop is the most popular image manipulation and
color adjustment software used by most students. Adobe’s teaching of color theory,
as shown on its website (2020), also adopts the concept of color harmony. A similar
symmetrical model derived from the Itten Color System is used by Adobe Photoshop.
Adobe also substitutes a few other approaches to complement the symmetrical color
wheel. Adobe Photoshop uses ‘Hue Cube’ and ‘Brightness Cube’ so that all the three
color attributes, namely tone, hue and saturation comprehensively to overcome the
incompleteness of the symmetrical color wheel.
2.4. Summary of the Findings related to the Development and Current Industrial
Practice.
As indicated in the literature review in sections 2.1 and 2.2, the development of
color theory from the Renaissance to the Impressionist period was dependent on the
concept of color harmony. The ambiguity of color harmony concept was discussed in
section 2.2.7. Therefore, to build a color theory training framework based on an
unconvincing concept would seem problematic. This indicated a need to conceptualize
a new training approach to overcome this issue.
In section 2.3, two major forms of color theory models were discussed, namely
the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional models. This research study was
designed to investigate the difference and learning effectiveness based on these two
major models of color theory framework, namely the Itten and the Munsell Color
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System, for the training of tertiary art students in Singapore. Adaptive dispositions of
the students participating in this research also served as complementary data to this
research.
2.5. Explanation in Adopting Eurocentric Color Theory Models
Based on the reasons discussed below, this research study was framed around
the premise of color theory models adopted from western European art history and
scientific development of color science over the last 500 years.
Singapore’s art history often links back to its important first-generation artists.
Among them, Liu Kang (刘抗)，CI Wen Hsi (陈文希)，Chong Soo Pieng (钟四宾),
Chen Chong Swee (陈宗瑞) and Georgette Chen (张荔英) were the five that connected
with the earliest Singapore formal art institution, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
(NAFA). NAFA was founded by China immigrants in 1938 (Ong, 2007). Liu Kang, Chen
Wen Hsi, Chong Soo Pieng and Chen Chong Swee were Chinese educated. Their art
works (see Appendix P) both western European and Chinese art concepts. Georgette
Chen’s art background was western-influenced. She had her art training at the Art
Students League in New York and later Académie Colarossi and Académie Biloul in
Paris (Creamer, 2018). A major part of the early development of Singapore art was
connected with the founding of NAFA (Ong, 2007). Since these NAFA founding
educators were either educated in China or Europe, they, therefore, adopted similar
pedagogical color theory models from either the Chinese or European or a blended
form.
To further elaborate on the rationale of adopting a Eurocentric color theory
focus for this study, I use the course outlines from Tsinghua University, a top-ranked
China university, as a reference point. The course outline shows that Tsinghua
University adopted a Eurocentric color theory model as well (2018). Two courses,
namely photography and color composition, specifically mentioned color harmony,
color contrast and color temperature. The color composition class even discusses
color attributes. Its color foundation and visual language (II) classes also mention
about the science of color. All these are Eurocentric concepts of color.
Chinese art does not look at color in this manner. Based on my Chinese
educated background, the learning of art in both Singapore and Malaysia has never
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been completely Eurocentric. I learned the conceptual framework behind the making
of Chinese painting, the six principles of Chinese ink painting by Xie He (谢赫) (Van
Briessen, 1999), which values different qualities in art-making as compared to western
paintings. It emphasizes on Chinese calligraphy and ink quality. It also emphasizes
the spiritual basis and scholastic quality against technical skills like how to achieve the
required optical quality of color in oil painting.
In this current study, adopting a Eurocentric view on color theory is more
relevant because my research focuses on the scientific and more universal quality of
color. The knowledge is rooted heavily in Eurocentric scientific research. It is not about
cultural superiority or prejudice in selection. Admittedly, color preference is linked to
the cultural environment and social practices (Bao et al., 2016). These factors would
be acknowledged and discussed in section 3.11 but would not be factored into this
research study.
Hence, from a pragmatic point of view, it is only sensible to adopt the same
approach for this research. Moreover, the Singapore art schools conduct their classes
in English and the majority of the art courses are applied arts that have to serve the
local industries’ practical requirements. These industries adopt Eurocentric models in
color training and application with most of the documented information written in
English. So far, there is no other color theory model developed in the East Asian region
that is able to fulfill all the requirements mentioned above. Hence, it is a preferred
choice to work with the Eurocentric color theory models in this research.
2.6.

Current Teaching and Learning of Color Theory in Art Institutions and the
Industry
Theoretical research of color theory did not focus on local tertiary institutions.

There was no research literature available from local tertiary institutions focusing on
the teaching of color theory. Some research literature shared only partial information
about the color study. To obtain more research literature for review, the scope was
expanded beyond tertiary institutions. Local secondary school art education syllabi
were examined to draw connections with the teaching of color theory as well.
To further complement the literature on local teaching of colors, research
literature of American and Western European art institutions were also reviewed. First,
the teaching of color theory at the Bauhaus was looked into, since the history of color
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theory reviewed in section 2.2 and 2.3 had indicated most of the color research
happened around this period. Next, the contemporary teaching of color theory in
America and Western Europe were also examined.
The current industrial practice could also help to chart directions in color theory
training. I used two examples here, namely digital filmmaking and design to examine
current practice. These two areas are related to animation, filmmaking, product design
and visual communication, which in a way covered the major areas in the whole
applied art industry.
2.6.1. Local Teaching of Color at High Schools and Art Institutions
A study of students between 16 to 20 for comparison of color application
between traditional painting media and digital painting media was carried out. These
students were from year 1 in tertiary institutions. This study while not directly linked to
the teaching of color theory, spoke to the teaching scope for colors which could provide
a good hint about the range of its coverage. It indicated that color teaching covered
tint and shades of colors, warm and cold colors and symbolic or cultural
representations of colors (Tan, 2006).
The warm-cold color concept was derived from the concept of the color wheel
by segregating colors into two regions. Red and orange were categorized as warm
colors while green and blue were cold colors. Yellow and purple were considered
neutral in temperature based on this concept. Therefore, to learn colors based on the
warm-cold character was an entry-level approach to learn color harmony, similar to
the two-dimensional color wheel (Kelly, 1891) This indicated that Tan’s teaching of
color theory was still dependent on the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel.
Based on a design syllabus published by the Ministry of Education (MOE), the
teaching of colors, topic 2.2, for graphic design elements and principles were based
on the color wheel too. The following topic, 2.3, visual strategy and layout used the
concept of color harmony. The concept of color harmony was discussed in section 2.2.
It was derived from a symmetrical two-dimensional color wheel, similar to the Itten
Color Wheel (MOE, 2017b).
Another syllabus for the A-level Higher Art 1 syllabus, had no specific training
of color theory. Its focus was to broaden students’ engagement in visual art by
introducing them to renowned artists and artworks. Students’ learning objective was
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to understand the importance of visual art in society through the study of important
local and foreign master artists (MOE, 2017a). No specific color theory topic was
discussed.
Similarly, in the O-level Higher Art syllabus, the focus was again on the
appreciation of artworks. In the examination, there was a proportion of 40% focusing
on drawing and painting. However, there was no specific assessment of students’
color knowledge (MOE, 2017c).
The art elective program (AEP) for selected secondary schools based on the
MOE website listing, did not specify any course structure (Koh, 2017). There was an
introductory online booklet listing sample art images and summarized contents of
students’ activities. Again, there was no indication of the teaching of specific color
theory in the contents (Wee, 2016).
At the tertiary level, a course offered by the School of Art, Design and Media
(ADM),

Nanyang

Technological

University

(NTU),

DA2002

Thinking

and

Communicating Visually II, had a color theory training topic as part of its design
thinking training. The color temperature concept, similar to the warm-cold color
concept was listed within its contents. In addition, color harmony was the topic used
to discuss the color application. In the reference textbook list, Itten’s ‘The Art of Color’
is listed. Therefore, it had clearly indicated that the Itten Color Wheel was used as the
basic training framework (ADM, 2017).
As indicated from above, color theory training was either dependent on the Itten
Color Wheel or there was no focus given in local art programs at the secondary school
level. These findings were not surprising because the color theory was a small focused
area as compared to the whole scope of visual art to be taught. A secondary school
syllabus had to cover appreciation of artworks, drawing skills, painting skills,
introduction to materials, art writing or critique skills (MOE, 2017b). Therefore, color
knowledge could only be a very introductory topic, limited by class time. The next
section, 2.6.2 investigated how the Itten Color Wheel had become popular in art
education.
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2.6.2. The Teaching of Color Theory at Bauhaus
Klee, Kandinsky and Itten were three influential teachers who were teaching
color applications at the Bauhaus (Gage, 1990). Itten was known for his popular Itten
Color Wheel and publication ‘The Element of Color’ (Itten, 1970).
Westland (2007) regarded Ostwald, Munsell and Itten as the three most
influential color theory contributors in the early twentieth century. The contribution he
argued was their research efforts in connecting the relationship of all three color
attributes onto a three-dimensional color space. With their models, an end-user could
find the relationship between any two or more colors. That eased a lot of trial and error
process in finding multiple colors for practical needs (Westland, 2007).
Ostwald, a Nobel prize winner chemist was also involved in painting. He applied
his scientific knowledge to study the problem of color harmony and later developed
his Ostwald Color Space as discussed in section 2.3, Figure 46. His objective was to
have a quantitative approach to measure all the shade of colors (Michaelis, 1932).
Ostwald’s influence on Klee and Kandinsky at the Bauhaus was discussed in section
2.3.2. (Bernstein, 2006).
Josef Albers was born in Bottrop, Germany in 1888. He received his art
education at the Bauhaus, and he became an instructor at the Bauhaus in 1923.
Coming to the end of Bauhaus, he left for the United States in 1933. He was made a
professor at Black Mountain College in North Carolina till 1949. He then served as the
Chairman of the Department of Art at Yale University, until his retirement in 1960. After
his retirement, he continued to research his painting and graphics until he passed
away at the age of 88 in 1976. Therefore Albers not only influenced the teaching of
colors at the Bauhaus he also brought the concept to American art institutions
(Garland, 1983).
Albers carried out many color interactions experiments by painting different
color squares. ‘Interaction of Colors’ was his renowned color study (2013). Albers
believed that color behaved like humans in two distinct ways. A specific color displayed
itself like how each individual had his/her character. However, this character might be
altered depending on the situations and environment around it. A color therefore could
be seen differently in an interactive situation with another color or a few other colors
(Gage, 1990).
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Albers diverged from color theory taught by Itten. His study of relational
properties of colors is an important contribution to the practical usage of colors
especially when more hues are applied at the same time (Díaz, 2008). However, he
did not formulate a simplified structure for the ease of learning. He focused on
experimenting with his findings in his square paintings. He painted many images of
squares as his exploration of color interactions (Gage, 1990).
The Itten Color Wheel is a simple and direct two-dimensional diagram that even
a beginner can easily pick up the basic idea of colors and the concept of
complementary color pairing. Therefore, when the Itten Color Wheel was brought to
the USA, it led the learning of color theory at the entry-level. In the next section, 2.6.3,
two more examples, from the contemporary graphic design education also used the
Itten Color Wheel as their training framework (Holtzschue, 2006; Sherin, 2012).
2.6.3. Current Teaching and Learning of Colors in the Industry
Graphic design and animation publications were used as examples to illustrate
the current approach to the teaching of color and/or color application since these two
areas covered a wide scope of color application as well as their interconnection with
other visual art industries. Graphic design is connected with almost all industries that
use advertisements while animation covered film making, fine art, comics and
photography.
2.6.3.1.

Graphic Design

In ‘Design Elements – Color Fundamentals’, Sherin first described the attributes
of colors (2012). Sherin used a color wheel that is similar to the Itten Color Wheel to
discuss the concept of color harmony by introducing complementary hues, split
complementary hues, analogous hues, triadic hues and tetradic hues (2012). The
following pages introduced the Itten Color Wheel and stated Itten’s publication ‘The
Elements of Color’. She further linked the concept to the color wheel and stated that it
could be used as a fundamental concept to understand visual perception, emotion and
symbolic representation of colors (Sherin, 2012).
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Interaction of colors was then discussed based on Alber’s publication
‘Interaction of Colors’. Sherin designed two exercises for students to compare tone,
hue and chroma of colors based on Alber’s concept (2012).
In ‘Understanding Color – An Introduction for Designers’, (Holtzschue, 2006) it
first mentioned that Munsell and Albers offered influential content for the learning of
colors. Munsell showed the true practical color space while Albers indicated the
dynamics of color interaction (Holtzschue, 2006). Holtzschule immediately shifted to
the Itten Color Wheel, and termed it ‘The artists’ spectrum’, when discussing color
theory (2006). Similarly, the concept of complementary colors was taught. Holzschule
also included Chevreul’s law of simultaneous contrast, and therefore the issue of
successive contrast or afterimage was also discussed (2006).
Holzschule used Ostwald’s symmetrical three-dimensional model to discuss
the three attributes of colors followed by a discussion of color harmony using the Itten
Color Wheel again (2006). In an example on different complementary pairs; red-green,
purple-yellow and blue-orange were assumed to have similar practical performance
and range (Holtzschue, 2006). This is the application weakness of the Itten Color
Wheel as I have discussed in section 2.2.
2.6.3.2.

Animation

Figure 53. Color scrip’ for ‘Surf's Up’ animation movie, designed with Adobe
Photoshop by the production designer Poul Lasaine and the art director Ron Lukas.
The color bars represent a specific palette of colors for each sequence in the movie
(Goldman, 2010)
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At Pixar, the practice was, art directors, design a color scheme followed by
building a color script like Figure 53. All the color requirements, tone of the images
and lighting requirements could be seen in this color script (Goldman, 2010).
After the color script had been designed, a process called ‘pastels’ was carried
out. It is actually a conceptual drawing and painting process that produces something
with more details so that filmmakers and team members could visualize the overall
filming concept. Cinematographers use both color scripts and concept artworks as
their first-hand visual references for the rest of the work (Goldman, 2010).
How did a director know about the colors for him/her to build the color scripts?
Or, how did concept artists decide which colors are to be used? The answer was: they
were experienced or trained artists as elaborated below. The director designed the
color scheme based on their artistic experience or what they had learned in school.
Therefore, it reflected a need to look into how he/she had acquired that color
application skill. Below are two examples to elaborate on the processes.
For Disney and Pixar animation, the tradition was to release their process work
through publication when they had completed an animation movie. Below are process
images extracted from two of their recent publications, ‘Finding Nemo’(Vaz, 2003) and
‘Toy Story 3’ respectively (Solomon, 2010).
Figure 54 for ‘Finding Nemo’ and Figure 56 for ‘Toy Story 3’ were painted by
conceptual artists to depict a portion of the movie for cinematographers to use as
visual references. Color, space layout, proportion and mood could be well imagined
after the cinematographers saw the images. Similarly, Figure 55 and Figure 57 were
more detailed color scripts with simplified conceptual images that served the same
purpose. These images also provided the sequential flow of the whole animation
movie. These images served as the pre-concept before the animation work was
carried so that the people working on the animation had a very clear idea about all the
visual design which included colors and space layout.
Therefore, whether it was the director or the concept artists, they needed to be
experienced in choosing colors. Artists in animation industries might come with good
painting experience who had good knowledge of colors. That was an ideal case.
Alternatively, an investigation of how practical color theory is taught to animators in
the animation industry may provide an answer.
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Figure 54. Concept art for Finding Nemo was used as a pre-conception reference
before carrying out the animation (Vaz, 2003).

Figure 55. Color script for Finding Nemo, used as a reference for color selection
before making the animation (Vaz, 2003).

Figure 56. Concept art for Toy Story 3, used as a pre-conception reference before
carrying out the animation (Solomon, 2010).
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Figure 57. Color script sample for Toy Story 3, used as a reference for color
selection before making the animation (Solomon, 2010).
I refer to an animation instructional publication, that used a continuous spectral
color wheel to teach color application as shown in Figure 58 (Glebas, 2013). Although
the layout was similar to many two-dimensional color wheels shown in section 2.3.1,
the continuous perceptual range of hues took into account the size of color space for
each hue. Each hue no longer occupied the same size on the color wheel. The yellow
hue had a much smaller range as compared to the green hue. Therefore this diagram
is practically accurate. Yellow practically cannot be altered much before it turns into
another hue (Smith et al., 1931-32).

Figure 58. Color Wheel used in ‘The Anim–tor’s Eye - Adding Life to Animation with
Timing, Layout, Design, Color and Sound’ (Glebas, 2013, p. 132).
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Figure 59. Color triangle used in ‘The Anim–tor’s Eye - Adding Life to Animation with
Timing, Layout, Design, Color and Sound’ (Glebas, 2013, p. 132).
However, when Glebas (2013) started to discuss the color application, a
triangular chart as shown in Figure 59 was used. He then discussed the color
application concept based on complementary hues similar to the concept of color
harmony. Again, complementary, split complementary, triadic and tetradic hues
pairing were discussed. This is another piece of evidence that contemporary color
theory teaching still uses the Itten Color Wheel as its framework. The difference in the
proportion of each hue as shown in Figure 58, was completely ignored, though that
was a more accurate representation of the practical range of various hues.
2.6.4. Comparing the Itten Color Wheel and the Munsell Color Space for Students’
Learning of Color Theory
A research study was carried out at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC),
Art Educat’on program's color curriculum to understand students’ response to the Itten
Color Wheel and the Munsell Color Space. Initially, students were introduced to the
Itten Color Wheel. After they had understood hue, tone and chroma, they were further
introduced to the three-dimensional color space with the Itten Color Sphere. The Itten
Color Sphere was a derivative from the Itten Color Wheel. It evolved into a threedimensional model to include hue, tone and chroma in one model. Either the Itten
Color Wheel or the Itten Color Sphere, both carried a symmetrical structure with six
prismatic colors evenly placed across a circle (Gude, 1999).
After that, they were introduced to the Munsell Color Space, an asymmetrical
color space. Students learned how colors were arranged differently on the Munsell
Color Space. Students then discussed their opinions between the two systems. They
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thought the Itten Color Wheel with six prismatic colors allowed them to grasp the
relationship of pure hues quickly. However, they had difficulty in relating these
chromatic hues to their respective browns and grays. The information about these
subtle colors was missing on the Itten Color Wheel (Gude, 1999).
On the contrary, the Munsell Color Space provided the full range of browns and
grays in relation to their respective chromatic hues. In addition, students were able to
compare the difference between any two colors by looking at the vector length
between the two colors on the Munsell Color Space. Students were told that the
Munsell Color Space would grow over time with the new invention of color pigments.
This issue made them feel uncomfortable. The Munsell Color Space developed and
changed based on available pigments. New pigments continued to be invented with
technological advancements. Therefore, the Munsell Color Space would continue to
expand (Gude, 1999).
The study above indicated a few critical points between the two models:
•

Itten’s model started with three primary colors and three secondary colors,
forming its twelve-color circular ring using only simple prismatic colors as
shown in Figure 1. Students could grasp the concept immediately while
Munsell’s model was an asymmetrical color tree. The latter was visually a lot
more complex to be grasped immediately.

•

The Munsell Color System was built based on available pigments. These
available pigments could not fully cover the true perceptual color gamut. With
technological advancement in paint manufacturing, the Munsell Color System
continued to grow in size. Students had doubts about how that could happen.
However, I do not regard this as a difficult issue to resolve. One just needs to
continue to update references periodically. And the basic color theory
framework does not change.

•

Students realized that the Itten Color Wheel was unable to relate to the less
chromatic browns and grays to their chromatic parent hues while the Munsell
Color System arranged these browns and gray progressively in an accurate
vector length from one hue to another. The practical range between any two
or more hues could be visualized with the help of these intermediate browns
and grays.
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Therefore, an improved teaching approach needs to take note of the issues
mentioned. To apply these ideas into a new practical system, one has to take into
account the complexity of a three-dimensional structure for ease of visualization. In
addition, more inputs need to come from qualitative interviews of professionals both
in the visual art industry and art education to cover a wider variety of practical needs.
2.6.5. Summary of Findings related to Teaching of Color Theory
The two-dimensional model gained its popularity in educational training from
the Bauhaus to current training in both the industry and art institutions, as indicated in
sections 2.6.1 to 2.6.4. On the contrary, the more common model which is adopted as
a reference standard in many industries, as discussed in section 2.3.3, is the Munsell
Color System, which is a three-dimensional model. This shows a mismatch between
educational training and actual industrial practice.
For local teaching of color theory as discussed in section 2.6.1, before the
tertiary level, there was no sign of a specific focus on the training of color theory.
Therefore, a more complete training was expected to happen in tertiary institutions
teaching visual art, since a focused color theory training could not happen at the
secondary level with the constraint of time. At the secondary level, the focus was more
on introducing them to some important local and international artists. Only very little
time could be allocated for a basic introduction to colors because learning of colors is
only one part of the theoretical and practical art skills. That was insufficient for any
learning of color theory. On the contrary, at the tertiary level, art students going to art
courses would have sufficient time to focus on the learning of color theory. Therefore,
it was more appropriate to introduce color theory training at the tertiary level. In a
tertiary art school, all foundation art students were required to learn art history and
each fundamental art knowledge from, drawing, 2D (working with design on a twodimensional surface, which included color theory), 3D (working with three-dimensional
space and objects) and 4D (introducing time, the fourth dimension to art). There were
strong connections between drawing, 2D, 3D and 4D which allowed students to see
the practical importance and strength of color in various areas. Moreover, students in
their senior years would work on their specific field of practice heavily involving the
selection of colors (color design). For high school students, they generally resisted
learning color theory and preferred training with a more procedural approach. For
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example, for a watercolor painting class, a high school student will prefer to follow
certain steps to paint something than learning the color theory and then discover
themselves how to paint a piece of flower. Moreover, it was also limited by time. They
could not focus solely on art skill training.
In section 2.6.1 to 2.6.4, a study of students’ responses to a two-dimensional
model (using the Itten Color Wheel) against a three-dimensional model (using the
Munsell Color Space) reflected the weaknesses of each model. The two-dimensional
model did not cover the representation of transitional colors like browns and grays and
its assumption of symmetry was also an issue. While the three-dimensional model
covered both aspects above, entry-level students found it too complex to visualize the
three-dimensional model.
Therefore, there was a need to develop an approach for training purposes that
might close these gaps mentioned above. This research study was thus initiated to
develop a new training approach and to further investigate if it was able to address the
issues mentioned above.
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3. Research Design
The literature of color theory development showed that the Itten and Munsell
Color Systems were among the two most relevant color theory models to students of
learning of color. While the Itten model was identified as the widely accepted
educational model, the Munsell model was a common industrial reference standard.
Besides the Itten model, other models were only briefly mentioned or used the concept
of harmony following the Itten model like the HSV and HSB models. Moreover, most
of them were highly mathematical and not suitable for practical color training with
conventional painting and design approach using color pigments. The Munsell model
also fulfilled this as it was first developed from color pigments.
Therefore, this research aimed to uncover the strength of each model so that
the gap between students’ learning and the actual industrial application could be
bridged. Previous research by UIC related to students’ learning difficulty in each model
was also noted (Gude, 1999). An issue of the Itten model based on these students
was the missing information related to transitional colors, namely the browns and
grays. While the Munsell model presented in a complex three-dimensional and
asymmetrical format was hard to be grasped by any beginners.
Although Newton’s contribution to driving the rigorous scientific development of
the color theory was huge through his discovery of Newton’s Optics (1704), he also
misled the latter researchers in two ways. Newton’s Optics removed the
representation of transitional colors in his closed-ring color wheel. His color wheel
further drove the development of color harmony logic. The misconception and
dependency of color theory models based on the color harmony concept needed to
be resolved.
Therefore, the research needed to address how to develop a new color theory
training model as an entry-level guide while not losing its strength in representing both
the asymmetry of the practical color space and clearing the misconception of color
harmony. Besides, the learning must connect with the current practical need as well
as the common industrial reference. To fully understand the connection between
learning and practical experience of practical color knowledge, qualitative interviews
of professional artists/educators and graduate students were necessary before the
construction of the quantitative study in this research.
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3.1. Research Purpose
The purpose of this research study is:
i.

To examine the pedagogy for the training of color theory of Singapore
tertiary art students to understand if that fulfills practical needs in the
industry.

ii.

To revise pedagogical content for the color theory that represents what
current industrial practice is based on. This will bridge these students’
learning with current industrial practice.

iii.

To study possible improvements for the training of color theory for
Singapore tertiary art students

3.2.

Research Questions
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the strengths and areas of concern in

the teaching of color theory to Singapore tertiary visual art students with regards to
learning effectiveness, comprehension of the theory and practical applicability?
Research Question 2 (RQ2): Are Singapore tertiary visual art students’ learning
of color theory able to fulfill the practical needs in the industry?
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Are there significant differences in participants’
color theory test scores and their self-report levels of flow, grit and commitment to artmaking as a function of whether they were taught using the Itten or the Munsell Color
Systems?
Research Question 4 (RQ4): What improvements can be introduced to the
teaching of color theory to enhance students’ learning, particularly to connect their
learning with the industrial practice?
3.3.

Research Methodology
Based on the four research questions raised, the study will cover qualitative

interviews of professional artists, current tertiary art students and a quantitative data
collection of students participating in different modes of color theory training. Table 1
is a summary of the list of research data collection activities carried out. Figure 60 also
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illustrates the flow of the research process. Sections 3.3 and 3.8 elaborate on the
design process based on methodological reference.
Chapter 1 focused on a narrative of my learning and teaching experiences in
color theory using the Itten and Munsell Color Systems. This served as a backdrop to
the rationale for the current research study. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of
color theory development from the Renaissance to the present day, serving as further
rationale for the research study and possible content inclusion of color theory training
in the subsequent research process by means of two workshops for Singapore tertiary
visual art students. Chapter 2 further covered the data collection about current
practices in the learning and teaching of color theory in educational institutions. It was
first done through a survey of syllabi in local institutions related to color theory. Popular
training models of color theory used in other parts of the world were also reviewed.
Chapter 3 will describe the entire research design including the research
purpose, selection of the research methodology – the mixed methodology, and
research questions. The research followed the pragmatist paradigm (Yvonne Feilzer,
2010) using the mixed methodology. The sequential process of the mixed method will
be described in section 3.4 and indicated in Figure 61.
The research process started with qualitative interviews conducted with seven
professional artists and/or educators representing experts in different fields of visual
art to gather their critical perspectives about their learning and teaching of color theory.
Three selected graduate students who had both learning experience from the School
of Art Design and Media at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore and working
experience in the field of animation and visual communication in the color application
were also interviewed to share their learning experience and opinions regarding the
critical areas in training color theory. The cumulated data from the survey of syllabi
and training models, interviews with professional artists, educators and students,
together with input from Chapters 1 and 2 were critically analyzed.
The analysis provided content input in the design of two 6-hour workshops on
the teaching of color theory for local tertiary students, one focusing on the Itten Color
System and another on the Munsell Color System. In order to compare the differences
between students’ learning in the two workshops, a quantitative study was set up with
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pre- and post-test questions for both workshops. Prior to the implementation of the
workshops and the pre- and post-tests, three graduate students were invited to review
and provide qualitative feedback to help in further refining the workshop content and
test questions. The workshops and pre-and post-tests were then implemented. The
qualitative interview data of professional artists and graduate students collected were
presented in chapter 4.
Students’ adaptive dispositions, namely, flow, grit and commitment before and
after the workshops were examined through survey questions designed based on
accredited survey forms as shown in Appendix B. These data reflected if the training
models affect students’ learning effectiveness. Background and literature of adaptive
dispositions were elaborated in section 3.10. These data were collected together with
pre-test data before the workshops were conducted. Data were again collected after
the workshops. The process of data collection was limited by this short period of
training. The longer-term effect of students’ adaptive dispositions could be concluded
by this limitation. However, the difference observed might be used as complementary
data during the analysis of other quantitative and qualitative data. These data would
not be used to draw any direct conclusion without strong indications from the other
quantitative and qualitative data.
Voluntary post-workshop qualitative interviews were carried out with 24
students. These qualitative interviews were in the form of email responses or face-toface interviews, allowing students to air their feedback about the workshop as well as
any further opinions related to the learning and teaching of color theory.
To further complement the views of 24 students from the workshops, two more
students were invited for an interview. They are selected because they have
participated in a 13-week-training of color theory and application through the DA2003
Watermedia Landscape Painting module that I conducted. This module, beyond the
stated visual art content, provided comprehensive practical exercises for students to
connect their learning of color theory to practical issues. As the Munsell Color System
is popularly adopted in current industries, it served as the theoretical backbone of the
module. The module syllabus and outlines are listed in Appendix E.
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The cumulative quantitative and qualitative data were further analyzed and
discussed. The students’ learning effectiveness and understanding were measured
through the quantitative test results. Their interview feedback would explain their
learning outcomes. These data were then used to construct an improved training
approach for color theory to bridge students’ learning with industrial practice and
needs.
Table 1. Research Data Collection Activities
No
Research Activities
Purpose

Related
Research
Questions

1

Review of literature

To understand the current teaching

and material artifacts

of color theory at current art

on current teaching of

institutions.

RQ1, RQ2

Color Theory
2

3

Qualitative interviews

To understand how each

of professional artists

professional artist, learn their color

in various fields of

skill and how they educate their

practice, including

students and/or what they think is

fine art, applied art

important to students when color

and art education.

theory is taught to students.

Qualitative interviews

To gather their feedback about

with selected

their learning experiences. This

graduate students

feedback will also assist in

RQ1, RQ2

RQ1, RQ2

formulating the workshops and test
questions for the quantitative data
collection.
4

Design of Workshop

Content will be reviewed by the

Syllabi and Test

invited graduate students will

Questions

review them and provide their
feedback. Their comments will help
in finalizing the content of the
training and tests.
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5

Workshops, pre-test

To study the training effectiveness

and post-test for

and problems of the Itten and

quantitative data

Munsell Color System in order to

collection.

understand the current deficiency

RQ3, RQ4

in color theory training. The data
and analysis will be used to
address students’ learning needs.
6

Adaptive

To understand students’ adaptive

Dispositions: Flow,

dispositions under the training of

grit and commitment

the Itten and Munsell Color

data collection.

System. The data will complement

RQ3

the quantitative data for analyzing
students’ learning behaviors and
their response to the workshops.
7

Qualitative interviews

To gather students’ feedback after

RQ1, RQ2 &

of students after the

the workshops and post-tests. That

RQ4

workshops and post-

will assist in formulating an

tests.

improved pedagogical approach if
deemed necessary.

8

Qualitative interviews

To share their experience,

of students who had

especially in the application of

joined a DA2003

color theory learned as they had

Watermedia

the opportunity to work with more

Landscape Painting

intensive color exercises through

class

13 weeks of classes.

Note： Each research activity and how it is related to the research questions.
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Figure 60. Flow Chart of the Research Process
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The methodological approach for this research was based on a mixed-method.
To cover a wider range of students, invitations went to all local tertiary art institutions.
The total number of participants was 90. A quantitative study was chosen because of
the sample size. To study a population of 90 students, focused and in-depth following
through each student’s learning was difficult. The advantage of the quantitative
approach here was its statistical procedures which had allowed me to look into all the
participants in the research based on statistical analysis. It minimized the
overwhelming amount of individual interactions. It was therefore more feasible for a
study to be carried across a few tertiary institutions and with different student
populations in different visual art disciplines (Gay, 2014).
The post-workshop qualitative method complemented the quantitative study
both in planning and in-depth analysis of the quantitative data obtained. The qualitative
method helped in the planning of the study, design of test questions, the study of
students’ learning behaviors, design of training approach and answering questions
shown by the quantitative data analysis. From a research methodological view,
quantitative and qualitative approaches drive any research through two diverse
paradigms. However, the paradigm war ends at a point when researchers come from
a pragmatic viewpoint. Before a quantitative study, the research requires a concrete
understanding of experimental variables and constraints. Thereafter, a quantitative
experimental design can be carried out. This is a practical issue that can be solved by
a qualitative study of relevant research scope (Clark, 2011). Without a qualitative study
before a quantitative design, it risks a chance of missing influential factors in the
experimental design.
In this case, the scope was a good understanding of pedagogical needs before
any quantitative experimental design can be formed. The qualitative method served
as a tool to drill the needs in-depth so that the research design had more robust
coverage of the pedagogical needs. In this research, the qualitative interviews allowed
professional artists and graduate student to share their learning, teaching and practical
experience. Their experience and the issues raised formed the backbone of the design
of workshop content as well as the scope of the test questions.
A mixed-method was therefore chosen based on two of its strengths. First is
the ability of a qualitative method in gathering insight information before quantitative
design. Second, combining both methods provided more complete knowledge to
connect theory and practice (Johnson et al., 2004).
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There were two areas that the qualitative method acts as a supporting role. One
was discussed above for formulating a more robust quantitative design, while the other
was a post-quantitative study of focused groups. That was used to understanding the
atypical results which might indicate additional information for further investigations.
These atypical results could be some data spikes that could be explained through
qualitative inquiry and may be very informative. A qualitative method, therefore, helps
in drilling further into the atypical spikes for an explanation. Both aligned with the two
strengths of the mixed-method discussed above.
A few important guidelines were used based on the principles of mixed-method
design. Below are three of the thirteen principles of mixed-method design that were
important in my research design.
‘Principle 5:

Adhering to the methodological assumptions of each method

Principle 10: Adhering to the methodological assumptions of the core method
Principle 11: The direction of the theoretical drive is evident in the core
component. But between the supplemental sample selection and
the point of interface, the researcher must adhere to the
paradigmatic assumptions of the supplemental method’ (Morse,
2009, p. 21)
In the research, the qualitative method first supported the need to uncover
background information of the learning and teaching of color application from the
professional artists/educators as well as the learning and experience of graduate
students. The qualitative method was also applied to carry out further data analysis of
the quantitative outcomes. The qualitative activities, namely the face to face and email
interviews, aligned well with Morse’s 13 principles of why a mixed-method could be
used as listed above: the 5th, 10th and 11th principles. The choice of a mixed-method
approach was further supported by Morse’s argument that the research was too
complex to adopt just a single method.
3.4. Areas of Study using Mixed-method
Based on the discussion in section 3.3, a mixed-method covers the design
needs from planning to the overall quantitative investigation, data analysis and further
investigation of the results. Preliminary qualitative inputs allow better understanding in
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designing the training workshops as well as designing of pre-test and post-test
questions (Morgan, 2017).
The literature review of the history of color theory, current teaching of color
theory and current industrial practice also indicated that a further investigation was
needed to study relevant professionals in various visual art fields. Besides,
experienced professionals’ learning journey in color theory could be another piece of
relevant information for the design of the color theory training framework for students.
In addition, the study of students’ backgrounds, their understanding of color or their
learning experience could serve as complementary information for the design of color
theory training as well. Therefore, a qualitative method would support these needs.
3.4.1. The Research Process – the Areas using Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
The flow of each qualitative and quantitative research process is indicated in
Figure 61. First, qualitative interviews were carried out with professional artists/art
educators and three graduate students. These qualitative data provided the guidelines
on how the workshop syllabi and the pre- and post-test questions should be designed.
The syllabi and test questions were further reviewed and validated by three
professionals and the same graduate students. The test questions were divided in
equal proportion at a similar level of difficulty as validated further by a t-test (See
Appendix C). That formed the second part of the research, the quantitative data
collection process using these workshop syllabi and the test questions. The
quantitative data collection also included the collection of participants’ adaptive
dispositions. After the quantitative data collection process, some students volunteer to
participate in face to face and/or email interviews. This was the third part of the
qualitative data collection process. The qualitative interview was extended to involve
two more students who had joined the DA2003 Watermedia Landscape Painting class
at ADM, NTU. These additional qualitative data complemented the study. It uncovered
the connection between the learning of color theory and the required exercises and
time needed for students to confidently transfer the knowledge in practice.
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Figure 61. The Flow of Qualitative and Quantitative Research Process
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3.5. Qualitative Interview Approach and Process
Qualitative interviews were used to drill into professional artists’ experience,
their learning path and knowledge. Similarly, graduate students’ learning experience
and practical experience in their field could be comprehensively understood. The
interviews made use of open-ended and non-leading questions to find out the
interviewed participant’s personal experience (King et al., 2010). Being a creative
individual, the learning history and experience of each artist could not be easily
anticipated. Therefore, the qualitative approach assisted in a more comprehensive
study of different contexts that might evolve throughout the interview process.
When a contextual difference arises, different practical aspects or cultural
responses could be missed (King et al., 2010). All these experiences would contribute
to the visual culture difference. It, therefore, led to a visual choice difference. Hence
these factors further led to choices in color applications. In order to understand the
practical applications of color theory, contextual and cultural differences became part
of the consideration to have a better understanding of the needs and decisions in each
artist’s personal choice. Instead of trying to impose the right approach of color
application, here, the open structure of the interview study allowed a more in-depth
understanding of the complex mixture of artistic, cultural and contextual needs (King
et al., 2010). Therefore, the later study of practical applications of color theory would
be able to cover a wider spectrum of needs.
Since the relationship between the interviewee and the interviewer was crucial
in qualitative research, I had made the decision to start with artists I was more familiar
with. That resolved the issue of needing to build rapport over a long period (King et al.,
2010). After the first few interviews, more experience was gained, and I was ready to
interview different professional artists whom I was less familiar with.
The data collection and analysis started with audio recording with a cellphone.
It was a non-threatening medium as compared to a video recording of interviews. It
also had another advantage during data analysis. With Adobe Premiere 6.0 or any
other Video/Audio editing software, digital audio files could be readily fragmented and
analyzed. Data were to be looked into based on these guidelines provided (Grbich,
2012).
The steps of analyzing the interview data started with the marking of relevant
texts in the transcribed audio files. The marked texts were then summarized as the
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first draft of the narrative. That was followed by combing through the drafted narrative.
The final narrative is produced after that (Seidman, 2013).
During the analytical process, there are three suggested guidelines. The
interviewee was the center of focus. This went hand in hand with the context of the
interviewee. The context formed the background in the analysis of his / her responses.
To avoid any form of prejudice, the interviewer’s influence was taken into account
(Crichton et al., 2005).
3.6. Qualitative Study of Professional Visual Artists
The qualitative interview of artists AE1, AE2, AE5, AE6 and AE7 were
conducted in English while AE3 and AE4 in Mandarin. The interviews were recorded
in audio format and later transcribed in written formats. The Chinese language files
were further translated to the English language before the narrative interpretation
process. Finally, all the files were summarized and extracted as the final narratives.
These narratives were further analyzed and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
The purpose of the study of professional visual artists was to understand their
learning and practical experience in color theory and its applications. They also shared
their view about students’ learning of colors if they worked as educators in art
institutions or senior mentors in the visual art industry. Their practical experience in
various specific fields was relevant to practical exercises for the workshops. These
artists shared their opinion about the relevance of the learning of color theory and the
strength and weaknesses of the current institutional training of color theory.
Below are the areas that interview questions were focused on:
i.

Personal experience in the development of practical color application and its
theoretical basis if there is any. Different professionals coming from different
areas of practice were able to provide a different kind of learning experience.
The data connection to the reasons of why and how those approaches were
used. Therefore, it assists in the design of the training workshop for students to
cover all the required aspects.

ii.

Investigating if there were any practical color problems faced by professionals
and could not be resolved easily even at their level of experience. Recorded a
reason/reasons if they knew the reason/reasons. The information assisted in
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looking into the training coverage and training approach to be taken to
overcome these needs. Or, if there was no current solution available, the
training had to cover any containment plan or approach. A decision-making
process had to be defined under such circumstances.
iii.

Their professional advice to other artists for the practical application of colors:
These data covered different areas of needs. It served as a derived scope in
the application of color theory. Students benefited from knowing diverse ways
in the color application through the experts’ experience in different visual art
fields.

iv.

The professionals were able to provide feedback based on their observations
of the weakness in the learning of color theory. Moreover, these professionals
worked in both educational institutions as well as industries. They would
provide the most relevant information to bridge the gap between learning and
actual practice in the industries.

3.7. Feedback from Graduate students
All students’ interviews were done in the English language and recorded as
audio files. These audio files were transcribed and interpreted and summarized
narratives were written for further analysis and discussions in Chapters 5 and 6.
These students shared their learning and practical experience with color theory.
A set of questions were prepared to cover the areas listed below:
i.

Participants’ relevant industrial experience working with colors

ii.

Participants’ observation of the current industrial or educational situation in
the area of color theory learning and application.

iii.

Participants’ learning experience related to color theory

iv.

Participants’ opinion and feedback about both sets of training syllabi and all
the test questions

v.

Open-ended questions for feedback on how pedagogically color theory
training may be improved.
These students later came back to review the workshop syllabi for the two

groups of research participants as well as the test questions used to collect the
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quantitative data. Their review comments helped in finalizing the workshop syllabi and
test questions. Three students agreed to review both the syllabi and test questions.
3.8. Quantitative Study of Student’s Learning of Color Theory
Quantitative data collection was carried out after all five areas of information
had been gathered and understood as indicated by Figure 60. The items are
summarized as items 1 to 3 in Table 1. The designed workshop syllabi and test
questions were reviewed by the three graduate students above (section 3.7) before
they were finalized for use.
3.8.1.

Design of Quantitative Study
Based on the qualitative study of professional artists and graduate students,

important training outcomes were derived. These inputs were designed into the
training workshops, pre-test and post-test questions for student participants in this
research. Adaptive dispositions of participating students were collected in conjunction
with test data.
3.8.1.1.

Measures

Table 2. Tertiary Institutions Participated in this Research
Tertiary Institutions
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Abbreviation
NTU

Lasalle: Lasalle College of Arts, Singapore

Lasalle

Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore

NAFA

Digipen of Singapore Institute of Technology

Digipen, SIT

*Note: Volunteer art students were invited from the above tertiary institutions to
participate in this research. They were randomly assigned to either the Itten Group
or Munsell Group.
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Table 3. Background information of participants and numbers
Students trained with the
Students trained with the
Itten Color System

Munsell Color system

Short Form

IG

MG

No of Students

41

49

Schools

32 (ADM, NTU), 8 (Lasalle),

43 (ADM, NTU), 1 (CSE, NTU),

1 (NAFA)

4 (Lasalle), 1 (Digipen, SIT)

*Note：IG: the Itten Group and MG: he Munsell Group, ADM: School of Art, Design and Media,
NTU, CSE: Computer Science & Engineering, NTU

Volunteer visual art students (N=90) participated in this study. The participants
were recruited from 5 schools in Singapore from 4 tertiary institutions (see Table 2 and
Table 3). The students covered various aspects of fine and applied art. The students
were divided into two groups namely the Itten Group (IG, n=41) and the Munsell Group
(MG, n=49). These students were randomly assigned to either group. These two
groups of students participated in two different 6-hour workshops, the Itten workshop
based on Syllabus A (see Appendix C) and the Munsell workshop based on Syllabus
B (see Appendix C) respectively. Both groups of students did a pre-test before their
workshops and did a post-test two weeks after their workshops. A total of 104
questions were designed and later divided equally to form two sets of test questions,
Test 1 and Test 2 (see Appendix C).
Before Test 1 and Test 2 were used for data collection, these tests were
certified by 3 professionals. Test 1 and Test 2 difficulty levels were further validated
by 13 students (N=13). These students were divided into groups of 7 and 6. 7 students
did Test 1 followed by Test 2 while the rest of the 6 students did Test 2 followed by
Test 1 to randomize the sequence. A paired sample T-test was used to validate the
difference between Test 1 and Test 2. No significant difference between Test 1
(M=42.76, SD=11.02) and Test 2 (M= 41.20, SD=7.42) scores was found, t(12) = 0.77,
p < 0.05 (see Appendix D). Test 1 and Test 2 were used in a randomized sequence
as Pre- and Post-test for the IG and MG students.
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3.8.2.

Qualitative Study of Selected Students after Workshop and Tests
All students’ interviews were done in the English language and recorded as

audio files. These audio files were transcribed and interpreted and summarized
narratives were written for further analysis and discussions in Chapters 5 and 6.
A follow-up qualitative study after quantitative data collection was carried out
with volunteered students to look into any anomalies shown in the experimental results.
New questions could not be addressed easily solely based on quantitative data
analysis without the help of further qualitative study (Morgan, 2017). These interview
data were used to find out the difference in students’ learning through the two different
types of workshops. In addition, the data would uncover issues that the quantitative
data could not cover. Therefore, these interview data complemented the findings
especially in finalizing the required pedagogical approach in the teaching of color
theory.
To have a more complete spectrum of students with different learning abilities,
students were not chosen based on their results. Students were invited from various
fields of practice, from foundation year to year two, three and four from different majors.
Students were also invited from different art institutions. Therefore, the data collection
covered a more representative range of students. As all students were invited to
provided qualitative feedback after the workshops, the data covered the complete
spectrum of students from those who had made a significant improvement to those
who might have become worse in the understanding of color theory. Additive focused
interviews were also conducted to have a deeper understanding of factors that
required more in-depth feedback. Similarly, students were invited from different areas
of focus.
These qualitative data were analyzed together with the interviewed student’s
demographic data to see if there was any possible linkage between their background
to their learning of color theory. The information gathered covered feedback about
their learning of practical color theory, feedback about pedagogical change in the
teaching of color theory and other open feedback from students.
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3.9.

Research Bias and Resolution
Since the research was initiated because of my experience and observation of

certain advantages of the Munsell Color System, it inevitably created an impression of
the researcher’s bias favoring this model as the training approach. To clarify, this
research study did not intend to pitch the superiority of one color model over the other.
It was designed to study the strength of each model and the rationale behind these
advantages. These models were also chosen based on pragmatic reasons. The Itten
Color System was shown to be popular in art schools while the Munsell Color System
was widely adopted by the industry. Both indicated certain advantages that were later
uncovered in this study.
Analysis of pre- and post-test results were carried out by looking into
participants’ performance in each sub-category, including the learning of basic color
attributes, color mixing exercises, understanding of color application in master
artworks and practical issues in the industry. This detailed analysis uncovered the
strength of each model in different areas. It avoided comparing the overall superiority
of one model against the other.
All test questions, workshop syllabi were reviewed by three professionals and
three graduate students to ensure their practicability. The tests were further validated
by these three professionals. These test questions were divided equally at a similar
level of difficulty. These two sets of test questions (Test set 1 and 2) were further
validated by a t-test to ensure they had a similar level of difficulty (see Appendix C).
These test sets were randomized for pre- and post-tests while volunteer participants
were randomly assigned to two workshop groups, the Itten group and the Munsell
group.
Although efforts were made to form similar sample sizes for both groups, due
to the limitation of participants’ availability, the final numbers were 41 and 49 for the
Itten and Munsell groups respectively. However, these numbers were still able to
generate sufficient quantitative and quality data for this research.
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3.10. Study of Adaptive Dispositions: Flow, Grit and Commitment
As the researchers studied students’ learning of color theory, the psychological
constructs of students were also looked into as complementary data. Below are the
background information of the psychological constructs that are associated, namely
flow, grit and commitment (Miksza et al., 2016) which may also be named as adaptive
dispositions as a group. Therefore, all three constructs were studied together in this
research.
In Csikszentmihalyi’s study of a person’s behavior in carrying a task, when a
person is intensively focused on an activity, that person’s state of focus surpasses any
particular objective of the task given. The person fully enjoys the experience and that
creates an optimal situation for one’s output, while the output can be defined as a task
to be completed or a skill to be acquired or any other pre-defined aim. This
phenomenon is against many studies related to external factors in psychology that are
known to influence one’s performance. It is generated internally instead.
Csikszentmihalyi named it as ‘Flow’ (1990). His finding was carried out through his
study of artists at work. He realized artists were immersed in their working processes
completely, but they were less concerned about the completion of a task. It was not
about being rewarded when a task was completed (Beard, 2014). Csikszentmihalyi
further argued that this state of focusing on a task by a person was similar to the
seeking of happiness. The evidence was how one enjoyed the process instead of
looking at just outcomes (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 2003). It was also argued that this
behavior would bring creativity (Trilling et al., 2009), therefore it was relevant to art
students learning color theory.
The color theory training was similar to artists at work because students after
knowing the theory had to explore and discover the true strength of the theory. Once
they could uncover slowly the true power of the color theory, they would become more
interested, and finally, they might achieve a state of flow similar to artists at work. The
optimal situation would happen when students were able to reach the state of
enjoyment learning the color theory based on the flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi,
Shernoff, Schneider, Shernoff, Steele, 2003).
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Figure 62. Affective state based on ability level and challenge level according to flow
theory (Challco et al., 2016)
Csikszentmihalyi’s study shows that the state of flow occurs when a person
receives an appropriate level of challenge that is just slightly above his/her ability and
the demand is likely to be achieved. Figure 62 shows the zone where the state of flow
happens. A challenge that is way above one’s ability or too simple will not generate
flow, since it is unlikely to arrive any feeling of achievement (Beard, 2014).
Csikszentmihalyi’s study indicated that a person would become frustrated when the
challenge is too great. On the contrary, if the challenge does not exist, the task will
become boring (1990). In order to work towards this, Chan has suggested five areas
to look into: the right level of challenge, clearly define goals, external factors that allow
students to stay focus, structural plans, and feedback structure (1999).
To determine participants’ self-report levels of flow, the Activity Flow State
Scale (Payne et al., 2011) was used and adopted for the art context. The items in this
questionnaire were based on the nine dimensions of flow, namely, clear goals,
concentration, challenge-skill balance, action-awareness merging, sense of control,
unambiguous feedback, loss of self-consciousness, autotelic experience, and
transformation of time
In conjunction with flow data, grit and commitment data were collected as
complementary data. Both grit and commitment data collection forms are also
attached in Appendix B. The origin of grit was from Angela Duckworth’s study of
students with an equal level of intelligence in mathematics. The study has shown that
continued success in the individual does not come solely from the talent and
intellectual ability (Sage, 2018). Her study has concluded that the additional factor lies
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in a person of long term and sustainable interest in the subject. It is higher than selfdiscipline that may be heavily dependent on the external driving force. For example, if
a student needs to pass a mathematics examination to go to a university against one
that is driven intrinsically to learn mathematics without a targeted purpose, even both
students may have the same level of intelligence in mathematics, in the long run, the
outcome will still defer.
Since grit is related to the combination of passion and perseverance for long
term goals, the data collected may explain students’ learning dispositions under
different workshops (Duckworth et al., 2009). It is further argued that a clearly defined
long term goal can assist an individual to develop an environment or contexts to fulfill
the need. Therefore, the training approach may form part of the environment to
complement this long term goal. One important point stated by Hill is how an educator
may reshape students thereby assisting them in committing in their long term goal (Hill
et al., 2016).
Grit was studied and correlated to adolescents’ engagement and academic
achievement in school. It was further postulated as a combination of two other factors,
the growth mindset and goal commitment (Tang et al., 2019). Efforts, therefore, need
to be placed in developing long-term goals for students and provide them with an
environment that encourages this context for learning any new skill or knowledge
(Tang et al., 2019). Taking advantage of the malleable manner of grit, the better one
has become, the more interested one will be in the topic learned. In this research
reshaping understanding of color, theory becomes critical to students’ long-term
development. Their understanding leads to a better connection between concepts and
applications, thereby enabling them to make use of the skills learned. Hence, it
enables them to perform in their fields of practice.
The commitment was measured, as associations have been found between grit
and commitment (Tan et al., 2018). It is also reported to be related to mastery of skills.
Similarly, the learning of color theory involves eye sensitivity as well as hand skills.
Both require repeated trials. Therefore, the study of commitment was relevant.
All three sets of data were used to determine if students’ adaptive dispositions
were facilitated through the workshops. The findings were used to finalize the
development of a robust framework for color theory.
Adaptive dispositions of students namely, Flow, Grit and Commitment data
were collected from IG (n=28) students and MG (n=34) students before and after the
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workshops. The earlier batches of students did not participate in the adaptive
disposition study therefore the total number here is lower than 90. These data were
analyzed to investigate if different training methods had any correlation with the
students’ effectiveness in learning or learning character change and other factors that
may benefit students’ learning. Before data analysis, the internal consistency of each
set of data was tested through the Cronbach Alpha reliability test. There were a total
of 26 items for flow, 8 items for grit, and 6 items for commitment. These data were
collected together as one combined survey. The Cronbach’s alpha reliabilities for the
total sample for flow data were 0.853 for Pre-workshop, 0.912 for Post-workshop; for
grit, data were 0.646 for Pre-workshop, 0.728 for Post-workshop, and commitment
data were 0.890 for Pre-workshop, 0.922 for Post-workshop as shown in Table 4. Both
Flow and Commitment data for Pre- and Post- workshops showed a high level of
internal consistency. Therefore, these data could be used for subsequent quantitative
analysis. For the Grit data, only the Post-Workshop data were within the acceptable
range while the Pre-Workshop data was only marginally acceptable. The Grit data
presented in Table 4 also only showed a very small change, therefore no concrete
outcomes could be drawn from the Grit data.
Table 4. Cronbach Alpha of Flow, Grit and Commitment before and after workshops.
(N=62)

Flow

Grit

Commitment

Pre-Workshop

0.853

0.646

0.890

Post-Workshop

0.912

0.728

0.922

Note: N: Total number of participants. Cronbach Alpha >=0.7 (acceptable); >= 0.6 & <0.7 (marginally
acceptable) (Gliem et al., 2003).

3.11. Explanation of the Omission of Cultural / Symbolic Study of Colors
All the color theory models discussed here are formal structures of colors
without any cultural, symbolic, or emotional factors involved. However, in real-life
situations, many influential factors belong to these three categories. They help an artist
make his/her color choice or even force an artist to select a pre-defined color. For
example, a Chinese New Year card design from a client has to be done in red color or
a similar hue. These three factors can fully complicate the required training needs for
students. Therefore, in this study, I choose to omit these considerations and allow
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students to develop their relevant cultural/symbolic study of colors when they join their
specific industries. Each industry will define its scope in color application, and
newcomers will learn from experience, documentation or guidelines provided, like
colors to be used in a hospital or in the cosmetic industry. The literature review below
explains further why these three factors should be omitted in the structural training of
color theory.
3.11.1.

Cultural, Symbolic and Emotional Representations with Colors

Cultural, symbolic and emotional representations are three major areas of
application of colors connected closely to human activities besides all the practical
applications in the industries, education and fine art. Researchers have been exploring
these areas. The major research effort is to address if there is any specific linkage that
is universal between colors and certain choices our ancestors have made. This part
of the literature review will allow me to see different researchers’ output and
understand if the result may assist in forming a pedagogical structure to cover color
applications in these areas.
In cross-cultural research related to the symbolic meanings of colors, Yu looked
into color symbolism that covered from cultural, mythical, historical, religious, political
and linguistic connections. The research data showed that ancient color symbolism
largely derived its reference from nature. For example, blue would stand for the sky,
and it was further connected to spirit and truth. In a case study, this point was further
proven that ancient human-beings translated their experience into concepts for ease
of comprehension. Therefore, red means fire, white means frost and blue means sky.
One important point raised was that the interpretations of color may be different for
diverse cultural environments (2014).
‘For the ancient Mayas of Central America, the directions east, north, west, and
south were associated with red, white, black, and yellow, while in ancient China east,
south, west, north, and center, with blue, red, white, black, and yellow. Religion often
overlaid this with other significance.’ (Yu, 2014, p. 50)
For indications of directions, the research findings above did not indicate the
reasons for the choice from various cultures. However, the findings clearly indicate the
subjective difference from culture to culture. A similar difference is also seen in religion;
where the Buddhists use yellow as the color of humility while in Christianity, white is
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the color used to indicate purity. The difference also extends to different geopolitical
locations, in accordance with the people and religions based on the author’s study of
minority tribes in China. This has confirmed that the cognition of colors and their
symbolic meanings differ from culture to culture (Yu, 2014).
Some examples of symbolic representation differences of color are shown.
Yellow means ‘deceit’ or ‘cowardice’ in Northern Europe, while it carries positive
meaning in Chinese culture and Buddhism, representing imperial quality and humility
or renunciation respectively (Yu, 2014).
The author believes that a cultural elite dominates the meaning of color over
time which restricts the creativity of the human mind (Yu, 2014). However, I will argue
that it has nothing to do with that. It was just a creative choice of any culture at that
moment of definition. Since there is no universal truth about color meaning, no
restriction could be imposed even when it comes from an elite culture. The minorities
continue to use diverse meanings of colors they have defined through their belief and
ancient definitions. This is different from the universally true property of color like, for
example, black color is darker than white color. No one in this universe could see white
darker than black or else the training of color has to be restructured completely.
There are too many examples that indicate the difference of color meanings
from culture to culture. The author chose three very concrete examples between the
English language and Chinese language as tabulated below, Table 5 (Yu, 2014).
Table 5. Comparing the difference in color representation between English and
Chinese language, of the same subjects (Yu, 2014).
English

Chinese

Black Tea

Red Tea (红茶)

Brown bread

Black bread (黑面包)

Green-eyed

Red-eyed (眼红)

Note: Some examples that show the difference between how a Chinese and an
Englishman name a few daily items though these items have the same physical
colors.
One important fact stated by the author further explains the difference. The
various perceptual experience of colors can be easily explained with scientific
knowledge as natural phenomena. However, in the ancient world, these were
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mysteries that could only be explained through myths based on diverse human
imaginations and life experiences (Yu, 2014).
Two more similar types of research related to the diversity of colors (Bradfield,
2014) and color-symbolism (Dixon, 1899) further confirmed the huge diversity in colorsymbolism from culture to culture. Bradfield found that even internet culture today
could start to influence meanings of color. One interesting finding by Dixon is the
nomenclature difference between cultures which further complicates the issue.
‘… for instance, Blue and Green are not distinguished in the languages of some
peoples, while others confuse Dark Blue with Black. Not that the difference between
the colors is not recognized, but that the principles of color-nomenclature are
different. … (Dixon, 1899, p. 10).’
Dixon concluded that diversity and non-uniformity are the characters of colorsymbolism. Any effort to generalize the meanings would not be meaningful. The
meanings lie in people’s choices based on their diverse cultural backgrounds (1899).
3.11.2.

Summary of Color, Culture and Emotional Response

Through the substantial amount of literature, it is understood that color-cultural
or color-emotional connections are derived naturally through shared experiences of
people at large and are acceptable as simple synesthetic responses. However, any
attempt to extend this to a sophisticated and subtle relationship will not function well.
Hence, it is not advisable to focus on formulating a structural approach to teach
students these topics. The more specific correlations differ from industry to industry.
Artists pick up the specific meaning only when they join the particular industry or they
will be given the requirements to work for that specific industry. The focus on art
students’ training should be placed on universal qualities of colors in applications.
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4. Current Teaching and Learning of Color Theory with Feedback from
Professional Artists / Educators and Graduate Students.
This chapter covers the findings gathered from professional artists, educators
and graduate students to identify the popular models of color theory used, their
learning, teaching and practical experience. It further reflected the strength and areas
of concern in teaching and learning of color theory. These data served as the
fundamental framework in designing the workshops and test questions. These data
connect to research questions RQ1 and RQ2, the strength and concern of students’
learning of color theory and its connection to industrial requirements.
4.1.

Qualitative Interviews Data of Professional Artists

4.1.1. The Learning Experience and Working Approach of the Interviewees:
Professional Artists and Art Educators
The learning, teaching and practical experience of professional artists and
educators provided useful input and served as a concrete guideline for both the
workshop design as well as the necessary improvement to be made to the current
pedagogical approach for color theory. Two major forms of experience were shared.
First was their practical approach in acquiring practical skills in color application. The
second was the color theory framework they were taught and were using in their
industry. The findings began with an articulation of how the professional artists and
educators acquired their practical skills in color application.
4.1.2. Acquisition of Practical Skills in Color Application
All professional artists and/or educators were identified as AE (number). Please
refer to Appendix I for their background information.
AE3 is a renowned South East Asian watercolor artist and a professional
architect. AE3 learned his painting skills from two renowned Penang artists, the late
Mr. Tan Choon Ghee, a watercolor artist who worked in representational style and Mr.
Tan Chiang Kiong who is a fine artist that believes in experimentation. AE3 acquired
his fundamental drawing skills from the former while, the latter has inspired him to
discover his personal direction. AE3’s architectural training, together with his drawing
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skill, he had developed by learning from Mr. Tan Choon Ghee, allowed him to master
both drawing and painting skills to depict his favorite subject, Penang’s architectural
heritage. He organized regular outdoor drawing and painting sessions in Georgetown,
Penang to capture the rich architectural heritage of this UNESCO heritage site. He
developed his personal opinion regarding color application through his outdoor
painting experience.
AE3 acquired his strong foundation in art from Mr. Tan Choon Ghee’s classical
academic training. Learning still life drawing and watercolor with Mr. Tan Choon Ghee
helped him build a good foundation in tone control. He did a lot of black and white
sketches and drawings of still life objects. Therefore, he had a very strong command
of tones. The tone is one of the three attributes of color, therefore AE3 was capable of
handling various tone range for his outdoor paintings. Relating tone range to hue is
another critical experience. Having had en plein air painting experience, together with
his command of tone range, it was easier for him to relate various hues of different
tones.
AE3 also believed his decision in the color application had come from his
professional orientation. As an architect, he loved to paint the architectural heritage in
Georgetown and other locations. To a certain extent, he tried to retain the local colors
of the architectural elements to maintain the descriptive accuracy of the painted
images. However, he made adjustments based on compositional needs as he had
mentioned above. His mentor, Mr. Tan Chiang Kiong’s encouragement on exploration
also played an important role. That allowed him to be less restrictive in making
decisions to alter the observed subjects for any compositional needs. His decision in
color application was heavily related to his working experience as an architect, his
living environment (surrounded by Penang architectural heritage) and his interaction
with the society he was in.
Similarly, another renowned South East Asian artist AE4 also shared his
learning experience in painting. He was a renowned and experienced oil painting artist
who loved to work on location. His favorite subject matters included Penang street
scenes and Penang plein air landscapes. He received some training during his high
school years with his art teachers. However, most of his painting experience over the
last 50 years was from his outdoor painting sessions. AE4’s early training in painting
was heavily dependent on en plein air painting sessions. His high school art teacher
placed great emphasis on observation through on-location outdoor painting lessons.
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The teacher wanted his students to withstand the hot weather and to paint on location.
From a young age, AE4 developed the special ability to endure the hot and humid
weather to work on location. He described his various on-location painting experiences
from when he was young until today. A good example would be his project to paint the
Penang bridges which connect Malaya Peninsular to Penang island. He worked for
months under the hot weather on the cement bridge. The heat was unbearable for
normal people. This special skill of his, enabled him to observe the effects of strong
sunlight and thus contributed the most to his visual experiences. It also contributed to
the direction in which his art skills had developed. AE4 also mentioned about Van
Gogh and Van Gogh’s relationship with Impressionism. That also related to the
Impressionists’ en plein air painting tradition although Van Gogh was considered as a
Post-Impressionist.
Based on his understanding of the Impressionistic painting approach he almost
only painted on location. He would try to match the colors observed. For cases that he
was not able to match the color perfectly, he would approximate the observed color.
He thought that was the way how color should be applied and the learning happened
directly through direct observation and the immediate color mixing process. He
emphasized the subtlety of colors observed as he had mentioned in the interview. He
commented that others might think that some colors observed were similar but they
actually had some difference with careful observation. He insisted that he did not face
any problem working directly from observation. However, when he was asked about
why he would not work under weaker lighting conditions.
AE4 responded during a face to face interview, ‘Because it is very dark.
(Pointing to one of his outdoor oil painting) Like this piece, if there was no sunlight,
everything falls into complete darkness… With light, there are more changes in
colors. …’ (personal communication, Mar 31, 2018)
He thought that the strong sunshine provided enough contrast for him to
differentiate the colors. He believed Monet and Van Gogh were adopting this concept
as well. He did not see the necessity of having a color theory framework. He was even
afraid that he would be influenced and was not able to make his own decision. He only
believed that en plein air painting had provided him the platform to make his art. In
section 4.3.3 the Munsell Color Space was used to discuss AE4’s painting habit.
En plein air painting experience depends heavily on observations and the
immediate response of a painter. Both AE3 and AE4 confirmed this critical learning
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approach had strongly enhanced their understanding and skills in color application.
They had to constantly observe a wide range of colors. It might stretch from contrasting
to a very subtle difference between adjacent color patterns observed.
The learning journey of AE1 was very different from AE3 and AE4. He gained
his early skills from visiting exhibitions and reading illustrations and comic books. He
started his learning of art from drawing illustrations and comics since his childhood
years. Two important local watercolor artists had a strong influence on his art. AE1
learned his color concept by looking at the two local artists’ paintings and sketches.
AE1 picked up this concept of color application dominated with earth colors because
of the influence of the two local watercolor artists.
AE1 was also influenced by a comic artist, Guan Shan Mei (关山美) who used
tinted colors to illustrate subject matters in comic. Basically, the objective was to
illustrate the colors of each subject or each figure drawn. The chroma of the colors
was reduced through tinting (diluted with white pigment or water for watermedia).
Therefore, the colors were low in chroma and less emphasized. They served to
indicate the colors of the subject matter. That was done for illustrative purposes.
AE1 received his Bachelor of Arts degree in multimedia design locally and his
Master of Fine Art in animation at an art college in the United States. With his strong
figurative drawing skills, he was employed as a part-time faculty member to teach
foundation drawing classes at an art school in a local university since 2010. He also
occasionally teaches different digital art in other tertiary institutions.
AE2 acquired her fundamental skills which include the understanding of colors
through private art classes. She started her very comprehensive and traditional art
training with local first-generation master artist Mr. Liu Kang when she was ten years
old. She believed that was how she had gained a strong foundation in visual art. She
trained through the drawing plaster casts, like most classical academies, and it shaped
her basic understanding of image building. Her tonal skills were developed during this
period. This tonal skill, therefore, linked with her command of colors as the tone was
one of the three attributes of colors. The transition between different tones to various
hues during color application was further strengthened as she practiced watercolor
painting at the same time.
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AE2 responded during a face to face iIrview, ‘...I rather think that in a school of
architecture I acquired more of the color theory, … A more scientific content.… The
foundation in color is like grammar.’ (personal communication, Oct 31, 2017)
AE2 received her Master of Fine Art (MFA) in architecture from a renowned art
school in New York. It was the place where she learned most of her color theory
knowledge. She learned about color interaction through her professional training in
architecture, which was related to the environmental study of building designs. Her
observation on beginners learning color was that most beginners could not see the
interaction of environmental colors. Most of them only realized the local colors of the
objects. Based on her learning journey and experience, she emphasized that students
must acquire a strong foundation in art, and this also included a good understanding
of color theory. She believed that was the fundamental grammar of art.
AE5 had her early art education in Taiwan. She continued her art education
abroad. She completed her Master of Fine Art at a renowned art school in New York
during the early 90s. According to her, the strength of her early art education (in her
high school) included some foundational concepts of drawing, color and design, which
were taught when she was in high school. Therefore, she believed her early
educational background had built her up with skills in color. She could not recall any
further formal training of color theory. She developed her personal color skills based
on practical experience gained in the field of visual communication.
AE7 was a film professor and a world renowned film producer. His idenfication
could be revealed based on request. His learning journey covered two areas, his
childhood experience of playing with art and his learning and teaching experience at
tertiary institutions. His focus was on film making.
He started with his father who was trained in art. He experienced the film
making process as his father was working as a producer. His childhood activities and
exposure to mesmerizing films, gave him a lot of opportunities to explore different
cultural heritages, which extended his interest to explore different color schemes. This
experience, according to him, provided him a good opportunity to develop his visual
talent. He also had a very strong educational background in film making. He had strong
peers, for instance, the renowned filmmaker George Lucas. Both of them
acknowledged that their teacher at the University of Southern California, Professor
Les Nobros, had a great influence on their understanding of colors and design. He
also acknowledged that part of the teaching of Professor Les Nobros was from the
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Bauhaus school. This was evident in his junior, Bruce Block’s publication, ‘The visual
story: creating the visual structure of film, TV and digital media’ (Block, 2013). He
continued to use this publication for his teaching at ADM, NTU.
These four artists had a learning journey that was vastly different from AE3 and
AE4. They either learned their color theory knowledge from formal art education or
private classes or observing other artists’ approach. AE1 learned his color knowledge
and still loved earthy colors through his early influence from local renowned watercolor
artists. The other three artists had some form of formal training from an art school or
art classes. Even AE2 who attended her informal private art class with master artist
Liu Kang, she regarded that as her strong foundation in art. Liu even advised her not
to enroll in a fine art institution to repeat the same learning. That led her to continue
her architectural science education at an art institution in the USA. These four artists
had their learning under certain defined scopes.
The next step was to understand if these artists had learned their color theory
knowledge through referencing certain color theory framework. The next section also
addressed AE4’s comment. He did not like to be influenced by any theory.
4.1.3. Color Theory Framework Adopted

AE3 responded during a face to face interview, ‘I am not from an art school.
There are a lot of things I do base on my personal feelings. If there is robust color
theory training … I believe (if) I can have a more in-depth understanding of colors. I
think it will help.’ (personal communication, Nov 01, 2017)
AE3 saw the connection between life experiences, influences from
surroundings, and interactions with one’s social circle, as well as the artist’s decision
in color application. He had some basic training in color theory which he could not
recall clearly. However, he also believed that adequate training of color theory would
assist the students in learning practical color skills. AE3 even agreed that color theory
training would be beneficial to him as an artist. However, he did not mention any
specific framework he had preferred. On the contrary, AE4 had no comment on any
color theory framework. He believed the theoretical framework was unnecessary. He
depended solely on observation. He painted on location only.
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Based on observation and experience, AE1 believed that the animation film
industry had the strongest practical color theory knowledge. He observed the
strongest color application in digital concept paintings had been used at the preproduction conceptualization stages in animated films. To him, these digital paintings
were able to depict subject matters realistically. ‘Realistic’ here means that they were
able to establish believable spaces and subject matters which could convince viewers
they might exist. That included believable textures, three-dimensional forms, space
and atmospheres. Colors were used convincingly in these digital images.
AE1’s background in animation and his early influence from Ong Kim Seng
might

explain why he thought animation had the most advanced color theory

framework. As I have discussed in the literature review in section 4.1, the popular
training framework in animation was the Itten Color System. No special advancement
was seen in the color theory framework. While AE1 adopted this framework of training,
he also raised the concern below about segregating tone from the other two color
attributes, hue and chroma in learning color.
AE1 has confirmed that he uses local colors for illustrative purposes so that
viewers could see the colors of the subject matters. For non-illustrative purposes, he
would adopt Mr. Ong Kim Seng’s approach. He would use browns as his dominating
colors. During his teaching years at various tertiary institutions (Singapore
Polytechnics, Temasek Polytechnics and Digipen), he experienced a color theory
framework that removed two of the three attributes of colors: namely chroma and tone,
keeping only the hue for discussion. This is similar to the Itten Color Wheel as shown
in Figure 1. Browns and grays were taken out. In addition, the darkness or lightness
of colors was not considered. He believed that was due to the lack of material support
as students were only given a limited number of pure pigments at school. He believed
that students would need a wider range of color pigments, stretching through all three
attributes of colors, namely tone, chroma and hue. As such students could gain
practical color knowledge. He argued that students need more practical insights on
color application. This coincidently suggested that a pedagogical color theory
framework was needed to display the relationship of all three color attributes. That
could only happen with the help of a three-dimensional model in which browns and
grays could be placed in relation to their parent chromatic hue in the space.
From his learning experience, painting in browns and grays also served as a
strong platform to develop his skills. This experience allowed him to work on his
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images with complex subtlety. Therefore, these transitional colors (browns and grays)
were equally important in the learning of color application. However, students should
not be allowed to grow their personal experience without giving them a good starting
point. Hence, a good understanding of browns and grays was necessary for the
training of color application. When all three color attributes were connected, students
also had the opportunity of seeing the connection between the transitional colors and
their parent chroma hues.
AE2 further commented that she had learned her color skills from both
theoretical frameworks in school and working experience. She had two important
learning experiences. One was her working experience as an architect and the other
was her current and regular urban sketching practice as the founding president of
Singapore Urban Sketchers. These experiences enhanced her belief that colors were
heavily influenced by environmental factors. Therefore, she emphasized on drawing
relations between the theoretical understandings of colors with practical experiences,
especially through observation.
‘Bauhaus time. … Is Johannes Itten Color Wheel. … Basic. … Munsell I
know. … But Munsell was mentioned. But touch and go. … And mixing color is still a
must for all.’ (AE2, 2017)
AE2 further confirmed that dur’ng her master's degree in Pratt Institute, she had
picked up color theory based on the Itten Color Wheel, developed from the Bauhaus
school by Johannes Itten (Moholy, 1968). AE2 worked as an art educator at tertiary
institutes. During her teaching years in Temasek Polytechnic, she developed a color
theory training session for diploma students using the Itten Color Wheel. She also said
that the Munsell Color System was mentioned briefly at Pratt Institute. The Munsell
Color System was not introduced to her as a main color theory framework. Since Pratt
Institute was one of the most significant art institutions in the USA, the influence of the
Itten Color Wheel was evident in art institutions in the USA. This was consistent with
the two accredited syllabi’s content found in MIT, ‘Art of Color’ (Dourmashkin, 2005)
and California State University, Northr–dge ‘Art 148 - Color Theory’ (CSU-Northridge,
2015). Details of the teaching contents are attached in Appendix A. AE2’s response
indicated that she adopted the Itten Color System as her teaching model while she
had very little understanding of the Munsell Color System.
‘And mixing color is still a MUST for all. … I think we are teaching color like
mathematics you know. ... it’s call discovery. …It’s the learners’ discovery.’ (AE2, 2017)
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AE2 further emphasized the coupling of theoretical training with a practical
approach. She regarded the practical approach as a process of discovery. She
preferred students to go through the journey of discovery. She believed that the
exploration process will enhance the students’ understanding of color theory. Indeed,
the discovery process was needed, it was also a process for students to have a deeper
understanding of the theory through application. She further commented that many
artists also depended heavily on years of experience. However, she still felt that many
artists she knew still had not have a good grasp of the ‘grammar’ of colors. She
emphasized the need for practical exercises so that students’ learning could be
connected with real-life practical issues.
Similarly, as I commented on AE1’s interview, students could not be left to learn
through the hard way through years of experimentations. Instead, I would suggest
building a robust pedagogy to serve their needs or reduce the learning difficulties.
Although AE2 had been using the Itten Color Wheel as her color theory
framework all along, she had no objections against having a new color theory
framework or a new structural approach to teach color theory. She strongly supported
the idea that students must be trained with a structured framework to learn color theory
so that they could resolve practical issues more effectively in the field. She regarded
a structured framework as a scientific framework that would provide students a
concrete background for their learning of color theory and application.
AE6 believes his color application skills were obtained from practical
experiences instead of formal theoretical training.
AE6 responded during a face to face interview, ‘ …one starting point for them
(students) is to use the color wheel. …you can google. ... that’s what I ask them to
work on in terms of color.’ (personal communication, Dec 03, 2017). He mentioned
that he had hardly any formal training in color theory. He believed that he had learned
practical color knowledge based on his personal experiences. AE6 would ask students
to google for color theory references. The most common color wheels that would come
up were generally similar to the Itten Color Wheel.
AE6 also pointed out that Clariant was a company that developed new color
schemes. They led the development of industrial colors for products. The trend would
be passed down in this business. He gave a few examples of industrial products like
shampoo bottles and so on. Generally, colors were introduced to his students through
fashionable trends. In product design, AE6’s teaching field, there were different
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trending colors in different seasons. Therefore, these were colors that he would
introduce to his students. AE6 also emphasized on the practicability of the product
designed, in which the color choice had to follow its practical needs. Therefore, color
selection in product design started with this restriction.
However, AE6 still believes that a clear color theory training framework is
beneficial to students. Although he argued that the structure should not be too
prescriptive. An even more important point about product design is that a trending
color is introduced every season. During the interview, he also mentioned about
Pantone. Pantone company creates a new color trend too. As all artists know, Pantone
is one of the dominating color fashion companies. Interestingly, a simple search will
realize that Pantone is licensed with X-rite. X-rite as I have discussed in the literature
review is the company that provides the color standardizations for various industries
based on the Munsell Color System. Hence, there is an immediate connection
between the Munsell Color System and the Pantone color system. Without any doubt,
if product design students have a good understanding of the Munsell Color System, it
will benefit them in their color selection. As mentioned by AE6, his students generally
google for color schemes. The Itten Color Wheel will be the most probable Google
result they will obtain. However, it is evident here that the Munsell Color System is the
model commonly adopted by the product design industry. This difference has to be
addressed. Generally, AE6 agrees that a color theory may help although he does not
adopt to any. ‘Maybe there should be some kind of Ie or some kind of... I really think
it will be useful.’ (AE6, 2017)
AE5 felt that her sense of color was inborn. She did not depend on any color
theory framework though later she commented she would support using a training
framework. AE5 believed she was talented in the application of colors. She used her
sensitivity in color application and personal experiences to help her students. AE5
thinks there was a gap between learning theory and being able to apply it practically.
She believed that for one to digest the theories taught, they had to practice in the field.
Therefore. according to her, a color theory framework might help students in their
learning process. However, more time was still needed for students to truly digest the
theory by participating in the actual work. She did not have a preference for a specific
color theory training framework.
When AE7 was asked about his teaching of color, he immediately responded
by showing me his friend, Bruce Block’s publication, ‘The Visual Story: Creating the
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Visual Structure of Film, TV and Digital Media’ (Block, 2013). From the publication, I
discovered that the color theory system taught here was derived from the Itten Color
Wheel. There was also a very small portion showing a portion of the Munsell Color
Space; a few layers of the space (Block, 2013). That was an interesting discovery for
me. The author used two different frameworks, which were likely to indicate that there
was a certain level of deficiency in the two models.

Figure 63, Layers extracted from the Munsell Color Space. Munsell Company
has a Munsell Color Book that shows the complete reference (Block, 2013; Munsell
et al., 2016; X-Rite, 2012)
Figure 63 were the maps of different hues presented in Block’s publication. It
was a summarized version of a three-dimensional Munsell Color Space. The complete
Munsell Color Space is licensed by X-Rite today and it is called the Munsell Color
Book. The literature review has also elaborated on all the details about the
development and differences of these two models. The largest strength of the Itten
Color Wheel was its simplicity however it could also be its deficiency. Therefore, this
could be the likely reason that Block had added this page to complement students’
learning of color theory.
This part of the interview findings had also confirmed again the most popular
learning and teaching model was still the Itten Color System. One either found it online
for self-learning purpose or from an art school which likely to adopt this system as
well. Other models were only briefly mentioned. In addition, the Munsell Color System
was again seen as an industrial reference in filming. This indicated that students’
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learning might not fulfill the practical needs in the industry. It pointed to RQ2 that more
effort was needed to bridge the practical needs in the industry and the current teaching
of color theory.
4.1.4. Areas of Concern in Learning and Teaching of Color
Besides sharing their opinions about color theory frameworks, the professional
artists and educators also shared their precious experience about their learning and
teaching of color. These findings further clarified how a pedagogical framework
designed could assist students’ learning, thereafter, could connect their theoretical
knowledge with industrial practice. The findings further indicated how each
professional could overcome practical issues not covered by the current teaching
framework they used. That further reflected the deficiency in the current framework
adopted.
Based on his en plein air painting experience, AE3 shared his thoughts. He
realized that there was a common issue of duplicating the local colors of the observed
subject matters, especially green colors. Based on his compositional needs, he
realized that in many cases, the pure green hue was too sudden for the overall image.
He had to make adjustments to the green to allow it to go along with the rest of the
hues in his painting. AE3’s experience with green color was consistent with my own
teaching experience. This was related to the asymmetry of color space. Practically,
the green hue occupies the largest color space as seen in the Munsell Color Space
as shown in Figure 48 (Munsell, 2017). On the contrary, Figure 1(Itten, 1962), the Itten
Color Wheel does not reflect the asymmetrical character of color space. Therefore,
the latter misleads beginners, making them think that all hues occupy the same size
of color space. This could lead to further misconceptions. They may think that different
hues can be chosen as an alternative substitute moving from one hue scheme to
another. This results in practical issues as reflected by AE3’s experience with the
green hue.
AE4 experienced certain situations where some colors were difficult to match.
That was related to the limitations of pigments in representing direct sunlight (Ng,
2016). The amount of light reflected by pigments on canvas was lower than the actual
light reflected by the observed subject matter outdoors, under natural light. As a
compromised solution, he would mix the closest color he could to represent the
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observed color. From AE4’s argument and his working process, one may refer to the
Munsell Color Space in Figure 64 to explain his working concept. The two poles of the
Munsell Color Space are highlighted to explain AE4’s painting experience.

Figure 64. The Munsell Color Space; with tinted and shaded color space
highlighted.
When AE4 worked on location during strong lighting conditions outdoor, the
colors he observed were generally in the highlighted field (circled in red) as shown in
Figure 64. These tinted hues are lighter than their chromatic parent hues. One of the
reasons why these wide hues range could be applied with ease can be understood by
analyzing Figure 64. Moving towards the top of the color space, the overall color space
shrinks in size. In other words, it can be concluded that the colors will have smaller
practical differences based on their distance in the color space. This is similar to the
basic concept of the Impressionists, who could apply a wide range of hues without any
trouble for their en plein air paintings. AE4, being an admirer of the Impressionists and
Post-impressionist, continued their tradition of working on location.
Moving to the lower sides of the color space in Figure 64, with the same logic,
the darker hues (shaded hues, circled in black) look similar and closer to each other.
However, AE4 did not like to work under dim lighting conditions, thinking that the subtle
change was not as interesting. His personal choice was beyond the discussion here.
Despite his disbelief in using color theory as a guideline, the Munsell Color
Space could still easily explain his working approach. On the contrary, the twodimensional Itten Color Wheel could not provide this information. Both en plein air
painters, AE3 and AE4 experience different color application issues that are likely to
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happen to students as well. RQ1 questions about how the teaching can fulfill the
practical applicability. Therefore, the strength of the color theory model needs to be
understood. Here, the Munsell Color System has shown its strength in answering how
tinted and shaded colors are represented.
AE1’s main concern was the missing link between learning of tone, hue and
chroma. His comment connected strongly to AE2’s comment about the understanding
of the subtlety of color (the small variations between transitional colors). AE2 believed
a lot of practical exercises were needed to connect students’ learning of color theory
(what she regarded as the grammar of color). Both AE1 and AE2 adopted the Itten
Color System in their teaching of color, where the tone of colors and transitional colors
were both omitted. AE2 thought that students would require long term practice to
connect the theory learned to real-life issues. However, I would argue that students’
learning would be more efficient if they were introduced to the transitional colors and
their connection with the respective parent chromatic hues. A robust pedagogical
framework should aim to shorten students’ learning journeys in acquiring new
knowledge.
Their comments reflected the need for students to learn transitional colors or
color subtlety in conjunction with hue and chroma of colors. Students have to see all
three color attributes as interconnected entities. Isolating out the tonal axis may not
simplify the learning. On the contrary, students need more explorations to discover the
connections between tone and the other two attributes. This again answers RQ1 that
the current training model is insufficient in showing the connection between all three
color attributes.
AE7 shared his experience about a Chinese movie Hero (英雄，by Zhang
Yimou 张艺谋). Coincidently, I remembered a very relevant color application issue that
I could share with him. I explain to him about a scene that had a lot of red colors. It
had a color application issue. I explained to him by showing him the red portion of the
chart as shown in Figure 66, in Block’s publication (Block, 2013).
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Image (B)
Figure 65. One of the red series images extracted from the movie: Hero (英雄) by
Zhang Yimou (Zhang, 2002)
To elaborate on the issue of color applications, I use a frame from the film as
an example. In this frame, the director of photography used red hue as the dominating
hue. Looking at Figure 65, the figure is seen to be heavily camouflaged in the scene.
In the actual movie, there were two actors dressed in almost the same chromatic red
and they were fighting. The part of the movie could hardly be ‘read’ because the figures
were blending into the dominating red environment. If a similar red hue page is picked
from the Munsell Color Book, the root course of the issue can be immediately identified.

Figure 66. Hue 5R of the Munsell Color Book, showing the red hue and how it shifts
when this chromatic hue is shaded (X-Rite, 2012).
When the red hue is tinted, some pinkish color is obtained. When the pinkish
color (using the third row from the top of Figure 66) loses its chroma (moving towards
the left side), some kind of grayish purple color is obtained. When the chromatic red
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is shaded (moving downwards), the color starts to look a bit like purple or they can be
indicated as purplish browns, to indicate their lower chroma. By showing only one of
these shaded color chips to anyone, he/she may identify it as a purple, not knowing
that the chip is actually taken from the red hue page. To further elaborate this point, in
the case of the Munsell Color Book, Professor Munsell sets the neutral gray as the
central core of the color space. From black at the bottom to white at the top, passing
through different tones of grays, forms the vertical axis, the central core of the Munsell
Color Space. Practically, each hue has to be skewed because from white to black, the
axis is forced to be vertical. Therefore, moving along the vertical axis, different hues
may cross into each other. Similarly, a lot of green hues can be seen on a yellow page
as shown in Figure 67. Kopacz has a similar comment in her publication, ‘Color in
Three-Dimensional Design’ when she discussed the Munsell Color Space – ‘However,
yellow has very few steps in shade range because it turns greenish as it darkens’
(Kopacz, 2003, p. 28).

Figure 67. Hue 7.5 Y of the Munsell Color Book, showing yellow hue and how it
shifts when this chromatic hue is shaded (X-Rite, 2012).
Technically, to resolve the issue in the Hero movie – to allow the red figure to
be more visible, the color scheme has to carry less chromatic purple and some tinted
grayish pink or just pink. Moving even further, other browns and other grays can also
be used as long as these colors are not too far from the red hue page by referring to
a Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012). Due to the similarity, our eyes will not realize that
these slightly skewed hues are deviating from red. A viewer will still feel comfortable
thinking that those are just darker red and lighter red, just like how one sees the red
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hue page in Figure 66. He immediately understood the issue when I showed him the
red hue page. He then shared with me another equally important problem he had been
facing for decades.
After his undergraduate study of film, he moved to live in San Francisco. He did
16mm films. There was a process of color correction that needed to be done to all his
films. He realized that the color correction of green was relatively difficult as compared
to the rest. I shared with him that it was due to the asymmetry of color space. The
green hue and its family green colors occupy the largest color space. I explained to
him that I generally asked students to treat green color like three different hues. That
would help them understand that the green hue which occupies the largest color space
could contrast within itself. Yellowish-green is very different from blueish-green since
yellow does not have the same kind of range in the color space as the green hue.
There is no blueish yellow.
Again, this issue can be easily identified by referring to the Munsell Color Book.
Counting the hue pages of the Munsell Color Book, there are (with some crossing over
between adjacent hues pages as mentioned above): 5 pages of red, 7 pages of purple,
10 pages of blue, 3 pages of yellow, 4 pages of orange and 11 pages of green. That
still has not taken into account that all yellow pages and some blue pages also consist
of green chips, with the crossing-over. In Figure 68, three pages of green hue from the
Munsell Color Book are selected to illustrates this.

Figure 68. From left to right, 2.5GY (Green-Yellow), 5G (Green) and 5 BG (BlurGreen) extracted from the Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012).
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Our discussion of the asymmetry nature of practical color space made him
recall his experience dealing with the green colors in the film. In the film, he sometimes
needed to make color adjustments using hue filters. However, when a film that was
rich in green, he would generally face a lot of difficulties filtering and adjusting the color
effectively. It was harder for him to keep the richness of greens when any green filter
was used. This problem lied in the intrinsic quality of the green hue. The green hue
stretched from the colors that appeared almost yellow to the colors that appeared
almost blue in hue. By applying a single hue filter, it would cause the colors to move
towards one single vector direction in the color space, either towards blue or yellow in
this case. Therefore, the filter ‘killed’ the further vector hue. A blue filter ‘killed’ the
yellow hues and vice versa. Figure 68 shows the differences between yellowish-green,
green and bluish green from the Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012). Immediately, the
difference in the character of the hue is seen although all are considered as green
hues. Therefore, the nomenclature is not able to illustrate the practical hue difference
within the green hue. That was how many green hues were ‘killed’ with just a single
green filter. He immediately appreciated the concept of asymmetrical color space after
I had explained the root cause to him.
AE7 responded during a face to face interview, ‘ … And you’re using the nonsymmetrical as a new term, that what you said is like makes complete sense. … your
structure has suddenly let me understand the breadth of color and things I have to
deal with for decades.’ (personal communication, July 30, 2018). He acknowledged
that the concept of asymmetrical color space had answered his decades-old problem.
I further explained to him about how the brown and grays acted like transitional colors
based on the modified Munsell Color Wheel as shown in Figure 5. The transitional
colors could act as intermediate bridges between all the chromatic colors. He strongly
agreed that it was an important concept that must be learned in color application.
‘this idea of thinking about the browns, …, When you can see the brown, you
can see the distances on the journey. It’s such a wonderful way of looking at it.’ (AE7,
2018)
He acknowledged that it was a good idea to describe browns as part of the
vector journey between purest hues. (Ng, 2016). The Munsell Color Space illustrates
these comprehensive vectors of browns with respect to their chromatic hues. The
weakness of the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel is once again reflected here as there
is no brown represented (Ng, 2015).
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4.1.5. Summary of Findings from Professional Artists’ Feedback
Six out of the seven artists interviewed believed that having a comprehensive
training framework was a good tool to assist students in learning color theory. Only
AE4 was against the idea of using color theory to teach color application. However, as
discussed above, his approach fell well within a comprehensive color theory
framework, the Munsell Color Space.
Practical experience was emphasized by all seven of them in different ways.
Personal experience, perceptual training and field training were all mentioned. A
practical experience was repeatedly emphasized. AE3 regarded it as a need in
learning painting compositions, while AE2 called it discovery in her training of design
students. AE4 believed that artists needed to paint on location to observe the subtlety
of color change and to understand how environmental factors could induce color
changes. AE1 hoped students could have better support in terms of painting materials
so that they could explore a wider range of colors that covered all three attributes of
colors. AE5 thought that students could only digest the taught knowledge after
experiencing various practical issues. All their feedback reflected the need to connect
the learning of color theory with practical experiences. The workshops and test
questions were designed to fulfill this requirement. To allow students to have an entrylevel experience, relevant field issues were introduced in conjunction with their
learning of color theory.
AE7 acknowledged the usefulness in the understanding of browns/grays as
transitional colors as well as the practical strength of the asymmetrical Munsell Color
System. His response was consistent with the study by UIC mentioned in section 2.6.4
(Gude, 1999). Students had a similar kind of response not feeling comfortable for not
knowing how the browns and grays were missing in the Itten Color Wheel. AE7
appreciated that transitional browns and/or grays were seen as intermediate vectors
(Ng, 2018) connecting various chromatic hues as the extreme edges as indicated by
the Munsell Color Space. He also felt very grateful that his doubts about the green hue
for color correction in the film were well answered. Therefore, the asymmetry of color
space was a helpful concept to answer practical issues. Hence, it must be designed
as part of the training.
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Below is the summarized list of items suggested by professional artists and
educators. The items also answer RQ1 and RQ2 that students’ learning had some
deficiency and was not able to fulfil industrial requirements in real practice.
i.

A color theory framework is needed

ii.

Practical issues need to be discussed together with the theoretical
framework

iii.

A practical understanding of transitional colors and asymmetry of color
space needs to be addressed.

4.2

Qualitative Interviews of Selected Students who have Theoretical and Practical
Experience in Practical Color Theory

Three graduate students, identified as STU1, STU2 and STU3, from ADM, NTU
volunteered to share their experience in learning and application of color. They also
came back later to review the designed workshop syllabi and test questions for
quantitative research.
4.2.1 Experienced Student’s Learning and Working Experience with Colors
4.2.1.1

Theoretical Framework

STU3 learned his color theory based on the Munsell Color System in the
DA2003 Watermedia Landscape Painting class in 2017. He thought that the system
had helped him greatly in his interest in painting and art history. It also guided him in
design decisions as a visual communications graduate. His comments reflected an
aspect that was not normally looked into when color theory training was conducted.
The teaching of practical color application needed to connect with the actual decision
in establishing an overall composition or design. Although that was generally
understood by artists, training rarely aimed to do that. He further elaborated that color
theory training would improve students’ sensitivity to design so that they would not just
blindly follow fashionable and trending color choices without a good grasp of the
fundamentals of color application.
STU2 graduated from ADM in animation before she came back in 2018 to
pursue her master’s degree by research related to color theory. She attended the
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DA2003 class as a voluntary class assistant and had learned the Munsell Color
System. Her previous learning experience was based on the Itten Color System.
STU1 acquired his color theory knowledge from both his foundation 2D classes
and the DA2003 class when he was at ADM from 2009 to 2012. Similarly, the color
theory framework used in all these classes was based on the Munsell Color System.
4.2.1.2

The Connection between Theory and Practice

STU3 responded during a face to face interview, ‘Painting is the practical
exercise and extension of art history; … Art historians and students alike need to
exercise their hands as much as their brains, …’ (personal communication, Nov 04,
2018). STU3 further elaborated that theoretical training had to be designed to connect
with the practical field issues through hands-on exercises.
All three participants pointed out the additional advantage of using the Munsell
Color Space. STU1 commented that the Munsell Color Space would help students
tremendously in visualizing the relationship of colors three-dimensionally. To him, the
asymmetry of this color space was equally critical.
STU2 raised two important aspects that had fully concurred with the findings of
the difference between the Itten Color Wheel and the Munsell Color Space. First, she
mentioned that the Munsell Color Space was capable of depicting the relationship
between tone and hue. This is one weakness of the Itten Color Wheel which only
shows the chromatic colors. Her second point coincidentally aligned with AE7’s
response to the green color space. STU2 mentioned that green was the largest color
space and was well represented by the asymmetrical Munsell Color Space. This has
also been discussed in detail in the literature review and the history of color
development. STU2 thought that her understanding of green color space had helped
her a lot when she worked on digital paintings of a forest. It could provide a much
richer range of green hue for her images. She further suggested that the Itten Color
Wheel could be a good starting point for students to understand the differences
between colors. However, the Munsell Color Space was necessary for the real-world
color application.
STU2 responded during a face to face interview, ‘Itten color system may be a
starting point … But the practical usage of Munsell should be taught to all art students’
(personal communication, Nov 4, 2018).
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Based on her working experience, she argued that extremely chromatic colors
were used sparingly. The Itten Color Wheel showing only the chromatic hues, was not
sufficient, as it did not depict the subtlety of colors, especially the browns and grays.
These colors act as transitional colors in many color applications. They help in
connecting all chromatic colors together. This point was again consistent with the UIC
Art Education program students’ responses in section 2.6.4 and AE7’s comments on
browns and grays.
STU3 observed that students without a good grasp of practical color theory or
practical experience in color application regularly relied on the commercial versions of
the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel. He argued that this might lead them to believe that
each hue performs similarly. That was the same concern that needed to be addressed
in this research. He thought the Munsell Color Space would connect our color
perception with the true practical range of each hue better.
4.2.1.3

Other Concerns

STU1’s raised a concern that was related to color symbolism, but that was not
covered in our scope of color theory training. Color symbolism or cultural meanings of
colors have been addressed in the literature review in section 3.11. The pedagogical
design would not cover this part since it would not be possible to draw any sound
conclusion for color symbolism. Section 3.11 has explained that different cultures or
industries may see colors differently. Students have to gain their own experiences or
carry out new research after they join a specific industry or immerse themselves in a
specific cultural context to understand different cultural needs or different symbolism
of colors.
4.2.1.4

Summary of Graduate students’ Learning and Working Experience with
Colors

The feedback from these three graduate students covers four aspects. First,
the two-dimensional model, like the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel has an advantage
of its simplicity. It may act as a good entry-level guide. However, the second point is,
it may become a rigid guide that camouflages the asymmetry of a real-life practical
color space. Third, it does not provide the relationship of browns and grays with the
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chromatic colors like the three-dimensional Munsell Color Space. The last point is, the
Munsell model, presenting three color attributes in relation, is also able to relate
students’ learning of color development in art history.
4.2.2 Graduate Students’ Feedback on the Workshop Syllabi and Test Questions
The three graduate students also provided their feedback about the workshop
syllabi and test questions before these documents were finalized for use. Based on
their early sharing of experience, the workshops would cover some practical
components with traditional painting, especially the color mixing process. The color
mixing process served in a few ways. First, it was a practical exercise to show how
any color theory would work in a practical situation. Second, through the conventional
painting approach, color mixing allowed students to see the relationship between
colors in an application. The third point was even more important. Color mixing with
reference to master artworks of different eras would connect students’ learning to the
most sophisticated application of color as well as an understanding of the development
of color knowledge. The latter could occur when students could differentiate color
applications between master paintings from different eras. This difference has been
discussed in section 2.2.2 to 2.2.4, comparing color application before and after
Impressionism.
STU3’s feedback on the usefulness of physical interaction with painting
pigment further confirmed the effectiveness of color mixing and painting process. That
also addressed STU1’s concern about connecting the theoretical understanding of
color theory with perceptual sensitivity in a real application. STU1 responded during a
face to face interview, ‘I believe the biggest challenge lies in the perception-conception
interconnection.’ (personal communication, Jul 03, 2018). Therefore, some of the
workshop exercises were designed with practical color mixing to improve students’
visual sensitivity to color perception.
STU2 commented that the learning of color mixing would help students see the
interdependent character of color attributes. Her comment about test questions related
to color mixing again confirms the need to train the students’ visual sensitivity through
physical color mixing. STU1 also had a similar concern. He thought the test questions
which required students to predict a mixed color from its original components could be
too demanding without practical experience. Therefore, the hands-on process during
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the workshop precisely addressed his concern. STU3 felt the same way too. He
thought that there might be some deviating range of answers to the color mixing test
questions. It could be too demanding for students to pinpoint the exact hue with a fixed
tone and chroma. Therefore, he also thought that the workshop training with physical
color mixing exercises was critical for students to gain hands-on experience. Moreover,
the test questions which required students to estimate the tone of the final mixture of
colors had correct answers that were quite logically different from the wrong options.
For example, if the answer to a tone of color was 8, the wrong answers were like 2, 3
and 5. Values like 7 and 9 were too close to 8 and therefore were not used. That
avoided ambiguity to happen since 8 was also just a closed approximation.
STU3 agreed that the test questions forced students to think about where a
chosen color was in the color space. He thought students would have a better
understanding of the practical difference between colors. That would enhance
students’ ability to construct visual space. He also showed another example that
yellow ochre, when it was mixed with black, the green color was obtained. That could
guide students in seeing the asymmetry of a practical color space.
STU2 also agreed on the usefulness of understanding color selection like
vectors in the color space during practical color application. Color mixing and the
prediction of the final mixture allowed students to visualize the vector relationship
between a mixed color (in many cases, lower in chroma if it fell on the inside of the
color space) and its original component colors. This comment somehow linked well
with AE7’s comment on the understanding of browns and grays as transitional colors.
Therefore, the color mixing process would assist students in making connections
between distant chromatic hues in the space through the transitional browns and grays.
STU1’s raised another concern regarding the textual based tests. He was
worried about the section in which students were required to respond to historical color
applications. He mentioned that the students’ responses might solely be based on art
history content instead of any color theory knowledge they had gained. His point was
acknowledged. However, having a good understanding of art history should be a
complementary result. It could complement students’ learning of color theory. This was
evident in the development of color pigments as well as color theory from the
Renaissance to the current art industry. To address his concern, students were asked
to provide their comments for questions related to historical artworks. These
comments could be used as secondary data if any further analysis was required.
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5 Quantitative Results and Supporting Qualitative Interviews
The flow chart, Figure 60 illustrates the flow of the complete research process.
Based on qualitative interviews of professional artists and graduate students in
chapter 4, workshops and test questions were designed and carried out. Quantitative
analysis of students’ learning outcome was carried out based on pre-test and posttest results. Additional face-to-face interviews and optional email interviews of
workshop participants were conducted. An additional interview was carried out with
two more students who had joined a full semester of a class (DA2003 Watermedia
Landscape Painting class) that emphasized on color theory and application. The
additional interview was conducted to further study students’ practical ability. These
four sets of data address RQ4. The data suggested how to design and improve the
current pedagogical approach of color theory for tertiary visual art students. Chapter
5 discussed issues directly reflected from the results while chapter 6 looked into more
complex issues that required elaborated analysis.
5.1

Design of the Workshop Syllabi and Scope of the Test Questions
All the five areas listed at the top of the flow chart in Figure 60 were used to

construct the workshop syllabi and test questions. The training approach addressed
the strength and weaknesses learned from the literature history of color theory. There
were a few critical areas that needed attention. The strength of a color wheel was its
continuous layout of colors. A practitioner could visualize the similarity or difference
between any two colors. Therefore, that was one critical point to be built into the
training. The weakness of a color wheel without indicating browns and grays - the
transitional colors were raised to students. Since it would be difficult to visualize these
colors in a three-dimensional model, a hands-on color mixing exercise was used for
students to experience the difference between browns, grays and their respective
chromatic hues.
The workshops and tests covered the three important periods that color
application had shown significant shift, namely, before, during and after the
Impressionist movement. The strength and weaknesses of the artists’ color choices
during these eras were discussed. This was also connected to the next topic, the
industrial practice. In different industries, students could therefore observe why a
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choice was made and what had to be sacrificed when another factor was emphasized.
To elaborate this point, for example, if an image that emphasized tone range by
stretching tones from the lightest to the darkest for all its colors, the intrinsically light
colors like yellow and orange would have their hue sacrificed when they were
darkened. Therefore, this indicated how a practical situation was connected to a
decision made. The detailed content is listed in Table 6. Below were the necessary
outcomes that were accessed in the quantitative investigation:
After the workshops, the effectiveness of students’ learning of color theory was
accessed. The effectiveness covered students’ understanding of practical differences
of color attributes, namely tone, hue and chroma. Students’ capability in using
transitional colors and understanding of color space asymmetry was accessed.
Practical questions of color mixing, color shift, color application in master artworks and
industrial issues were used to accessed students’ understanding of color attributes,
transitional colors and color space asymmetry.
This quantitative data collected before and after the workshops examined the
difference in learning outcomes between the two workshops. The measurement of
workshop effectiveness was carried out by comparison of pre-test and post-test results
of students’ understanding of color theory.
The workshops were conducted for 90 students from various local institutions
teaching visual art. To cover a comprehensive range of students in different areas of
visual art, I managed to invite art students from 4 local art institutions, namely the
School of Art, Design and Media at Nanyang Technological University, Lasalle College
of Arts, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts and Digipen at Singapore Institute of
Technology. These students covered a wide perspective of visual art. Due to the
availability of students; a convenient sampling approach was used. Table 6 shows the
proportions of the content. For the topics listed below, the estimated time needed to
complete a workshop was approximately 6 hours.
Table 6. Structural Plan of Content
Content

Percentage of

Remark

Coverage
Tone of Colors

13.5%

One of the three color attributes. It is
the most critical attribute of color as it
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is connected to fundamental training
of how the color selection is related to
lightness and darkness in grayscale. It
bridges the learning from black and
white to color.
Color Mixing and Color

25%

Practical exercises to relate students’

Shift

learning of tone to subsequently hue
and chroma. It also served as the first
level of practical understanding of
color transitions.

Hue and Chroma

25%

Understanding of character of hue
and chroma difference and changes
in the application.

Transitional colors

13.5%

Comprehensive

understanding

of

transitional colors (browns and grays)
and their practical character in color
applications
Master Artworks, Color

15.4%

Wheel, Color Space

Before

the

Impressionism

(old

masters), the Impressionism and after
the Impressionism (Modern) were
covered

approximately

in

equal

proportion. Color space and color
wheel were discussed based on the
scope of the color framework selected
for the specific workshop (Itten or
Munsell)
Industrial applications

7.7%

The content was gathered from
professional

artists/educators

and

graduate students.
Note: Areas of coverage of the color theory workshops. These workshops covered
attributes of colors and practical color mixing process which also included an
understanding of transitional colors, namely browns and grays. Historical and
contemporary industrial issues and applications were also discussed.
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5.2

Training Approach
To develop the appropriate level of training for a wide variety of students coming

from different visual art majors, the training was designed to look into students’ current
challenges in the area of color application in their fields.
The top part of the flow chart in Figure 60 indicates all the five areas of data
that were used to construct the training workshops as well as the test questions,
namely, the review of the current teaching of color theory, my personal experience in
the teaching of color theory, the history of color theory development, professional
artists’ feedback and graduate students’ feedback. The workshop and exercises
designed reflected a better picture of students’ current challenges. The three graduate
students also provided feedback on the test questions used for pre-test and post-test.
This approach was designed based on three guidelines. First, the level of
challenge was appropriate. To elaborate on this point, students’ current challenge in
their area of major directly reflected their need for color knowledge. The appropriate
level of challenge was significant as indicated by the Flow Theory for students’ learning
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Second, students might bring in relevant industrial problems
in their fields. Students coming from different applied art industries, like animation, film
making, and visual communication, used color for different purposes and in different
sequences. For example, in 3D animation, the color application only happens after 3D
models are built. Original 3D models are built-in black and white. Color application has
to be linked with the tone range of the 3D models. Comparatively, a designer in visual
communication will work mostly in flat images. A color application does not have to go
through the process of black and white. A designer decides colors directly for a flat
image. This difference could help me understand if students working in their industry
in a certain approach might miss the overall concept of color theory. Or, on the contrary,
they could bring in some useful information through their specific way of working with
colors. That bridged the gap between the educational content and industrial practice.
To allow that to happen during the workshop, students coming from different
industries brought up their related problems for discussion. An additional advantage
of students bringing in their field issues was their involvement in constructing their
learning. A study of students’ engagement in their learning showed a positive response
when students could see the relevance of their learning while they also participated in
deciding part of their learning activities (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 2003). Two other data
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Grit and Commitment of students’ learning were gathered as complementary data.
These data were analyzed together with the Flow data. The reason has been
explained in section 3.10, the literature of adaptive dispositions.
5.3

Designing Pre-test and Post-test Instruments for Study of Students’ Learning
Outcome of Practical Color Theory
Since there was no available certified test instrument for practical color theory

currently, it had to be designed and certified. Reliability and validity became an issue
for the design of both new training courses and a new instrument for the evaluation.
Based on Kirk’s (1986) argument about instrumental validity; he mentioned that
instrumental validity or he referred to as ‘pragmatic’ and ‘criterion’ validity, was about
a comparison between a measurement procedure and observations. If both cases
were consistent with one another, that measurement approach was valid (Kirk, 1986).
Therefore, an alternative approach was to search for accredited training outlines or
syllabi as a reference for constructing the teaching content. Two accredited content,
one from MIT, ‘Art of Color’ and the other from California State Universit–, Northridge
‘Art 148 - Color Theory’ were found. Details of the teaching contents are attached in
Appendix A. In ‘Art of Color’ from MIT, topics like Interaction of Color, Historical Use
of Color in the Arts and Color Balance were relevant for color theory–training. In ‘Art
148 - Color Theory’ from California State University, Northridge, topics, Introduction to
color systems, Interactions (of Colors), Saturation and Simultaneous Contrast were
relevant as well. The content in these two sets of documents helped in designing the
workshop content as well as the pre-test and post-test questions.
Content validity was determined using guidelines provided by Broudy (1985).
He suggested that professional and learned individuals were able to review and
provide feedback to validate newly developed content. Therefore, after setting up the
workshop contents and test questions, professionals teaching visual art that involved
color were able to provide feedback and judgment about the completeness and the
coverage. Revisions were carried out based on professional feedback before finalizing
the content (Broudy, 1985). Using the reference from Broudy, the curriculum of color
theory training covered four areas listed below. Broudy listed these items for the
training of art, while it could similarly be used for training of color theory.
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First, learning should improve students’ visual sensitivity to the aesthetic
properties of artworks. Students would therefore improve their skills in making art.
Besides, students should improve through the gaining of art knowledge covering art
history and they would know more about the relevant masters in the area. With these
skills, students were able to provide critiques to artworks observed (Broudy, 1985).
For the purpose of data collection and analysis of data, demographic
information of participants was collected. The data could assist in differentiating the
outcomes for different participants with different demographic combinations, likely,
age, educational background, prior art experience and others. The other area related
to pre-test and post-test design was the proportion of test questions related to each
concept taught. Table 7 shows the proportions taking reference from Table 6.
Table 7. The Proportion of Pre-test and Post-test Questions.
#Topic
Content
No
1

Coverage
Understanding of color attributes: Tone, Hue and 38.5% (=13.5% +
Chroma

2

Percentage of

Prediction

25%)
of

Colors

–

Testing

from

basic

25%

understanding color mixing to more comprehensive
vector nature of color mixing
3

Ability to use transition colors

13.5%

4

Understanding of different eras of color applications

15.4%

(master artworks) understands color space and its
asymmetrical nature.
5

Industrial problems

7.7%

Note: A large proportion of test questions fell into the understanding of color attributes and
prediction of colors (1 & 2) because these two main parts form the entry-level issues
connected directly to category 3 to 5.

The designed syllabi, Test set 1 and Test set 2 are attached in Appendix C.
The syllabi covered two different ways of training for two different groups of students
respectively. The first group was identified as the Itten Group (IG), using the syllabus
developed according to the current popular educational model, the Itten Color System,
based on the reference from MIT and California State University Northridge. The
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second group was identified as the Munsell Group (MG). Its syllabus was based on
the Munsell Color System which is commonly adopted by many industries using colors.
5.4

The Validity of Workshop Syllabi and Test Questions
Since there was no standard syllabi and test instruments for this newly

designed training, the workshop syllabi and test questions were designed solely for
this research study. Therefore, both were reviewed and verified by professionals as a
validity process.
5.4.1 Review of Workshop Syllabi and Test Questions by Professionals
Workshops syllabi for two different groups were the Itten model, similar to the
color theory syllabi from MIT and California State University Northridge, and the
Munsell model following closely with the industrial practice. Test questions were also
designed and later split into equal portions, with the same level of difficulty for pre-test
and post-test. Both the syllabi and the test questions were reviewed and validated by
three professionals and educators from a local art school. They were AE7 from digital
filmmaking, AE6 and AE8 from product design (Broudy, 1985).
5.4.2 Statistical Tests of Pre-test and Post-test Questions
The Pre-test and Post-test questions were not designed separately to minimize
bias. These questions were divided into two equal portions to form Test set 1 and Test
set 2 with a similar level of difficulty. To further ensure pre-test and post-test fairness,
Test set 1 and Test set 2 were randomized for pre-tests and post-tests.
Additionally, thirteen students were invited to participate in both tests in a
random sequence. Seven of them did the Test set 1 first before they did the test set 2.
The other six did the tests in a reverse manner. Their 13 pairs of scores were used for
comparison to verify if there was any difference between the two sets of test questions.
A paired sample T-test was carried out for the 2 sets of test questions. No significant
difference between Test set 1 (M=42.76, SD=11.02) and Test set 2 (M=41.20,
SD=7.42) scores was found, t(12) = 0.77, p < 0.05 (see Appendix D). Therefore, these
two sets of test questions can be safely used to study students’ color theory knowledge
before and after the workshops.
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5.5

Pre-test and Post-test data of Students Undergoing the Itten and Munsell Color
Theory Workshops

Table 8. Mean values of Pre-test, Post-test Scores and Difference in scores between
IG and MG before the workshops
Group ID
IG (n=41)
Pre-Test
Score
Post-Test
Score
TSD

MG (n=49)
IG
MG
IG
MG
IG
MG

M

SD

SE

44.01
39.93
48.14
51.10
4.13
11.17

7.15
8.59
6.87
9.07
8.42
8.54

1.12
1.22
1.07
1.30
1.32
1.22

Note: M: mean, SD: standard deviation, SE: standard error of the mean, TSD: Test Score
Difference = (Post-Test Score – Pre-Test Score)

Data normality and homogeneity were verified. Based on Shapiro-Wilk (1965)
test, for IG, Pre-test scores, W(41) = 0.977, p=0.547; Post-test scores, W(41)=0.961,
p=0.176; for MG, Pre-test score, W(49)=0.960, p=0.098; Post-test scores,
W(49)=0.933, p=0.312, indicated no significant departure from normality. Levene’s
(1974) test of homogeneity of variance for Pre-test, F(1,88)=0.586 and Post-test
F(1,88)=0.133, were found to have no significant difference.
Table 9. 2 X 2 Mixed Design ANOVA of IG and MG Pre-, Post-Test across different
test time.
(N=90)

df

SS

MS

F

p

η2

2613.038

2613.038

40.228

***0.000

0.186

Between subjects
Pre-Post

1
Within Subjects

Group

1

14.173

14.173

0.218

0.641

0.001

Interaction

1

553.216

553.216

8.517

**0.004

0.046

176

11432.27

64.956

Error

Note: ANOVA: Analysis of Variance, Pre-Post: Between Pre- and Post-test; Group: Workshop group
(IG & MG); Interaction: Group (IG and MG) X Time Interaction; SS: Type III Sum of Squares, df:
Degree of freedom; MS: Mean Square; η2: Partial Eta Squared, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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Chart 1 Comparison of Mean Pre- and Post-test scores of the IG and MG.

A 2 X 2 mixed-design analysis of variance between subjects was conducted to
compare the effect of workshop groups on test scores, across Pre- and Post-test for
the IG (n=41) and MG (n=49). The effect between Pre- and Post-test was significant
p<.05, F(1, 176)=40.228 , p=0.000, η2 = 0.186. The effect between group IG and MG
was not significant p<.05, F(1, 176)=0.218, p=0.641, η2=0.001. Significant interaction
was shown between Pre- and Post-test groups, p<0.05, F(1,76)=8.517, p=0.004, η2
=0.046. A partial eta square value (η2=0.046) indicated there was a strong effect.
Chart 1 explains the difference between Pre- and Post-test and the interaction effect.
Overall IG started slightly higher than MG while MG made more improvement than IG.
Chart 2, a summarized frequency distribution chart of scores reflects the
improvement of both groups. The data were summarized and tabulated while the chart
shows the shift of distributions. These statistical values only reveal a surface
understanding of the difference between and within the two groups before and after
the workshops. More analysis looked into each part of the test questions and the
students’ ability to answer those questions.
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Table 10. Frequency distributions of scores of IG and MG.
Score Range

MG Pre-test

MG Post-test

IG Pre-test

IG Post-test

0= to <10

0

0

0

0

10 to <20

1

0

0

0

20 to <30

4

1

12

4

30 to <40

18

2

22

24

40 to <50

22

22

6

11

50 to <60

3

18

1

2

60 to <70

1

5

0

0

70 to <80

0

1

0

0

80 to <90

0

0

0

0

90 to 100

0

0

0

0

Chart 2. Score Distributions of Pre-test and Post-test data of the IG and MG.

Compare Progress (Itten & Munsell)
30
25

20
15
10
5
0
0

10

20

Munsell PreTest

30

40

50

Munsell PostTest

60

70

80

Itten PreTest

90

100

Itten PostTest

Note: Indicating the shift of score range of IG and MG after the workshops.
The improvements are indicated by the shift from gray line to orange line (IG)
as well as the shift from the blue line to redline (MG) as shown in Chart 2. Chart 2 also
indicates the shift of distribution from Pre-test to Post-test scores while chart 1
indicates the overall improvements made for both groups. Chart 1 also indicates the
interception, showing that IG started with higher scores than MG and ended with lower
scores than MG, while both groups had shown improvements.
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5.6

Comparing Pre-test, Post-test Scores and Test Score Difference based on
Demographic Data

Table 11. Mean values of Pre-, Post-test Scores and Difference in Scores based on
Demographics
(N=90)
ft (1,

M
Pre-Test

n=33,

SD

SE

1

43.09

8.59

1.50

0

41.04

7.91

1.05

1

49.32

8.49

1.48

0

50.00

8.16

1.08

1

6.24

9.67

1.68

0

8.96

8.76

1.16

1

40.73

8.68

1.99

0

42.07

8.08

0.96

1

48.27

9.42

2.16

0

50.15

7.92

0.94

1

7.54

7.66

1.76

0

8.07

9.55

1.13

1

40.01

8.01

1.94

0

42.01

8.26

0.97

1

46.83

6.59

1.60

0

50.43

8.47

0.99

1

6.01

9.58

2.32

0

8.41

9.05

1.06

1

41.74

8.69

1.03

41.92

6.25

1.40

0,
n=57)
Post-Test
TSD
did (1,

Pre-Test

n=19,
0,
n=71)
Post-Test
TSD
gd (1,

Pre-Test

n=17,
0,
n=73)
Post-Test
TSD

sch (1,
n=70,

Pre-Test

0
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0,
n=20)
Post-Test
TSD
pm (1,

Pre-Test

n=32,

1

49.84

8.73

1.04

0

49.46

6.39

1.43

1

8.08

9.33

1.15

0

7.53

8.68

1.94

1

42.63

8.31

1.47

0

41.32

8.14

1.07

1

49.42

8.60

1.52

0

49.93

8.10

1.06

1

6.79

9.28

1.64

0

8.61

9.09

1.19

1

41.58

8.93

1.08

0

42.43

5.35

1.14

1

49.19

8.47

1.03

0

51.49

7.41

1.58

1

7.61

9.73

1.18

0

9.05

7.12

1.52

0,
n=58)
Post-Test
TSD
lf (1,

Pre-Test

n=68,
0,
n=22)
Post-Test
TSD

Note: M: Mean, SD: Standard Deviation, SE: Standard Error of Mean, TSD: Test Score Difference =
(Post-Test Score- Pre-Test Score); (1/0 - yes/no), n: sub-group size; ft: with format art training, idt: with
industrial experience; gd: gender (male=1, female =0); sch: ADM/NTU (1) or other schools (0); pm: with
private art mentoring before joining the art school; lf: local (1) or foreign (0).

A one-way analysis of variance was conducted to evaluate the relationship
between demographic differences. It did not indicate any significant difference.
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5.7 Qualitative Interview of Students who participated in the Itten and Munsell Color
Theory Workshops
The interview response from these students connected directly to RQ1 and
RQ2. These results indicated students’ learning, previous experience, their
understanding of the color application and what they had learned from the workshops.
The discussions of their response are in section 6.5 to 6.6. Their response was also
used to construct the pedagogy for the training of color theory.
5.7.1

Face to Face Interview of Selected Students after Workshops
Four students voluntarily agreed to be interviewed to share their learning

experiences in the workshops. The interview questions are attached in Appendix G.
Questions were asked to understand their previous learning experience, their strength
and weakness in color application, their opinions and what they had or had not learned
from the workshops. The questions also probed into their fields of practice and their
connections with the learning of color theory.
Interviewer: Ng Woon Lam
Interviewees: All four students are identified as coded numbers. A code table was
constructed and can be viewed based on requests under allowed conditions.
Itten Group: IG
Munsell Group: MG
L2P27 and L2P22 were from the MG
L1P12 and L1P21 were from the IG
Before the interview, the difference between the two groups of workshops and
the reasons why the workshops had been conducted differently, were explained to all
students interviewed. Therefore, the students were aware of the basic differences
between the two training approaches. Two IG students knew before the interview that
the two MG students were taught with the Munsell Color System, and they were briefly
explained by me the difference between the Itten Color System and the Munsell Color
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System and how the workshops had been constructed differently according to the
designed syllabi.
5.7.1.1

Background Information of Students

L2P27 a student was from the Nanyang Girls’ High School and attended the
Art Elective Program (AEP), which was known to focus heavily on art skills and art
concept training as compared to that of other local high schools with ordinary programs.
After 4 years at Nanyang Girls’ High School, she joined Hwa Chong Institution for her
A-Levels and she continued to study H2 Art, an advanced level art subject at A-level.
However, she reflected that the major focus was more on the concept development
than technical visual art skills related to traditional painting skills or color theory and
design concepts. She regarded herself as self-taught for what she knew, referring to
the aspect of representational painting which required mostly traditional painting skills.
These skills, therefore, included practical color mixing and application skill. She
learned to paint realistic paintings through copying photographs as she did not know
how to make a different decision in colors herself without following the colors seen in
the photographic references. She liked to paint landscape images. When she was
asked if she had referred to art history and/or had used art history knowledge to
resolve problems she faced, she further confirmed that the art history she had learned
only covered the modern era. She only learned about 20th-century abstract art and
contemporary art. However, all the representational painting languages were
developed prior to this period. Therefore, she did not see how art history had helped
her resolve any of the problems in her landscape paintings. She was chosen from the
MG and volunteered to provide feedback for the workshop.
L1P12 was from the IG. She had her high school education in New Zealand.
She went through some painting classes and used acrylic as her painting medium.
Acrylic paint is a water-based paint developed as an alternative to oil paint and
watercolor for its quick drying time and water-based nature. Therefore, it is commonly
used in high school art classes since it dries as fast as watercolor and is able to
produce various textures similar to that of oil paints, and it is safer than oil paints. It
does not need unhealthy solvents, unlike oil painting. It is water-based and therefore
the cleaning process is also simpler than that of an oil painting. She again reflected
her experience in painting as self-taught. That was truly a shocking message to me.
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She mentioned that her art class only focused on developing ideas. The painting
language was left for the students to pick up themselves. When she was asked how
she had learned to use colors, she mentioned that she picked up color knowledge
through searching color concepts online. She further confirmed that the most common
color concept she saw through Google search was the Itten Color Wheel or something
that was derived from the Itten Color Wheel. That further reflected the popularity of the
Itten Color System all over the world. Other than searching online, the other approach
she used was similar to L2P27’s approach. She just copied the colors from the
photography. She would mix the colors she saw in the photographs. It was a trial-anderror approach mixing those colors. She gained experience through that process.
L2P22 took an art class at O-Level and A-Level. Similar to L1P12 and L2P27,
she confirmed that the focus in school was more on concepts and explorations of ideas.
The technical painting skill was acquired through her practice. However, for her, the
teachers regularly gave her advice after looking at her artwork. Color theory discussion
and training were minimum. The color theory concept followed the popular discussion
of complementary colors based on the color harmony concept. This was also part of
the application concept of the symmetrical color wheel similar to the Itten Color System.
One feedback she received from her art teachers was rather interesting. Her teachers
told her that she had to mix more colors. She mentioned that she actually had been
mixing many colors, but her teachers probably thought that she did not. She was told
that her colors used in her landscape paintings were too fake and unnatural. She was
selected from the MG and volunteered to provide feedback for this research.
L1P21 was invited for the interview because of his 10 years of experience in
the animation industry. He was trained in Nanyang Polytechnic under the animation
stream. He worked with computer graphics and animation where color was not the
major focus. His job mainly involved animating the objects. He did not have much
experience working with colors. He further confirmed in his written notes that he had
learned colors in school through the understanding of basic color developments in the
art history from the Renaissance to Modernism, what he called the ‘school-isms’,
namely the different eras of art developments, like the Impressionism, the PostImpressionism, the Modernism and so on. One surprising fact was that he was colorblind. Colors that he could not quite differentiate were red and green. Red and green
are major components of many brown color objects. Therefore, he had difficulty
differentiating various brown objects. He could see yellow. He was from the IG.
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5.7.1.2

Learning Experience and Color Theory Frameworks Adopted

Students came to the workshop with an objective to learn some relevant color
application knowledge to assist their work and study of visual art. They also shared
their previous learning and working experience related to color. A question was asked
to understand how they worked with colors before joining my workshops. Also, to find
out what they wanted to know but was not covered by the workshops, they were asked
to raise issues outside the scope of the workshops. These data provided a better
understanding of both the positive experience or deficiency before and after the
workshops. Other than answering the areas of concern (RQ1), the data also provided
additional information for the design of an improved pedagogy (RQ4).
L2P27 shared her previous learning experience. She learned about primary
pigment colors, namely red, blue and yellow. She was led by the idea that she could
use these colors to mix any other colors she wanted. She thought the rest of the colors
like secondary and transitional browns and grays should be derivations of primary
colors through mixing two or all three primary pigments mentioned above at different
proportions. She mentioned that she was able to achieve higher chroma colors in
digital painting through Photoshop while she was not able to achieve the same result
with painting pigments. She also wanted to know more about the concept of color
harmony and the practical approach of how to balance colors in an image based on
the color harmony concept. Color harmony was discussed in section 2.2.7.
L1P12 responded that she obtained colors online just like L2P27. She used six
colors in school, in which the three primary pigments, red, blue and yellow were
included. She carried out the color mixing process just like L2P27 assuming all colors
can be mixed through primary color pigments.
The concept of using three primary pigments, namely red, blue and yellow to
mix all the rest of the colors, is also from the idea of the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel.
As discussed in the literature review in 2.1.2, the additive color mixing of light and
subtractive color mixing of pigments was not understood. Similar L2P27 and L1P12
probably were influenced by a similar misconception. The Itten Color Wheel also
makes the same assumption by placing secondary colors (orange, green and purple)
between the three primary pigments blue, red and yellow. The secondary colors are
assumed to be respective mixtures of two of the three primary pigments. From
teaching experience, I argue that both L2P27 and L1P12 probably learned this idea
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from the Itten Color System. A color wheel that looks like figure 3 is a common teaching
aid, which I was also asked to use it in the same manner when I was teaching at the
School of Design at Temasek Polytechnics, Singapore. Both L2P27 and L1P12 likely
encountered something similar and had the idea that all colors could be mixed from
primary pigments based on this color wheel. The fact is that even the secondary colors
are hard to obtain at the right chroma. One of the reasons is the difference in pigment
particle size distribution (Ng, 2016). The scientific issue of color mixing with primary
colors in beyond the scope of this research, but the influence of the Itten Color System
is evident. More details are explained in Appendix M.
5.7.1.3

Understanding of Color Attributes: Tone, Hue and Chroma

The understanding of the connection between tone, hue and chroma is critical
in any practical application as these attributes are interconnected parameters.
Changing one may likely to affect another. Therefore, the interview also aimed to
discover if there was any difference in students’ learning between IG and MG.
L1P21 came to the workshop aiming to learn something from a different
perspective. He did not know he was placed under the IG until he was interviewed.
However, he confirmed that he managed to pick up some useful knowledge during the
workshop.
According to his written feedback before the interview, and after the workshop,
the exercise that taught him how to identify the tone of color pigments was very useful.
It had clarified his doubt on how different colors could be placed together to create a
sense of space based on their tonal differences. This IG syllabus was designed based
on color classes taught at MIT and California State University, Northridge. L1P12 also
responded similarly in an earlier email interview, after the workshop, before this face
to face interview. She thought the exercise to match the tone of each color had helped
her in selecting the right colors to use for her images.
5.7.1.4

Learning Response on the Practical Aspects of Color

A critical area in learning color is how students are able to connect the theory
learned with applications. In applications, students need to make a good judgment of
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the difference between any two colors, which will include chromatic colors, transitional
browns and neutral grays (including black and white).
L1P12 also came to the workshop with some doubt about why designing with
colors and painting with color pigments were different. She did not know how to use
colors when the color of each object in an image was vastly different, especially the
difference in hue and chroma. She confirmed that the transitional colors she learned
in the class had helped her address some of her doubts. As she was from the IG,
although the browns colors were demonstrated in the mixing process, there was little
discussion to explain the practical relationship of browns and their parent chromatic
hues. However, she still found it beneficial to know how browns could be used in
images. She felt that her painting and design issues had become more manageable.
L2P22 responded through a face to face interview, ‘… Then when you talked
about the browns, pushing like different kinds of browns, then it's kind of made sense.’
(personal communication, Nov 21, 2018). L2P22 from the MG confirmed the
usefulness of how I had explained the connection between different browns and grays
and their respective parent chromatic hues. The browns and grays were linked like
vectors in color space. Figure 5 was shown to them acting as a simplified twodimensional Munsell Color System.

Figure 5. A modified version of the Two-Dimensional Munsell Color Wheel.
(Repost Figure 5. For ease of reference)
She used my modified version of the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel
(Figure 5) to illustrate the knowledge she had gained about browns. She further
confirmed that the workshop had helped her understand why she needed to mix a
range of brown colors. In addition, she understood how all those transitional browns
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and grays would work as intermediate colors, like different sizes and directions of color
vectors in color space. She confirmed that her colors no longer looked fake with these
transitional colors and had understood that the vector sense of color transition. In the
later part of the interview, she used an example of how she would paint a blue sky
before and after the workshop to explain what she had learned. After the workshop,
she could think of altering the colors not just according to the local color of blue sky
(only different tones of the same blue). She had a better idea of how to incorporate
other hues into the blue sky to work with different blue colors. She could enrich the
range of blues through subtle shifts of blue in different vector directions within the color
space.
L2P27 raised a more advanced question as she was a very good painter herself.
She could relate the learning to her practical experience and problems very well. She
realized that during the training, color attributes were discussed and taught separately
while in the actual color mixing process, all three attributes or at least two were altered
simultaneously. She had doubts on how to control all the changes as the color space
was not symmetrical. Similarly, she also realized that grays and browns occupied such
a huge color space. The mixing process involved changing multiple parameters
simultaneously. She had a doubt on how to control all these changes well. Her
questions reflected that she had seen the issue of learning chromatic colors and
transitional colors separately. When the Munsell Color System was presented to her
with these colors in connection, she immediately realized the necessity to learn this
practical relationship between these two groups of colors. Her issue raised will be
discussed in detail in section 6.5.2.
L2P27 also aimed to learn some ideas on how to control non-representative
colors. From her artwork, she showed that she was able to paint realistically and
convincingly by copying photographs. However, she aimed to pick up ideas on how
she could reinvent colors for her subject matters. Again, she mentioned about finding
harmony for creating non-representational colors in her paintings. Her initial issue
before joining the workshop was about the use of non-representational colors. When
she tried to use these colors not according to the local color of the objects, she did not
know how to let all the non-representational colors work together. She expressed more
confidence after the workshop. She grasped the basic concept of colors although she
knew it would take a lot of practical experience to master the subtleties in actual
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applications. It also improved her understanding of the optical color mixing used by
master artists through applying colors in layers interactively.
L2P22 mentioned she would like to have a better understanding of practical
issues when using the black color. The issues would be discussed in section 6.5.
L2P27 also asked about the mixing process of any two-color pigments. She asked if
she could only mix the two pigments progressively to obtain the transitional colors.
‘Does it move in a straight line?’ (L2P27, 2018). All of her questions were critical issues
and must be understood. These questions again involved the conceptual difference
between a color wheel and a color space. Section 6.1 would cover a comprehensive
discussion of these issues.
After the workshop, L2P27 found that she could predict colors better during
color mixing. It also cleared one of her misconceptions about dark colors. She thought
dark colors were generally cooler colors. This misconception happens due to the
concept of categorizing colors into warm and cold groups. Colors were compared
through temperature differences (warm and cold colors). L2P27 also could not resolve
her misconception of darker colors, thinking that dark colors could only be cold colors.
That reflected the second problematic issue involving color – the temperature
approach. All these questions raised by L2P27 would be discussed in detail in section
6.5.
During the last part of the face to face interview, L1P21 added that the concept
of the Munsell Color System explained as a map like Figure 5, was more intuitive to
him as compared to the circular ring represented by the Itten Color System. He
explained that the mapping concept had helped him relate the chromatic hues to their
neighboring browns better than the circular ring color wheel. It helped him see how he
could push color contrast or relate colors together better.
L1P12’s response to color mixing was equally important. She used a model
similar to the Itten Color Wheel she obtained online as her reference for colors. She
did not expect that black was practically skewed to blue while dark brown worked like
a duller version of purple. She also did not realize that mixing black with yellow ochre
formed a dull green color. Just like many inexperienced students, she would think that
the mixture would be a dark yellow color which did not exist in real-life.
Similarly, as for dark browns, no student ever thought about the relationship
between dark brown and its corresponding chromatic hue. However, based on Figure
69, it is understood that dark brown is a dull version of purple. Dark brown is generally
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treated as a muted dark color without knowing its relative hue character in color space
traditionally.

Figure 69. The tertiary equivalent of pure colors (Ng, 2016).
‘… is more blueish purple… bluer.’ (L2P27, 2018).
With a lot more painting experience, L2P27 seemed to have some idea about
dark brown. However, she still thought it worked more like blue, without realizing it was
actually a dull purple. Although knowing it was nearer to blue hue was not bad too, as
compared to completely not knowing what chromatic hue it was related to in the color
space.
In the later parts of the interview, L2P27 further raised her issue of the
interactive behavior of colors. That was a practical issue that would happen to any
students. L2P27 raised another practical painting question about the mixing of
pigments and their decrement in chroma. However, the discussion was beyond the
scope of my study here.
A further question was asked related to students’ field of choice and their
selection of major in applied art. L2P22 responded that her interest was in the area of
visual communication (which was previously known as graphic design and was
recently renamed due to the expansion of its scope). She believed the learning would
help her in composition and establishing the mood for her images. Through controlling
from large to subtle differences between color attributes she could adjust her
compositions and the mood of her designs. L2P27 mentioned her interest was in the
animation. She felt more confident about composing her background images both
traditionally and digitally. She was able to use colors beyond representational ways.
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L1P21 saw a lot of potentials for him to develop his ideas in interactive media after he
learned more about the science of human vision during the color theory workshop
through my explanation of color mapping as well as the two-dimensional and threedimensional Munsell models.
All four students mentioned a similar issue of not being able to control colors or
select colors before the workshops. After the workshops and the discussion during
this interview, they realized the root cause of these issues was similar. It was due to
their lack of understanding between how transitional colors were related to their
respective parent chromatic hues. That was also reflected by their problem in control
more subtle color transitions. They were not able to control more chromatic colors by
bridging them with more subtle transitional colors. For example, black skews towards
blue while dark brown is practically a dull purple. Both groups of students did not have
this practical knowledge before the workshops. L1P21 even pointed out that the idea
of using the modified Munsell Color Wheel (Figure 5) as a color map was an excellent
idea. They also acknowledged that all colors were different after knowing that mixing
black with yellow would give a green mixture. It reflected that they had accepted the
concept of color space asymmetry.
5.7.2 Email Interviews of Students after the Workshops
All email interviews were conducted in English. The email interviews were
optional for students after the workshops. Its objective was similar to the face-to-face
interviews, but the questions were designed in a more structured manner to obtain brief
and direct answers from interviewees. Interview questions are enclosed in Appendix G.
Questions were designed to finding out students’ objectives in joining the workshop,
their previous experience, their learning outcomes, new discoveries after the
workshops and their difficulties in color application. They were asked if their questions
could be solved after the workshops. They were also free to provide additional
feedback after the workshops. Twenty-one out of the ninety participants responded to
the optional interview questions.
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5.7.2.1

Learning Experience of Color Theory Frameworks

Students were first asked about their learning experience. They shared the most
critical concept they had learned from the workshops. L1P06 who was from the IG
responded through an email interview, ‘The ‘how to pick complementary/transitional
colors based on the color wheel’ part was harder to understand for me.’ (personal
communication, Oct 24, 2018).
She found out that what she had learned previously in school about split
complementary color pairings which did not always work. L1P06’s response here
hinted the issue of not connecting the learning of chromatic hues and transitional colors
again. Working with the Itten Color Wheel, it did not show the browns and grays and
their relationship to their respective chromatic hues (Ng, 2018). She was not able to
figure out how to connect the complementary colors with browns and grays without
physically seeing their connections.
L2P11 from the MG responded through an email interview, ‘I was pretty
skeptical about the color spectrum, how it wasn’t a wheel but yet a weird shaped
map. …I wanted to know about (how) to form triadic, monochromatic …’ (personal
communication, Jan 4, 2019).
L2P11’s doubt of the asymmetry of the real practical color space was an
interesting issue. She was skeptical about why colors could form an asymmetrical
space in a practical situation. She could not accept the asymmetrical nature of the true
practical color system. She thought that colors must be placed in the form of a
symmetrical wheel. The triadic, the monochromatic (it was likely that she was referring
to analogous colors) and one more she did not point out – the split complementary
colors were all basic groupings derived from the ambiguous concept of color harmony.
The color harmony issue was discussed in section 2.2. Her response has indicated the
degree of influence of the Itten Color System although it is unable to reflect the true
practical range of each color like the Munsell Color System. This shows that the Itten
Color System from the influential Bauhausian School is indeed a widespread art
training framework that camouflages its weaknesses in real practical situations. The
concept was ironed into even a beginner’s mind, hindering her learning another color
theory framework.
There were also some positive responses from students who were from the IG.
In email interviews, P1P01 mentioned that she had gained a framework that could help
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her understand colors better. L1P02 indicated that with the help of the workshop, she
was able to coordinate colors better. L1P16 had a more comprehensive response,
saying that she used to think that colors were just daunting and intimidating. Similarly,
her response indicated she had found a structural approach in using colors or
experimenting with colors more confidently. Therefore, it was also evident that although
the Itten Color Wheel teaches tones of color separately, it still served as a good
guideline for these students to learn color. This also indicated the importance of having
a framework for the learning of color theory. For students who had some previous
experience like L1P06 and L2P11, it was evident that they were influenced by the Itten
Color Wheel and its concept of color application like color harmony and triadic color
scheme. Their responses were also consistent with the findings from the research done
by UIC. Students felt very comfortable with the simple and symmetrical representation
of colors. They accepted the Itten Color Wheel easily and immediately (Gude, 1999).
Therefore, this is one important point to take note to design a new model to
smoothen students’ learning curve. A beginner needs a simpler model to start with.
However, I will also argue that a simple model though can serve as an entry guideline,
must not carry any misconception. Therefore, a simplified version of the training
framework must still carry the conceptual advantage of a comprehensive model.
5.7.2.2

Understanding of Color Attributes: Tone, Hue and Chroma

Going through either one of the workshops, both groups of students could see
the importance of knowing the tone of colors. To them, this would assist them in making
sound decisions under different practical situations as various applications would
require a different tone range. However, the Itten Color Wheel does not show tones
like the Munsell Color Space. P1P07 from the IG realized the connection between tonal
shift and hue shift in a practical color mixing process. She believed it could act as a
huge advantage in practice because the color mixing process required prediction of
how all three-color attributes would change simultaneously. Practically, it was not
possible to isolate any of these three attributes and change each one single-handedly.
The Itten Color Wheel was not able to show her this change. She had to gain her
experience through the color mixing exercise.
Similarly, the email interviews also probed their understanding related to the
three color attributes. L1P12 from the IG responded in email, ‘The knowledge of
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different color tones and how they affect the perception of imagery instead of just purely
on hue differences and basic color theory knowledge.’ (personal communication, Oct
12, 2018).
L1P08 from the IG through an email interview, ‘I feel that the parts where we
get to try out the tonal differences. …’ (personal communication, Jan 04, 2019).
L2P03 from IG responded through email, ‘Understanding the true importance of
tone. It was also eye-opening to understand that the variance of a tone can give
potential to creating depth, emphasis and many other factors in a painting.’ (personal
communication, Jan 16, 2019).
Similarly, L1P12 concurred with this response. She realized the importance of
how she could convert a planned tone image in black and white to color when she
could relate the tone of all the colors she used. L1P06 also agreed that the nine scale
system of tone (Ross, 1907) and how each color was related to it, were helpful to her.
L2P16 from the MG responded through an email interview, ‘I still have a little bit
of difficulty recognizing the tonality of the colors without converting (them) to grayscale.’
(personal communication, Oct 12, 2018) Although she could not master the tone range
of each color immediately, she also recognized the importance of the tonal differences
between colors.
P1P07 from the IG through an email interview, ‘Brown, purple and green as
naturally ‘dark’ colors. This allowed me to relate to green as a dark version of yellow
instead of thinking of it as a separate family of colors.’ (personal communication, Dec
10, 2018). P1P07 reflected the importance of how students could relate different colors
together when the tone, hue and chroma of color were changed. In practice, she could
then apply colors based on their vector relationships to create the differences she
needs. Even she was from the IG, after the practical exercises, she realized the
importance of how color could shift from one hue to another after it was darkened. In a
way, their response acknowledged that their previous color knowledge or the Itten
Color System were both not able to reflect the color space asymmetry while many
practical situations required that understanding. Section 5.4.2.3 continued to discuss
more practical issues.
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5.7.2.3

Learning Response on Practical Aspects of Color Theory

The email interview questions also probed into students' understanding of how
the theory learned could be connected to practical applications. P1P07’s comment,
‘The idea of browns as a transition set of colors greatly changed my perspective
towards color mixing.’ (2018) highlighted the importance of understanding how browns
and grays were related to their chromatic parent hues. For example, a black is known
to contain more blue hue practically. It means that it represents a duller version of a
chromatic blue. Therefore, in practical situations, a black or gray can be used as a near
neighbor of a blue. It can also be considered as a transitional path from a pure blue to
another purer hue at a vector location further away in the color space. This helps an
artist decide the level of difference needed in color design.
P2L17 responded during a face to face interview, ‘The fact that purple and brown
are actually considered more or less the same (Ng, 2018). I applied purple as an
underpainting and I (have) understood how it could create harmony. … So, it helps very
much in understanding how the colors transit.’ ( personal communication, 12 Oct 2018).
Her comment about how the close relationship between browns and purple enabled
her to gain more confidence in using purple and browns. It started to reflect her
understanding of the importance of connecting the right transitional colors with their
parent chromatic hues. However, she had the same influence by the concept of color
harmony as reflected in her comment above.
P2P01 who was trained under the MG reflected a few important points that
indicated the deficiency in the traditional approach of teaching complementary colors
through the use of the Itten Color Wheel. She realized why the system she had learned
previously in school with split complementary color pairings did not always work well.
That again indicated the misrepresentation of each hue range in a symmetrical color
wheel.
She responded in her email interview, ‘The creating of a new system of mixing
colors.’ (P2P01, personal communication, Oct 26, 2018). She regarded the Munsell
Color System as a new system. She thought that was the most important information
she had learned from the workshop. She recognized the importance of visualizing the
color space asymmetry, especially during the process of color mixing. Her response
indicated that her grasp of the asymmetry trait of color space had enabled her to gain
confidence in the color mixing process. It also enabled her to create the right amount
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of difference between the colors she intended to mix. She further confirmed that she
could use the same concept in her digital artworks as well.
Similarly, L2P24 from the MG learned how the Munsell Color System could help
her manipulate colors confidently in her artworks. This could likely due to how she
could relate all the subtle color differences during the color mixing exercises when
browns and grays were introduced as transitional colors based on the Munsell Color
System.
These practical issues raised in the email response connected well with
students’ learning of the three color attributes. Again, the browns and grays were the
colors discussed most after the workshop exercises. Both groups discussed the
importance of these colors. Some acknowledged their similar experience during the
color mixing process while the MG students could understand the connection between
these colors with the help of the Munsell Color Space. More detailed discussions
would be covered in section 6.1.
5.7.3 Summary of Face to Face and Email Interviews of Students after the Workshops
Based on the face to face and email interviews, no student had any previous
experience of the Munsell Color System but many students had previous experiences
of the Itten Color System or its derived concepts, especially the concept of color
harmony and its color selection process. This misconception would be discussed
further in section 6.5. Many responded positively about their learning of the tone of
colors. Both groups of students also responded positively about the usefulness of
transitional colors, the browns and grays. The MG students further addressed the
usefulness of knowing the connection between transitional colors (including black and
white too) and their parent chromatic hues as illustrated in Figure 69 and Figure 5. A
student L2P22 also commented that it had helped her a lot. The concept of working
with these colors like vectors had helped her discover a wide range of browns she
needed in her paintings. This was also acknowledged by L1P21. He liked the concept
of mapping colors like vectors in the color space. However, the simplicity of a twodimensional model was also acknowledged.
The importance of three color attributes and their interdependent nature were
also understood by students. The additional feedback from some MG students was
that they could see the connection between chromatic and transitional colors based
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on the mapping concept like Figure 5. The MG students also acknowledged the
importance of knowing the color space asymmetry.
5.8 Qualitative Interview of Students from DA 2002 Watermedia Landscape
Painting Class
Both the IG and MG workshops were short. Students might not have enough
time to try out a wide range of practical exercises to grasp the theory thoroughly. This
was reflected by their post-test scores. The highest score was only 73% (L2P27’s
post-test score). She also started with a high score of 69%. The scores reflected that
students might need more time to digest the theory with a wider range of practical
exercises. This outcome was quite different from my teaching experience of my
DA2003 Watermedia Landscape Painting class which I run regularly to enhance
students of learning of practical color application skills. The course was developed
based on the Outcome-Based Teaching and Learning (OBTL) curriculum design
framework adopted by NTU at the university level. The OBTL course development at
NTU aimed to identify the training outcomes and develop the teaching framework to
align with these outcomes (Deneen et al., 2013). Therefore, the development of
DA2003 also was rigorously reviewed by NTU internal OBTL review panel to ensure
that the outcomes could align with the target set in the course objective. The details of
this course are attached in Appendix E. Therefore, a direct comparison between these
workshops and DA2003 outcomes could be a set of complementary data to answer
the actual amount of time needed for students to develop sufficient visual sensitivity
while they acquire the theoretical knowledge of color theory.
In order to have more understanding of the difference related to students’
practical experience, two more students from the DA 2003 Watermedia Landscape
Painting class were invited for an interview as shown in the Flow Chart of Research
Process (see Figure 60). DA2003 is a class that I conduct regularly to assist students
to learn more comprehensive practical color theory and application to complement
students’ color theory knowledge learned in year one foundation class. The syllabus
of DA2003 is attached in Appendix E for reference. ADM students learn color theory
as part of the 2D class (DN1002) in year one, the first semester only. It is unlikely that
they are able to acquire comprehensive understanding of color. DA2003 is a free
elective class to enhance students’ understanding of color. The class uses traditional
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painting medium – watercolor, for its exercises. The syllabus focuses on the theoretical
and practical aspects of color using the Munsell Color System. Students’ learning can
be updated according to the current industrial practices since the Munsell Color
System is a widely adopted system in the industry as indicated in section 2.3.3. The
syllabus covers three major aspects, namely the theoretical framework, the practical
aspects and design aspects. The class runs for thirteen weeks, with three hours of
lessons per week. Students are expected to present an independent project at the end
of the semester. The project has to show that they are able to work with their personal
choice of colors to depict their selected subject matters in both their initial drafts and
final artworks. Detailed requirements are listed in the syllabus of DA2003 in Appendix
E.
L2P17 and STU5 volunteered to participate in this post-course interview. These
interviews were conducted in English. The interviews were recorded in audio format
and transcribed into written format. The file was summarized into a narrative for further
analysis and discussion.
These two students joined the Watermedia Landscape Painting (DA2003) class
for one full semester. They were among the most active students in that class.
Therefore, their learning and response were more relevant for this interview study. In
addition, L2P17 also participated in the MG before joining the DA2003 class. Therefore,
her response and learning outcome could also reflect the difference between the short
workshop classes and a 13 weeks course with more comprehensive exercises.
5.8.1 Background of Students Interviewed
STU5 (STU5): She pursued a diploma in visual communication at Nanyang
Polytechnics before joining ADM, NTU. She was a year two student at ADM when she
participated in this research. She was from visual communication. Visual
communication is an expanded scope of studies from graphic design in the past. Due
to the complexity and interactive nature of the current commercial art industry, graphic
design has expanded and been renamed as visual communication to fulfill the new
industrial requirements. This new working scope, like advertising, involves a wider
area of expertise, mainly interactive media knowledge. STU5 understood the need to
have good knowledge of color theory to perform better in her field of practice.
Therefore, she chose to join the DA2003 class. Her previous learning of color was
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from the popular symmetrical color wheel, adopting the Itten Color Wheel format. She
learned the concept of harmony color scheme; namely, complementary color pairing,
analogous colors and monochromatic colors. She developed her practical color skills
through painting classes in Nanyang Polytechnics. According to her, there were not a
lot of discussions about color theory in her visual communication classes.
She was also taught with the emotional response of colors. As I have discussed
in section 4.2.1, emotional or cultural related responses are context-based decisions.
These responses were not the focus of this research. This study was meant to explore
the basic color theory frameworks to improve the teaching of more universal factors
that did not involve contextual decisions.
According to her, when she worked on her artworks before joining this DA2003
class, she relied solely on her personal feelings and some online digital painting
references. All the symmetrical color wheel terms she learned were from her
secondary school art classes. She used digital artworks as reference regularly,
because to her, these artists were able to create believable atmospheric feelings for
their environment paintings – paintings of an invented space with certain weather or
mood, generally used as the preproduction concept for movies or other time-based
presentations.
L2P17 (L2P17): She learned her art skills from various channels before joining
my DA2003 class. Her early learning experience involved instructional art books and
video instructions from YouTube. According to her, most of these media would start
with a symmetrical color wheel based on the Itten Color Wheel as their introduction.
After that, they would present a series of basic pigments, because most of these media
were teaching traditional painting skills. Based on her response, she saw the
usefulness of the Itten Color Wheel as it worked as a very simple model. It served as
an entry to the whole learning of colors, especially for a beginner. However, she further
confirmed that it was not able to help her resolve more advanced color issues. An
example given was her choice of green colors. According to her, it was very limited to
going around the wheel to search for variations in green hue. She considered those
greens as boring.
When she learned from online tutorials, she also had a chance to join an online
class from Schoolism. There was a course she participated that could be considered
as a good entry point for her learning of practical color skills. The course, preview and
lesson plan could be seen on its website (Tsutsumi et al., 2020). It covered some
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areas of practical color skills. This course had two experienced instructors Mr. Robert
Kondo and Dice Tsutsumi who were working with the world’s top animation filmmakers,
Pixar and Blue Sky, producing movies like Toy Story 3, Monsters University, Robots
and Ratatouille (Dice et al., 2019). The course covered digital color application skills
with basic lighting. The light behaviors on objects and neutral colors were discussed;
and it further led students to the use of chromatic colors. Tones of colors were also
discussed. There was also an introduction to color-scripting, which was one of the
important pieces of information for beginner-level animators to learn the color
application. With some basic understanding of the color application, she was excited
to learn more comprehensive knowledge of color. That was the reason she had joined
my DA2003 class. She was also recommended to take the class by her two instructors
AE1, a local comic artist and a painter who worked with both traditional and digital
media, identified as AE9. Therefore, she participated in my color workshop, and later
my DA2003 class. She was previously in these two artists’ classes in year one at ADM,
NTU, learning foundation drawing and the concept of digital imaging respectively.
5.8.2 Learning Response related to Practical Aspects of Color
These two students’ practical experience served as an important input in this
research. It was compared with students from the workshops. The additional
improvement was used to reflect what the workshops could not offer.
5.8.2.1

Practical Connection of Chromatic Hues and Transitional Colors

First, their practical ability to apply color with an understanding of color
attributes was looked into. When STU5 was asked during the opening of the
conversation, she immediately responded that she did not expect to learn so much
information from the DA2003 class. She heard about the class and was expecting
some color theory but she did not know there was so much more that she did not know
before the class. Her positive response reflected her progress after joining this class.
STU5 thought that the color theory knowledge she had learned from the
DA2003 class was relevant and critical. To her, the understanding of how different
browns or black and gray were connected to their chromatic parent hues was crucial.
She could therefore see the color transition from one hue to another, passing through
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less chromatic browns, grays and black. In a way, she reflected the strength of the
vector concept of color application (Ng, 2018). She further mentioned that after this
class, she realized that the actual color space was asymmetrical. Before the class,
she was depending on the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel to design her colors. The
asymmetrical model clarified her doubts on why certain colors could work differently.
L2P17, in her earlier response after the workshops, she mentioned that she
had gained knowledge of how purple could connect chromatic hues together after
knowing where purple was mapped on the asymmetrical color space. She further
elaborated that her understanding of the practical relationship between purple and
dark brown. That helped her in the application of transitional colors. STU5 also
discussed transitional colors. Her understanding of this quality of transitional colors
was also reflected through her choice of artists as reference for her final project. She
chose Edouard Vuillard and Pierre Bonnard for her color research. Vuillard’s mastery
is in the application of subtle browns and grays without having to stretch the tone range
of colors. Figure 70 (Vuillard, 1895-1905) is an example. Bonnard uses a wider range
of chromatic hues and his mastery is in his ability to connect these hues together as
shown in Figure 71 (Bonnard, 1916-1920). These artists were STU5’s research
choices. It showed her maturity in understanding of the color transition in color
applications when she was working on her final project.

Figure 70. Child Playing: Annette Roussel in Front of a Wooden Chair by Edouard
Jean Vuillard, 1895–1905, Oil on cardboard, 17 1/4 × 22 3/4 in. (43.8 × 57.8 cm),
Copyright, © 2018 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris (Vuillard,
1895-1905).
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Figure 71. Earthly Paradise by Pierre Bonnard, 1916–1920, Oil on canvas, 130 ×
160 cm (51 1/4 × 63 in. ), Copyright © 2018 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York /
ADAGP, Paris (Bonnard, 1916-1920).
STU5 responded during the face to face interview, ‘I tried to examine the colors
used carefully and the color relations. Personally, I like the paintings’ mood because
of the desaturated tone!’ (personal communication, Mar 25, 2018). Her comment
indicated that she was examining the subtle color shifts in both Vuillard’s and
Bonnard’s paintings.
5.8.2.2

Asymmetry of Practical Color Space and Vector Concept of Color Mapping

L2P17 further commented that she had understood why the Itten Color Wheel
could not resolve most of her practical color issues after knowing the asymmetrical
nature of the practical color space.
During the face to face interview, L2P17 responded with a strong comment
about the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel, ‘This made me realize that I should question
everything I learn and understand it before I blindly follow it.’ (L2P17, personal
communication, Mar 22, 2018).
With this long period of training and more practical exercises, she further
understood how colors worked relatively against each other, instead of being forcefully
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paired or grouped based on just a human living philosophy - the concept of harmony,
which could not be compared quantificationally.
STU5 also commented about green color occupying the largest color space
and its wider application range. She pointed out that she had understood why there
were generally more green poster color pigments on sale in bookshops than other
color pigments. In addition, she felt that looking at the color arrangement as a map,
referring to Figure 5, she was able to find the relationship between tone and chroma
better. She used the word ‘saturation’ instead of ‘chroma’, but they were similar in
application. Both referred to the pureness of color with slightly different scientific
definitions provided by the X-rite company (Munsell, 2019). Chroma is generally used
in pigments reflecting light while saturation is used in computers / digital screens with
colors presented through the direct light source.
‘I finally know where the tonal and saturation values are at, because of the
diagram (referring to Figure 5, the Munsell Color Wheel)’ (STU5, 2018). She also
confirmed that the three-dimensional Munsell Color Space had helped her figure out
the relationship between tone, hue and chroma of colors. She could relate the tone of
colors better after knowing that the tone range of each color was different; and she
could map them out clearly on the Munsell Color Space. After learning the Munsell
Color Space, she also felt that the two-dimensional simplified version of the Munsell
Color Wheel was very useful. It worked like a map to her. She visualized how colors
could work like vectors. She further commented on the friend-enemy color concept
(Ng, 2015) I had developed. She used it as a basic guideline to design color. She
appreciated the flexibility of working with the vector concept in color design. She also
reflected that the old guideline involving the complementary pairing of colors was more
restrictive.
With the concept of mapping, she further confirmed that she was able to see
browns as the ‘bridges’ between chromatic hues. Her response was consistent with
the final project paintings that she presented with many subtle transitional colors as
shown in Figure 72. She reiterated that after knowing the connections between colors,
she started to see the importance of color choice in her image composition.
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Figure 72. One of the paintings submitted by STU5 as part of her final project for
class DA2003. This painting presents the subtlety of transitional colors. (With
permission from STU5)
She regarded this learning outcome as the entry point for her to have a better
understanding of compositions. Overall, she had managed to acquire enough color
skills that enabled her to visualize the importance of color design in image composition.
When she was asked about whether there were any difficulties she still faced after this
class, she responded that she was still worried about handling multiple colors with
stronger differences. However, that was no longer a basic color application issue.
Applying colors with huge differences - colors that are further apart in the color space,
involves more complex color design. It requires good control of image design, namely
the visual tension between colors and shapes (Ng, 2016). The design with colors and
shapes is beyond the scope of this study. However, the fundamental concept of visual
tension related to the color application would be discussed briefly in section 6.5.8 to
answer a few complex color application issues raised by STU5 and L2P17.
Another interesting discussion raised by her was about the old masters’
sensitivity to the subtlety of colors. She could not understand why these masters could
be so sensitive to extremely subtle differences in colors. That was a positive response
which had reflected her improvement in color sensitivity. Her improvement in color
sensitivity enabled her to see those subtle differences in the master images. Old
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masters used a lot of browns because chromatic color pigments were rare in nature.
During that period, as discussed in the history of color theory development, the readily
available pigments were earth materials that were generally brown in color. Painting
samples were listed in section 2.2.2.
With this understanding of color theory and application, she knew that she
would be using it in many areas of her field which includes publication, packaging
design, web design, digital pre-concept art and illustrations. This class brought her
beyond just learning watercolor techniques. She gained a comprehensive
understanding of the color theory which had built her up with a strong foundation in
color application.
When L2P17 was asked if she had any other difficulties in the color application
that she was still unsure of after the training, she responded about the difficulty in
painting white objects. I answered and illustrated it with a Joaquin Sorolla’s
masterpiece, Sewing the Sail (1896b). It was a more advanced issue though it was
relevant to the teaching of color theory.
The response of both students was similar to the students from the workshops.
The transitional colors and asymmetry of color space were both mentioned again. The
additional difference was seen in STU5’s paintings and also shown L2P17’s paintings
in section 6.7. Both were able to control of subtle difference of color transition in their
artworks. This confirmed that though workshops could educate students with color
knowledge, the relevant practical skill would require a longer time and more
comprehensive exercises. It took longer to develop students’ sensitivity to subtle color
transitions. Hence, that was one important aspect to be built into the improved
pedagogy of color theory. Each learning issue was discussed separately in detail in
the next chapter to assist me in constructing the final training syllabus.
5.9

Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Results
Based on the overall quantitative comparison, both the MG and IG showed

significant improvements after the workshop. While the IG (n=41) started with a slightly
higher mean test score 44.01 as compared to the MG (n=49), 39.93, the former ended
with a post-test mean of 48.14 which was lower than the MG (n=49), 51.10 as shown
in Charts 1 and 2. The demographic data did not indicate any significance as shown
in Table 11.
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The qualitative interviews of volunteer participants after the workshop indicated
that no students had any knowledge or experience related to the Munsell Color System
while some of them had some experience of the Itten Color System through their
learning background of color and their questions. They talked about the pairing of
colors based on a symmetrical Itten Color Wheel. They asked questions about color
harmony and color temperature. This had answered RQ2 that an improvement was
needed in the teaching of color theory to connect students’ learning to the industrial
practice, where the Munsell model was the popular reference standard. Students’
dependency on the rigid and formulated color pairing approach derived from the
symmetrical Itten Color Wheel also needed to be addressed. It answered RQ1 that
though some students had a simple model to fall back with, the direct pairing of colors
without thinking about the practical difference was a weakness in an application.
Colors could not be simply paired or grouped for applications without addressing their
actual practical differences.
The learning of tone of colors was pointed out by students from both groups to
be one critical knowledge that had helped them technically in color selection. The
learning of brown and grays acting as the transitional colors was another area that
both groups of students had come back with positive feedbacks. The MG students
also appreciated the knowledge of the color space asymmetry and the connection
between different browns and grays and their respective chromatic hues. Some
indicated that it had helped them select these transitional colors wisely. They
especially pointed out about knowing that green occupied the largest color space and
dark brown served as a dull purple. They used Figure 5 to illustrate these two
responses. This answered RQ4 that the learning of transitional colors must be
included in the teaching of color theory. The Itten Color Wheel that is widely used in
art institutions does not include this information. Even its improved model with browns
could not align the browns well to reflect the true practical differences.
Students’ ignorance of the color space asymmetry was another weakness
(RQ1) that needed to be addressed. Some positive response was received from the
MG students for teaching them that every hue occupied different size of color space
in real practice. It also made them realize the fault of simply pairing colors based on
the color harmony framework. All the feedbacks were further reflected by the additional
two students from the DA2003 class. Their artworks done for this class were proof of
their good grasp of these concepts.
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Based on the quantitative data and qualitative interviews, the importance of
each piece of knowledge is ranked below. These factors were used to construct the
improved pedagogical approach for the teaching of color theory (RQ4).
i.

The tone of colors: Each hue occupies different sizes of color space
practically. Each therefore also has a different tone range which can be
found in the Munsell Color Book (Munsell et al., 2016).

ii.

The understanding of transitional colors in the color space and their practical
importance: The connections between browns and grays without their
respective chromatic hues need to be understood. That enables students to
apply their colors with confidence. The color mixing exercise will act as the
tool for students to map the actual differences between any two colors
during their applications.

iii.

The asymmetry of the color space and how colors may work like vectors in
this color space. To visualize color space three-dimensionally was reflected
to be difficult as indicated by Gude’s study (1999). This can be overcome
by the color mixing exercise which allows students to map color differences
on their palettes physically. However, they must first understand the
connection between browns and grays (including black and white) and their
parent chromatic hues,-- item (ii).

iv.

To grasp the comprehensive relationship between colors in the
asymmetrical

three-dimensional

color

space,

both

the

historical

development of colors and contemporary practical color issues must be
introduced to students. That connects their learning with the real-life issues
which also partly answers RQ1 related to their learning effectiveness,
comprehension of color theory and practical applicability.
v.

The misconceptions of color pairing and color temperature have to be
resolved. These issues would be discussed in chapter 6. This answers RQ4
that improvements are needed to connect students’ learning with industrial
practical issues.
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6

Discussions
The discussion of the quantitative data would answer RQ3, students’

improvements after the workshop. It was followed by the discussion of the face-to-face
interviews of the four students from the IG and MG, the email interview response, and
email response from the two students who had joined the DA2003 Watermedia
Landscape Painting class. RQ4, what improvements can be made to the current
teaching of color theory to bridge local tertiary art students’ learning with industrial
practice, can therefore be answered.
Section 6.1 addressed students’ learning issues by analyzing the quantitative
data of each sub-category of color theory knowledge students had learned after the
workshops. Thereafter, section 6.2 looked into specific questions to further understand
students’ learning effectiveness in each sub-category. Sections 6.3 to 6.4 covered the
analysis of students’ flow, grit and commitment data and their connection with the
quantitative results which would answer RQ3. Sections 6.5 to 6.7 further discussed
specific issues discovered from the qualitative interviews. The outcomes from the
discussions and analysis were used to answer RQ4. Hence, it enabled the
construction of the pedagogical approach for color theory at the tertiary level for local
visual art students.

6.1

Students’ Learning and Issues based on Test Results
To understand where the improvements had come from, the data were further

looked into. Below is the summary of the review:
Table 12. IG’s scores in different sections of test questions
Tone of
Colors

Color Mixing &
Color Shift

Hue &
Chroma

Transitional
Colors

Master Artworks, Color
Wheel, Color Space

Industrial
Questions

Pre-Test
Set 1
Correct

101

145

155

71

66

37

Total

168

312

312

157

192

96

60.12

46.47

49.68

45.22

34.38

38.54

119

159

162

61

75

30

168

312

312

168

192

96

70.83

50.96

51.92

36.31

39.06

31.25

%
Post-Test
Set 2
Correct
Total
%
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Pre-Test
Set 2
Correct

61

100

76

49

50

29

Total

119

221

221

119

136

68

51.26

45.25

34.39

41.18

36.76

42.65

Post-Test
Set 1
Correct

74

80

129

65

47

29

Total

119

221

221

119

136

84

62.18

36.20

58.37

54.62

34.56

34.52

162

245

231

120

116

66

287

533

533

287

328

164

56.45

45.97

43.34

43.48

35.37

40.24

193

239

291

126

122

59

287

533

533

287

313

180

%
Combine
Set 1 & 2
Pre-Test All
Correct
Total
%
Post-Test
All
Correct
Total

%
67.25
44.84
54.60
43.90
37.20
Note: Indicate the change in the average score of the IG in pre-test and post-test.
With improvement

32.78

No improvement

Table 13. MG’s scores in different sections of test questions
Tone of
Colors

Color Mixing &
Color Shift

Hue &
Chroma

Transitional
Colors

Master Artworks, Color
Wheel, Color Space

Industrial
Questions

Pre-Test
Set 1
Correct

106

153

222

87

89

36

Total

224

416

416

224

256

128

47.32

36.78

53.37

38.84

34.77

28.13

183

216

215

119

114

56

224

416

416

224

256

128

81.70

51.92

51.68

53.13

44.53

43.75

64

73

75

40

40

19

119

221

221

119

136

68

53.78

33.03

33.94

33.61

29.41

27.94

69

83

114

56

49

26

119

221

221

119

136

68

57.98

37.56

51.58

47.06

36.03

38.24

170

226

297

127

129

55

343

637

637

343

392

196

%
Post-Test
Set 2
Correct
Total
%
Pre-Test
Set 2
Correct
Total
Post-Test
Set 1
Correct
Total
%
Combine
Set 1 & 2
Pre-Test All
Correct
Total
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%
Post-Test
All
Correct
Total

49.56

35.48

46.62

37.03

32.91

28.06

252

299

329

175

163

82

343

637

637

343

392

196

73.47
46.94
51.65
51.02
41.58
%
Note: Indicate the change in the average score of the MG in pre-test and post-test.
With improvement

41.84

No improvement

Data in Tables 12 and 13 were tabulated for each Test set for both IG and MG.
The sub-categories of each part of the test scores were also shown. In each category,
the number of correct answers and total questions for both Pre-test and Post-test were
also indicated. The percentage scores were obtained for each sub-category as well
as the final scores combining both test sets. The cells highlighted in yellow indicated
improvements seen, while the blue color cells indicated that no improvement was seen
between Pre-test and Post-test.
Based on Tables 12 and 13, from Test Set 1 and Test Set 2, both IG and MG
students made some improvements based on test score difference. The IG showed
improvements for three sub-groups, namely Tone of Colors, Hue & Chroma and
Master Artworks, Color Wheel, Color Space. The MG showed improvements in all 6
groups. T-tests were carried out for all sub-groups to investigate if the improvements
were significant. To reduce Type 1 error, the t-tests were conducted at a 99%
confidence interval. Tables 12 and 13 were the outcomes. Tables 14 and 15 were Ttest results of the categories that had shown a significant difference between Pre-test
and Post-test for IG and MG. There were two categories for IG (see Table 14) had
shown significant improvement while there were four for the MG (see Table 15).
Table 14. Paired-Sample T-tests comparing pre- and post-test scores of subcategories of IG.
IG(n=41)

Sub-categories

p

Tone of Colors

*0.005

Hue & Chroma

*0.001

Note: *p<0.01, **p<0.001. T-tests at 99% confidence level to reduce type 1 error.
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Table 15. Paired-Sample T-tests comparing pre- and post-test scores of subcategories of IG.
MG(n=49)

Sub-categories

p

Tone of Colors

**4.52 x 10-8

Color Mixing & Color Shift

**5.19 x 10-5

Transitional Colors

**1.35 x 10-4

Industrial Questions

*0.003

Note: *p<0.01, **p<0.001. T-tests at 99% confidence level to reduce type 1 error.
The results indicated that for IG (N=41), the Post-test scores were significantly
greater than Pre-test score for two sub-categories ‘Tone of Colors’; (M=67.60,
SD=18.36) against (M=57.49, SD=19.82), t(40)=2.947, p<0.01; and ‘Hue & Chroma’
(M=54.03, SD=12.93) against (M=42.40, SD=15.78), t(40)=3.620, p<0.01. (See Table
14).
The results also indicated that for MG (N=49), the Post-test scores were
significantly greater than Pre-test score for 4 sub-categories ‘Tone of Colors’;
(M=73.18, SD=19.26) against (M=48.98, SD=21.03), t(48)= 6.486, p<0.01; ‘Color
Mixing & Color Shift’ (M=47.10, SD=14.36) against (M=35.64, SD=15.12) t(48)=4.445,
p<0.01; ‘Transitional Colors’ (M=51.02, SD=15.15) against (M=37.03, SD=18.42)
t(48)=4.151, p<0.01; ‘Industrial Questions’ (M=41.84, SD=25.71) against (M=27.04,
SD=22.15), t(48)=3.098, p<0.01 (See Table 15).
Below is the discussion of the improvements made in each sub-category for IG
and MG based on Table 12,13, 14 and 15.
Tone of colors:
This category tested students about the tone of colors. Both groups of students
showed a better understanding of the tone range of colors. (the IG from 56.45% to
67.25%; the MG from 49.56% to 73.47%) The data had shown that MG had a 24%
overall improvement while IG had an 11% improvement in total. The final percentage
of IG and MG were at a similar level (67.25% Vs 73.47%). It was evident that both
groups had learned more about the tone of colors after the workshops.
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Color Mixing and Color Shift:
This category tested students with a two-color mixing process and asked
students to predict color shifts. The IG score dropped from 45.97% to 44.84%, with a
1% reduction affected by the subgroup that fell from 45.25% to 36.20%. The other
subgroup did not show much of a change, moving from 46.47% to 50.96%. The MG
showed an overall improvement of 11%, moving from 35.48% to 46.94%.
Hue and Chroma:
This category tested students about the other two attributes of colors (hue and
chroma) and some basic practical questions directly related to hue and chroma. The
IG had an 11% (from 43.34% to 54.60%) improvement while the MG showed less
improvement (from 46.62% to 51.65%) of 5% and the t-test also indicated that it was
not significant. This could be an indication of the advantage of the simplicity of the Itten
Color Wheel.
Transitional Colors:
This category tested the students’ basic understanding and practical knowledge
of browns and grays, and in addition, how these colors behaved as transitional colors.
The IG showed an only minor change from 43.48% to 43.90% while the MG showed
a significant improvement from 37.03% to 51.02%. Results from both subgroups were
consistent. Both subgroups showed improvements; with one moving from 38.84% to
53.13% and the other, from 33.61% to 47.06%.
Master Artworks, Color Wheel and Color Space:
This category tested students about master artworks selected from before and
after Impressionism. As discussed in the literature review, these paintings represent
the two major eras of color theory development in paintings. In addition, basic practical
issues of the color wheel and color spaces were asked. The IG’s score did not change
much, moving from 35.37% to 37.20%, while the MG’s score increased from 32.91%
to 41.58%. Both MG subgroups also showed a consistent upward trend; one from
34.77% to 44.53% and the other from 29.41% to 36.03%. However, the statistical test
at a 99% confidence level has suggested that this difference may not be significant.
Industrial Questions:
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This category tested students with images from some of the current visual art
industries, such as animation, digital art, visual communication and filmmaking. The
IG showed an overall drop of 7% in performance from 40.24% down to 32.78%. One
subgroup dropped from 38.54% down to 31.25% and the other from 42.65% down to
34.52%. The MG, on the contrary, showed an improvement, moving from 28.06% to
41.84%. The data was consistent for both subgroups; one increased from 28.13% to
43.75% and the other from 27.94% to 38.24%.
These observations were discussed below in conjunction with some selected
test questions that had a high success rate (correctly answered) as well as the ones
with high failure rates (wrongly answered). Below are the possible explanations for the
students’ performance in each category.
6.1.1 Possible Explanations of Students’ Performance in Post-Test
Tone of Colors
Since both models and training workshops helped students learn the tone
range of colors, it was reasonable that students show improvement in the handling of
the tone of colors. This confirmed the need to train students to relate tones with colors.
Neither model had any specific advantage as the training method was the same.
Students painted and compared color pigments to grayscale tones and later converted
the painted color patches into grayscale digitally so they could figure out if their
judgments were accurate (Ng, 2015).
Color Mixing and Color Shift
Both groups learned to mix colors and experience the color shifts for different
color pigments. The main difference during training was that only the MG was taught
that each hue occupied a different proportion of the color space practically. They
understood how yellow, for example, was limited by the color space it had occupied.
Any minor shift would alter its hue character as seen in Figure 73; a yellow page
extracted from the Munsell Color Book. When the yellow is darkened, a green hue
character starts to appear, and the yellow hue character is overpowered by the green
hue character. This is also a direct indication that black skews towards blue hue (XRite, 2012).
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Figure 73. Hue 7.5 Y of the Munsell Color Book, showing yellow hue and how it
shifts when this chromatic hue is shaded (X-Rite, 2012).
The MG was taught that the green hue occupied the largest color space as
represented by the Munsell Color Space. MG students were advised to treat green as
three different hues practically. Within the green hue family, different green hue
members could easily contrast themselves as they were located on different sides in
the color space. Students realized that yellowish-green, blueish-green and green
(middle - between blue and yellow) were quite different. If they treated green as a
single hue based on the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel, practical questions related to
green hues could become unpredictable. This could also explain why the MG
performed better in color mixing and color shift test questions. They were able to relate
the color mixing experience based on the asymmetrical color model.
Hue and Chroma
When students were tested about the hue and chroma of colors, the IG showed
a significant overall improvement of 11% while the MG only improved by 5%. This
might indicate that a simple two-dimensional model showing only the chromatic hue
could have some advantage in learning the color attributes quickly. The IG grasped
the idea of hue and chroma easily and was able to see how these two attributes were
affected during the color mixing process quickly. The direct introduction of the complex
three-dimensional model showed its negative impact from these data. This advantage
of the two-dimensional model must be noted.
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Transitional Colors
In this group, the IG result did not change much (43.48% to 43.90%) while the
MG had improved consistently for both subgroups (38.84% to 53.13% and the other
from 33.61% to 47.06%). The overall improvement was 14% (51.02%-37.03%). That
might suggest that the MG had a better overall understanding of transitional colors. In
general, both groups of students could see how each type of browns or grays looked
more similar to a certain hue. That did not require any training model or concept. It
was merely a direct visual experience. However, for more complicated situations, the
framework started to demonstrate its strength. The vector concept of how browns and
grays were connected with their parent chromatic hues based on the Munsell Color
System could have helped the MG in these questions (Ng, 2018). They could predict
the amount of difference obtained through the comparison of vector scales in color
space. This helped them make the right judgment for the right transitional colors to be
used. The qualitative interviews of students were analyzed to reconfirm this result.
Master Artworks, Color Wheel, Color Space
For the analysis of master artworks, the master artworks from the Renaissance
to before Impressionism were used to construct the test questions. These two eras
represent the most distinctive change in color application. Questions were also asked
in conjunction with the color wheel or color space in which students were taught during
the workshops. The MG, moving from 32.91% to 41.58%, which outperformed the IG,
which had increased from 35.37% to 37.20%. However, the t-test result at 99% did
not show significance.
It was difficult for the IG to figure out how colors were related in the master
artworks. One example was the tinted colors used in the Impressionistic artworks.
Without a clear understanding of where these colors were located in the color space
and how much difference they would show when they were used against other colors,
it was too difficult for the IG to answer these test questions. However, the t-test had
indicated that the improvement was not significant enough. Therefore, more qualitative
interview data were looked into to understand more about students’ learning for this
topic. More elaborated discussion was added in Appendix J: Visualization of Color
Space and Its Connection with Master Artworks of Two Different Eras with Significant
Change in Color Application
Industrial Questions
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For questions constructed based on images from the current visual art industry,
the MG increased from 28.06% to 41.84% and outperformed the IG, which dropped
from 40.24% to 32.78%. The MG showed a significant improvement of 14%. This
category was a test of real-life situations. Students had to identify the color concept
used by the visual artists based on images given. Some images were chosen on
purpose to reflect a specific color application issue, and students were asked why that
could happen.
Question 50 from Test Set 1 was used as an example to illustrate the industrial
questions.

(a) Image (A)

(b) Image (B)
Figure 74 (a) and (b), Images extracted from Movie: Hero by Zhang Yimou (Zhang,
2002)
Question 50: Which statement below best describes the difference of color
application between these 2 images (A) and (B), Figure 74(a) and (b)?
(a) The image at the top, the majority of yellow hue creates more tone range as
compared to the orange/red hue in the lower image
(b) Pure red and pure orange have a higher intensity than pure yellow, therefore
the lower image looks flattered with too much orange and red moving forward.
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(c) There is not enough green hue in the lower image to create depth of space,
because the green hue can create hue contrast with red and orange.
(d) Keeping too much of the pure orange and pure red reduces the tone range,
therefore it reduces the depth of space. (Correct answer)
The answer required students to be familiar with how each color works based
on all three-color attributes. In order to answer this correctly, students would need to
know that the red hue (skewing more to orange) and orange hue in the image (B),
were both occupying a rather small color space. To widen the color space, some colors
would lose some of their hue characters and shift towards other hue spaces. For
example, if the red is shaded (darkened it with black), it will look more like purple, as
if a blue hue is added to it. This dark color enables the image to create a deeper sense
of space with a widen tone range, but the chromatic character of red has to be
sacrificed slightly. However, it will still look natural to the audience. Although the actual
color is a dull purple, it will appear like reds in the dark to the viewers. A viewer’s brain
can somehow adjust smartly when colors are viewed in the dark. In some cases, an
artist may intentionally use this idea to fool the audience, so a viewer is not sure if that
is a red object or a purple object. In most cases, a viewer can naturally tell the hues of
objects in the dark, although the hues have actually shifted when they are shaded with
black in the dark.
This question was rather demanding to the IG, as they did not have the full
picture of how all the three-color attributes were interrelated to each other. Altering
one could affect others simultaneously. With the help of the Munsell Color Space, the
MG had this upper hand compared to the IG.
These data have suggested a few important guidelines for developing a training
model (RQ4). For the tonal training of colors, students did not reflect any issues.
Therefore, the approach of relating each color to its tone was sufficient. For
understanding hue and chroma, a simple model showed its advantage. Directly
moving into the comprehensive three-dimensional model could be an issue (RQ1).
The other areas related to color transition, color interaction and color application in
real-life situations, would require the help of a fully representative and practical model
(RQ1 and RQ2). The asymmetrical Munsell Color Space has shown this advantage
here (RQ4).
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These data were analyzed further in conjunction with the students’ adaptive
dispositions, namely the flow, grit and commitment data (RQ3) as well as the
qualitative interviews of selected students.

6.2

Study of Questions Answered Correctly or Wrongly for Pre-test and Post-test
In order to understand more about students’ learning, the questions with high

rates of right and wrong answers were looked into. Questions that 80% of the students
answered correctly or wrongly were investigated.
Table 16. Questions with a high rate of right answers(75% or more correct) and a high
rate of wrong answers (75% or more mistakes).
IG
Topics of
Study
Tone

MG

Pre-Test
Set 1

Pre-Test
Set 2

Post-Test
Set 1

Post
Test Set
2

PreTest Set
1

PreTest
Set 2

PostTest Set
1

Post
Test Set
2

1(10/24)

1(4/17)

1(9/17)

1(17/24)

1(13/24)

1(8/17)

1(5/17)

1(25/32)

3(20/24)

3(3/17)

3(12/17)

3(17/24)

3(16/32)

3(7/17)

3(7/17)

3(26/32)

4 (5/24)

4 (6/17)

4(6/17)

4(10/24)

4(6/32)

4(7/17)

4(7/17)

4(29/32)

5(12/24)

5(11/17)

5(7/17)

5(23/24)

5(12/20)

5(10/17)

5(9/17)

5(27/32)

6(18/24)

6(13/17)

6(13/17)

6(24/24)

6 (24/32)

6(6/17)

6(17/17)

6(32/32)

7(22/24)

7(6/17)

7(17/17)

7(11/24)

7 (24/32)

7(10/17)

7(17/17)

7(7/32)

8 (3/24)

8 (12/17)

8(7/17)

8(19/24)

8 (2/32)

8(12/17)

8(7/17)

8(23/32)

9(5/24)

9(15/17)

9(1/17)

9 (18/24)

9(7/32)

9(13/17)

9(6/17)

9(29/32)

11(21/32)

11(0/17)

11(8/17)

11(19/32)

12(7/32)

12(7/17)

12(5/17)

12(11/32)

Color Mixing
and Color
Shift

13(12/24)

13(1/17)

13(9/17)

13 (8/24)

13(17/32)

13(1/17)

13(6/17)

13(10/32)

16(14/24)

16(6/17)

16(8/17)

16(5/24)

16(14/32)

16(0/17)

16(8/17)

16 (7/32)

17(20/24)

17(4/17)

17(14/17)

17(9/24)

17(16/32)

17(1/17)

17(11/17)

17(19/32)

18(4/24)

18 (3/17)

18(4/17)

18 (5/24)

18(7/23)

18 (3/17)

18(4/17)

18 (15/32)

19 (6/24)

19(11/24)

19 (2/17)

19(17/24)

19 (7/32)

19 (1/17)

19(17/32)

20(11/24)

20(15/17)

20(3/17)

20(22/24)

20(13/32)

20(4/17)

20(29/32)

19(10/17
)
20(15/17
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Hue and
Chroma

24(5/24)
28 (20/24)

24 (2/17)
28 (10/17)

24(7/17)
28 (12/17)

24 (8/24)
28 (15/24)

24(7/32)

24 (2/17)

28

28

(28/32)

(17/17)

29

29

24(4/17)

24 (11/32)

28(14/17)

28 (26/32)

29 (19/24)

29 (6/17)

29 (10/17)

29 (22/24)

(16/32)

(14/17)

29 (5/17)

29 (16/32)

30(10/24)

30(1/16)

30(10/17)

30(8/24)

30(15/32)

30(2/17)

30(11/17)

30(13/32)

31 (5/24)

31(4/17)

31 (5/17)

31(6/24)

31 (6/32)

31(4/17)

31 (3/17)

31(10/32)

34(12/24)

34(12/17)

34(10/17)

34(22/24)

34(11/32)

34(9/17)

34(5/17)

34(28/32)

Transitional
Colors

35
35 (16/24)

35(7/17)

35 (15/17)

35(6/24)

(16/16)

35(6/17)

35(12/17)

35(13/32)

36(14/24)

36 (2/17)

36(9/17)

36 (0/24)

36(18/32)

36 (1/17)

36(11/17)

36(9/32)

37(10/24)

37 (2/17)

37(7/17)

37 (5/24)

37(13/32)

37(6/17)

37(8/17)

37(14/32)

38(6/24)

38(10/17)

38(7/17)

38(6/24)

38(10/32)

38(5/17)

38(3/17)

38(13/32)

41(6/24)

41 (2/17)

41(3/17)

41 (5/24)

41(12/32)

41 (1/17)

41(5/17)

41 (15/32)

44(5/24)

44(5/17)

44(8/17)

44(6/24)

44(12/22)

44(3/17)

44(6/17)

44(8/32)

49(11/24)

49(11/17)

49(7/17)

49(16/24)

49(12/20)

49(6/17)

49(7/17)

49(20/32)

50(5/24)

50 (6/17)

50(8/17)

50 (5/24)

50(10/32)

50 (3/17)

50(5/17)

50 (11/32)

52(12/24)

52(7/17)

52(4/17)

52(4/24)

52(5/32)

52(5/17)

52(5/17)

52(13/32)

Master
Artworks,
Color Wheel
and Color
Space

Contemporary Practical
Questions

Note: Question 14 Pre-Test Set 1 cannot be used to make any judgment, because initially, there was a
test document error. It was amended and the early batches of students were given the credit (treated
as all students had answered it correctly.) Question 27 was removed from the analysis because it was
accidentally set similar in both tests. Therefore questions 14 and 27 were removed from the analysis.
A high rate of right answers is indicated in green, while the high rate of wrong answers is indicated in
red. e.g. 4(5/24) means question 4, the rate correct answer is 5/24; or 5 out of 24 students answered
question 4 correctly.
Cells with significant improvements seen are shaded in yellow
significant weakening are shaded in
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First, the high rate of correct answers in both the pre-tests and post-tests were
looked into. From Table 17 to Table 36 were used to tabulate the answers provided
for the multiple-choice questions. All multiple-choice questions had four choices and
there was only one correct answer for each question.
The tone of Colors (Question 1 to 7)
Tones of colors were taught the same for both groups and the improvement
was seen in both groups.
The test set 1 and set 2 are very basic questions of tones, like tones of lemon
yellow, Van Dyck brown, burnt sienna, sap green, alizarin crimson, Prussian blue,
ultramarine blue, black and white. These questions may not require a lot of experience
or color knowledge to answer them correctly. However, it does require some practical
sensitivity for one to answer them correctly. This visual sensitivity allows one to convert
a color shade into a grayscale automatically in his/her mind. This enables him/her to
read the lightness/darkness of a colored pattern. Based on my personal teaching
experience, students who have no practical experience may be confused by the high
chroma of colors. A highly chromatic color pattern may make them think the pattern is
brighter. For example, a chromatic red or orange pattern may make a viewer think that
it is almost as bright as a yellow pattern.
In addition, both groups showed some common error in recognizing darker tone
colors. The IG did not realize that Prussian Blue had a tone that was closed to 9, while
the MG did not realize similarly that Van Dyck Brown too had a tone of 8.5 in their
concentrated form. That was why they could perform better after the workshop with
the tonal exercises. Therefore, the test results showed that the tonal matching exercise
I had designed for the workshop was effective (Ng, 2016).
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Color Mixing and Color Shift (Question 8 to 20)
Question 8, Test set 1: Yellow Ochre + Black = ____________. (c) is the answer
Table 17: Answers for Question 8, Test set 1.
(a)
Dark Yellow

(b)
Brown

(c)
Green

(d)
Bluish Purple

Question 8, Test set 2: Yellow Ochre + Blue = _______. (b) is the answer.
Table 18: Answers for Question 8, Test set 2.
(a)
Brown

(b)
Green

(c)
Purple

(d)
Dark Brown

Comparing the performance of the two questions for pre-tests, it shows that
students most likely knew that mixing yellow ochre with blue would give a green-based
color. However, they did not expect a similar result by mixing black with yellow ochre.
This indicated that they had no idea that practically, black skewed to a blue hue.
Students could learn from experience. However, if the training framework could show
that black skewed to blue, they could have grasped the concept more directly. In actual
situations, there are many similar cases artists may experience. A color like the Van
Dyck Brown, which is very similar to black, can be considered carrying a lot of blue
hues too. It can be seen as a dull blue that skews slightly to red. Skewing it further
towards red, a burnt umber is obtained. Since skewing blue towards red will form a
purple color, therefore a burnt umber is effectively a duller version of purple (Ng, 2016).
Without this simple analogy, many experienced artists may take years to realize that
burnt umber looks similar to a pure purple. With just a simple guideline of how a mixed
color skews towards a certain hue, the final mixture can be predicted.
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A similar issue was seen in Question 9, Test set 1: Burnt Sienna + Prussian
Blue = ___________. (d) is the answer.
Table 19: Answers for Question 9, Test set 1.
(a)
Violet

(b)
Yellow Ochre

(c)
Dark Green

(d)
Gray

Both groups did not realize that a gray would form through mixing Burnt Sienna
(a red based brown) and Prussian Blue. With the knowledge of black skewing to a
blue hue, this result could easily be predicted.
There was no indication that a simple color mixing exercise with two-component
pigments could assist the IG or MG in visualizing the practical range of each color
pigment, leading them towards seeing the practical difference of various hues.
However, improvements were shown in results for this category for both IG and MG.
The most probable answer to this improvement I could suggest was that the color
mixing exercise could have brought them some hands-on experience. Through seeing
colors change from their chromatic state to duller browns, they developed this
experience. The improvement in the same color mixing exercise of Question 9 set 2
could be good evidence.
Question 9 Set 2: Cadmium Red + Burnt Umber = ________. (a) is the answer.
Table 20: Answers for Question 9, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Burnt Sienna

Orange

Raw Sienna

Yellow Ochre

Both the IG and MG were able to answer this question well. Cadmium red is a
chromatic color that skews to red, while burnt umber is an intermediate dark brown
color which skews to chromatic purple in the Munsell Color Space. There were two
possible reasons why both groups could answer this question correctly after the
workshops. Both component pigments were near the red and purple region. The
mixture could be predicted to fall within the region. The region was not a huge color
space like the green. Therefore, either using the Munsell or Itten model, both could
perform equally well to predict the mixture. The second reason was that during the
color mixing exercises, students managed to pick up some experience and could see
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how each chromatic color was shifted during different color mixing sequences. The
red and purple regions were not too big and too complex to be familiar with, as
compared to the large green region.
Question 11, Test set 2: Burnt Umber + Sap Green = ____________. (b) is the answer
Table 21: Answers for Question 11, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Reddish Green

Greenish Brown

Light Purplish
Gray

Brown

The mixture was (b) a greenish-brown. The MG score was 0%(= 0/17) in the
pre-test for this question. This was a basic practical question. Students who did not
have a theoretical background in colors might still be able to answer correctly. A high
failure rate might indicate that a group of students came in with very little practical
experience. That was also shown in other questions for this subgroup (Questions 11,
13, 16 and 17 all had a high failure rate in pre-test).
Question 13 test set 2: Mixing black and cadmium orange = _________. The answer
is (d)
Table 22: Answers for Question 13, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yellow Ochre

Bluish Green

Blueish gray

Brownish Green

Question 13 was testing if students had any basic practical experience about
the colors given. Did they know that practically these colors skewed more towards
certain hues? Black, skews towards blue in color space while cadmium orange skews
more towards yellow than red. Therefore, the mixture would skew towards the green
color space. Since black was the initial component pigment, being impure, the result
would be a brownish-green. Initially, both groups of students showed a very high
failure rate. That showed that they could not tell that black was practically a dull blue
in the color space. Both IG and MG improved after the training. The IG moved from 6%
(1/17) to 33% (8/24) while the MG moved from 6% (1/17) to 31% (10/32).
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Question 17 in Test set 1: Which one will reduce the intensity (chroma) of yellow ochre?
The answer is (a).
Table 23: Answers for Question 17, Test set 1.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Add gray

Add yellow

Add orange

Add greenishyellow

The answer is gray. Most students in the Itten group answered this question
correctly in both pre-test, 83% (20/24) and post-test, 82% (14/17). This showed that
these students might have some understanding of color before joining the workshops.
Chroma or intensity indicates the pureness of color pigment in painting but generally
many students without any background will mix up chroma with hue. The latter is used
to indicate which color.
Question 17, Test set 2: Which one will shift the hue of raw umber toward purple?
The answer is (b) add some burnt sienna and black.
Table 24: Answers for Question 17, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Add some greenish pink

Add some burnt
sienna and black

Add neutral gray
(tone 5)

Add Orange Ochre

Question 17, Test set 2. The results of burnt sienna and black is actually a dark
brown. Most art students should know this common mixture; when a red/orange-brown
is darkened, a dark brown is obtained. However, to practically know how to apply a
dark brown in an image, a student needs to know which chromatic hue it actually sits
nearer to. In this case, it is purple.
The objective was to investigate if students would be able to figure out how a
color would shift practically in the color space after the color mixing process. Not many
IG students were able to figure this out. IG score changed from 24% (4/17) to 38%
(9/24). However, MG students showed a very significant improvement. MG scored
moved from 6% (1/17) to 60% (19/32). The MG students could answer these questions
likely because they had learned from the Munsell model. Both the simplified two-
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dimensional and the full three-dimensional Munsell model, indicate the connections
between browns and grays with their parent chromatic hue. With the help of these
frameworks, the color mixing exercises became more meaningful. It was not just a
trial-and-error process. It was a process that connected students’ learning of the
theoretical framework to practical applications. Hence, the learning outcome was
better.
Question 18, Test set 2, Which one will shift the hue of Yellow Ochre towards Burnt
Umber? The answer is (a)
Table 25: Answers for Question 18, Test set 2.
a

b

c

d

Add dark purple

Add Black and a small
amount of Prussian
Blue

Add Red and
Greenish Brown

Add tinted Blue and
tinted orange

Similarly, for Question 18, Test set 2 was asked almost in a reverse manner. A
similar trend between the IG and MG was observed. The IG showed almost no
improvement moving from 24% (4/17) and 20% (5/24) while the MG indicated more
improvement from 18% (3/17) to 47% (15/32). These results were consistent with the
improvement of MG as seen in the category of transitional colors.
Question 19, Test set 1 was designed to investigate the students’
understanding of a more complex color mixing issue.
Question 19, Test set 1: Color 'A' has a tonal value of 3, Color 'B' has a tonal value 7;
When the mixture of 'A + B' is mixed with a gray of tonal value 5, which statement
below is not correct. The answer is (b).
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Table 26: Answers for Question 19, Test set 1.
a

b

c

d
The tonal value of
Gray may change
the system will be
The intensity of the
Gray will darken
the tone of the
darker than 3 but
system is reduced
the system
system
brighter than 7
This question required students to have a complete understanding of how the
three attributes of colors were related practically. Both groups performed poorly. IG
decreased from 25% (6/24) to 12% (2/17) while MG dropped from 22% (7/32) to 6%
(1/17).
The test scores had shown that it might require more practical exercises and a
longer period of training time to be familiar with a more complex interactive color
mixing involving a change in all three color attributes simultaneously.
The qualitative interview of the two students from class DA2003 Watermedia
Landscape Painting and their artworks answered the cause of this issue. They were
able to produce artworks showing good use of subtle variations of colors. Those colors
required them to understand the subtle shift of all three color attributes.
Question 20, Test set 2 was testing if students had general color knowledge of
the printing primaries, CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black (Key)). Both groups
were able to answer this question correctly. This showed that most students had some
entry-level knowledge of color before joining the workshops.
Overall, in this category, more improvement was seen from the MG as indicated
by Table 16. Question 8,9,11,13,16,17 were shaded in yellow, showing improvements
from the MG for this subgroup.
Hue and Chroma (Question 21 to 33)
Question 24, Test set 2: Printing primary and painting primary colors are traditionally
different. Which statement here is wrong? The answer is (b).
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Table 27: Answers for Question 24, Test set 2.
(a)
Because there are
more available
pure pigments
from art stores.
They are purer
than a mixture of
CMYK printed
mixtures

(b)

(c)

(d)

Because available
pure pigments are
lower in intensity

Because printing is
done by both
subtractive and
additive mixing
matrix

Because printing
primary colors are
less flexible to
work within the
painting

This question tested the students’ understanding of color attributes under
different practical situations, namely printing and traditional painting. This was a more
complex issue that required some understanding of subtractive and additional mixing
of color pigments and/or color ink. Only very little improvement was observed after the
workshops. Therefore, no advantage would come from any of the two training
frameworks. It came as a surprise that students still could not answer this correctly
even after the workshop. However, that was also an indication that connecting
theoretical knowledge with complex practical issues would still require more time and
more comprehensive exercises.
Question 28, Test set 1: Which color here has the least amount of orange hue? (d) is
the answer.
Table 28: Answers for Question 28, Test set 1.
(a)
lightly tinted Burnt
Sienna

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yellow Ochre

Earth Red

Gray

Question 28, Test set 2: Which color here has the least amount of blue hue? (a) is the
answer.
Table 29: Answers for Question 28, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yellowish Green

Sap Green

50% Gray

Cerulean Blue

Both questions tested whether students could physically tell which color was
nearer to a certain chromatic hue. This could be a rather basic color experience.
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However, not all students could answer these two questions correctly. Some might still
need an entry-level color model to help them see this fact. This also reflected, at entrylevel, the simplicity of a two-dimensional model as compared to a comprehensive
three-dimensional model was an advantage.
Question 29 Test set 1 and Test set 2 were both testing a similar concept of
chroma (intensity).
Test set 1: Which color here has the least amount of orange hue? The answer is (d).
Table 30: Answers for Question 29, Test set 1.
(a)
lightly tinted Burnt
Sienna

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yellow Ochre

Earth Red

Gray

Question 29, Test set 2: To reduce the intensity (chroma) of (50% Red + 50% Orange)
mixture, which one is less efficient? The answer is (c).
Table 31: Answers for Question 29, Test set 2.
(a)
Add some
Ultramarine

(b)
Add some Tinted
Raw Umber

(c)
Add some Orange
Ochre

(d)
Add some Grayish
Green

The two subgroups (one from IG and one from MG) at post-tests also performed
well in pre-tests. Overall there was some improvement for both IG and MG. Therefore,
there was no strong indication of improvement seen.
Related to learning the other two attributes of colors, namely hue and chroma,
both groups of students showed that the rate of mistakes had reduced after the
workshop. Using question 30, Test set 2 as an example:
Question 30, Test set 2: ‘Which one is not a popular impressionistic painting
approach?’ Some students had understood the concept of how the Impressionists
used tilt colors and how it was related to the color theory learned. Therefore, more
students could answer this question correctly. The answer is (c).
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Table 32: Answers for Question 30, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

Tint the colors

Shrink the color space
and work with optical
behaviors of color

(c)
Increase the tone
range through the
usage of more hue
variations with tube
colors

(d)
Reduce the
intensity of
colors

Question 31, Test set 1 was another one that was tested the students’
understanding of the interactive nature of the three color attributes.
Question 31, Test set 1: Ancient Ivory (Blue) Black and Lamp Black are considered
cold black and warm black respectively. Which statement about this pair of blacks is
incorrect? The answer is (c).
Table 33: Answers for Question 31, Test set 1.
(a)

Both have more
blue hue than
yellow hue

(b)

(c)

Both are lowintensity pigments

Both show a
strong blue hue in
tinted form

(d)
Both can be used
to increase the
tone range of sap
green, but the
mixture intensity
will reduce.

This question was designed to test if students could visualize where each color
was located in relation to other colors. The subtle practical differences between the
two blacks could only be figured out if the students had understood their relative
differences. Both groups performed poorly. This indicated that subtle differences could
not be easily taught with just technical frameworks. It required a longer period of
practical exercises.
Overall both groups showed some improvements. Based on my teaching
experience, students are generally confused between hue and chroma. When all three
attributes are used together, colors change in an interrelated manner. This could
confuse them further. The training clarified these factors and therefore students could
handle these parameters better. IG had an overall better improvement (see Table 12
(IG – 43.34% to 54.60%) and Table 13 (MG – 46.62% to 51.65%)). Therefore, the
advantage of a simple entry model has to be acknowledged.
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Transitional Colors (Question 34 to 40)
There was an improvement in the understanding of transitional colors for both
groups as shown by question 34.
Question 34, Test set 2: A yellow, orange and green system, which hue will further
widen the range of hue in color space?
Table 34. Answers for Question 34, Test set 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

purple

yellow ochre

orange ochre

grayish-yellow

There was some improvement seen for both IG and MG. This indicated that
either the simple two-dimensional model or comprehensive three-dimensional model,
both could help student estimate which colors were nearer to one another or which
color was further. However, for more complex combinations or interactions, that ability
to estimate color interactions would no longer function. The IG especially did not show
much improvement for Questions 35 to 38. Both IG and MG overall did not perform
well although there was more improvement seen in the MG.
Question 36, Test set 2: Which color will shift this color system most? Raw Umber,
Yellow Ochre and Orange Ochre: (b)
Table 35: Answers for Question 36, Test set 2.
(a)
Mid-tone neutral
gray

(b)

(c)

(d)

Van Dyck Brown

Brownish green

Grayish green

This question required students to first know the region where all the given
colors were located in color space. Then they had to compare how much difference
between these colors and the colors given. Being able to answer this question would
confirm that the students had understood the transitional characters of browns and
grays. However, based on the data, the IG started with a pre-test score of 12% (2/17)
and a post-test score of 0% (0/24). The MG started with a score of 6% (1/17) and
improved slightly to 28% (9/32) during the post-test. The emphasis of transitional
colors might have helped the MG for this question. To perform as a professional visual
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artist, all must grasp this skill. Therefore, the design of the color theory training
framework might require more exercises in this area. Question 37, Test set 2 had a
similar requirement. Similarly, the IG could not perform in this question. The MG also
started with an average score and ended with a similar level. Therefore, this had
indicated that this area required a lot more attention.
Master Artworks, Color Wheel, Color Space (Question 41 to 48)
Question 41, Test set 2: During old master days, there was very few high intensity
(chroma) colors. Which one is probably not their approach? (a) is the answer.
Table 36: Answers for Question 41, Test set 2.
(a)
Use the tone
range of black to
improve the hue
change

(b)
Hue difference can
be increased
through the
relative difference
between tertiary
colors

(c)

(d)

Use the tone
range of browns
and black to
overcome intensity
shortage

Low-intensity
browns allow them
to find subtle
differences easily

Most students could not answer this question during the pre-test. More
improvement was seen from MG than IG. IG moved from 12% (2/17) to 20% (5/24),
while MG moved from 6% (1/17) to 47% (15/32). Similarly, this indicated that only very
few students could pick up the idea of subtle transitions. They were then able to
recognize the color application concept used in old master artworks before
Impressionism. Both groups did not answer many questions correctly in this category,
with the IG at 37.20% and the MG at 41.58% at post-test. MG did show 9% (from
32.91% to 41.58%) improvement but the performance was still one of the lowest as
compared to other categories of test questions as shown in Table 13.
Hence, the training framework had to be designed to relate the learning of color
theory with the color knowledge development in art history, taking reference from
artworks from important eras of color theory development.
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Industrial Questions (Question 49 to 52)
For industrial questions, the scores for the post-test were 32.78% and 41.84%
respectively for the IG and the MG. Using Question 50, Test set 2 as an example, the
score change was from 35% (6/17) to 20% (5/24) for the IG and 18% (3/17) to 34%
(11/32) for the MG.

Figure 75(a). Image (A) (Park, 2015b) Acknowledgment: Images extracted from John
Park, a renowned illustrator’s blog

Figure 75(b). Image (B) (Park, 2015a) Acknowledgment: Images extracted from John
Park, a renowned illustrator’s blog
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Question 50, Test set 2: Compare the 2 images, Figure 75(a) and (b), above and
select the correct argument below:
(a) Image (A) has a deeper visual space with more colors
(b) Image (A) simply uses more colors to create color richness. (Answer)
(c) The richness of color can be created by optical mixing. That’s the reason Image
(A) is richer in color as compared to Image (B)
(d) Visual tension of color causes Image (A) to have a better-balanced composition
as compared to Image (B).
To answer this question correctly, students had to comprehend the concept of
optical mixing, color design (visual tension of colors through comparing any two colors)
and color-space relationship. The answer was very direct and simple but for students
who did not have a comprehensive understanding of the wrong answers, he/she might
not have the courage to pick that simple and correct answer.
Overall for this category, no high rate of correct answers was observed. This
indicated that students were overall still very weak in handling practical issues even
after the workshops. Industrial issues are generally more complex. It will require more
practical efforts to be familiar with the subtle changes of colors in applications. Longer
and more comprehensive exercises are necessary to overcome this weakness.
The post-test average scores of both IG and MG were only at 48.14% and 51.10%
respectively. They were only better in answering the more obvious issues. It was
evident that certain complex color mixing and practical color issues could not be well
addressed within this short period of the workshop. In section 6.7, the discussion of
L2P17’s and STU5’s learning experience in class DA2003 and their artworks further
confirmed this need. Their experience had addressed the additional practical
exercises were needed for constructing an improved training model. More
comprehensive color mixing exercises and focused scope of color exploration like
mixing a wide range of greens, application of browns, grays as transitional colors, as
well as the understanding of the vector concept of color relationship in an asymmetrical
color space, were needed to improve students’ visual sensitivity in handling subtle
differences in a color shift. Color shifts that involved all three color attributes changing
simultaneously and interactively also required a lot of practical efforts.
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6.3

Students’ Learning Response based on Adaptive Dispositions, Test Results
and Qualitative Interview Data
This section answers RQ3 if students’ learning of color theory based on either

the Itten or Munsell models had any significant influence on their adaptive dispositions.
Table 37: Mean values of sub-categories of Flow, Grit and Commitment for the IG and
MG.
Measurement
MG-Pre
IG-Pre (n=28)
IG-Post
MG-Post
(N=62)
(n=34)
Flow

3.3

3.37

3.33

3.62

Grit

2.98

2.95

2.91

2.89

Commitment

4.43

4.45

4.18

4.32

Note: IG-Pre: IG Pre-Workshop, IG-Post: IG Post-Workshop; MG-Pre: MG Pre-Workshop, MG-Post:
MG Post-Workshop, adaptive disposition.

A 2 X 2 mixed-design analysis of variance between group IG (n=28) and MG
(n=34) and across Pre- and Post-workshop indicated no interaction. Normality and
homogeneity of flow data were verified before the analysis of variance. Based on
Shapiro-Wilk (1965) test, for IG, Pre-workshop flow, W(28) = 0.981, p=0.872; Postworkshop flow, W(28)=0.942, p=0.125; for MG, Pre-workshop flow, W(34)=0.989,
p=0.978; Post-workshop flow, W(34)=0.949, p=0.111, indicated no significant
departure from normality. Levene’s (1974) test of homogeneity of variance for Preworkshop, F(1,60)=0.079 and Post-workshop, F(1,60)=0.154 found no significant
difference. Analysis of variance for grit and commitment was not carried out. Table 37
shows that both grit and commitment data only shifted slightly for Pre- and Postworkshop.

Table 38. Mean and Standard Deviation of Flow before and after the workshop for MG

(n=34)

Mean

SD

Pre-workshop

3.33

0.34

3.62

0.43

Flow
Post-workshop
Flow
Note: SD: Standard Deviation.
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Looking at the mean values of both IG and MG adaptive dispositions as shown
in Table 37, only MG means changed from Pre-workshop (M=3.33) to Post-workshop
(M=3.62). The rest did not show much difference. Therefore, a paired sample t-test
was further conducted to comparing Pre-workshop flow and Post-workshop flow data
of MG (n=34).
A paired sample t-test result indicated that the Post-workshop flow (M=3.62,
SD=0.43) of MG was significantly greater than the Pre-workshop flow (M=3.33,
SD=0.34), t(33)=4.146, p<0.01. Cohen’s effect size value (d=0.75) suggested a
moderate to high practical significance. The improvements might come from a better
understanding of the topics during the workshops, being able to follow the classes,
enjoying the process, seeing the benefits during the learning process, and being able
to pay attention and be fully immersed in the learning process. The MG had shown a
higher flow value while both groups reflected that the overall learning experience was
positive. This answers RQ3 that the Munsell model did show some advantage
quantitatively. That was because students were able to connect different parts of their
learning together, especially the connection between transitional colors and chromatic
hues. Hence they showed more improvement in more sub-categories in the post-test.
As for the grit data, both groups did not show any improvement, with IG
changing from 2.98 to 2.95 and MG changing from 2.92 to 2.89. Either model of color
theory training had no impact on students’ grit character.
The initial commitment data were both above 4.0. Although both groups
showed some improvements, there were statistically tested to be insignificant. The IG
and MG commitment data were 4.45 and 4.32 respectively after the workshops. These
values were relatively high. These data indicated that these volunteered students were
highly committed to learning new knowledge.
While both groups indicated a high level of commitment in learning, the Postworkshop flow data for MG (M=3.33, SD=0.34), t(33)=4.146, p<0.01, d=0.75 also
showed a significant improvement (See Table 37 and 38). As the grit data did not show
any significant improvement, this indicated participants had immersed in their learning
of color theory only. The change would not drive a long term character shift in
themselves. The change was more relevant to the training process and content
provided. Through good understanding and appropriate connection between topics
and appropriate sequence of the training topics, students saw the benefit and therefore
had their learning character shifted only during the workshops. They recovered to be
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themselves after the workshop. Hence, for the design of the pedagogical structure of
the practical color theory, the effort may solely be placed on the course design. No
effort was needed to shift the learning characters of the students. As long as the
training structure and content were right, the learning process could run smoothly.
These data were used in conjunction with both the quantitative test results and
qualitative interviews to design a training model that could take advantage of both
models.
6.4

Correlations of Quantitative Data and Students’ Adaptive Dispositions
To further understand if the students’ learning response was connected with

the workshops, the correlation between test scores and adaptive dispositions were
run. The correlation tests were carried out for only the Post-test data, test score
change, Pre- and Post-workshop flow, grit and commitment. No correlation was found
between the test score change or Post-test score and adaptive dispositions. These
results were consistent with section 6.3. Students’ objective was to acquire color
theory knowledge. They recovered to themselves after the workshops. No long term
character shift was observed. Moreover, the data collection of adaptive dispositions
was limited by the length of time of the workshop for observation of larger change.

6.5

Face-to-face Interview and Email Interviews after the Workshops
This section will discuss key issues raised by students from the workshop,

followed by section 6.7 the additional feedback from the two students from the DA2003
class.
6.5.1 Tone and Color Space
Many students through the email interviews responded that their learning of
how tone is connected to color had helped them understand color application a lot
better, as discussed in section 5.4.2.2. Both the Itten Color System and the Munsell
Color System involved the training of tone range of colors. However, the tone was not
well represented in the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel while it was plotted as the
vertical axis in the Munsell Color System. Therefore, the first significant advantage of
using a three-dimensional color framework was its coverage of all three color attributes
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arranged in relation. Furthermore, the other two aspects, the transitional colors and
how they were connected to their parent chromatic hues were also not covered by the
Itten Color System. This could indicate one critical weakness of the symmetrical color
theory model.

6.5.2 Color Mixing Question and Transitional Colors
One issue raised by L1P06, from IG, was her difficulty in mixing transitional
colors to connect complementary color pairs selected. This issue again reflected the
necessity to have a model that students can connect their learning of browns and
grays with their chromatic parent hues. P2P01 from MG also responded similarly. She
thought the asymmetrical Munsell Color Space had helped her understand why the
split complementary method of design colors did not always work.
The first question raised by L2P22 was about color mixing. L2P22 shared her
teacher’s feedback about her process. Although L2P22 thought she had mixed a lot
of colors, her teacher still said that she was not mixing enough colors. That led her to
think about finding the right proportion for color mixing. In fact, this reflected the
importance of the relationship between colors by fine-tuning the working proportions.
This aligned perfectly with why Professor Munsell had created the asymmetrical color
space. He used that to indicate the progressive shift of colors in space and therefore
it was able to show the practical difference between various hues though I could not
tell if the move was intentional.
L2P22 further indicated that her teacher wanted her to mix more than two colors
together with pigments in smaller proportions. She experienced that this process
actually had made her colors richer than her original mixture of two colors or three
colors. She would use some browns and a few other colors to alter the original color
she wanted. This allowed her to discover a wider range of shifts within a specific hue
that she was using. However, other than telling her that the process would enrich the
mixture, her teacher did not explain to her why it could work. That was another
important practical issue that has to be addressed with a robust theoretical framework.
It involved mixing a wide range of transitional colors to connect various chromatic hues.
Similarly, L1P12 also commented on the importance of knowing the browns
and grays. Even though browns and grays were discussed separately in the Itten Color
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System, L1P12 still responded that it was critical to know how these colors operated
as transitional colors, bridging distant chromatic hues. The discussion of the Munsell
Color Space further enhanced her understanding during the face-to-face interview.
During the workshop, she still did not understand how colors could be connected in
the color mixing process. This could be because browns, grays, black and white were
omitted in the Itten Color Wheel. Similarly, during the color mixing process, L1P12 also
had very little idea of where the final mixture would move towards. She did not have
the vector concept in mind in selecting colors during her color mixing process. These
color vectors define the actual practical differences between any two colors as
illustrated by the Munsell Color Space. It can be imagined that every color can be
mapped on to a set of coordinates in a three-dimensional space like vectors in
mathematics. Comparing between any two vectors defines the practical difference
between these two colors at two respective points in space represented by their
respective set of coordinates. Each set of coordinates is therefore governed by the
three attributes of colors.
This mathematical concept could be too abstract to a visual art student. The
practical skill might be too demanding for a beginner to acquire immediately without
any theoretical understanding of the color space. I would make a similar argument
based on the study by the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), Art Education
program discussed in the literature review (Gude, 1999). That was a reflection that
students were not able to visualize and relate more muted or neutral colors, namely
the browns and grays to their parent chromatic hues. Moreover, during the color mixing
process, they did not have a good theoretical framework to guide them along. They
‘lost their way’ during the journey of color mixing. This was confirmed by L2P22’s
comment. She commented that the MG workshop had helped her visualize the issue
better.
L1P21 also indicated that the intuitive way of learning how to use colors in his
previous experience was a weakness. He could connect the theoretical concept of
how grays and browns were related to their chromatic parent hues better after I had
explained the additional information provided by the Munsell model. He regarded this
as an understanding of the behaviors of human eyes. It was a helpful step for him
before putting colors into practice.
During the face to face interview, L1P21 responded, ‘I think the grays and
browns concept is very new to me, also the idea that color harmony can exist outside
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of just applying the usually recommended color theory schemes.’ (personal
communication, Nov 21, 2018)
His comment was an added experience that reflected the volatility and
complexity of the color design. This was also discussed in L2P22’s response. L1P21
used the term ‘color harmony’ as well. It is another piece of evidence that the concept
of color harmony was deeply ingrained in many students’ minds. What L1P21 tried to
imply was, basically every color combination could work if one could connect them
well with the right amounts of transitional browns and grays. The vector concept of
color application maps this solution well (Ng, 2018). Both section 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 had
partially answered RQ4, that there was a need to re-develop a new training framework
for color theory.

6.5.3 The Connection between Chromatic Hue, Transitional Colors and Vector
Concept of Color Space
The issue of not being able to see the importance of transitional colors was also
related to students not seeing the relationship between transitional colors and their
parent chromatic hues. Therefore, students responded in interviews that it was very
critical for them to realize that dark brown was a duller purple. Figure 69 in Section
5.7.1.4 has illustrated the logic.
L2P27 knew that an orangey-brown carried more yellow, and dark browns had
some red. However, without the concept of vector space in mind, it did not occur to
her immediately that dark browns worked more like a purple color. ‘…because you mix
darker brown, it is more blue-red. If you mix orangey-brown is more yellow and less
blue.’ (L2P27, 2018)
‘Intuitively, it does look more like a warm color, … not the blueish side. (Talking
about dark brown)’ (L1P21, 2018). L1P21 thought that the dark browns would be more
like one of the red or orange types of warmer colors. However, without physically
mapping the color relation between each chromatic hue and browns, gray or black,
students had to guess and only had an approximate idea about the connection
between transitional colors and their respective chromatic parent hues. To acquire
professional color application skills, this factor cannot be ignored.
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Figure 76. A derived model from the Munsell Color Wheel. Slightly less chromatic
colors between transitional browns and black and the most chromatic parent hues.
These colors show more hue character. They do not look as muted as browns, grays
and black.
I also pointed out an additional piece of information from the color wheel to
students. An exercise was given to students to mix browns, grays and black with the
most chromatic pigments. This process would bring them to the colors indicated by
the red dotted lines in Figure 76. These colors possess a significant hue character
though they are not as chromatic as the purest parent hue on the outermost ring. In
many practical situations, these colors are used to show some hue characters without
overpowering the other parts with fully chromatic color patterns. However, the
workshops were too short to provide the full scope of hands-on exercises to cover this
comprehensively.
When I teach how the Munsell Color Wheel or the Munsell Color Space work, I
try to establish the idea of mapping colors in space in the form of vectors. Ideally,
students learn to compare colors just like comparing locations on an atlas. Therefore,
they learn to visualize the true practical differences between colors and determine if
the colors are neutral, muted, partially chromatic or fully chromatic. However, for the
Itten Color Wheel or any other similar color wheels that are derived from it, all their
theories try to educate the students with the concept of color harmony based only on
complementary pairings or grouping of colors. The connective properties of browns
are not discussed. When a student picks a pair of complementary colors, such as, a
red and a green which is on the opposite sides of the wheel, naturally, they will start
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to think that the only way to discover intermediate colors is to mix different proportions
of red and green. Therefore, L2P27 thought intermediate colors could only be obtained
in this manner based on her previous learning experience. She was new to the concept
of color vectors and that colors could actually be mixed in any direction. In fact, a wider
and richer range of transitional colors can be obtained when both color mixing or color
selection are not bounded by just a straight line between any two colors (Ng, 2018).
Below are two examples I presented in my journal paper on the Wiley online library.
Both explain the flexibility of this color mixing process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 77 (a) ‘Indian Temple at South Bridge Road, Singapore’, by Ng Woon Lam,
38cm X 28cm, Watercolor on paper (2012), (b) Various vector permutations of how
transitional browns bridge pure blue, purple, red, red-orange and orange together
(Ng, 2018).
Figure 77 (a) is a piece of my outdoor paintings with yellowish-brown and dark
browns acting as transitional colors between a few chromatic hues, like cadmium
orange, cadmium red, crimson red, purple and blue. Figure 77 (b) shows a few
different vectors that help to connect the most chromatic hues together. In the painting,
although the highly chromatic hues are visually strong, they will not ‘break’ the picture
down to pieces due to the presence of their neighboring transitional colors. (Ng, 2018).
In visual art terms, the transitional colors reduce the visual tensions between distant
chromatic hues. This is how a picture may stay in unity even when it has many
chromatic hues.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 78 (a) ‘Shoppers at Little India, Singapore’, by Ng Woon Lam, 38cm X 53cm,
Watercolor on paper (2013), (b) Various vector permutations of how transitional
browns and grays bridge blues, purples, red-orange orange and greens together
(Ng, 2018).
Figure 78 (a) is another example with even more chromatic hues. This requires
more design and compositional efforts, for instance, the control of visual tension and
design of visual paths, which are beyond the scope of discussion here. However, the
basic concept of color vectors still applies as shown in Figure 78 (b) (Ng, 2018).

6.5.4 Color Harmony Misconception and Primary Colors
In section 5.7.2.1, L2P11’s email interview response reflected the strong
influence of both the symmetrical color model and the ambuiguous color harmony
framework. Similarly, based on the Itten Color Wheel, L2P27 also assumed that with
three primary pigments, namely, blue, red and yellow can be mixed to obtain any other
colors she needed, which was another misconception without a good understanding
of color pigment science. Figure 1 illustrates the issue of the mixing process using red,
blue and yellow pigment commonly known as the primary pigments. The red, blue and
yellow colors are shown in the Itten Color Wheel, and the wheel further shows that
orange, purple and green as secondary mixtures obtained through mixing red with
yellow, red with blue and blue with yellow respectively. This diagram builds a
symmetrical image in a beginner’s mind, making them think that the color mixing
process can be guided by this symmetrical diagram without considering the true
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practical consequences which have been discussed comprehensively from chapter 2
to chapter 5.

Figure 1. An Itten Color Wheel (Itten, 1962) (Re-post of Figure 1 for ease of
reference)
Practically, not all colors could be mixed from primary pigments. Multiple
scientific reasons are beyond the scope of discussion here. One very practical reason
is the particle size distribution of different color pigments, because the particle sizes
may not be the same. Therefore, when two or more pigments are mixed, the overall
distribution of the mixture will have widespread as compared to its parent pigments.
Hence, more light will scatter due to the uneven distribution of particle size. This will
lead to a greater loss of light, and thus color. In technical terms, the chroma of the
mixture will be significantly lowered unless the original mixing pigment components
are very pure and very even in particle distribution, which will be extremely costly.
Another reason is the loss in light reflection that was discussed in my textbook (Ng,
2016) However, that concept is not relevant to this study.
Her following question was about how color harmony could be achieved. Color
harmony was discussed in section 2.2. It was an ambiguous framework forcefully
adopted from Greek living philosophy. The issue of students adopting and depending
on this approach had indicated that our current training system had its fault. That
answered RQ1 and RQ2. While the need to redesign the color theory training
framework further answered RQ4.
L1P21’s assumption of color harmony and L2P27’s questions about color
harmony were likely to be based on the Itten Color Wheel. The wheel provided them
a framework by pairing colors at opposite sides of the wheel to form color combinations
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as discussed in the literature review in Session 2.2. That was similar to the design
guidebook discussed in the literature review (Sherin, 2012). The Itten Color Wheel
presented was followed by a discussion of color harmony based on complementary
color pairs. L2P27 further indicated that she was trying to balance colors while L1P21
discussed color combinations. Both relied heavily on this concept without questioning
its basis.
‘… complementary colors shall be defined as those colors which would spin to
gray on a color wheel.’ (Judd et al., 1963).
Color balancing was an idea derived from the concept of color harmony. When
the paired colors (two colors following on the opposite side of the symmetrical Itten
Color Wheel) were printed/painted on a disc, the disc would spin to form a neutral gray.
A neutral gray was thought to be the central core of colors that defined the balanced
center.
To understand the issue of the color harmony, Ou shared his findings here
(2006). There were two basic concepts used as the building blocks of color harmony
that Ou used for his study, namely the feeling of pleasantness and the order of color.
The color harmony concept based on pleasantness was adopted from Judd and
Wyszecki, ‘When two or more colors seen in neighboring areas produce a pleasing
effect, they are said to produce a color harmony.’ (1963). Au raised a further question
as pleasantness was related to emotional response. It would result in a measurement
of a person’s emotional state instead of color harmony. He added that this
measurement of aesthetics using terms like complementary (Chevreul, 1981) order
(Ostwald, 1969), balance (Munsell, 1969) and unambiguity (Moon et al., 1944) was
the most basic guidance in color selection to create a harmonious result. However, in
a truly practical context, the exact amount of each hue component could not be defined.
Furthermore, technical issues related to the two other attributes of colors, tone and
chroma, were not included. However, these two parameters also play a critical role to
influence a viewer’s visual response. He therefore concluded that results of harmony
could happen to any color combination based on this concept.
‘In the present study, we have assumed that regardless of which color selection
method is applied, a harmonious combination can always give viewers a pleasing
impression.’ -- (Ou et al., 2006, p. 202).
Ou also carried out measurements of color harmony based on a second popular
concept - the order of colors. The order of colors was based on the systematic
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selection of colors, using the ordered color space derived from theories suggested by
Ostwald (Ostwald, 1969), Munsell (Munsell, 1969), Itten (Itten, 1962) and Nemcsics
(Nemcsics, 1993). He obtained a normal distribution for his experiment of harmony
scored based on the orders of colors. In which, he concluded that color order could
not always construct harmony (Ou et al., 2006). These findings have confirmed that
currently there is no proper framework that can be used to teach students the logic of
color harmony. Therefore, it should not be part of the color theory pedagogy.

6.5.5 Black and White in the Color Space
L2P22 would like to learn more about black and how to apply it. This raised
another important issue. Therefore, I spent some time to explain to them about this
issue. Black was again not covered in the Itten Color Wheel. In general, black and
grays just like browns, were discussed separately during the training of color. In some
training structures, black and white were not even considered as colors. The
consequence of learning these two colors separately was that students were not able
to relate these colors well to other colors. They could not link these colors with either
the chromatic hues or muted browns. That had further answered RQ1 and RQ2 that
the learning had a missing link and it required adjustment to answer RQ4.

Figure 48. The Munsell Color Space. Courtesy: X-Rite Incorporated (Munsell, 2017)
(Re-post Figure 48 for ease of reference)
To understand the issue of black in an application, one must first look at how
black color is mapped in a three-dimensional color space. The Munsell Color System
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can be used as a reference framework. The Munsell Color Space aligns black at the
bottom of the color space. Moving vertically upwards is the tonal axis that is formed
by a progressive change from darker gray to white at the top. Since the practical color
space is asymmetrical, forcing this vertical alignment from black to white, therefore,
skews the rest of the hues forming an asymmetrical color space. In practical terms,
black color is connected closer to hues that can stretch darker in tone, such as blue,
purple and dark green. For colors that do not have darker tone components (darker
tones here refer to anything darker than tone 6 based on the 1 to 9 in Denman’s tonal
scale, from lightest to darkest (Ross, 1901)), they are located further away from black.
Therefore, this vector difference directly indicates that some hues can be easily
contrasted with black due to the larger vector difference between them.
Now, this idea may answer L2P22’s comment, ‘…Because every time like in
watercolor. The teacher always said don’t use black…’

Figure 79. A practical three-dimensional color space plotted based on the Munsell
Color Space, converted to RGB (Red, Green Blue primary light in digital color
equipment) color space for computer display, shown in three different angles.
Due to the lack of understanding of the color space, some teachers will advise
students to avoid using black in their paintings. Using the Munsell Color space in RGB
format as shown in Figure 79 from three different angles, this issue can be visualized
better. Red, orange, yellow and yellowish-green are the hues that cannot maintain
their hue character when they are shifted to darker tones – the lower part of the
Munsell Color Space. (The Munsell Color Space was originally plotted in watercolor.
A computer RGB conversion is used here to view it on the screen (Ng et al., 2017).)
Their hue character will be altered by a color that can maintain its hue character even
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at darker tones. If yellow is darkened with black, it will shift towards green as black is
nearer to dark blue. In practice, a black can be treated as a duller version of blue. If
yellow is added with small amounts of purple or burnt umber (a purplish-brown), it will
shift towards brown. For both cases, yellow will lose its hue character because yellow
hue does not exist in darker tones as shown in the color space (see Figure 79).
Similarly, a red hue will shift to the purple region and an orange hue will shift to the
brown and dark brown region when they are added with black. In addition, the shift in
tone during the mixing process occurs very quickly because black is tone 9 and
chromatic colors such as red, orange and yellow have tones that are hardly more than
tone 5. The whole process of mixing becomes more intimidating for beginners when
the mixture gets dark and dull too fast. This is the reason why most primary and high
school teachers are worried about students mixing colors with black. It is a result of
not having a good understanding of the asymmetry of the color space and not knowing
color mixing behaves like vectors (Ng, 2018).
The answer to this may sound empirical but the color space forms a very good
guideline. It helps in the color mixing process too. I explained the concept to her by
first showing her my modified two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel as shown in
Figure 80. I consider it a map instead of a wheel, though the phrase ‘color wheel’ has
been locked dead into many users’ minds. If it is seen as a map, the mixing character
can be mapped. It shows how a mixture will shift in both hue and tone. Basic guidelines
of how black color can be used are described in Appendix L.

Figure 80. Black is circled in this modified Two-Dimensional Munsell Color Wheel
from Three-Dimensional Munsell Color System. This diagram indicates that black is
nearer to the blue hue.
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L2P27 continued to ask about the issue of mixing white. This is similar to the
question about mixing black. Similarly, the vertical axis in this case is not represented
by a two-dimensional wheel. In fact, mixing colors with white is another important
practical issue. However, it can only be explained by the three-dimensional Munsell
Color Space. A similar study was discussed after the interview with a renowned
Penang artist and plein air painter, AE4. Figure 80 explains this practical situation well.
When colors are mixed with white, the overall color space moves towards the top pole
of the color space. The top pole is where the white color is located. If most of the colors
in the painting are mixed with white, like the Impressionist paintings, based on Figure
80, the color space will shrink to an asymmetrical ellipsoid as shown by the region
circled in red. Therefore, in this case, although the tinted colors having many hue
differences, they may still work well together because their vector differences are
smaller as compared to the difference that can be achieved at the outmost ring of the
complete asymmetrical color space. These tinted colors are like neighboring colors.
This is how the Impressionists could work well with many hues in their outdoor
paintings. However, they have to sacrifice the tone range (vertical axis of the Munsell
Color Space). As a result, the Impressionists have slightly more difficulties in creating
deep visual space. Hence, when a white pigment is introduced to the palette, I
normally advise students to take note of this shrinkage in color space. Again, this could
only be visualized with three-dimensional color space.

Figure 81. The Munsell Color Space; with tinted color space highlighted which also
indicated that the overall tinted color space shrinks towards the north pole of the
color space (towards white).
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6.5.6 Color Temperature Misconception in Learning of Hue Difference
From a symmetrical color chart like the Itten Color Wheel, Figure 1, blue, green
and purple are on one side, occupying 50% of the wheel, while red, orange and yellow
occupy the other 50%. Each color takes up an equal portion of the color wheel, a 60degree sector of the whole circle. Our general life experience tells us that cooler
weathers or cooler subjects have more blue, green and purple than red, orange and
yellow, while fire or lighting are generally red, orange or yellow. This leads us to think
that it makes a lot of sense to simply segregate colors as warm and cold zone. Figure
82, a Munsell Color Wheel is used as a reference to explain the practical issue
whereby black is represented in the color wheel, placed closer to blue hue as
explained before.

Figure 82. Temperature comparison of colors. An arbitrary dotted temperature line
intersecting several hues in a color wheel (Ng, 2016, p. 13).
For the ease of discussion, Figure 82 is purposely plotted with blue, green and
purple on the upper side and red, orange and yellow on the lower side. Therefore,
based on the concept of warm-cold temperature, the upper side is colder than the
lower side. Moving down from the top of the circle, the color will become warmer and
warmer until it reaches the hottest point at the red-orange side (Ng, 2016).
The reason why an artist needs to differentiate between warm and cold colors
is that one needs to use the result to show the difference. This is thought to be more
convenient than comparing hue differences. However, it does not work so
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conveniently. Looking at the dotted line in Figure 82, the three colors; a purple, a
grayish purple and a green are located along the same temperature line. Therefore,
their temperatures are the same, but they definitely have a difference in hue. This is
the blind spot using temperature difference, which is thought to be more convenient
for beginners. On the contrary, it actually confuses beginners, causing them to miss
the hue difference of colors with a similar temperature (Ng, 2016). Moreover, there is
one additional confusion. Color temperature has another scientific definition that has
no direct relation with color selection (Choudhury, 2014). It is a scientific measurement
in absolute temperature in Kevin (K) of the energy emission of each hue for
classification of hue based on its energy.
Based on L2P27’s response, she probably picked up the idea of color
temperature during the early stage of her learning. The Munsell Color Space that
connects tone and hue easily clarified her doubts. After understanding that colors
could be mapped like vectors, she no longer needed to depend on the temperature
differences of colors. She could easily predict color differences based on the actual
practical vector difference in the color space. Even the two-dimensional Munsell Color
Wheel, like Figure 5, could help her clarify and overcome hue comparison issues
easily.

6.5.7 Finding Color Connections in Color Applications
In any color application, the artist is required to compare the difference between
the colors chosen. L1P21’s comment during the face to face interview stated the
importance of mapping the practical difference between these colors.
‘Correct. I think it is important to see that connects… continuously. Like in all
directions.’ (L1P21, 2018). He further pointed out the importance of the vector sense
in color applications. Colors could be understood through their connections in a
continuous manner. That further pinpointed the shortcomings of the Itten Color Wheel.
As discussed before, even though the improved version has added browns and
transitional colors to the inner core of the wheel, the inner transitional colors or browns
do not connect. They do not connect because they are not based on the actual
practical differences. Therefore, in the end, the colors cannot connect to a common
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neutral core. It is a weakness for not being able to provide the true practical difference
between any two distant colors.
L1P21 liked the Munsell Color Space because he could see the practical
connections between colors clearly. Hence, the Munsell model is easier for beginners
to link the browns, grays and black with their parent chromatic hues. L1P21
emphasized that the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel could act as an entry-level
learning aid. It was truly significant as it came from a color-blind person who could not
see most of the colors. With the help of the Munsell Color System as a framework, he
felt that he could map the colors out.
‘I think as a visual learning aid, it really helps. Like you can sort of seeing a…
complete picture.’ (L1P21, 2018).
In the email interviews, P2P01 and P2P24 also confirmed that the asymmetrical
color space had helped them in the color mixing process. Conceptually, it is the idea
of mapping colors like how an atlas is used to map a location.

6.5.8 Visual Tension and Grouping based on Color Application
L2P27 raised a question about the difficulty in using many colors in one image.
When she tried to use too many hues, it was highly possible that she would use a few
chromatic hues. She faced some problems trying to allow these colors to work together.
These hues might come from very distant vector locations in the practical color space.
They would result in a large difference in hue within the composed image. That
resulted in strong visual tension (the difference that causes the two color patterns to
segregate visually from each other (Ng, 2016)) between colors.
According to her other than using many hues, she would also like to apply color
beyond the representational manner in her artworks. She wanted to select her own
favorite colors, not duplicating what she had observed. It was more difficult without
reference. When more chromatic colors were selected, the level of difficulty increased
further. Controlling strong visual tension for chromatic hues located furthest away from
one another in the color space requires very sensitive design abilities. It also involves
connecting other design factors like size, shape dynamics and other visual elements
all together. Therefore, without knowing the actual practical differences in color space,
visualizing the difference directly will be too demanding for any beginners. This again
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reflects the need for a beginner to have a comprehensive color space to help them
map these differences.
She continued to raise another advanced question about ‘enemy’ colors - any
two furthest chromatic colors within the Munsell Color Space (Ng, 2016), normally
falling on the ‘equator’4 of the space. This is also about controlling the visual tension
of distant vector colors. Therefore, to address RQ1, RQ2 and RQ4, discussion of
visual tension should be included in the training of color theory. In many practical
situations, when more chromatic colors are used, the practical difference between
colors need to be judged correctly to use them for the right level of contrast or similarity.
Visual tension and grouping concepts explain this design situation.
To answer her question, it can be explained with two common color approaches
used by experienced artists when they work with very chromatic colors near or at the
outermost ring of the color space - the ring of colors with the highest chroma like the
equator of the earth. One way to group them is to connect them with transitional colors
which I have discussed in section 6.5.2. Another way is to design the image through
the manipulation of visual tension between these colors. Visual tension can be
understood as the opposite of ‘Grouping’ in Gestalt Theory (Kubovy et al., 1995) and
is also explained in the chapter ‘Dynamics’ in ‘Art and Visual Perception’ (Arnheim,
1976).
‘Two parts in the field will attract each other according to their degree of
proximity and equality the degree of proximity or rather its opposite, distance, can
easily be varied quantitatively. We need only remove; two field parts sufficiently from
each other, and the force of attraction will at least for all practical purposes, vanish.’
(Kubovy et al., 1995, p. 227)
Gestalt Theory above describes how visually similar things will be grouped by
our eyes. In this case, the chroma and hue of the two colors are very different. They
create a strong opposing effect which is also known as visual tension - the reverse of
grouping. Arnheim explains visual tension in the chapter on Dynamics in ‘Art & Visual
Perception’ (1976).
‘These dynamic properties, inherent in everything our eyes perceive, are so
fundamental that we can say: Visual perception consists in the experiencing of visual
forces.’ … A rock that blocks my way is not primarily defined by the dimensions of its

4

The outmost ring of a three-dimensional color space
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shapes, size, and color, but as a brusque interruption of the forward flow, the dynamic
experience of the road leading me on (Arnheim, 1976, p. 412).’
One of the exercises in topic 7 from the MIT color theory syllabus (Dourmashkin,
2005) which is based on the Itten Color Wheel, mentions (visual) tension. Students
are tasked to create different color patches and discover their level of differences. That
is the learning of visual tension between colors. One critical issue is, there is no proper
color framework to help them visualize the actual practical difference between each
pair of colors chosen. Solely experimenting, I would argue that the retention of this
practical experience is not effective.
As discussed, multiple times above, without proper visualization of the actual
connections between colors like the Munsell Color Space, these efforts of randomly
letting students learn from practical experience will be too demanding and timeconsuming. Students have to either repeat the exercises many times to gain enough
experience or to memorize the results by heart. Both ways are not good approaches
to master a practical skill, especially within a limited time frame. In addition, the
retained memory will be short without connecting it well with practical situations.
During the face to face interview, L1P12 reflected on her observations in Wu
Guanzhong’s paintings after our discussion of visual tension, grouping and how the
Munsell Color Space could help her visualize the differences. She recalled seeing
patches of slightly chromatic colors in Wu Guanzhong’s paintings thinking that these
were used to create a sense of visual space. I further explained to her that she would
find more related color patches with similar hues. She saw them herself and was
convinced that color grouping (Kubovy et al., 1995) was a powerful method for
composing images. That was a direct evidence of how she could use a framework to
connect her practical experience quickly.

Figure 83. Composition VII by Wassily Kandinsky, 1913, 79 ″ (200.6 cm) x 119 ″
(302.2 cm), oil on canvas. (Kandinsky et al., 2000).
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To further elaborate on the concept of grouping colors in a more complex
situation, one of Kandinsky’s complex and colorful abstract artwork was used as an
example to explain this concept (Kandinsky et al., 2000). In the painting, as shown in
Figure 83, many chromatic hues were used, and therefore by nature, these colors with
the strongest hue difference, formed the strongest visual tension, repelling one
another.
Other than using design to control visual tension, which is too complex to be
discussed here and beyond the scope in this study, his use of browns and intermediate
grays (grays with a small number of other hues making them feel like certain hues)
are evident everywhere in the image. These transitional browns are critical to students
in learning color transition like Kandinsky’s painting above. Students can relate them
well using either the Munsell Color Space or the Munsell Color Wheel. This connection
again cannot be seen immediately with the Itten Color Wheel.
It was very encouraging to see that students in this focused interview had
started to look deeper into these complex designs and compositional issues related to
colors. It reflected their good grasp of the fundamentals of the practical color theory.

6.6

Summary of Face to Face Interviews and Email Interviews of Students after
the Workshops
The learning of tone and how it is connected to applying colors with the correct

tone were positive for both groups. Therefore, this teaching must be kept and can be
further enhanced by allowing students to see how tone is related to the other two color
attributes.
Through the background of some students, it could be understood why they
were not able to connect the learning of color theory with developments in art history.
Their learning of art history only focused heavily on Modern art and the Conceptual art
eras, which only covered the last 100 years of art history. The period from the
Renaissance to before Modernism, stretching more than 500 years, represents the
eras by which the largest amount of color knowledge was developed as discussed in
the literature review in chapter 2. I strongly believe students learning color theory
needs to understand the development of color knowledge in these eras using the
masterpieces as case studies.
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L1P21, had some positive response in his learning of colors. He had some
basic understanding of color application from different eras of art history after going
through the workshop (His email response here was before the face to face interview.
He was trained under the IG before knowing the actual purpose of this research). His
objective from that IG workshop was to learn more about color harmony and he
commented he was able to relate color harmony outside the common pairing manner
as discussed in section 6.5.2. That was another piece of evidence on how much the
concept of color harmony had been drummed into many beginners’ minds. Constraints
caused by this concept limit the students to explore further. It blocks students from
exploring the true practical difference between any two colors, which is the most critical
skill in any color application.
In either group, the IG or MG, the learning of transitional colors, the browns,
grays and blacks helped students develop a better understanding of the connection
between these colors and their chromatic parent hues. However, it was also known
that the MG had an advantage since all colors were presented in a connected space
to them. Based on L2P27 and L2P22’s response, it helped them work on both more
naturalistic or more inventive color schemes. This was supported by L1P21’s comment,
as he had mentioned that he did not have to depend on his intuition to pick colors
anymore. Using colors became more predictable to him with a better understanding of
all the vector connections between colors. For L1P21, the Munsell Color Space
working as a map was a good framework for the learning of colors. He expressed that
after the face to face interview.
L2P22’s question about black color was similar to a few responses in the email
interviews, that the Munsell Color Space had the advantage of relating all the colors
together. It further enhanced her understanding of the practical range of each
chromatic hue as well as their derived transitional colors. This was further supported
by L2P27’s questions about the difficulty in adjusting tone and hue together in most
practical situations, as well as mixing white with various colors which then shifted them
into a smaller color space. All these could be visualized in the Munsell Color Space.
The concept of color temperature was yet another similar issue observed from
the Itten Color Wheel with two groups of colors, red-orange-yellow and green-bluepurple working against each other as warm and cold color schemes. It looks so natural
for a layman as it is related to one’s common life experience. However, the conceptual
fault has been discussed in section 6.5.6. This has to be rectified by teaching hue
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differences instead of temperature differences. Hue differences between colors should
be mapped out on a framework to show the practical difference for all applications. A
real-life color palette works closer to the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel with
transitional colors than the Itten Color Wheel which only shows the chromatic hues.
Colors should be mapped based on practical differences. L1P21 also confirmed that
the color mapping helped him connect colors better although he could not see all of
them well as a color-blind person.
Visual tension and grouping need to be discussed in conjunction with the color
application after color theory is taught. This helps students link the learning of colors
with practical issues. Once again, the Munsell model has the advantage as it covers
transitional colors which are the key in the design control of between visual tension
and grouping. This was illustrated with Kandinsky’s painting with a wide range of
chromatic hues in Figure 83.
Hence, the findings have narrowed down to these areas that require more focus
for the development of a robust color theory training model:
i.

A visually simple model is needed for beginners. Students may have very little
or no knowledge of color theory when they join the class. A three-dimensional
model like the Munsell Color Space is too complex for a beginner to visualize
color relations.

ii.

An introduction of a three-dimensional and asymmetrical model, like the
Munsell Color Space, is necessary. That helps students see the connection and
interdependency of tone, hue and chroma. It also allows students to see how
transitional colors are connected to chromatic hues.

iii.

The concept of color harmony if not omitted, must be discussed with care.
Transitional colors, color visual tension and grouping need to be discussed in
conjunction with color harmony so that students can understand the overall
practical connections between colors.

iv.

To elevate students’ understanding, when the three-dimensional asymmetrical
model is introduced, the concept of mapping must be understood together.
Students will then be able to see how color selection works like vectors in the
color space. To enhance their learning, the traditional training of mixing color
on a palette can be a good platform. It allows students to map color change on
the palette, which is similar to mapping color vectors in color space. It also
reduces the complexity of visualizing a three-dimensional color space directly.
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6.7

Qualitative Interview of Students from DA2003 Watermedia Landscape Painting
Class
As a complementary result, the interview of these two students from the

DA2003 class has reconfirmed the points summarized in section 6.6. Since both of
them produced a more comprehensive number of artworks over 13 weeks. These
artworks could serve as evidence of their learning. STU5’s artwork was shown in
section 5.8.2.2 In this section, more artworks by L2P17 were shown as a reference
along with the discussion of her interview response.
6.7.1 Practical Ability in using Transitional Colors
Both STU5, L2P17 and L2P27 showed improvement in their understanding and
application of transitional colors, reflected from the face to face interview response
and artworks presented. They could connect the vector concept of color application
with transitional colors through a better grasp of the asymmetrical color space. They
had understood how color difference could be mapped out practically on the Munsell
Color Wheel. While STU5 was able to use very subtle transitional colors like a
professional artist, L2P17 realized that the concept of harmony was to forcefully fit any
practical color application into pre-defined models, namely Simple Harmony, Contrast
Harmony or Balanced Harmony (Westland, 2007). Instead of clearing her doubts in
color harmony, she had learned about the complexity of transitional colors. That
enabled her to work more comfortably with all the browns and grays as well as a wider
range of greens. More elaborated explanations can be found in Appendix K.
6.7.2 Understanding of Color Space Asymmetry and its Practicability
In L2P17’s early response after the workshop (MG), before she joined the
DA2003 class, she had commented about knowing green color occupying the largest
color space was helpful to her. She also confirmed that by knowing the connection
between purple and dark brown had allowed her to use dark brown as a transitional
path with confidence. After the DA2003 class, she responded with a strong comment
by saying her early belief of the Itten Color Wheel without questioning its fundamental
concept behind was a big mistake in her learning of color theory. Her artworks done
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in DA2003 were good evidence of her grasp of practical color theory especially
transitional colors. It was also evident how her understanding of purple and green in
the asymmetrical color space had enabled her to apply transitional colors with
confidence.

Figure 84. Mixing Different Greens
Her comment about her understanding of how to mix different greens with other
colors instead of just blue and yellow was also significant. This involves changing all
three color attributes simultaneously during the color mixing process. For a chromatic
green, a beginner will normally change the green by mixing it with either a chromatic
blue or a chromatic yellow as shown by the dotted blue line in Figure 84. A beginner
normally does not dare to mix it with colors from the other side of the color space. This
limits their range of green colors. To expand the range of green, an experienced artist
will mix the green with other hues and / or transitional colors. Therefore, the green
after mixing will be shifted towards the inner part of the color space. It works like a
vector added with another vector in a different direction. The original vector will shift
along the direction of the added vector. The shaded area in Figure 84 shows an
extended range of greens that can be obtained. This is how one can achieve color
richness in green. However, students must not be left to learn from experience. A good
framework can serve as a learning guide for all students. Figure 5, the modified version
of the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel may serve this purpose. The benefit has
been discussed comprehensively throughout chapter 5.
Figure 85(a) and (b) are two L2P17’s paintings done in DA2003 as an exercise
to explore the range of green hue to understand how the range of green hue could be
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expanded by mixing it with further color vectors like browns, grays and other chromatic
colors further away from the green hue. She mentioned about mixing green with
vermillion and orange. In Figure 85(a), the greens skew towards yellow and pure green.
Some also had orangey-brown and yellowish-brown mixed to it. In Figure 85(b), the
greens showed more blue hue and some even carried gray and purple. Her
understanding of green occupying a larger color space was evident in these two
paintings.

(a)

(b)

Figure 85(a) and (b). L2P17’s Landscape Paintings done in DA2003 – Exploration of
Green Hue.
She also comfortably applied purple and browns as her transitional colors after
she had understood that dark brown acted like a duller purple and why purple would
likely to act as a transitional hue when multiple chromatic hues were used in one image.
Below was my explanation to her during the MG workshop as well as the DA2003
class. The reason why purple will most likely serve well as a connecting path for distant
chromatic hues on the asymmetrical color space can be illustrated in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. The modified version of the Two-Dimensional Munsell Color Wheel.
(Repost Figure 5 for ease of reference)

The two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel is a compressed version based on
the three-dimensional Munsell Color Space. In order to serve its practical needs, black
is not centralized to the middle of the circle, like how Munsell has set black, grays and
white as the central core vertically in the Munsell Color Space. The reason is that in
the asymmetrical color space, black is skewing more towards blue as shown in a
Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012). A similar reason can be derived from other browns.
Visually, different browns or black will look closer to certain chromatic hues. They need
to be placed or mapped next to their respective parent chromatic hues. This has also
been discussed in the brown-black equivalence of chromatic hues (Ng, 2018) as
shown in Figure 68.
Figure 5 also shows that red, orange and yellow occupy an overall smaller color
space as compared to blue or purple or green (Brown, 2001). Green hue covers the
largest color space in the Munsell Color Space.
When chromatic hues that are located far from each other, the connecting path
will either pass through the green hue region or the purple hue region. For colors like
red, orange and yellow, since the whole region is relatively smaller, the difference
between them is not as abrupt. Similarly, their neighboring transitional browns are not
too far from each other. Therefore, these neighboring browns will not have a good
connection with chromatic hues that are far away from them, like for example, a distant
green. Hence, this is left with two possibilities. The transitional path either passes
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through the very wide green color space or the purple color space to form the
connecting vectors. A hue group with blue orange and green could be a good example
to illustrate this issue.
Practically passing through the green hue space is less likely because the
green color space is the largest. Passing through the green space may involve finding
a lot of transitional colors since the green hue stretches from blueish green to
yellowish-green, covering a huge practical color space as seen in Figure 5 (Brown,
2001). Finding so many transitional colors in a wide color space, based on my
experience, is not a very practical approach. It may also change the mood of the whole
image by adding too many green colors. Therefore, the purple region becomes a more
likely choice to provide transitional colors to connect these distant chromatic hues.
L2P17’s artworks, as shown in Figures 74 and 75 were good examples of how she
applied purple and browns to work in this manner. She grasped the theoretical idea
and practical skill through her comprehensive understanding of color space
asymmetry. Her response further confirmed her understanding: ‘The idea of purple
and browns being colors that can connect other colors. …’ (L2P17, 2018)
Her understanding of green hue was also evidence of her grasp of the color
space asymmetry. ‘The idea that green has the widest color range, that was incredibly
helpful when mixing green and (I) added colors such as orange and vermilion.’ (L2P17,
2018)
I will argue that this has helped her overcome the problem of being bounded by
a stiff color application method based on the prescribed and ambiguous color harmony
framework. The learning of the practical differences between any two colors is more
critical than merely memorizing and applying prescribed color pairings or color
groupings. In addition, the color harmony framework may cause beginners to lock
themselves within this framework and continue to stay in confusion when it comes to
more complex color vector interactions. In section 5.7.2.1, a response from a student,
L2P11, from the MG, reflected her faithful belief in the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel
and the concept of color harmony. It was a concrete example of this fault. I use an
example here from the color harmony framework, the triadic color system, to illustrate
this issue.
Triadic color grouping belongs to the Balanced Harmony concept, one of the
three forms of color harmony (Westland, 2007). If any three colors are chosen from
the Itten Color Wheel, they may come from either a large color space region or a small
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color space region. However, the triadic color grouping does not consider this
difference. Therefore, beginners may be confused as to why sometimes it works, but
sometimes, it does not. They may not know it is caused by the unequal differences
between different sets of triadic colors. Hence, learning the true vector difference
between colors helped L2P17 in her color application and should serve other students
similarly. She confirmed that the class had shortened her learning curve and she
presented her paintings after the class which had reassured her learning effectiveness.
She was grateful that the workshop and the class exercises had cleared her
misconceptions in color theory. A few of her artworks done in the DA2003 class may
illustrate her learning effectiveness.

Figure 86. A paper cut exercise for the study of design and transitional colors by
L2P17. Transitional colors are circled red. (With permission from L2P17)
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Figure 87. A watercolor painting exercise of night lighting for the
learning of tonal design by L2P17. Transitional grays and
browns are shown in red circles. (With permission from L2P17)
In both Figures 86 and 87 L2P17 demonstrated her understanding of browns
and grays (including black). She applied them confidently to serve as transitional
colors. She was able to connect different chromatic hues well in both images although
both exercises were rather different in nature. The paper cut required a comparison
of the color attributes of sharp color patterns, as shown in Figure 86; while for the
night scene in Figure 87, there was a need to paint soft edges between chromatic
colors to form slow transitions.

Figure 88. Watercolor paintings by L2P17 demonstrating the use of purple as a
transitional color. (With permission from L2P17)
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In Figure 88, she demonstrated the use of purple as a transitional color. After
she had understood how purple may serve as a transitional pathway, she comfortably
connected purple with other chromatic hues and browns.
Similar to STU5, both of them reflected the tone of colors as the most critical
thing that they had to master although they both felt that it might take a lot more time
for them to master this skill. My argument is, they were able to sense the subtleties of
tonal variations after the training. They became a lot more critical about the tones of
colors in their application. Their response has reflected the effectiveness of the training
in improving students’ visual sensitivity to the tone of colors. Before working with
exercises involving the tones of colors, students may not see the importance of
knowing the subtle tonal difference between colors, as well as the exact tone of each
color. They further understood the impact of tone when they needed the knowledge to
work on the tonal design of images. However, discussions of tonal design may deviate
too much from the objective in this research. This discussion is thus omitted here.
L2P17 also raised a question about how to paint white objects. I illustrated it to
her with Sorolla’s painting as shown in Figure 89. Painting a white object is similar to
painting in tinted colors when all hues are mixed with white pigment. The color space
shrinks to the top as illustrated in Figure 81.
Here, I discuss how Sorolla makes his decision in hue and tone. A white object
has to be perceived with a slight tone range so that the form of the object can be seen;
or else the object will look flat. For the sail, a larger tonal difference can be seen at the
folded parts. This suggests the form change which shows the volume of the object, in
this case, the white sail. In other words, the colors in the folds (in the dark area) are
not quite white (bright in tone). On the right side of the sail, the large area with a very
little folding, he places very lightly cast shadows. In the grayscale image as shown in
Figure 89(b), for the same area, there is a very small change in tone between the sail
and the shadows. Sorolla uses the patterns of light and shadows to suggest the form
of the slight folding in the brighter area. The variation and richness of that area are
created with the use of subtle hue variations. With a closer look, it can be seen that
there are blue hue, yellow hue and purple hue within the cast shadows. Hence,
painting a white object requires an increase in the tone range to show the object’s
visual form, which in turn sacrifices the light tone – the whiteness of the object.
However, most areas will generally have a narrow tone range to maintain its whiteness.
That will therefore require variations in hue to show the richness of a white object.
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Figure 81 explains the approach. The color space shrinks and the difference between
color vectors of different hues also reduces. Therefore, the hue difference only shows
the color richness and will not cause a huge color visual tension. Hence, these tinted
colors could be comfortably placed next to one another. The color richness is achieved
without any concern.
It was therefore a bit more difficult for L2P17 to overcome this problem before
understanding this logic. Moreover, the skill in constructing the form may require a lot
of drawing experience which she likely might not have mastered without many years
of drawing practice. To decide where tone range or hue variation is required
respectively makes the issue even more complex. I would expect most of the art
students without many years of practical experience to face the same issue. However,
I am quite positive about her learning because she raised a question that had reflected
her sensitivity to the subtlety of tone-hue relationships.

(a)

(b)

Figure 89 (a) Joaquín Sorolla, Sewing the Sail (Sorolla, 1896b), 1896. Fondazione
Musei Covici di Venezia, Galleria Internazionale d'Arte Moderna di Ca' Pesaro,
Venice and (b) A grayscale image of Sewing the Sail.
This confirms that even students with a good understanding of the color theory
and with above-average skills may still require more practical experience and time to
fully master the subtlety of hue variations when tones of colors are used within a very
narrow range. However, this is not an issue connected to any training model. It is just
a common gap between a professional and a less experienced student even though
both have understood the same concept well. A professional’s visual sensitivity and
hand skills allow them to resolve subtlety with ease.
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6.7.3 Summary of Findings of Students Interviewed after DA2003 Class
Their interview responses have reconfirmed a few important pedagogical needs
for the teaching of color theory. A simple two-dimensional model was well appreciated
by students as an entry point. It could remove their fear of looking at a complex threedimensional model. Therefore, both of them felt very comfortable discussing with the
Munsell Color Wheel working like a map while they were aware that the Itten Color
Wheel could only serve as a basic introduction to colors. Students who only used the
Itten Color Wheel would immediately face issues during actual applications as
discussed above. No student was able to elaborate his/her learning with the threedimensional color space. That showed that its complexity would require time to master.
The complexity and usefulness of transitional colors, the browns, grays, purples
and black were better appreciated when transitional colors were discussed in
conjunction with chromatic parent hues. The placements of browns and black inside
the chromatic wheel in relation to their chromatic parent hues demonstrated its
effectiveness as a mapping system in helping students learning color. It further
elevated these students’ understanding of the vector nature in color application. Colors
worked in relative differences instead of the less measurable pairing or grouping
approach based on the ambiguous color harmony concept (Burchett, 2005). In
addition, the skewing of black towards blue and other browns towards their similar
parent chromatic hues served as a good start for these students to understand the
mapping nature of any practical color application.
With a basic understanding of the asymmetrical nature of color space based on
the Munsell Color Space, students figured out the importance of knowing the size of
each color space occupied by different hues. The green hue was the best example.
Students no longer used green as one simple hue as they had understood that within
the green hue region, they could achieve significant hue difference. To elaborate on
this advantage, a specific green may be able to generate a huge visual difference
against another green even in its purest form. It iss less likely that an orange or a
yellow hue could achieve the same range of variation.
One of the most important improvements observed as compared to the shorter
workshops was the significant increase in sensitivity to subtle color change both in hue
and tone, as reflected by their artworks. After a longer period of training with more
drilling through targeted exercises, students developed a greater sensitivity to subtle
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color transitions. That was one skill that would take many years of practice to acquire,
even for many professional artists. I see this as a huge contribution in assisting
students’ learning of colors. Overall, the interview has supported the findings from the
workshops as well as answering why some practical questions could not be easily
resolved even after the workshops.
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7. Conclusion and Recommendation
7.1. Pedagogical Direction of Practical Color Theory Framework
Based on the test results, the interviews of both professionals and students,
and the analysis, a few areas can be narrowed down for constructing an appropriate
color theory pedagogical structure for local tertiary art students. Below is a summary
of the areas required for the construction of a possible training syllabus. Each point
will be elaborated based on the discussion of results in chapters 5 and 6. These five
points below are also ranked based on the appropriate learning sequence. Students
need to grasp the basic hue-chroma relationship of colors (see Figure 5) and the tone
of colors before moving to apply transitional colors. Thereafter, they will develop
sensitivity to subtle color changes. That will enable them to visualize the asymmetrical
and three-dimensional color space. The visual tension and grouping of colors are the
most demanding color design skills. Therefore, this topic comes last.
i.

The advantage of the simplicity of the Itten model.

ii.

The effectiveness of training the tone of colors.

iii.

The necessity of an asymmetrical three-dimensional color space which reflects
the practical range of various hues and their connection with their neighboring
transitional browns and grays, with black and white included as part of the gray
family.

iv.

The understanding of the vector concept of color design which will assist
students’ learning of practical differences of colors instead of the philosophical
concepts like color harmony. Further understanding of each color mapped in
the three-dimensional color space or a simplified two-dimensional color map
(not to be seen as a wheel) will be useful.

v.

The basic understanding of visual tension and grouping of colors.
RQ1, about strengths and areas of concern in students’ learning of color theory,

RQ2, about practical requirements in the industry and RQ4, how to enhance students’
learning to align with industrial practice, can be answered with topics (iii), (iv) and (v).
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Table 39. Summary of the Strength of the Itten Color System and Munsell Color
System for Constructing A Color Training Syllabus.
Training Topics / Models
Itten
Simplicity

Munsell

Simple and can be

Complex and requires a

immediately accepted.

longer time to
experience the practical
difference of colors

Learning tone of colors

Learning transitional
colors

The training method is

The training method is

independent of any color

independent of any color

system.

system.

No transitional colors. Its

Accurately presents

improved three-

transitional colors and

dimensional model also

their relationship with

does not represent

their parent chromatic

transitional in

hues.

accordance with their
practical difference.
Learning the practical

Not able to present the

Able to present the

difference between

practical range of each

practical difference

hue in an application. Its

between any two colors

symmetrical layout

in any application. The

makes depends on the

vector concept of color

concept of color

application (Ng, 2018)

harmony which is not

can be implemented to

fully functional.

develop students’

colors

understanding and
sensitivity to this
practical difference
between colors.
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Entry-level
understanding of visual

It is not discussed in this

It is not discussed in this

model.

model but the

tension and grouping in

understanding of

color design

transitional colors will
add as a good
background for the
learning of visual tension
and grouping of colors.

Note: Itten: The Itten Color system, Munsell: The Munsell Color System

Practical exercises will be designed in conjunction with the theoretical framework
of these topics above to illustrate the relevance of each concept.
7.1.1.

Using a Simple Model as an Entry Guide
A simple entry model is needed especially for students who do not have any

experience in color theory. This point was reflected in both the test results and the
students’ interview feedback. In the test, for questions that were related to the direct
connection between hue and chroma, the IG group performed better than the MG. The
possible reason was that the three-dimensional model with all three attributes of colors
presented together might be difficult for students to be familiar with. Therefore,
isolating out the tone of colors helped students identify the hue and chroma of colors.
This was highlighted by STU2, a current ADM student taking Master of Art (2018 to
2020). This was also reflected in the email responses by IG students. They felt that
the framework helped them see color in applications better. This result is consistent
with research carried out by UIC (Gude, 1999). However, in order not to bring over the
practical weaknesses of the symmetrical Itten Color Wheel, I will suggest using my
modified version of the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel as shown in Figure 5. It
serves as a good entry guide for students learning color theory while it will not mislead
any beginner making them think that every hue has a similar practical range.
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7.1.2.

Learning of Tone of Colors
From both the quantitative and qualitative data, the tone is seen as one critical

visual element that needs a lot of attention as indicated by the literature review. In
about 500 years of painting history, from Renaissance to before Impressionism, the
tone has always been emphasized. Da Vinci’s chiaroscuro construction of forms
based on chiaroscuro as discussed in section 2.1.1 is based on tonal difference.
Figure 66 (a) is an example (Da Vinci, 1489-90). In both the quantitative and qualitative
results, the benefit of learning the tonal value of color is evident. Students acquired
the skill in identifying the tone of colors. It allows them to apply colors with confidence
since tone is one major factor for constructing three-dimensional visual space (Shapiro,
1994).
I designed a simplified model for the tonal training of colors (Ng, 2015, 2016).
It was derived from various instructional books I mentioned in the literature review in
section 1.1 (Dobie, 2005; Hill, 1992; McCaw, 2006). The effectiveness in the training
of tone of colors was evident in this research. The test results of both groups were the
first piece of evidence. Positive responses were reflected multiple times from email
interviews by both the IG and MG students in section 5.7.2.
In addition, L1P21 mentioned how it had helped him identify colors. He could
generate the depth of space based on the tone range. Similarly, the exercise also
helped students understand that some hue families actually had a very narrow tone
range. These hues had to depend on other hues with a wider tone range to create a
sense of space. It served further as an entry point for these students to realize the
asymmetry of a practical color space. Even though the IG students were not trained
with the concept of color space asymmetry, they started to sense the difference when
they were trained with the tonal exercise of colors. It may also help students clear up
complex interactive behavior of all three color attributes. It is easier for one to see hue
or chroma shifts once they are more confident with the tone of the color. That
immediately reduces one variable. It reduces the complexity of teaching the interactive
nature of all three color attributes once students are able to predict the tonal change
in any color mixing process.
Both L2P17 and STU5 from the DA2003 class felt the benefit of knowing the
tone of colors as well. With longer training time, they were both better at visualizing
and handling more subtle tonal differences. It was evident in their artworks produced,
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especially in STU5’s green painting, Figure 72. She was able to work with very subtle
transitions of all three attributes of colors. She was able to discover a wide range of
green colors as well as a full range of related transitional colors.
7.1.3.

Comprehensive Understanding of the Asymmetrical Nature of ThreeDimensional Color Space
Based on STU3’s feedback, the three-dimensional model provided a good

guideline in helping students understand the relationships between all three attributes
of colors. His feedback was consistent with the performance of IG and MG. The IG
students showed weaker performance without this knowledge. The MG did better in
the understanding of transitional colors and master artworks like the Impressionistic
artworks. They could relate the color application better with the help of the threedimensional model showing the connection between transitional colors and their
parent chromatic hues.
With the understanding of color space asymmetry, the MG also performed
better in color mixing and color shift questions. The asymmetry of the Munsell Color
Space is the most important character that helps a user decide the required practical
difference when choosing colors. Colors can hardly work in isolation. Therefore,
designing colors requires colors to be compared. The Munsell Color Space
constructed through mathematical measurement between colors (X-Rite, 2012)
provides this information comprehensively. Block’s teaching of color theory as
discussed by AE7 also added pages from the Munsell Color Book to complement the
deficiency of the Itten Color Wheel (Block, 2013). Positive examples were raised
multiple times by both professionals and students in the interviews.
First is the use of transitional browns and grays (with black and white included
as the family of grays). L2P22 and L2P27 both expressed that by seeing the
connection between these transitional colors and chromatic hues, they were able to
mix rich colors with logical reasons. Similar evidence was seen in L2P17’s and STU5’s
artworks after they had attended DA2003 class. L2P17 was able to use browns and
purple in good relation, knowing that dark brown and purple were members of the
same hue family. STU5 was able to apply a lot of colors with very subtle shifts in her
green painting, knowing both the size of green color space as well as how to create
subtle shifts in colors. The Munsell Color Space provides all the information.
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Both AE7 and students (P2P01, STU2 and L2P17) acknowledged the
importance of understanding that the green hue actually occupied the largest color
space. It was able to answer their doubts in many ways. AE7 even responded that he
was able to answer his doubts about shooting green forest documentary films.
Expanding this concept will further help students connect with the tone range of colors.
From tonal exercises, students will realize that some colors are intrinsically light and
do not have a dark counterpart, for example, the yellow hue. With this asymmetrical
color space model as a reference, it is, therefore, easier for them to figure out how
yellow will finally shift to the green hue region when it is shaded darker as shown in
Figure 73. The Munsell Color Space centralizes black, grays and white to form the
central core. In reality, to be critically precise, the central core should be skewed too.
When this model is used, it must be noted that the central cored is forcefully
centralized vertically.
Further evidence related to the importance of the asymmetrical color space was
also shown in students’ learning response. The MG showed a significant increase in
Flow. This was not seen in the IG. It was also supported by L2P22’s and L2P27’s
interview responses in section 5.7.1. They could see the strong benefit of learning this
piece of knowledge.
7.1.4.

Vector Concept of Color Application using Color Wheel as a Map
Expanding from the idea of color space asymmetry, I have developed a color

vector concept to help students visualize the complexity of the asymmetrical color
space (Ng, 2018). This was used as a training tool to complement the Munsell Color
Space. As illustrated by my modified version of the Munsell Color Wheel, as shown in
Figure 5, browns and black are placed in relation to their chromatic hues. Most
professionals (AE2, AE3, AE5 and AE6) interviewed also agreed that any color theory
framework developed should enable students to connect well with real-life practical
questions. This vector concept is illustrated as a map. The mapping concept is similar
to how an atlas is used. Coincidently, looking at the first painted Munsell Color Chart
(Figure 49 (Blaszczyk, 2012)), it used the word ‘atlas’ too. It is evident that my logic is
consistent with Professor Albert Munsell’s line of thought.
With the help of this color mapping concept, L1P21 felt that his color selection
process had become more logical and predictable than intuitive. In addition, this has
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overcome the need to use the concept of color harmony. Students no longer have to
memorize the complementary pairing, triadic or tetradic color groupings and become
confused by how much each color component should be used. They can easily map
out the difference in the modified Munsell Color Wheel. They could even perform a
more advanced color mixing and selection process by transferring this layout to their
palette.
Therefore, I would like to suggest removing the teaching of color harmony by
explaining to students its limitation and its conceptual fault. The conceptual fault of
color harmony has been discussed in section 6.5.4. In addition, the constraint and
misconception of the color temperature, as shown in Figure 82, further illustrate the
issue. Students can immediately realize the advantage of comparing colors by hue
differences instead of temperature differences (Ng, 2015, 2016).
For teaching purposes, I suggest that the training of color theory could start with
the modified Munsell Color Wheel, as shown in Figure 5. It allows students to grasp
the basic connections between browns, black and their parent chromatic hues.
However, there is one important point to emphasize. This color diagram works like a
map, as discussed in my previous paper. The vector nature of colors must be
explained to the students (Ng, 2018). With the concept of mapping, they can clearly
compare the difference between any two colors. This allows them to explore different
vector routes which creates flexibility in learning and exploring color design.
With this vector concept of color application, there are two additional changes
that can be included to comprehensively reflect the true practical range of each hue
as well as the asymmetrical nature of a practical color space. First, to reflect the
difference in the practical range of each hue in the two-dimensional map of colors,
taking reference from the Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012), the green should have
three different hues, blue has two, purple has two, while red, orange and yellow may
remain to have only one. Any refinement to add the in-between hues should follow the
practical range of each hue proportionally. This will clearly reflect the practical range
of each hue. The second change is for the three-dimensional color space. As seen in
section 2.3.2, most of the three-dimensional models, other than the Titchener’s model
(Gerritsen, 1988), centralize black, grays and white vertically. This neutral axis, I
suggest, should be skewed following Titchener’s model. This reflects that black skews
towards the darker blue and purple hue region. This change connects different
transitional colors to their parent hue better while it also solves one more problem.
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Light hues like yellow and orange do not have to show any darker components like
the current Munsell Color Book (X-Rite, 2012); yellow hue pages have a lot of green
and orange hue pages that have a lot of browns that totally do not reflect the character
of these chromatic hues. These portions will be linked to more relevant hues after
skewing the vertical neutral axis.
Students may use the two-dimensional mapping concept as a starting point
before exploring the complexity of the asymmetrical color space. This will serve as a
smoother transition for learning the complex relationship of chromatic colors,
transitional browns and neutral grays. This will further assist them in building a strong
foundation for learning more advanced color design skills which involve multiple
chromatic hues with stronger visual tension. Generally, the learning of color selection
or designing color involve judging the difference between any two colors placed next
to each other. The color design concept and its relationship with visual tension are
explained in the next section, 7.1.5.
7.1.5.

Visual Tension and Grouping of Colors, and Friend-Enemy Color Model
The selection of colors is heavily related to design. Visual tension, as discussed

by Professor Arnheim, acts as the root of visual dynamics (1976). Together with its
counterpart, grouping, they form the two opposite and influential factors in designing
color. Therefore, an introduction to visual tension and grouping of color will be a helpful
topic to link students’ learning with current industrial practice. The introduction of visual
tension can be constraint within color so that other visual elements will not need to be
considered together. This narrower scope of visual tension avoids the extensive
discussion of visual tension related to all other visual elements. Visual tension relates
to the anisotropy of a picture plane, the feeling of uneasiness of the visual subject or
other psychological impacts, are not as relevant in the training of basic color language
(Arnheim, 1976). Therefore, discussions of visual tension can be constraint within
colors for the learning of color theory. Since its counterpart, grouping (by similarity) is
easier to be accepted by beginners as compared to tension. An entry-level guideline
can be developed for the selection of colors based on grouping.
With this guideline, colors placed nearer to each other on the modified Munsell
Color Wheel as shown in Figure 5, are seen as ‘Friend-Colors’. They will show a
smaller difference in application. Colors further from each other can be considered as
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‘Enemy-Colors’ which will show more difference (or large tension) in an application
(Ng, 2015, 2016). Any end-user can use this idea to decide the amount of difference
required in each application. To illustrate this concept, I will use one of my watercolor
paintings as an example.
The watercolor painting below, Figure 90(a) has more orange orange-brown,
yellow ochre, raw sienna and yellowish-green as indicated by Figure 90(b), acting as
the Friend-Color group. The color groups used to create more differences are
considered as Enemy-Color groups. This is also indicated in Figure 90(b), namely the
dark brown, purple and blue region, and the pure green and brownish-green region.

Figure 90 (a) and (b). An example of a group of ‘Friend-Colors’ working against two
other groups of ‘Enemy-Colors’ in an image.
The friend colors act like close family members. They connect easily with each
other with a less overall difference in hue while the enemy colors act to create the
difference needed. This serves as an entry-level guideline in choosing colors when a
beginner is not able to fully visualize all three color attributes simultaneously in a threedimensional color space. They can also visualize how all the browns will act as
transitional colors to link the Friend-Color group and Enemy-Color group together.
Hence an image like Figure 90(a) can stay in unity with different hues located at distant
vector locations on the Munsell Color Wheel as circled in Figure 90(b).
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7.2. Recommended Pedagogical Design for Practical Color Theory
The new model, the Friend-Enemy Color Model, referring to Figure 90(b), is
able to provide the necessary guidelines as discussed from section 7.1.1 to 7.1.5. First,
it is presented two-dimensionally. It adopted the simplicity of the Itten Color Wheel.
Entry-level students are able to grasp it fast. Second, it does not assume that every
hue is similar. For the chromatic colors, there is only one yellow, one orange and one
red, but there are three greens. This teaches students the asymmetrical nature of a
color space. Students learn the practical difference between colors. Once students go
through the learning of tones of colors, they will appreciate this difference between
hues. This extends to the third important point. Since all the respective browns and
the black are shown in relationship to their parent chromatic hues, students
immediately learn the connection between them. After learning the practical
differences, they will realize that colors work through these differences. They cannot
be forcefully paired or grouped to function without knowing the actual differences
between them. This resolves the problem of color harmony and color temperature
misconceptions. Practically, it extends students’ understanding of the vector nature of
the color design. Color design becomes very flexible as long as the practical
differences between two or more colors can be mapped. With this level of
understanding, students can continue to be taught with the design concept of colors,
namely the visual tension and grouping of colors.
This entry-level model will hence create a strong foundation for students to
master the complex three-dimensional Munsell Color Space if that is needed in their
practice or the industry. This fully closes the gap between students’ learning and
industrial requirements. That answers RQ4, - what improvements can be introduced
to the teaching of color theory to enhance students’ learning, particularly to connect
their learning with the industrial practice.
Based on section 7.1, below is the suggested course outline. The details are
illustrated in the syllabus, attached in Appendix F. The suggested course is to be
carried out for 13 weeks. The length of the training period is similar to the DA2003
Watermedia Landscape Painting class. STU5 and L2P27 have shown their learning
effectiveness through their artworks presented.
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7.2.1. Course Outline
This course will introduce students to color theory. The color theory framework
is derived from the simplicity of the Itten Color Wheel and the comprehensive coverage
of the Munsell Color Space. Practical exercises are designed to illustrate each concept.
The scope of practical exercises covers hands-on color mixing, traditional painting,
analysis of historical artworks and industrial color applications to connect the learning
of color theory to real-life applications.
Objective
Students will learn about the three attributes of colors and the asymmetrical
nature of color space. This will enable them to resolve practical issues related to color
design and selection.
Scopes
i.

Introduction to the three-color attributes namely, tone, hue and chroma of color,
starting with a two-dimensional model and progressively moving to the
asymmetrical three-dimensional Munsell Color Space.

ii.

Introduction to transitional colors (browns and grays) with a two-dimensional
model and progressively moving to the asymmetrical three-dimensional
Munsell Color Space.

iii.

Discussion of the practical difference of hues and application range in color
space, especially the green hue, as it occupies the largest color space.

iv.

Practical exercises are introduced in conjunction with the color theory taught.
Practical exercises may include analysis of images from art history, traditional
painting language with optical color mixing, color mixing exercises, discussion
of current practical issues and basic design exercises related colors.

v.

Discussion of visual tension and the grouping of colors.

vi.

Introduction to the Friend-Enemy Color System (Ng, 2015, 2016) as an entrylevel guideline with a comprehensive discussion of the vector nature of the color
application (Ng, 2018).
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7.2.2. Training Outcomes
i.

The ability to differentiate the three color attributes which enable students to
apply different color attributes in the practical exercises given.

ii.

The ability to connect various browns and grays with their chromatic parent
hues and therefore enables students to use browns and grays in their color
design.

iii.

A good understanding of the asymmetrical nature of color space which enables
students to apply the vector concept of color application with the help of the
Friend-Enemy Color System.

iv.

An understanding of color visual tension and the ability to group colors and
contrast colors in a design.

v.

An understanding of color theory development in art history before and after
the Impressionist period with the help of the asymmetrical Munsell Color Space.
This will further assist students in relating color application with color theory.

7.2.3. Weekly Exercises
Week 1: Introduction to tone of colors by converting each color (including chromatic
hues, browns and grays) to grayscale (Ng, 2015, 2016).
Week 2: Introduction to hue and chroma of colors with two-dimensional Munsell Color
Wheel as shown in Figure 5, with an emphasis on the different practical range of hues.
Color mixing exercises and traditional painting exercises are designed to allow
students to compare the hue and chroma differences between colors.
Week 3 and 4: Connecting chromatic hues to the related browns and grays with the
help of the modified Munsell Color Wheel, Figure 5. With reference images, students
work on paintings with browns, grays and one chosen chromatic hue. By varying the
chromatic hues in different paintings, students learn the practical connections between
each chromatic hue and browns/grays. A color paper cutting and collage exercise can
be used as an alternative exercise to study this transitional character between browns,
grays and chromatic hues.
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Week 5, 6, and 7: Introduction to the three-dimensional and asymmetrical Munsell
Color Space. Color mixing exercises are used to explain the asymmetrical nature of
the Munsell Color Space.
Outdoor painting exercises are used to elaborate on a green hue and
blue/purple hue region which occupies the largest practical color space. Students
learn to mix different chromatic, tinted, shaded and brownish greens, blues and
purples to understand their range. These mixtures are applied to their paintings to help
them visualize the differences. These outcomes also have to be related to all three
attributes of color so that students can further understand the subtle differences
between colors. It develops the students’ sensitivity to the subtle transition of less
chromatic colors to develop students’ maturity in color application.
Analysis of master artworks before and after the Impressionist period based on
the Munsell Color Space to understand the use of tonal difference against hue/chroma
difference. Using these two different color concepts to work on exercises of interior
and outdoor images respectively. Alternatively, exercises can be designed to work on
digital paintings or design of space.
Week 8: Copying master artworks to understand the subtlety of color transition through
the optical mixing of colors. This is an extended exercise to further develop students’
sensitivity in color subtlety as well as understanding the interactive nature of adjacent
colors and underlayer colors.
Week 9 and 10: An introduction to the visual tension of colors through a paper collage
exercise. An example by L2P17 is shown in Figure 86. Students compare hue and
color differences of shapes to be collaged and understand the results of color grouping
as well as color visual tension.
Week 11 to 13: A final project that involves knowledge learned from week 1 to week
10.
Week 14: A final critique and review of students’ projects.
A sample syllabus is attached in Appendix F.
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7.3

Limitations, Possible Improvement and Future Research
There were a few areas that this research was not able to cover related to

training of color. These areas may be looked into to form different scopes of training
to benefit students in using color. First is the mathematical logic of modeling a color
space. Scientific characterization of colors and the mathematical measurements of
colors are too complex to be taught to tertiary visual art students who may not have
sufficient foundation in science and mathematics. Second, the cultural and emotional
content of color can only be taught based on contextual differences.
The reason for omitting the teaching of the cultural and emotional content of
color in practical color theory training has been explained in section 4.2. Artists
generally pick up contextual knowledge when they enter a specific industry. For
example, the color-coding used in a hospital is very different as compared to color
coding used in a design company creating greeting cards. Therefore, I will suggest
that some of the norms of a color culture or technical requirement of color can be
added to the training based on areas of specialization. For example, after a student
specializes in product design, a few norms of color coding in different industries can
be introduced to them with a clear explanation that these are contextual restrictions or
practice, not the theory. A design student may learn about the industrial norms for
colors chosen for certain products or festive occasions. To a designer, this may not
be a complete restriction, but it serves as a useful reference. This learning may
complement students’ learning of the fundamental theory of color but has to be done
based on the area of specialization.
Chevreul’s simultaneous contrast discussed in the literature review also
involves another important application skill that tertiary visual art students need to
acquire (Roque, 1996). This discovery informs us that our visual behavior is a dynamic
process. Color is never viewed as an isolated entity. It is always viewed in conjunction
with its adjacent color, which forces the viewed color to skew in the direction away
from its neighboring color. For example, a gray pattern will look more blueish when it
is placed next to an orange pattern. If it is placed next to a green pattern it will skew
towards red and will look more brownish. This subtle difference is not very evident to
a beginner. Therefore, this can only be an extension of the color theory class for more
senior tertiary art students who have acquired sufficient color theory and practical skills.
Only after they have developed enough visual sensitivity, this learning will then
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become meaningful. This knowledge will benefit them in developing visual sensitivity
to the subtle color difference which is useful in handling the complex design of color
mixtures with wide range transitional colors and chromatic colors from distant vector
locations in the color space.
The conceptual fault of color harmony also requires more research effort to be
rectified. Currently, there are not many research efforts covering this issue. That could
be one of the major reasons why the color harmony concept is still being taught in art
institutions worldwide and continues to be very popular. My journal article ‘A New
Approach for The Teaching of Practical Color Theory’ has discussed a typical issue,
the split complementary color selection based on the concept of color harmony (Ng,
2015). Selecting different groups of hues does not perform similarly. This has clearly
reflected its conceptual fault. More research effort has to be done to resolve this fault
so that students no longer need to be bound by this rigid framework. Since all three
forms of color harmony, namely Simple Harmony, Contrast Harmony and Balanced
Harmony are not quantifiable, it should not be taught as an application guideline. In
the end, the user still learns his or her own and develop the selection based on
personal taste. It has no difference from one who solely learns from experience even
without this conceptual framework. Hence this issue needs to be rectified with more
research effort.
The difficulty in visualizing an asymmetrical color space for entry-level students
also need some attention. Over the years, while I am working on pedagogical research,
I have also developed a software tool that may assist students in the visualization of
the complex three-dimensional color space. It was supported by an NTU Edex grant.
I have developed an initial version of a color image analysis software. The software
adopts the Munsell Color Space as its framework. Currently, the software can be used
to map out colors of any given images and it has a library of master artworks
downloaded with a free license from the Metropolitan Museum of Art website and
Louvre Museum website. It may assist students in their analysis of color used in
master images and current industrial samples. This not only builds up their visual
experience, but it also enhances their understanding of color theory learned. The
software was developed along with my research study of color theory literature. The
literature provided two pieces of important guidelines. First is the practical difference
between adjacent colors, based on all three attributes of colors, namely tone, hue and
chroma, which must be mathematically accurate. Therefore, the asymmetrical Munsell
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Color System was adopted as it was developed based on mathematical measurement
of the three-color attributes as shown in 2.2.7. Second is how the color model
developed will be able to map eras in art history. Therefore, all three attributes must
be presented in connection. Again, the Munsell Color System is able to cover this need.
In Appendix J, I used the software to analyze one painting by Da Vinci (Figure 68) and
another by Joaquin Sorolla (Figure 69) to illustrate the difference. The software can
be further improved to incorporate more analytical tools in which students can explore
and understand color interactions in images. That will serve as a self-learning and
feedback tool to accelerate students’ learning of color theory. Extended research effort
and funding are needed to expand the capacity of this interactive color analysis
software.
Currently, Adobe Photoshop adopts the symmetrical color wheel similar to the
Itten Color Wheel. It applies a transformation to map the asymmetrical range of colors
onto the symmetrical color wheel. It is a very popular image manipulation software for
art students. Students are heavily influenced by its presentation. In short term, it will
be very difficult to migrate from the symmetrical model to an asymmetrical model
without a huge investment in software development to move away from this old color
theory framework. Art students must be educated about the deficiency. In fact,
Photoshop also uses two other presentations, namely ‘Hue Cube’ and ‘Brightness
Cube’ models to complement the symmetrical color wheel presentation. Extended
research and development effort can be carried out on Photoshop plugins to expand
its color selection approach to complement its deficiency.
7.4

Summary of Research Contribution
The research findings have addressed the issue related to Singapore tertiary

visual art students’ learning of color theory. The deficiency of these students’ color
theory knowledge has been understood. The pedagogical improvement suggested is
able to address this issue and therefore enables their learning to connect with the
industrial adopted color theory model.
The new training approach starts with a simpler two-dimensional color theory
model which enables entry-level tertiary art students to have a smoother transition
from this model to a comprehensive three-dimensional color theory model. The
learning of the three-dimensional model emphasizes on the asymmetrical nature of
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the practical color space. Students can develop a vector concept color design and
selection which fulfills industrial needs.
The research could only limit itself to form a pedagogical model to teach
universal parameters like tone, hue and chroma of colors and their practical
characteristics. Contextual based experience has to be learned by each artist or
student in their field of practice based on different requirements provided by that
specific industry. The mathematical and scientific models of color theory are also too
complex to be taught to art students. In addition, the dynamic nature of our visual
behavior makes it even more sophisticated to be learned or taught. Therefore, this
research concludes with a simplified model to assist students’ learning of only the
generic practical issues of colors. It connects them to the industrial practice and
standard.
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Appendix A: Course Content, Outlines and Syllabi from MIT and California State
University, Northridge
Course Content of ‘Art of Color’ from MIT 5.
Extracted from https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/experimental-study-group/es-298-art-ofcolor-spring-2005/syllabus/ on 10 May 2017
Course Meeting Times
Lectures: 1 session / week, 2 hours / session
Course Description
This studio seminar first reviews the principles of visual design. It then launches into
beginning studio projects that explore the basic principles of using of color in the visual
arts. Projects include familiarization with colors, color and value balance, color as
expression, color as impression, color squares, color as construction, warm-cold colors,
and the interaction of colors. The course also examines the science of color; students
study the physics, neuroscience, chemistry, and mathematics of color theory.
Each student works on one large final project dealing with "Interaction of Color," that
often includes multi-media uses of color.
Calendar

5

SES #

TOPICS

1

Interaction of Color

2

Historical Use of Color in the Arts

3

Visual Design and Unified Space

4

Color Balance

5

Color as Expression

6

Color as Impression

7

Searching for Tension: Color Squares

8

Warm-Cold Colors

9

Learning to Use Watercolors

10

Composition and Painting

Dourmashkin, P. (2005, Spring 2005). MIT Course - ‘Art of Color’ Syllabus. Retrieved from
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/experimental-study-group/es-298-art-of-color-spring2005/syllabus/
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SES #

TOPICS

11-14

Painting Studio

15

Final Review

Required Art Materials
• Box of Color-Aid Paper 6" x 9". The version with 220 colors is fine for this class.
• Gray Values 9" x 12" package by Color Aid
• 1 Pelikan Gouache 12 color set
• 20" x 26" cardboard or redtag portfolio
• 5 sheets of heavy weight white coverstock 20" x 26" (or 2-ply bristol)
• 24" metal ruler
• 30-60-90 triangle
• Heavy-duty retractable utility knife, along with extra blades.
• Post-it Glue Stick
• Rubber cement and rubber cement pick-up
• Masking tape, 1"
• Pencils and erasers
• 20" x 26" cutting surface: 1/8" chipboard or back of old sketchpad
Textbook
Itten, Johannes. The Art of Color. Translated by Ernst van Haagen. Wiley;
Revised edition, 1997. ISBN: 9780471289289.
Grading Policy
ACTIVITIES

PERCENTAGES

Nine Class Projects (5% each)

45%

Mid-Term Project

20%

Final Project

20%

Class Participation

15%

Projects:
Students will complete a number of projects in this course, both during class and on
their own time. As a final project, each student will be asked to work on one large color
project that may include multi-media use of color. A goal of this seminar is to provide
students with an opportunity to express their artistic and creative sensibilities.
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SES #

1

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

Interaction of Familiarization
Color
with Colors

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS
Organize the entire
color-aid pack according
to the value of the color
progressing from the
lightest colors to the
darkest colors.
Fully Saturated
Squares

2

EXAMPLE
S

Color

Cut a 4-1/2" x 4-1/2"
gray square. Cut a 3" x
3" white square (paper)
and center it on the gray.
Then cut a 1" x 1" red
square and center that
on the white paper.
Repeat this but replace
the white paper with
black paper. Mount both
pieces side by side on a
13"
x
14"
white
coverstock. Now repeat
this using a blue square
Fully Saturated
and then a yellow
Color Squares
Historical Use
square instead of the red Color
of Color in the
square. You will have six Wheel
Color
Values
Arts
projects mounted on (JPG)
three
sheets.
Color Wheel
Color

Values

The second exercise
involves placing the
same color square on
three different color
grounds. The grounds
are chosen to have the
same value, a darker
value, and a lighter
value as the color
square.
The
color
square should be 1" x 1"
and the grounds 3" x 3".
Center the square on the
ground and mount all
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS

EXAMPLE
S

three projects side by
side by side on a 13" x
14" white coverstock.
Color

Wheel

Make a color wheel
using the fully saturated
colors in your color-aid
pack. Cut out the sizes
using the color wheel
template handed out in
class. The wheel should
be mounted on 11"x12"
white coverstock paper.

3

Use 3 letters, each of a
different primary color,
to organize a figureground composition on
12" x 12" coverstock
paper.
The
letters
should overlap each
other. One design goal
is to activate the entire
space, both figure and
ground.
A
second
design goal is to
construct a contained
Letters:
Color space and a containing
Visual Design
Transparency
space. Concentrate on
and
Unified
and
Unified creating
shape
by
Space
Space
applying shape. Pay
attention to the scale.
The third design goal is
to use the overlapping
areas of the letters to
create the illusion of
additive or subtractive
colors by replacing the
letter color with the
appropriate color formed
by the combining the
colors of the overlapping
areas. Whenever there
is an overlapping space
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Transparen
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and
Unified
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(JPG)
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS

EXAMPLE
S

select a secondary color
which corresponds to
the correct mix of the
primary colors. Carefully
choose the value of the
secondary color to give
a sense of a threedimensional weave of
the two letters.
Make a series of color
balances on 12" x 12"
coverstock paper using:

4

- Five grays, 3" high of
varying
widths.
- Four grays and one
color.
- Three grays and two
colors.
- Two grays and three
colors.
- One gray and four Color
colors.
Balance
Five
colors. (JPG)

Color Balance Color Balance

All gray and color
selections are 4-1/2"
high and the widths will
vary according to the
need to balance the
color
values.
Each
project should involve
different choices of
grays and colors. Do not
juxtapose
monochromatic colors.

5

Color
as Color
Expression
Expression

In this project you will try
to
render
internal
emotional states and
as external
physical
concepts in color. These
concepts are points of
departure
for
your
expression.
It
is
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS
sometimes possible to
give expression to these
states with as little as
two or three colors. You
may also choose to use
as many as ten colors.
The project involves the
juxtaposition of colors
one next to another. The
idea is to use pure color
and minimal form, so we
juxtapose the colors
either horizontally or
vertically. It may happen
that your expression
requires slanted use of
color but remember we
are not trying to create
representational forms
for our ideas. This is a
creative project where
quantity and quality of
color play a significant
role related to your
memory of color and the
symbolic meaning of
color. Keep in mind that
we
are
always
concerned with creating
unified space. Thus, you
should incorporate the
ideas of color balance
into
the
project.
You should select 3
physical concepts and 3
abstract concepts from
this list of 20 physical
concepts
and
20
abstract concepts. You
should use the full Color
Aid paper. However the
ultimate horizontal or
vertical size of the
project will depend on
your choice of colors.
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS

EXAMPLE
S

Some abstract concepts
include:
anxiety,
innocence,
sadness,
hope, silence, fear,
rebellion,
tragedy,
gentleness, apathy, joy,
religious
transport,
confinement, strength,
violence,
festivity,
celebration,
solitude,
and
nightmare.
Some physical concepts
include: height, tempest,
spring, summer, fall,
winter, twilight, ocean,
dawn, desert, woods,
murmur, marsh, flight,
earth, night, heat, rain,
dream.

6

Choose one season;
spring, summer, fall or
winter.
Select
one
hundred different colors
which
give
the
impression
of
that
Color
as
Color
as
season. Cut from each
Color Impression
Impression
Impression
color a 1 1/2 " x 1 1/2 "
(JPG)
square. You may need
more colors later on so if
you
selected
120
different colors you will
find it easier to assemble
the project.

7

Construct two 8" x 8"
squares which consists
of ten smaller squares: 3
Searching for
squares are 4" x 4"; 3
Color
Balance
Tension: Color
squares are 2" x 2"; and
and Tension
Squares
4 squares are 1" x 1".
The first square is
constructed from 10
distinct gray values.
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS

EXAMPLE
S

Each square should be
distinct, yet all the
squares must form a
balanced unified space.
The second square is
constructed from 10
distinct color values
Mount the project on
11"x12"
white
coverstock.

8

Warm-Cold
Colors

Choose a 100 different
warm colors, and cold
colors, and colors in
between to render the
passage from warm to
Warm and Cold
cold or vice versa. Then
Colors
juxtapose
the
100
different colors in a
square. The emotional
content of the warm-cold
relation is explored.
Collect color images in
the
following
six
categories:

Midter
m

Midterm Project

Paintings
Food
Unusual
Images
Flowers
Textiles
- Human Interactions.
These images should
stress the interaction of
color. Avoid single color
images
or
monochromatic images.
Choose five images
from each category.
Mount those images on
14" x 13" overstock.
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Warm and
Cold Colors
(JPG)
A
Color
Square
(JPG)
(Courtesy of
Thuy-Tien
Le.
Used
with
permission.
)
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SES #

CLASS TOPI
CS

PROJECT TOPI
CS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI
ONS

EXAMPLE
S
A
Watercolor
Painting by
Dugan
Hayes(JPG
) (Courtesy
of
Dugan
Hayes.
Used with
permission.
)

Final

Watercolor
Paintings

Cut matteboard
mount paintings.

A
Watercolor
Painting by
Jess
Sundberg
(JPG)
(Courtesy of
Jess
and Sundberg.
Used with
permission.
)
A
Watercolor
Painting by
George Lin
(JPG)
(Courtesy of
George Lin.
Used with
permission.
)
A
Watercolor
Painting by
Prof. Peter
Dourmashki
n (JPG)

Readings:
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Textbook
Itten, Johannes. The Art of Color. Translated by Ernst van Haagen. Wiley;
Revised edition, 1997. ISBN: 9780471289289.
References (Class Inspection)
Nordland, Gerald. Richard Diebenkorn. New York, NY: Rizzoli, 2001. ISBN:
9780847823482.
Adriani, Götz. Cezanne Paintings. Translated by Russell Stockman. New
York, NY: Harry N Abrams, 1995. ISBN: 9780810940260.
Haftmann, Werner. Emil Nolde. Translated by Norbert Guterman. Koln, Germany: M.
DuMont, Schauberg, 1958.
Cowart, Jack. Henri Matisse: The Early Years in Nice, 1916-1930. New
York, NY: H.N. Abrams, 1986. ISBN: 9780894680977.
Alviani, Getulio, Nicholas Fox Weber, and Friedrich W. Heckmanns,
eds. Josef Albers. Milano, Italy: L'Arcaedizioni, 1988. ISBN: 8878380016.
Hobbs, Robert Carleton. Milton Avery. Introduction by Hilton Kramer. New
York, NY: Hudson Hills Press, 2007. ISBN: 9780933920958.
Matisse, Henri. The Last Works of Henri Matisse, 1950-1954. Texts by Pierre Reverdy
and Georges Duthuit. Paris, Verve, 1958.
Tanaka, Ikko, Kazuko Koike, and Mitsukuni Yoshida, eds. Japan Color.
San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 1983. ISBN: 9780877013051.
Klee, Paul. Notebooks. Edited by Jurg Spiller. Translated by Ralph Manheim and
Heinz Norden. Vol. 1: The Thinking Eye, and Vol. 2: The Nature of Nature. Woodstock,
NY: Overlook Press, 1992. ISBN: 0879514663.
California State University, Northrigde
Extract from
http://www.csun.edu/sites/default/files/Art%20148%20Color%20Theory%20Syllabus
%20Fall%202014.pdf on 10 May 2017
Art 148 - Color Theory, Fall 2014 6
Ron Petrosky
ronald.petrosky@csun.edu
Office: Classroom when available or office in AC602
Office hours: 5-6:30 PM Mondays and Wednesdays 5-6:30 PM in AC602 . Most of
the time we can discuss issues informally but when more time is needed make
appointments through the Art Advisement Office.
COURSE DESCRIPTION (University catalog)
Prerequisite: Art 140. An introduction to basic theories of color.
It will be helpful if you know Photoshop, Illustrator, Paint or have taken Art 200. Later
in
6

CSU-Northridge. (2015, 2015). Art 148 Color Theory. Retrieved from
https://www.csun.edu/sites/default/files/Art%20148%20Color%20Theory%20Course%20Outli
ne%20Fall%202015%20copy%202.pdf
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the semester we will have the option of executing selected projects digitally.
Investigations of color harmony and its development as applied to two and threedimensional visual form. Introductory studies of psychological and physiological
aspects of color are investigated.
Course description (instructor)
Focus on the basic visual and aesthetic interactions of color, the science of color
perception and the metaphysical nature of color perception and use in fine art and
applied design. The course utilizes the major theories of colorists such as Itten, Albers,
Goethe, Hofmann, etc. as a primary structure in which to study distinct color properties
and functions. The course combines lecture, demonstration, and critique with
intensive hands
– on color exploration. There will be intensive exercises in color mixing focused on
exploring hue, value, intensity, temperature, transparency, color interaction, etc., in
the first half of the semester. The second half of the semester will consist of more
digitally completed projects as an option to project completion (as opposed to painting
for those with the digital skills) that may require the student to develop a conceptual
model and apply these basic concepts and incorporate additional color concepts such
as color harmony, symbolism, space, etc. and also incorporate art principles and
elements as well as employing alternative media and technologies.
Art Program Goals
Basic skills: developing a foundation of art knowledge, theories, skills,
craftspersonship and technologies, where ideas and concepts are communicated in
writing, speaking and art making.
Art knowledge broadening: knowledge of ancient through contemporary art and to
develop an understanding of art within theoretical, cultural, and historical contexts.
Critical thinking: analyzing, interpreting, and questioning traditional methodologies
and pre-conceived notions of art and art making through the process of generating
and solving problems.
Interdisciplinary connections: exploring and engaging in interdisciplinary forms of
art making.
Global perspectives: promoting an appreciation and tolerance of diverse
Perspectives dealing with art, culture, teaching and learning.
Collaboration: encouraging both individual and collaborative art experiences among
students, faculty, and community.
Professional preparation: developing career paths for various art professions and
an understanding of the demands and expectations of those areas.
Arts and Humanities Goals
Goal: Students will understand the rich history and diversity of human knowledge,
discourse and achievements of their own and other cultures as they are expressed in
the arts, literatures, religions, and philosophy.
A-11
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Student Learning Outcomes
Students will:
1. Explain and reflect critically upon the human search for meaning, values, discourse
and expression in one or more eras/stylistic periods or cultures.
2. Analyze, interpret, and reflect critically upon ideas of value, meaning, discourse
and expression from a variety of perspectives from the arts and/or humanities.
3. Produce work/works of art that communicate to a diverse audience through a
demonstrated understanding and fluency of expressive forms.
4. Demonstrate ability to engage and reflect upon their intellectual and creative
development within the arts and humanities.
5. Use appropriate critical vocabulary to describe and analyze works of artistic
expression, literature, philosophy or religion and a comprehension of the historical
context within which a body of work was created or a tradition emerged.
6. Describe and explain the historical and/or cultural context within which a body of
work was created or a tradition emerged.
Specific course goals and student learning outcomes for art 148
1. Develop and demonstrate a basic working understanding of the visual nature,
behavior, and interaction of color including color dimensions of hue, value,
intensity, temperature and contrast in both additive and subtractive modes.
2.
Develop and demonstrate a foundational understanding of the role and
application of color in the history of art and design and color’s cultural and
emotional dimensions.
3.
Develop and demonstrate a basic understanding of color as relates to
composition and form
4. Develop and demonstrate a basic knowledge and understanding of prominent
color theorists and their writings regarding color
5. Develop and utilize in critiques a vocabulary for discussing color as pertains to
art and design
Course Structure
This is a studio course involving significant in-class and outside work time for
assignments, as well as an introduction to materials, demonstration of processes,
discussion of principles and properties of color, discussions of historical examples,
PowerPoint lectures, and critiques of student work.
Topics include:
1. Color Perception: Psychological and physiological
2. Introduction to color systems, circles, solids, visual color wheel, mixing
color wheel
3. Introduction to color theorists: Aristotle, Albers, Hofmann, Itten, Goethe,
Munsell, Newton, Chevreul, Rood, etc.
4. Historical examples of the employment of color theories/principles in art
and design
5. Interactions of hue, value (gradation, interval, contrast), warm and cool
color temperature, chromatic compliments and neutrals.
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6. Saturation
7. Simultaneous contrast and color relativity
8. Color hue, intensity, temperature, and value as a means to define space:
Hoffman’s “push-pull”, aerial perspective, etc.
9. Color harmony systems and disharmony
10. Extension and proportion of light in composition
11. Color as pertains to digital, photographic and three-dimensional
applications
12. Color symbolism: The psychological and cultural implications of the use
of color.
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING PROCEDURES:
General Policies
The University withdrawal policy is followed in this class.
Approximate distribution of grade weight
Color Journal @10% Tests: Two @10% Projects @65%
Final Project @15%
Attendance Policy:
Attendance is required. Class begins at the scheduled class time and I will take roll at
that time or sometime during the class. The following will be applied in determining
the final grade in the course.
•

Three absences are allowed without penalty. More than three absences will
result in a lower final grade in the course.
The three allowed absences are given for illness and other unavoidable events.
A doctor’s note will not excuse more than three absences. If illness requires
more than three absences, a medical withdrawal from the course is
recommended.

• Roll is taken every class. Three late arrivals or early departures will be counted
as an absence.
•

You may ask at any time for your attendance and grade information.

A total of 5 absences may result in a failing grade, my option.
If you arrive late it is your responsibility to let me know you are present. Students are
responsible for completing any work missed during their absence. I might make
adjustments and changes to the class schedule so I recommend that you exchange
contact information with your fellow classmates. It is your responsibility to be informed
about materials, class schedule, assignments and due dates.
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Each day there will be introductions of topics, demonstrations, some slide lectures,
and critiques of in class and homework assignments. It is essential for you to be here
ON TIME, and WITH ALL REQUIRED MATERIALS in order to keep up with the
material and to learn and progress.
*Showing up to class without the required materials= 1 absence.
GRADING POLICY
Each project, assignment and test will be worth a predetermined amount
of
points
Project, assignments and test grading is built on the
unit of 4 pts. On a quiz or
project worth 4 points. Grades are as follows:
4 pts. = A, 3 pts. = B, 2 pts. = C, 1 pts. = D, 0 pts. = F
On more complex projects or tests grading of these
will be on multiples of 4 pts. A complex project can be
worth 8, 12 or 16 pts. Etc. In each case you will
determine your grade by dividing your total points by
the multiplier value of the project.
Example: Project worth 48 pts. Multiplier value = 12
You earn 48 divided by 12 = 4, which is an A You earn 36 divided
by 12 = 3, which is a “B” You earn 24 divided by 12 = 2, which is a
“C”
At the end of the semester I will add up total points,
total multipliers, divide and that will be your grade.
Recognize that my grading system is not based on
percentages!
Example:
If the
total
end--‐of--‐semester points
available are 840. The divisor is 210 (divisor
obtained by dividing 840 by 4)
A total of 840 pts ÷ 210 = 4.00 which is an “A” for the class.
A total of 720 pts ÷ 210 = 3.43 which is a “B/B+” for the class
A total of 420 pts ÷ 210 = 2.00 which is a “C” for the class
A-, A = outstanding; B-, B, B+ = very good; C-, C, C+ = average; D-, D, D+ =
barely passing; F = failure. See the University catalog for grade symbols and
GPA figure equivalents:
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Incompletes: Incompletes will be given only in extremely extenuating circumstances
and at my discretion. Work commitments, travel, family obligations, sports team
activities, etc. do not meet the definition of extenuating circumstances. From the
catalog: “The symbol “I” indicates that a portion of required coursework has not been
completed and evaluated in the prescribed time period due to unforeseen, but fully
justified reasons, but that a substantial portion (at least 60%) of the course
requirement has been completed
with a passing grade and that there is still a possibility of earning credit. The work that
is incomplete normally should be of such a nature that it can be completed
independently by the student for later evaluation by the instructor. An “Incomplete”
shall not be assigned when a student would be required to attend a major portion of
the class when it is next offered”.
Late work: ALL in-class and homework assignments must be kept throughout the
semester. No excuses regarding lost or destroyed artwork will be accepted. Late
assignments will be reduced in grade 25% for each class period the work is late. At
four class periods it will count as a “0” in the grade book. It is better to turn in something
partially finished rather than turning in nothing at all. You are allowed to turn in
reworked projects for a better grade if those projects were turned in complete and on
time on the day it was originally due. When redoing a project both the original and
redone work must be submitted. However habitually turning in incomplete projects
and reworking them for a better grade will preclude you earning an “A” for the
semester no matter how well the reworked projects are executed.
I will evaluate your work using the following criteria as a matrix although some
projects may use only a partial list of these criteria in the grading matrix.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grasp of the project objectives
Ability to follow instructions
Ability to solve the problem in an inventive way
Composition- dynamic design
Your initiative and growth as an artist
Your integration of technique, process and content
Sensitivity in your use of the materials
Presentation
Completion on time
Concept: The idea behind your work

The plus/minus system of grading is used in the final grading for this course.
Student Conduct Code
Students are expected to "act at all times with integrity and with respect toward all
members of the campus community. The University assumes that all students will
conduct themselves as mature, responsible, and law-abiding citizens who will
comply with University policies and regulations." See the CSUN student code of
conduct for additional rules and clarification here:
http://www.csun.edu/a&r/soc/studentconduct.html
Classroom Ethics
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• Those students who arrive first have their selection of seats. If you want a preferred
seat get to class early. Do not expect someone who is already seated and set up to
move to accommodate you. There may be times when we will need to move a number
of people
to change a set up etc. but in general, when you come in to class you can choose
from any
remaining seats/space etc.
• Store all of your bags, art bins, portfolios etc. in front of your drawing horse or under
your seat. Keep walkway areas between benches and rows clear. This is to allow both
students and myself to walk amongst the benches.
• No IPods or headsets may be used in this class. I do bring speakers for every day,
and you are welcome to play music on them, as long as it is “music that we can
paint/collage to.” I reserve the right to veto.
•You are expected to clean up after yourself and to help put away still life materials at
the end of class.
•You are expected to take part in class critiques.
• Turn off all cell phones during class. Text messaging and phone calls are prohibited
in
this class. If I have to ask you more than once to turn off cell phones etc., it will be
noted in the grade book and it will lower your final grade by one point for each time I
need to speak to you about this. If there is an emergency that requires your leaving
either of these on please let me know ahead of time. Basically I do not want to see a
cell phone or hear one ring.
• You are welcome to bring a laptop computer to class however if you are seen
working on another class project or checking email etc. during class time I will ask you
to stop. Just as with cell phones if I have to ask you more than once it will affect your
final grade.
• You are welcome to bring light snacks and/or drinks into class. However make sure
that
All drink containers have a tight fitting, spill proof lid. Keep all food items and drinks
away from all art work at all times. Please clean up after yourself so that we may
continue this privilege. No food (Salads, Hamburgers, Pizza, Potato Chips, etc., no
sounds or smells!) in the classroom, at all, ever!
The role of critiques
A critique is a group activity where an artwork’s content, ideas, formal qualities and
relationships to contemporary art practices are discussed. The following are very
general guidelines for a successful critique:
1) Always be courteous and respectful of others in a critique. 2) Give honest,
thoughtful and constructive feedback. 3) Speak to/about the work and not to/at the
maker. 4) Try to differentiate between your taste and your critical evaluation of the
formal properties of a work. 5) Support your comments with objective, concrete
observations of the work. 6) Leave your ego at the door, listen to comments objectively
and do not take negative criticism personally nor get too excited about positive
criticism, your critics can be wrong about both.
To earn an A or A- you must do the following
• Earn an overall grade of at least an A- on the above mentioned projects
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• Meet all deadlines
• Have no more than three absences.
• Be on time to class and do not leave class early (unless emergency)
• Have the necessary supplies to work in class
• Take notes and/or sketch lecture material
• Begin to grasp color and compositional terms and communicate this with me by
using them in class
• Demonstrate enthusiasm about the subject by being involved in the class - share
ideas;
ask questions etc.
To earn a B+, B or B- you must do the following
• Earn an overall grade in the B range on the above mentioned projects
• Meet all deadlines
• Have no more than three absences.
• Be on time to class and do not leave class early (unless emergency)
• Have the necessary supplies to work in class
• Take notes and/or sketch lecture material
• Begin to grasp color and compositional terms and communicate this with me by
using
them in class
• Demonstrate enthusiasm about the subject by being involved in the class - share
ideas;
ask questions etc.
Academic Dishonesty
Academic dishonesty is an especially serious offense for which a student may be
expelled, suspended or awarded a failing grade to an assignment, examination or the
entire course. Academic dishonesty includes cheating, fabrication, facilitating
academic
My class will be reported to the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and
the most severe disciplinary action will be taken. See the University catalog.
Additional Notes
If, for any reason I need to cancel a class I will do my best to email you and let you
know
in advance. However, if it is due to illness, I may only be able to let you know 24 hours
or less in advance. If it is due to snow and the I-5 is shut down I may not know until
the morning of class day. Therefore you might want to check email prior to coming to
school, especially if you are only coming to campus for this one class or if you have a
significant commute.
Bring all required materials to class as instructed. You cannot complete
assignments without the necessary materials. Not being prepared with
materials will result in a tardy entered on your attendance record. It’s your
responsibility to be prepared. I do not provide materials! If you must
borrow materials from a willing and kind classmate, remember to return
the materials! That which is borrowed with no intent to be returned is
stolen!
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I make every effort to ensure artwork submitted to me by students is kept as
safe as possible from loss or damage. However, accidental damage or loss or
damage is a rare but possible occurrence. I assume no liability for such loss or
damage. Projects to be accomplished with materials (i.e., glass, plastic, resins,
etc.) other than traditional drawing and painting materials appropriate for the
class must have prior approval
from the instructor before being produced and submitted for grading. Students
should
cover or reasonably package (no oversized boxes, foam beads, etc) artwork to
minimize possible damage.
Recommended Texts: You should be able to find these in the Library, these are not
the only books on color theory, only the ones I have read so far so I can recommend.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Elements of Color by Johannes Itten
The Interaction of Color by Josef Albers
Color, a workshop Approach, David Hornung, ISBN 0-07-302305-1
Color Workbook, Becky Koenig, ISBN13:978-0-205-65639-4
Color, Paul Zelanski and Mary Pat Fisher, ISBN 978-0-20563-560-3
Color, The new Munsell Student set, ISBN 978-1-60901-156-7
Color by Betty Edwards: A Course in Mastering the Art of Mixing Colors - Betty
Edwards
• Bright Earth: Art and the Invention of Color - Philip Ball (excellent book!)
• Color: A Natural History of the Palette - Victoria Finlay ( a personal account of
explorations of the origins of certain pigments, nice read, philosophical)
• Designing with color- Chris Dorosz and JR Watson, ISBN 978-1-56367-859-2
(pithy and excellent illustrations, good on color and composition)
• Black, the history of a color, Michel Pastoureau, ISBN 978-0-691-13930-2 ( the
read)
• A Perfect Red, Amy Butler Greenfield, ISBN 978-0-06-052276-6 (A history of
the red dye made from the blood of the Cochineal Beetle)
• Color: Messages and Meaning, Leatrice Eiseman, ISBN-13 978-0-9714010-68 (A color guide for designers by Pantone, very useful)
• Color and Meaning, John Gage, ISBN 0-520-22611-9, incredible!
• Color and Culture, John Gage, ISBN 0-520-22225-3, More Incredible!
SUPPORT SERVICES FOR STUDENTS
• How to do Library and Internet Research:
http://library.csun.edu/Research_Assistance/strategies.html. How to use the library
catalog, ways of conducting Internet searches and how to recognize valid Internet
sources.
• Citation Style Guides for Writing: http://library.csun.edu/Find_Resources/ebooks/estylegd.html. Provides guidelines and samples for referencing and citing
sources.
• Learning Resource Center: http://www.csun.edu/lrc/, 818.677.2033, Bayramian
Hall 408. The mission of the LRC is to enable students to improve their academic
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performance through a variety of learning programs including workshops, one-on-one
and group tutoring, Supplemental Instruction classes and interactive subject area
computer programs and videos. Students who use LRC learning programs will
develop and strengthen their critical thinking skills, study strategies, writing skills and
performance in subject matter courses.
• Academic Advisement: http://www.csun.edu/ugs/advisement.html. The collegebased academic advisement centers are available to assist students in selecting
courses and programs of study and in choosing or declaring a major or minor. Visit
the website to locate the advising center for your major or for undeclared majors.
• University Counseling Services: http://www.csun.edu/counseling/, 818.677.2366,
Bayramian Hall 520. UCS provides resources and information to assist students in
dealing with a variety of large and small psychological obstacles that may interfere
with
academic progress and/or relationship satisfaction. Services include individual, group
and crisis counseling.
• Center on Disabilities: http://www.csun.edu/cod/studentservices.htm, 818.677.2684,
Bayramian Hall 110. The Center on Disabilities serves students with a wide range of
visible and hidden disabilities, in a confidential environment. Students are encouraged
to

meet with the professional staff and explore the services available to support their
academic, career and personal goals. Discover accommodations and strategies for
help with disabilities in an academic setting.
• The Career Center: http://www.csun.edu/career/students/, 818.677.2878, University
Hall 105. Need some help in deciding on a career? Or do you know your career and
need to meet employers? Perhaps your resume needs some sprucing up? The Career
Center offers a variety of services for students, from those new to the University to
those about to graduate into the world of work
Art 148 Contract
I have read the syllabus for Art 148 Color Theory and I am fully aware of the Objectives,
Requirements, Evaluation Procedures, Attendance Requirements, classroom
behavior standards, my responsibility for learning, keeping updated on changes in the
calendar or assignments, and the Instructor’s Office Hours. I know and am especially
aware that late work is unacceptable and will lower my final grade.
I realize that excessive absences may result in dismissal from class and/or no credit
(failure). I will be responsible for dropping this class if I find I am unable to attend.
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Date_
Student Signature
Student Name (Please Print)
Student Phone and e-mail (to be used in emergency only)
Student Address City Zip Co
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Appendix B: Flow, Grit and Commitment Questionnaire Forms
Flow Scales for Art Students’ Learning and Making Art 7

MAA

1
2
3

CG

CO

4

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree
3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

6

My goals were clearly defined.

5

4

3

2

1

7

My attention was focused entirely on
what I was doing.
It was no effort to keep my mind on
what was happening.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

9

I had total concentration.

5

4

3

2

1

10

I had no difficulty concentrating.

5

4

3

2

1

11

It was really clear to me how my
performance was going.
I had a good idea while I was
performing about how well I was doing.
I was challenged, but I believe my skills
will allow me to meet that challenge.
The challenge and my skills were at an
equally high level

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

13
14
15

7

4

I knew what I want to achieve.

12
CS

5

5

8

UF

I performed automatically, without
having to think about it.
Things just seemed to happen
automatically
I did things spontaneously without
having to think.
I had a strong sense of what I wanted
to accomplish.

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Please rate the following questions in relation to your experience during an art lesson and/or
an art-making process. These questions relate to the thoughts and feelings you may have
experienced during an art lesson and/or an art-making process. You may experience these
characteristics some of the time, all of the time or none of the time. There are no “right” or
“wrong” answers. Think about how often you experience each characteristic during an art
lesson and/or an art-making process and then mark the choice that best matches your
experience.

I felt just the right amount of challenge.

Tan, L., & Miksza, P. (2017). Motivational orientations of college band students: A cross-cultural
examination of a collective 2 x 2 achievement goal model. Psychology of Music,
0305735617734628.
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TT

16
17

CN

SC

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

18

I lost my normal awareness of time.

5

4

3

2

1

19

I felt as though I had everything under
control.

5

4

3

2

1

20

I felt that I had everything under control.

5

4

3

2

1

21

I was not concerned with how others
might be evaluating me.
I was not concerned with how I was
presenting myself.
I was not worried about what others
might be thinking of me.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

22
23
AE

Time seemed to alter (either slows
down or speeds up).
The way time passed seemed to be
different from normal.

24

I really enjoyed the experience.

5

4

3

2

1

25

The experience left me feeling great

5

4

3

2

1

26

The experience was extremely
rewarding.

5

4

3

2

1

8Note:

MAA: merging actions and awareness; CG: clear goals; CO: concentration on task at hand;
UF: unambiguous feedback; CS: challenge skill balance; TT: transformation of time; CN: sense of
control; SC: Loss of self-consciousness; AE: autotelic experience.

8

Payne, B. R., Jackson, J. J., Noh, S. R., & Stine-Morrow, E. A. (2011). In the zone: Flow state and cognition in
older adults. Psychology and aging, 26(3), 738.
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Grit Scale for Art Students 9

Very Much Like
Me
Mostly Like Me

Somewhat Like
Me
Not Much Like
Me
Not at All Like Me

Please rate the following items according to how true it is of you using the scale provided.
There are no “right” or “wrong” answers.

1 New art-making or art skill learning targets sometimes
distract me from previous ones
2 Setbacks when learning or making art does NOT
discourage me
3 I have been obsessed with a certain art making a target
for a short time but later lost interest

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

4 I am a hard worker when it comes to practicing on my art

5

4

3

2

1

5 I often set an art learning or art-making goal but later
choose to pursue a different one
6 I have difficulty maintaining my focus on long term artmaking and practice goals that take more than a few
months to complete
7 I finish whatever art practice goal I set

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

8 I am diligent in making my art

5

4

3

2

1

9

Duckworth, A. L., & Quinn, P. D. (2009). Development and validation of the Short Grit Scale (GRIT–S). Journal
of Personality Assessment, 91(2), 166-174.
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Commitment of Art Students 10

Strongly
Agree
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statements below by
marking a choice for each statement. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers.

1 Learning and making art is a very important part of my
life.
2 I am willing to put more time into learning and making
art than any of my other interests.
3 I enjoy learning and making art more than the other
classes I take.
4 I want to be involved in art activities more than other
activities.
5 If I had my way, I would spend more time in art class.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

6 I am willing to work harder in art than on anything else.

5

4

3

2

1

10

Tan, L., & Miksza, P. (2017). Motivational orientations of college band students: A cross-cultural
examination of a collective 2 x 2 achievement goal model. Psychology of Music,
0305735617734628.
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Appendix C : Test Set 1, Test Set 2 and Syllabi for Workshops
Test Set 1 : This test has 2 parts. The first part is the Excel file below and the second part has
images. Therefore, the second part is shown in Word file format as attached below.
Practical Color Theory Test
Prepared by Ng Woon Lam (Phd student @ NIE, for All data will be kept confidential. Outcomes research will be shared.
research purpose only)
Demographic Data of the Participant

Name
School

Ng Woon Lam (Example)
SP

Country of Origin

Malaysia

Sex

M

Use short forms : NTU / TP / SP / NAFA / NP / NYP / Laselle / RP /NIE

M/F

Year

31/2/3/4

Educational Background before joining
current art institution

8 1. IB, 2.A-Levels, 3. O-Levels, 4.Polytechnics, 5. STPM, 6. SPM, 7. Unified Examination, 8. Others, please indicate…

For 'Others', please fill in here:

Chinese High School, Malaysia
7 1. Animation 2. Viscom 3. Product Design or Industrial Design
4. Photography 5.Film 6. Games/ Multimedia/ Interactive
7. Fine Art 8. Fashion Design 9. Others, please indicate…

Areas of Major

For 'Others', please fill in here:
Any industrial Visual Art Experience? Fine
Art is also counted
Y
If 'YES', no of years of experience

Y/N

Any private mentorship outside school
related to Use of Colors?
If 'YES', no of years of experience

N

Y/N

Y
TP

Y/N
Use short forms : NTU / TP / SP / NAFA / NP / NYP / Laselle / RP /NIE

Any previous formal ART training before
joining current school?
If 'YES', which school?
GPA / Results / Grades in Color or related
topics

2 1. Top 25 percentile

2. Average

3. Bottom 25 percentile

Overall GPA / Results / Grades in current
study

2 1. Top 25 percentile

2. Average

3. Bottom 25 percentile

1 1. Pretest

2. PostTest

Pre / Post Test

For Question 1 to 7: Tone of
white is 1 and tone of black
is 9, every other color is
taking reference with this
guide.

Please key your choose of (a, b,
c or d) into the green box
parallel to the question on the
left before the Question No.

TEST Questions
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TEST Questions
Tone of Cadmium Orange is
#

a
1

b
3

c
4

d
7

Tone of Yellow Orche is
#

a
3

b
4

c
5

d
6

3
c

Tone of Sap Green is
#

a
2

b
5

c
8

d
9

4
d

Tone of Prussian Blue is
#

a
5.5

b
7

c
7.5

d
9

5

Tone of Ultramarine Blue =
#

a
3

b
5

c
6

d
8

6

Tone of Zinc White
#

a
1

b
2

c
4

d
6

7

Tone of Ivory Black
#

a
1

b
9

c
3

d
6

a
Dark Yellow

b
Brown

c
Green

d
Bluish Purple

a
Violet

b
Yellow Ochre

c
Dark Green

d
Gray

a
Brownish Yellow-Green

b
Dark Green

c
Red Brown

d
Gold

a

c

d

Brownish Yellow-Green

b
Brownish Dark
Green

Red Brown

Gray

1
a
2
b

Question 1: Tone of colors
Indicate the nearest tone obtained
when these pigments are at their
most concentrated level
Choose the closest possible result

8
Question 2: Mixing Colors
Choose the most possible result

Yellow Orche + Black =
#

9

Burnt Sienna + Prussian Blue =
#

10

Cadmium Orange + bluish Green
#

11

Burnt Umber + Sap Green
#

12

Purple + Lemon Yellow
#

a
Red Brown

b
Blue

c
Gray

d
Black

13

50% Gray + Cadmium Red
#

a
Raw Sienna

b
Burnt Sienna

c
Burnt Umber

d
Cadmium Orange

14

10 % Gray + Cadmium Orange
#

a
Brownish Green

b
Dark Brown

c
Yellow Ochre

d
Tinted Orange

a
Add red

b
Add Burnt Umber

c
Add Gray

d
Add Raw Sienna

a

b

Add Brownish Red

Add Burnt Umber

c
Add Cadmium
Orange

d
Add Yellowish
Brown

a

b

c

Add gray

Add yellow

Add orange

d
Add greenish
yellow

a
Add Earth Red and
Ultramarine Blue

b
Add tinted violet
and yellow ochre

c
Add Raw Sienna

d
Add Gray (tone 5)
and yellow ochre

a

b

c

d

Which one of the process listed will only
affect the intensity a yellowish green slightly
#

15

Which one of the process listed will likely
increase the intensity burnt sienna

16

#
Which one will reduce the intensity of yellow
ochre?

17

#
Which one will shift the hue of Burnt Sienna
towards blueish green?

18

#
Color 'A' has a tonal value of 3, Color 'B' has
a tonal value 7; When mixture of 'A + B' is
mixed with gray of Tonal value 5, which
statement below is not correct

19

#
Yellow Light mixed with Red Light =

20

#

21

Question 3: Understanding of

Which one is not an attribute of a color
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The tonal value of
Gray may change the system will be
the tone of the darker than 3 but
system
brighter than 7

Intensity of the system
is reduced

Gray will darken
the system

a

b

c

Brighter Yellow Light

Violet Light

Green Light

d
Brownish Yellow
Light

a

b

c

d
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21

22

23

24

Question 3: Understanding of
Hue and Intensity (Chroma)
Choose the closest possible answer

Which one is not an attribute of a color
#

a
Saturation

b
Intensity

c
Hue

d
Constrast

Red color intensity will not change much
when it is mixed with
#

a
Pure Green

b
Pure Orange

c
Cerulean Blue

d
Raw Umber

If I want to improve the intensity of orange
color component of a selected tertiary color,
the best choice here is to add _________
#

a
Cadmium Red

b
Burnt Sienna

c
Alizarin Crimson

d
Yellow Ochre

There is Rose Red color object in dim light
condition. If the light is fluoroscent, what is
the color you will see on the surface of the
object?
#

a
Dark Brown

b
Warm Red

c
Purple

d
Cold Red

25

50% Alizarin Crimson + 50% Sap Green, then
diluted extensively with water =
a
#
Light Pink

26

Which group of colors will enable us to
create the largest amout of constrast
#

27

Which approach will show the slowest
transition visually?
#

28

Which color here has the least amount of
orange hue
#

29

30

To reduce the intensity of (50% Red + 50%
Orange) mixture, which one is less efficient?
#

Which statement is incorrect?
#

b
Light Ochre

c
d
Light Bluish Gray Light Grayish Purple

a
b
c
d

Neutral Gray tone 5, Alizarin Crimson, Yellowish Green
Orange, Ultramarine, Neutral Gray tone 3.
Tinted Prussian blue tone 6, White, Neutral Gray tone 3
Yellow Ochre, Burnt Sienna, Tinted Raw Umber tone 4

a
b
c
d

Mix some black to pure yellow ochre
Mix some blue-black to pure orange
Mix some of yellow ochre to pure yellow
Mix some dark brown to lemon yellow

a
lightly tinted Burnt
Sienna

b

c

d

Yellow Ochre

Earth Red

Gray

a
b
c
d

Add some Ultramarine
Add some Tinted Raw Umber
Add some Orange Ochre
Add some Grayish Green

a
b
c
d

Impressionists reduces tonal difference of colors in order to work with hue difference
Increasing tonal range may improve the space depth of an image therefore many impressionistic images lose depth of space with narrower tonal range.
Intensity is reduced in order for different hues to work closely in impressionistic paintings
Hue difference is stronger than tonal difference
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Ancient Ivory (Blue) Black and Lamp Black are
considered cold black and warm black
respectively. Which statement about this
pair of blacks is incorrect?
#

31

Which process will reduce the intensity of
yellowish green the fastest?
#

32

33

34

Question 4: Understanding of
Transitional Colors
Choose the closest possible answer

A blueish green, yellow and yellow ochre
system, which one below is not a good
transitional color
#

a
orange ochre

b
raw umber

Which group of colors has the widest hue
range (sweeping through largest color space)
#

While painting a night scene image, the
painter wants to increase the richness of the
dark colors, which approach may not be
effective.
#

38

Painting with yellow ochre and neutral gray
(tone 5) is easier than painting with yellow
ochre and burnt sienna in watercolor. Which
one could be one of the reason?
#

39

You have a color that is a mixture of Dark
brown and some white. Which one of the
solution will increase the intensity of red
color in this mixture most?
#

40

41

42

43

Question 5: Practical Experience
Choose the closest possible answer

Add bluish green
Add grayish purple
Add yellow ochre
Add raw umber

b
yellow ochre

#

37

a
b
c
d

a
grayish purple

Which color will shift this color system most:
Ultramarine Blue, Black & Raw Umber

36

Both has more blue hue than yellow hue
Both are low intensity pigments
Both shows strong blue hue in tinted form
Both can be used to increase the tonal range of sap green but the mixture intensity will reduce.

A purple, yellow and bluish green system,
which hue will further widen range of hue in
color space
#

A system with ultramarine blue, cobalt violet,
cobalt blue and black. How do we increase its
color richness slightly while not affecting the
overall color scheme
#

35

a
b
c
d

During old master days, there were very few
high intensity colors. Which one is probably
not their approach?
#

After impressionism, color application
further expanded into sole emotional
response from the artist. Which one is not
related to this development?
#

Figure 1. Split complementary color scheme
is a guideline used in design industry to
choose color pairing. It uses 2 adjacent hues
of the actual complementary hue instead of
the actual complementary pair. Which is not
quite true.
#

a
b
c
d

c
Van Dyck brown

d
orange ochre

c
purple

d
cyan

Add grayish blue, yellow and orange
Add red, orange and yellow
Add tinted violet, tinted reddish brown
Add yellowish green, cadmium red and chrome yellow

a
b
light neutral gray (tone
3)
brownish green

c

d

tinted purple

orange ochre

a
b
c
d

Orange, Orange Ochre, Reddish Brown, Burnt Sienna, Burnt Umber
tinted Ultramarine (tone 5), Grayish Green, Yellow Ochre, Sap Green
Yellowish Green, Yellow Ochre, Yellow, tinted purple (tone 2), tinted burnt umber (tone 2)
black, blueish gray (tone 4), netral gray (tone 5), tinted purple (tone 3)

a
b
c
d

Use purer colors to the dark, like dark green, purple, violet, ultramarine and cobalt blue
Sacrifice some darkness and allow the hues changes to show more
Increase the hue difference between the dark and the light regions and widen the hues of transititional zone between the dark and the light regions.
Add purer Van Dyck Brown, Sepia and Brownish Purple to the dark region

a
b
c
d

Black has wide hue range than burnt sienna
Burnt sienna is too warm to control
Tinted gray is cooler than burnt sienna, therefore it can create wide range of changes with yellow ochre
Easier to find more hue range in green than brown.

a
b
c
d

Add Burnt Sienna to the mixture
Add pure Cadmium Red to the mixture
Add pink to the mixture
Add a red brown to the mixture

a
b
c
d

Use the tonal range of black to improve the hue change
Hue difference can be increased through relative difference between tertiary colors
Use the tonal range of browns and black to overcome intensity shortage
Low intensity browns allow them to find subtle differences easily

a
b
c
d

Working with more design ideas in color
Rejecting tinted colors used by Impressionists since these are colors observed from nature.
Practically exploring the color science
Images are sometimes flattened working with wider range of high intensity hues

a
b
c
d

Rotating along the color wheel, enables us to find another set of split complementary hues that work similarly
The 2 adjacent colors of the complementary (pure red here) show weaker hue difference when compared with the complementary hue (green here)
It is a good guideline to find subtle differences when working with hue comparison
The split complementary system pairing purple and yellow / orange has the advantage in tonal range.

Figure 1: Extracted from http://www.tigercolor.com/Images/SplitComplementary.gif
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Image Analysis

Make a wild guess about the approximate difference in time of creation between these 2
artworks above.
Question 44
A: About 50 years
B: About 200 years
C: About 300 years
D: About 500 years
Explanation:
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Above are paintings by Russian master Ivan Shishkin. Which of the statements below is not
true?
Question 45
a: Green hue is easier to achieve with a wider hue range.
b: Green color space is as wide as the blue color space, therefore it is easier to achieve a
range of hue change just like the blue hue.
c: Both images Shishkin uses a lot of transitional browns and grays to connect with the
green hue because the green color space is too wide and harder to control without these
browns and grays.
d: To achieve changes in green he doesn’t need to depend on other high-intensity hues.

Make a wild guess when this painting was created. (Nearest answer)
Question 46
a: 1400s
b: 1500s
c: 1800s
d: 1950s
Explanation:
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The painting on the left was done by an Orientalist painter while the painting on the right
was created by an Impressionist. Which guess here is not too logical?
Question 47
a: Orientalists adopted the concept of old masters’ tone range to create a sense of forms
b: Impressionists paintings are flatter because of loss of tone range
c: Both Orientalists and Impressionists use a wide range of hue difference to create complex
hue interactions.
d: Reducing the hue range of both paintings will flatten both images.
Explanation:

Both paintings were created during almost the same period. Which statement below is not
too logical?
Question 48
a: Painting on the right is less colorful, therefore it has to fully depend on the tone range to
create depth of space.
b: The tone range of both paintings is generally reduced. That allows the hue difference to
reflect their design strength.
c: Hue range can be found between the subtle change of browns and grays or tinted pure
hues.
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d: Design of patterns with hue difference is important in both paintings because the tone
range of both paintings is not too wide.

The painting on the left was created slightly earlier than the painting on the right by 2
different artists. Which statement below is not too logical?
Question 49
a: Subtle hue shifts in browns and grays are similar in both paintings
b: Browns and grays dominate both paintings, therefore, forming very slow visual transition
c: Depth of space is achieved in both paintings by subtle hue change.
d: Increasing the intensity of hues of both paintings will severely affect the atmospheric
mood of both paintings.
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Acknowledgment: Images extracted from Movie: Hero by Zhang Yimou
Which statement below best describes the difference of color application between these 2
images?
Question 50
a: The image at the top, the majority of yellow hue creates more tone range against the rest
as compared to the majority orange/red hue in the lower image
b: Pure red and pure orange has a higher intensity than pure yellow, therefore the lower
image looks flattered with too much orange and red moving forward.
c: There is not enough green hue in the lower image to create depth of space, because the
green hue can create hue contrast with red and orange.
d: Keeping too much of the pure orange and pure red reducing the tone range, therefore,
reduces the depth of space.
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These are 2 different presentations of 2 different cosmetic brands.
Question 51
Which statement below best describes the difference between their color presentation?
a: The upper image has more hue range than the lower image
b: The gold color is reflective and hence is able to create more tonal contrast for the upper
image because the overall color space is larger.
c: Color space is smaller for lighter colors, therefore the overall contrast is reduced for the
lower image.
d: The hues selected for the upper images allow it to show more contrast against the hues
selected in the lower image.
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2 different presentations of Samsung Note 8 Advertisement
Which statement below is incorrect regarding the color applications for the 2 images above?
Question 52
a: Blue hue dominates in the upper image therefore it loses depth of space
b: Hue change does create color richness
c: To improve the range of blue hue in the upper image, we can widen the color space of
blue.
d: For the lower image, between the blue hue and orange-yellow hue, we will find some
yellow ochre because yellow ochre falls between a linear vector of blue hue and orangeyellow hue in color space.
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Test Set 2 : This test has 2 parts. The first part is the Excel file below and the second part has
images. Therefore, the second part is shown in Word file format as attached below.

Practical Color Theory Test
Prepared by Ng Woon Lam (Phd student @ NIE, for
research purpose only)

Please save file as
YouName_Date.xlsx
All data will be kept confidential. Outcomes research will be shared.

Demographic Data of the Participant

Name
School

Use short forms : NTU / TP / SP / NAFA / NP / NYP / Laselle / RP /NIE

Country of Origin
Sex

M/F

Year

1/2/3/4

Educational Background before joining
current art institution

1. IB, 2.A-Levels, 3. O-Levels, 4.Polytechnics, 5. STPM, 6. SPM, 7. Unified Examination, 8. Others, please indicate…

For 'Others', please fill in here:
Areas of Major

1. Animation 2. Viscom 3. Product Design or Industrial Design
4. Photography 5.Film 6. Games/ Multimedia/ Interactive
7. Fine Art 8. Fashion Design 9. Others, please indicate…

For 'Others', please fill in here:
Any industrial Visual Art Experience? Fine
Art is also counted
If 'YES', no of years of experience

Y/N

Any private mentorship outside school
related to Use of Colors?
If 'YES', no of years of experience

Y/N

Any previous formal ART training before
joining current school?
If 'YES', which school?

Y/N
Use short forms : NTU / TP / SP / NAFA / NP / NYP / Laselle / RP /NIE

GPA / Results / Grades in Color or related
topics

1. Top 25 percentile

2. Average

3. Bottom 25 percentile

Overall GPA / Results / Grades in current
study

1. Top 25 percentile

2. Average

3. Bottom 25 percentile

1 Pre-Test

2. Post-Test

Pre-Test / Post-Test

For Question 1 to 7: Tone of
white is 1 and tone of black
is 9, every other color is
taking reference with this
guide.

Please key your choose of (a, b,
c or d) into the green box
parallel to the question on the
left before the Question No.

TEST Questions
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TEST Questions
1

2

Question 1: Tone of colors
Indicate the nearest tone obtained
when these pigments are at their
most concentrated level

Tone of Burnt Umber
#

a
1

b
3

c
5

d
7

Tone of Alizarin Crimson (Red) is
#

a
3

b
4

c
5

d
8

a
4.5

b
6

c
6.5

d
8.5

Choose the closest possible result
3

Tone of Van Dyke Brown is
#

4

Tone of Burnt Sienna =
#

a
2

b
3

c
5

d
8

5

Tone of Lemon Yellow
#

a
1

b
2

c
4

d
6

6

Tone of Titanium White
#

a
1

b
2

c
4

d
6

7

Tone of Cadmium Red
#

a
2

b
3

c
5

d
8

a
Brown

b
Green

c
Purple

d
Dark Brown

a
Burnt Sienna

b
Orange

c
Raw Sienna

d
Yellow Orche

a
Red Brown

b
Blue

c
Gray

d
Black

a

b

d

Reddish Green

Greenish Brown

c
light Purpleish
Gray

Brown

a

b

Van Dyck Brown

Warm Brown

c
Light Grayish
Purple

d
Dark Brownish
Green

Black + Cadmium Orange
#

a
Yellow Ochre

b
Bluish Green

c
Blueish gray

d
Brownish Green

14

Yellow Ochre + Brownish Green + 50%
Neutral Gray =
#

a
Neutral Gray

b
Brownish Green

c
Dark Brown

d
Bluish Green

15

Which Mixture will not produce Burnt Umber

a
Ultramarine + Burnt
Sienna

b
Bluish Green +
Van Dyck Brown

c
Red + Blue +
Yellow Oche

d
Purple + Cadmium
Yellow

a
Add small amount of
Cyan

b
Add neutral gray
(tone 3)

c
Add some
greenish yellow

d
Add reddish
brown

8

Question 2: Mixing Colors
Choose the most possible result

Yellow Orche + Ultramarine Blue =
#

9

Cadmium Red + Burnt Umber =
#

10

Purple + Pure Green
#

11

Burnt Umber + Sap Green
#

12

Red + Dark Green + Titanium White
#

13

#

16

Which one will increase the intensity of raw
sienna?
#

17

Which one will shift the hue of Raw Umber
toward purple?
#

18

Which one will shift the hue of Yellow Ochre
towards Burnt Umber?

#

19

20

Which color have the least amount of red
color component in it?
#
Which one is not a Printing Primary
#
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a

b
c
d
Add some burnt Add light greenish
Add some greenish pink sienna and black
brown (tone 5) Add Orange Ochre

a

c

d

Add dark purple

b
Add Black and
small amout of
Prussian Blue

Add Red and
Greenish Brown

Add tinted Blue
and tinted orange

a
Neutral Gray

b
Raw Umber

c
Burnt Sienna

d
Ultramarine Blue

a
Cyan

b
Magenta

c
Green

d
Yellow
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21

22

Question 3: Understanding of

Hue and Intensity (Chroma)
Choose the closest possible answer

23

24

Color 'A' has a tonal value of 5, Color 'B' has
a tonal value 8; Estimate the Tonal value of a
Mixture of 50% A + 50% B' most likely to be:
#

a
5

b
6.5

c
8

d
9

Which mixing approach will have the least
amout of effect on intensity

a

b

c

#

Add gray

Add brown

Add adjacent hue

d
Add
complementary
hue

I can add white or water to dilute Red
pigment to obtain pink; which parameter is
not changing here?
#

a
intensity

b
hue

c
chroma

d
tone

Printing primary and painting primary colors
are traditionally different. Which statement
here is wrong?
#

a
b
c
d

Because there are more available pure pigments from art stores. They are purer than mixture of CMYK printed mixtures
Because available pure pigments are lower in intensity
Because printing is done by both subtractive and additive mixing matrix
Because printing primary colors is less flexible to work with in paintng

a
b
c
d

Light Grayish Pink
Light Graying Purple
Light Orange Orche
Light Grayish Yellow

a
b
c
d

Sap Green and Prussian Blue
Red and Purple
Orange and Light Brown
Purple and Green

a
b
c
d

Mix some black to pure red
Mix some blue to pure orange
Mix a lot of yellow ochre to pure yellow
Mix some dark brown to lemon yellow

25

90% Alizarin Crimson + 10% Bluish Green,
then tinted with a lot of Titamium White =
#

26

Which pair of colors may have similar
temperature but different hue
#

27

Which approach will show the slowest
transition visually?
#

28

Which color here has the least amount of
blue hue
#

a
Yellowish Green

b
Sap Green

c
50% Gray

d
Cerulean Blue

Which color here has the lowest intensity?
#

a
Reddish Purple

b
Yellowish Green

c
Neutral Gray

d
Burnt Sienna

29

30

31

Which one is not a popular impressionistic
painting approach?
#

Which statement is incorrect?
#

a
b
c
d

Tint the colors
Shrink the color space and work with optical behaviors of color
Increace the tonal range through usage of more hue variations with tube colors
Reduce intensity of colors

a
b
c
d

Old master images depend on tonal range. Hue change is not so important in their images because depth of space doesn't depend on hue in their images.
Old master images has very sophisticated use of optical mixing because of their limited palette.
Gray can be used to contrast red brown in old masters' paintings
Blue can be used to constrast red brown in old masters' paintings
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Question 4: Understanding of
Transitional Colors
Choose the closest possible answer

An product packaging has pure purplish blue
and pure yellowish green as its main hues; If
these 2 hues are to be used together, which
of the approach stated is the worst solution?
#

A yellow, orange and green system, which
hue will further widen the range of hue in
color space
#

34

A sap green, burnt sienna and reddish brown
system, which group may act as better
transitional colors
#

35

36

Which color will shift this color system most:
Raw Umber, Yellow Ochre & Orange Ochre
#

37

Which group of colors has the widest hue
range (sweeping through largest color space)
#

A designer want to reduce the difference of
the chosen color scheme: Reddish Brown,
Cadmium Red, Orange and Blueish green.
Colors added are not to be used for mixing.
Which group of colors may work
#

38

When painting a sunshine image, the artist
stretches the tonal range from 1 to 9. Which
is not the reason that high intensity hues
have to be used carefully for this case.
#

39

Which one is the not the reason that a green
painting is easier to paint than a yellow
painting
#

40

41

Question 5: Practical Experience
Choose the closest possible answer

Impressionist painted on location (en Plein
Air Painting). Which color concept is not
considered their common approach
#

Browns are colors that connect with other
colors easily. Light purple can do that too.
Which one listed could be the reason?
#

42

Figure 2. Triadic color scheme is another
guideline used in design industry. Which
statement truly reflects its weakness?
#

43

Figure 2: Extracted from http://www.tigercolor.com/Images/Triad.gif

a
b
c
d

a
purple

a
b
c
d

Raw Umber has both green and blue component, will serve as a good tertiary transitional color
Use more than one browns to act as transitional colors to create complex colors in vector color space to connect the pair
Tinted gray can connect them well, therefore it can serve as their transitional color
Mix the blue and the yellow to find their transitional colors

b
yellow ochre

c
orange ochre

d
grayish yellow

gray, greenish blue & purple
orange, yellow ochre & pink
violet, ultramarine & black
cyan, cobalt blue & grayish purple

a
b
mid tone neutral gray Van Dyck Brown

c
brownish green

d
grayish green

a
b
c
d

Cyan, Sap Green, Yellow Ochre, yellowich green and black
Ultramarine, Red, Purple and orange ochre
Black, Ultramarine, Cobalt, Gray and Cyan
Yellow Ochre, Burnt Sienna, Burnt Umber and light gray

a
b
c
d

Black, Shaded Cobalt Blue (tone 8), Violet
Yellowish Green and Sap Green
Tinted Grayish Purple (Tone 3) and Tinted Burnt Umber (Tone 3)
Purple, Ultramarine and Neutral Gray (tone 5)

a
b
c
d

It is hard to balance high intensity colors especially when the tonal range of the image is wide.
It is almost impossible to find transitional colors for this case.
It requires strong design abilty to balance of the high intensity patterns
High intensity colors, especially the complementary ones are far from each other, causing huge hue constrast that will break the connection between hues

a
b
c
d

Green color space is largest
Green can be mixed differently with other hues to create more range
Green hue reflect less light than yellow therefore we can capture greens more easily
Green has wider tonal range than yellow

a
b
c
d

tinted colors reduce the color space and therefore reduce the issue of huge difference between hues
All colors are lighter and easier to use
tinted colors allow them to find more transitional browns and grays
Color design problem is simplified

a
b
c
d

Purple is similar to dark brown, therefore it connects with all other browns and hence all other colors
Light purple is weaker in intensity, therefore it can easily act as a brown
Purple have darker tone and therefore it is not too strong to overpower other colors
The asymmetry of color space causes artists to have difficulty in finding the right browns or greens to into cross green color space

a
b
c
d

Using 3 hues at different hue further apart cause uncontrollable hue visual tension
When hue vector space are further than expected, the hue difference could take over and break the image down to 'pieces'
Tonal difference becomes more critical in the design using Triadic hues
High intensity hues causes problem in this case, because the hues create too much difference

44

Image Analysis
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Make a wild guess about the approximate difference in time of creation between these 2
artworks above.
Question 44
a: About 50 years
b: About 150 years
c: About 300 years
d: About 800 years
Explanation:

Make a wild guess when this painting was created. (Nearest answer)
Question 45
a: 1200s
b: 1300s
c: 1500s
d: 1700s
Explanation:
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Make a wild guess when this painting was created. (Nearest answer)
Question 46
a: about 1500
b: about 1600
c: after 1700
d: after 1850
Explanation:

The painting on the left was done by an Abstract master painter while the painting on the
right was created by a Fauvist master. Which guess here is not too logical?
Question 47
a: The tone range of both paintings is narrow. That allows the hue difference to work with
their design.
b: In general, a Fauvist will use fewer colors as compared to an Abstract artist.
c: Further reducing the tone range of both paintings will not severely affect their quality.
d: The tinted color painting approach is one of the reasons that make both paintings flatter.
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Both paintings were created during almost the same period. Which statement below is not
too logical?
Question 48
a: Both paintings keep the classical concepts of forms
b: The conflict between large hue change and the tonal difference is possible to be resolved.
c: Outdoor paintings may allow both artists to see more hue variations.
d: Both paintings reduce the tone range to allow hue difference to work

On the left is a painting by John Constable. Some reviews ever made a joke like this: “When
you see a Constable’s masterpiece up close, some places may look like dirt.” The one on the
right is a zoom-in view of the circled portion. Which statement below may not be true?
Question 49
a: Color richness is enhanced by this process because of paint interaction
b: The layers of thick paint create the roughness and hence the color intensity is reduced.
c: It was a good way to enhance the range of subtlety in hue variation when he did not have
a lot of chromatic colors to use.
d: This is similar to underpainting layers that create an optical range of hue variation
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Compare the 2 images above and select the correct argument below.
Question 50
a: The upper image has deeper visual space with more colors
b: The upper image simply uses more colors to create color richness.
c: Richness of color can be created by optical mixing. That’s the reason the upper image is
richer in color
d: Visual tension of color causes the upper image to have a better-balanced composition as
compared to the lower image.
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Which statement below correctly describes the color character difference between the 2
images above?
Question 51
a: Maximum tonal contrast is capable of creating visual depth while maximum hue contrast
is not capable to do that easily.
b: The upper image with too many colors is not able to form the depth of space
c: The higher abundance of darker tone in the lower enable it to create more atmospheric
depth.
d: More hue change in the upper image enables it to create clearer form than the lower
image which solely depends on tone range.
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Which statement below is incorrect regarding the color applications for the 2 images above?
Question 52
a: The black in the upper image works similarly to the blue in the lower image in terms of
tonal contrast.
b: The gold color in the lower image creates one more hue contrast to design
c: The metal reflection texture in the lower image has some advantage in creating contrast
because it shows a wide tone range as compared to non-metallic textures.
d: The largest hue contrast in the upper image is between the red and the green while it is
between gold and blue for the lower image.
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Syllabus A: A traditional color theory training syllabus based on the Itten Color Wheel

Learning Objective
To introduce students to color theory and allow them to work on hands-on exercises
for the understanding of the various parameters that affect the color application. This
enhances students’ understanding by connecting the theory and the field of practice.

Summary of Content
•

Color theory introduction based on the Itten Color System. This will include
basic information about color theory development in western art from the
Renaissance to the current (CSU-Northridge 2015).

•

Study of color attributes tone, hue and intensity (Dourmashkin 2005, CSUNorthridge 2015). Practical color mixing exercises will be introduced to enhance
students’ understanding of the relationship between hue, tone and intensity
Introduction to color pairings: complementary colors, split complementary
colors, triadic colors
Introduction to visual tension in the color application: grouping, contrast and
balance (Dourmashkin 2005).
Practical issues of color application: Colors in composition – construction of
spatial depth and formation of different edge quality.
Discussions of relevant issues in different fields of practice related to visual art
(Dourmashkin 2005).

•
•
•
•

Course Outline and Exercises
1. Day 1 (3 hours): Introduction of color theory development. Basic color theory introduction
based on the Itten Color System and study of color attributes: tone, hue and intensity
Exercise: Exploring the differences between Tone and Hue of colors on the Itten Color
Wheel. The exercise may cover how tone and hue create visual results on a twodimensional surface and create visual space.
Exercise: Exploring intensity change of various hues; exploring tinted, shaded and
complementary effect on the intensity
2. Introduction to color pairing through a practical approach
Exercise: Exploring the effect of complementary colors, split complementary colors,
triadic colors. The exercise will include color mixing training to enhance students’
understanding of the practical relationship of hue to tone and intensity.
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3. Day 2 (3 hours): Study of the relationship between colors and design
Exercise: Introduction to visual tension in the color application: grouping, contrast
and balance.
Exercise: Connecting the above concepts with practical issues of color
application in composition, namely, construction of spatial depth and formation of
different edge quality.
4. Connecting color theory with practical issues
Have interactive discussions related to students’ field of practice. Students will coconstruct possible solutions to the issues raised.
Along the discussion process, relevant historical and contemporary references can be
brought in to enhance students’ understanding. Students may see how similar issues can
be resolved with various approaches.

Materials
Basic watercolor painting materials are required. Watercolor paper will be provided. For
additional color and design explorations, additional materials will be provided.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brushes Suggestion: Size 2, 8, 12/larger (Round: sable or soft nylon)
A watercolor palette (minimum size 12” X 6”)
Cloth or paper towel for drying brushes
Water container
Watercolor and gouache: (student grade: Daler Rowney or Winsor Newton or Van Gogh)
Regular size tube paint (about 8ml): Ivory Black, Ultramarine, Burnt Umber, Raw Sienna,
Burnt Sienna (or Transparent Oxide Red), Alizarin Crimson, Vermillion, Light Yellow and
Sap Green.
Gouache Titanium White (about 15ml); Daler Rowney names it as Permanent White.
Optional: Diozine Purple, Cerulean Blue (or hue) and Cobalt Blue.

6. At least letter size sketchbook and soft pencils
_References_
CSU-Northridge (2015, 2015). "Art 148 Color Theory." Retrieved 30 Jan 2018, 2018, from
https://www.csun.edu/sites/default/files/Art%20148%20Color%20Theory%20Course
%20Outline%20Fall%202015%20copy%202.pdf.
Dourmashkin, P. (2005, Spring 2005). "MIT Course - ‘Art of Color’ Syllabus." Retrieved 29 Jan
2018, 2018, from https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/experimental-study-group/es-298-art-ofcolor-spring-2005/syllabus/.
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Syllabus B: A newly developed color theory training syllabus added with concepts derived
from the Munsell Color System

Learning Objective
To introduce students to color theory and allow them to work on hands-on exercises
for the understanding of the various parameters that affect the color application. This
enhances students’ understanding by connecting the theory and the field of practice.

Summary of Content
•
•

•

•
•
•

The color theory introduction is based on the Munsell Color System (Munsell
1950). This will include basic information about color theory development in
western art from the Renaissance to the current.
Study of color attributes: tone, hue and intensity based on the threedimensional Munsell Color Space. Practical color mixing exercises will be
introduced to enhance students’ understanding of the relationship between hue,
tone and intensity
Introduction to vector concept of color design in an asymmetrical color space,
the Munsell Color System (Ng, 2016, pp9-28). Expanding the concept to a
simplified version two-dimensional color wheel derived from the Munsell Color
System, the Friend-Enemy Practical Color System. (Ng, 2016, pp25-28)
Introduction to visual tension in the color application: grouping, contrast and
balance (Dourmashkin 2005).
Practical issues of color application: Colors in composition – construction of
spatial depth and formation of different edge quality.
Discussions of relevant issues in different fields of practice related to visual art
(Dourmashkin 2005).

Course Outline and Exercises
5. Day 1 (3 hours): Introduction of color theory development. Basic color theory introduction
based on the Munsell Color System and study of color attributes: tone, hue and intensity
Exercise: Exploring the differences between Tone and Hue of colors based on the Munsell
Color Wheel. The exercise may cover how tone and hue create visual results on
a two-dimensional surface and, hence forming visual space.
Exercise: Exploring intensity change of various hues; exploring tinted, shaded and
complementary effect on the intensity
6. Introduction to the vector design concept for color rhythm based on the Munsell Color
System. Expanding the concept to a simplified version two-dimensional color wheel
derived from the Munsell Color System, the Friend-Enemy Practical Color System.
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Exercise: Exploring the effect of contrasting and adjacent hues and the practical
range of differences. This exercise further enhances students’
understanding of the asymmetry of color space. The exercise will include
color mixing training to enhance students’ understanding of the practical
relationship of hue to tone and intensity in an asymmetrical color space,
based on the Munsell Color System.
Exercise: Exploring colors based on vector distance and grouping to understand
the concept of the Friend-Enemy Practical Color System.
7. Day 2 (3 hours): Study of the relationship between colors and design. Based on the
asymmetry of color space, study the size of the color space of different hues.
Exercise: Introduction to visual tension in the color application: grouping, contrast
and balance. Comparing the practical difference of various hues. Take note of the
size of the green hue being the hue that occupies the largest color space. Take
note of how small the color space occupied by a combination of red, orange and
yellow hue. Hence, expand students’ understanding of the practical color system,
the Friend-Enemy Practical Color System
Exercise: Connecting the above concepts with practical issues of color application
in composition, namely, construction of spatial depth and formation of different
edge quality.
8. Connecting color theory with practical issues
Have interactive discussions related to students’ field of practice. Students will coconstruct possible solutions to the issues raised.
Along the discussion process, relevant historical and contemporary references can be
brought in to enhance students’ understanding. Students may see how similar issues can
be resolved with various approaches.

Materials
Basic watercolor painting materials is required. Watercolor paper will be provided. For
additional color and design explorations, additional materials will be provided.
7. Brushes Suggestion: Size 2, 8, 12/larger (Round: sable or soft nylon)
8. A watercolor palette (minimum size 12” X 6”)
9. Cloth or paper towel for drying brushes
10. Water container
11. Watercolor and gouache: (student grade: Daler Rowney or Winsor Newton or Van
Gogh)
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Regular size tube paint (about 8ml): Ivory Black, Ultramarine, Burnt Umber, Raw Sienna,
Burnt Sienna (or Transparent Oxide Red), Alizarin Crimson, Vermillion, Light Yellow and
Sap Green.
Gouache Titanium White (about 15ml); Daler Rowney names it as Permanent White.
Optional: Diozine Purple, Cerulean Blue (or hue) and Cobalt Blue.
12. At least letter size sketchbook and soft pencils
_References_
Dourmashkin, P. (2005, Spring 2005). "MIT Course - ‘Art of Color’ Syllabus." Retrieved 29
Jan 2018, 2018, from https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/experimental-study-group/es-298-art-ofcolor-spring-2005/syllabus/.
Munsell, A. H. (1950). "Munsell book of color."
Ng, W. L. (2016). Practical Applications of Color Theory and Design Concepts. Singapore,
Ng Woon Lam.
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Appendix D: Comparing Test-Set 1 and 2
Table 1: Scores of 13 students being tested with Test Set 1 and 2
#Students
Test Questions 1 Scores / %
Test Questions 2 Scores / %
1
52.30
46.64
2
44.76
42.87
3
37.21
37.21
4
33.44
34.62
5
48.53
44.76
6
40.98
37.21
7
25.00
31.55
8
40.98
39.10
9
44.76
44.76
10
59.85
44.76
11
57.95
44.76
12
24.01
29.67
13
46.15
57.69
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of test scores
(N=13)
Mean
42.76
41.20

Test Set 1
Test Set 2
Note: N: Number of students

Std.
Deviation
11.02
7.42

Table 3: Paired sample T-test result of 13 sets of students’ scores in Table 1.
Test Sets (N=13)
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.46
N: Number of students. *p<0.05
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Appendix E: COURSE OUTLINE FOR DA2003 WATERMEDIA LANDSCAPE PAINTING
Academic Year
Course
Coordinator
Course Code
Course Title
Pre-requisites
No of AUs
Contact Hours
Proposal Date

2018
Ng Woon Lam

Semester

1&2

DA2003
Watermedia Landscape Painting
NIL
3
39 hours studio contact
NA

Course Aims
This course will introduce you to intermediate level watermedia techniques and will
enable you to use watermedia as a tool for the exploration of colour theory, design,
compositions and short-hand study. You will learn Practical Colour Theory and Design
Concepts while exploring landscape paintings. The practice of Landscape (including
cityscapes & interior space painting) painting on location will enhance your painting
capability in the construction of space, and the quality of your collection of visual
resources through observation.
Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO)
By the end of the course, students should be able to:

1. Explore artworks related to practical colour theory (Munsell Color Space,
Asymmetry of Color Space) and various design concepts.
2. Demonstrate a fundamental understanding of Munsell Color Space and design
concepts and the ability to use various watermedia techniques.
3. Apply different colour schemes and different watermedia techniques and design
ideas for images.
4. Present, discuss and evaluate developing and finished paintings in a clear and
cohesive manner.
5. Contribute to the learning environment by participating positively to class
discussion, critiques and activities relating to the process of using the watermedia
technique.

Course Content
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This is an intermediate level course that extends your understanding of colour theory,
construction of landscape space, exploration of the compositional idea working in a
landscape space, while they learn to work with watermedia.
Watermedia Techniques
- an introduction to various watermedia materials and working techniques
Practical Color Theory based on Munsell Color System
- a revision of colour attributes (tone, hue and intensity) with the Munsell Color
Space
- a colour theory system that links with current industrial practice.
- a comprehensive study of asymmetry of practical colour space
- an understanding of how browns and grays act as transitional colours in a practical
system
- an introduction to a concept of the colour system: Friend & Enemy Color System,
derived from Munsell Color System.
Design Concept and Space Construction with colours
- a revision of theoretical and practical understanding of
Dominance/Unity/Harmony, Contrast/Complementary/Balance and
Transition/Gradation, while working with watermedia painting.
- an extension of design study and space construction through the introduction of
three colour attributes, namely Tone, Hue and Intensity.
Quick Study Approach with Sketching
- On-location painting of Naturalistic Landscape (trees) in campus
- On -location painting of Architectural space and Landscape space with figures.
Class assignments
There will be 5 to 6 Class Exercises, which explore various Watermedia
Techniques, Color Theory and Design Concepts. These topics will be developed
through lectures, tutorials, class exercises and peer/instructor feedback sessions.

Assessment (includes both continuous and summative assessment)
Component

ILO
Tested

Programme
LO

Weighting

Team/
Individual

Assessment
rubrics

Continuous
Assessment (Weekly

1,2,3,4,5

--

50

Individual

Appendix 1

1,2,3,4,5

--

30

Individual

Appendix 1

Exercises and/or
Home Assignments)
Final Project: Apply
practical colour theory
and design concepts
to compose landscape
images with
watermedia.
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Continuous
Assessment:
Participation

5

--

20

Total

Individual

Appendix 1

100%

Formative feedback
Students will receive verbal feedback in every studio class whenever they discuss their
work with the instructor.
Students will also receive feedback when their work is displayed and discussed in class
critiques and screenings.

Learning and Teaching approach
Approach

How does this approach support students in achieving the
learning outcomes?

Lecture

Students will become familiar with the various watermedia techniques,
colour theory and design concepts, and learn about the relevance of
these for their own practical work.

Class Exercises
and Assignments

By working on class exercises, home assignments and final assignments,
students can apply the learned practical colour theory and design
concepts in their own practice. Students can demonstrate their ability to
explore different ways of combining the above languages.

Project Critique

Students will receive feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of their
work through interactive class peer reviews. This will enable students to
develop assessment criteria for their own work as well as for the projects
of their peers.

Reading_and_References
1. Ng, Woon Lam. A New Approach for The Teaching of Practical Colour Theory. 2015
2. Webb, Frank. The Artist's Guide to Composition: How to Design Eye-catching Paintings in All
Mediums, North Light Books 1997.
3. Jamison, Philip. Making Their Painting Work, Watson-Guptill 1987.

Course Policies and Student Responsibilities
(1) General
Students are expected to complete all assigned readings, activities, assignments, attend
all classes punctually and complete all scheduled assignments by due dates. Students
are expected to take responsibility to follow up with assignments and course-related
announcements. Students are expected to participate in all project critiques, class
discussions and activities.
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(2) Punctuality
Students are expected to be punctual for all classes. If students are more than 30
minutes late, students may be deemed as absent and may not be able to sign on the
attendance register.
(3) Absenteeism
In-class activities make up a significant portion of their course grade. Absence from
class without a valid reason will affect their participation grade. Valid reasons include
falling sick supported by a medical certificate and participation in NTU’s approved
activities supported by an excuse letter from the relevant bodies. There will be no makeup opportunities for in-class activities.

(4) Assignments
Students are required to submit assignments on due dates.
Academic Integrity
Good academic work depends on honesty and ethical behaviour. The quality of their
work as a student relies on adhering to the principles of academic integrity and to the
NTU Honour Code, a set of values shared by the whole university community. Truth,
Trust and Justice are at the core of NTU’s shared values.
As a student, it is important that students recognize their responsibilities in
understanding and applying the principles of academic integrity in all the work students
do at NTU. Not knowing what is involved in maintaining academic integrity does not
excuse academic dishonesty. Students need to actively equip themselves with
strategies to avoid all forms of academic dishonesty, including plagiarism, academic
fraud, collusion and cheating. If students are uncertain of the definitions of any of these
terms, they should go to the academic integrity website for more information. Consult
their instructor(s) if students need any clarification about the requirements of academic
integrity in the course.

Course Instructors
Instructor

Office Location

Phone

Planned Weekly Schedule*
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*Subjected to adjustment by instructor according to students’ progress, public holidays
and unforeseeable circumstances.
Week

Topic

Course
LO

Readings/ Activities

1-4

Introduction of Various Watermedia Painting
Techniques, the Munsell Color System and the
derived Friend-Enemy Color System
Introduction and Demonstration of
Watermedia painting and materials
Architectural painting in campus with
Trees
Study of Greens (Part of the
Asymmetry of Practical Color Space –
the Munsell Color System)
Attributes of colours, referencing the
Munsell Color Space
Basic Shape and Tonal Study before
painting

1,2,3,4,5

Reference artists for Green hue : Ivan Shishkin

Tonal Design (Part of Design Concept /
Compositional Study) and Colors
Revision of Tonal design: Mood,
Weather, Lighting Conditions and
Textures
Hands-on exercises connection Tonal
Design and Colors, while introducing
Gradation (part of design concept)
through study of Edges.

1,2,3,4,5

5-9

-

Philip Jamison, Frank Webb,
Reading: Color Theory from Ng Woon Lam,
Practical Applications of Color Theory & Design
Concepts
Class Weekly Exercises: Architectural painting
and Green painting (both on location in
campus)

Study of transitional colours – Browns
and Grays

Reading: Ng Woon Lam, Practical Applications
of Color Theory & Design Concepts
Class Exercises
Tonal Planning and Paintings of different
mood, lighting conditions
Night painting
Copy and study of master images of different
textural effects.
Reference artists: Thomas Moran, Andrew
Wyeth, John Singer Sargent, Winslow Homer,
Joaquin Sorolla, Anders Zorn, Joseph Zbuckvic,
David Curtis, Adolf Menzel, Philip Jamison,
George Inness, John Salminen, Liu FengLan,
Chee Cheng-Khee, Yang En-Sheng（杨恩生）,
Xie Min Zhang （谢明錩）, Hammershoi
T
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Design Concepts and Space Construction,
combined with Transitional Colors
Space & Shape and their relationship
to hue change
The abstract structure of Deep and
Shallow space

1,2,3,4,5

Reading: Color Theory from Ng Woon Lam,
Practical Applications of Color Theory & Design
Concepts
Class Exercises
Artists to look at: Design / Interior Space:
Hammershoi, Andrew Wyeth, Adolf Menzel,
Matisse, Vuillard, Wu GuanZhong （吴冠中）

Subtle variation of transitional
colours

Space construction:
Artists to look at: Tiepolo, Michelangelo, Da
Vinci, Bellini, Rembrandt, Caravaggio,
Vermeer, Canaletto, Chardin, Nicholas
Poussin, Ingres, Bruegel, Andrew Wyeth,
Sargent, Sorolla, Anders Zorn, Adolf Menzel,
范宽(Fan Kuan), 李成(Li Cheng), 黄胄(Huang
Zhou), 李可染 (Li Ke Ran)

1113

Final Assignment that require each student to
combine all the above knowledge learned
-

-

-

1,2,3,4,5

Practical Application of Color Theory
based on the Munsell Color System
and / or Friend-Enemy Color System
Presenting Concept of Space
Abstraction through colours and
shapes

Research to be carried out based on each
student’s pre-defined concept of creation.
-

Research
Studies
Final Artworks

Understanding of Design Abstraction

Appendix 1
Continuous Assessment: Single Image, Narrative Image, Storyboard. LOs 1,2,3
Final Project LOs 1,2,3,4
Continuous Assessment: Participation LO 5
Assessment Rubric
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Research:
LO1
Explore
artworks
related to
practical colour
theory
(Munsell Color
Space,
Asymmetry of
Color Space)
and various
design
concepts.
Collection
and Study
research
materials as
reference for
learning and
practical
usage in
exercises and
assignments.

Develop: LO2
Demonstrate
fundamental
understanding
of Munsell
Color Space
and design
concepts and
ability to use
various
watermedia
techniques.
Images
developed
with different
colour range
based on 3
colour
attributes.
Application of
design
concepts in
compositions.

Apply: LO3
Apply different
colour schemes
and different
watermedia
technique and
design ideas for
images.

Present: LO4
Present, discuss
and evaluate
developing and
finished paintings
in a clear and
cohesive
manner.

Execution of:

Able to
articulate
clearly ideas
about practical
colour theory
and
composition of
landscape
images.

Green paintings.
Painting under
different lighting
conditions.

Interior paintings
(using mainly
Clear and
browns and
logical
sequence in
grays)
presentations
with good
Architectural
common of
Paintings.
watercolour.

Participate: LO5
Contribute to the
learning environment
by participating
positively to class
discussion, critiques
and activities relating
to the process of
using watermedia
technique.
Participation in
class activities.
Interacting with
peers and faculty
member in charge.
Peer assistance
and support.
Useful contribution
to discussions and
critiques about
practical colour
theory, watercolour
techniques and
compositional
ideas for landscape
images.

A+
85-100
A
80-85
A75-79
B+
70-74
B
65-69
B60-65
C+
55-59
C 50-54

utstanding

Outstanding

Outstanding

Ability to
indicate use of
colour theory
and landscape
compositional
ideas.
Outstanding

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Very good

Very good

Very good

Very good

Very good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Competent

Competent

Competent

Competent

Competent

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Mediocre

Mediocre

Mediocre

Mediocre

Mediocre

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

D+ 45-49

Insufficient

Insufficient

Insufficient

Insufficient

Insufficient

D 40-44

Deficient

Deficient

Deficient

Deficient

Deficient

F 0-39

No evidence

No evidence

No evidence

No presentation

No participation
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Appendix F: Sample Syllabus based on the Recommended Pedagogical
Design for Practical Color Theory
Learning Objective
Through practice-based teaching students will learn about the three attributes of colors
and the asymmetrical nature of color space. This will enable them to relate practical issues
with the color theory learned.
Learning Outcome
(i).
(ii).
(iii).

(iv).
(v).

The ability to differentiate the three color attributes which enable students to apply
the difference of color attributes in practical exercises given.
The ability to connect various browns and grays with their chromatic parent hues
and therefore enables them to use browns and grays in their color design.
A good understanding of the asymmetrical nature of color space which enable
students to apply the vector concept of color application with the help the FriendEnemy Color System.
An understanding of color visual tension and the ability to group colors and contrast
color in design.
An understanding of the important color theory developments in the history before
and after the Impressionist period with the help of the asymmetrical Munsell Color
Space. This will further assist students in relating color issues with color theory.

Scope
(i).

(ii).

(iii).
(iv).

(v).
(vi).

Introduction to three color attributes, namely, tone, hue and chroma of color,
starting with a two-dimensional model and progressively moving the asymmetrical
three-dimensional Munsell Color Space.
Introduction to the concept of transitional colors (browns and grays) with a twodimensional model and progressively moving the asymmetrical three-dimensional
Munsell Color Space.
Discussion of practical difference of hues and their practical range in color space,
especially the green hue, as it occupies the largest color space.
Practical exercises are introduced in conjunction with color theory taught. Practical
exercises may include analysis of images in the art history, traditional painting
language with optical color mixing, color mixing exercises, discussion of
contemporary practical issues and basic design exercises related colors.
Discussion of visual tension and grouping of colors.
Introduction to the Friend-Enemy Color System as an entry guideline with
comprehensive discussion of vector nature of color application.
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Weekly Exercises
Week 1: Introduction to tone of colors by converting each color (including chromatic hues,
browns and grays) to grayscale11.
Week 2: Introduction to hue and chroma of colors with two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel,
with an emphasis on the different practical range of hues. Color mixing exercises and
traditional painting exercises are designed to allow students to compare the hue and chroma
difference between colors.
Week 3 and 4: Connecting chromatic hues to the related browns and grays with the help of
the Munsell Color Wheel. With reference image, students work on paintings with browns,
grays and one chosen chromatic hue. By varying the chromatic hues in different paintings,
students learn the practical connections between each chromatic hue with browns and grays.
A color paper cutting and collage exercise can be used as an alternative to use design
approach to study this transitional character between browns, grays and chromatic hues.
Week 5, 6, and 7: Introduction to the three-dimensional and asymmetrical Munsell Color
Space. Color mixing exercise is used to explain the asymmetrical nature of the Munsell Color
Space.
Outdoor painting exercises are used to elaborate green hue and blue/purple hue region
which occupy the largest practical color space. Students learn to mix different chromatic,
tinted, shaded and brownish greens, blues and purples to understand their range. These
mixtures are applied on their paintings to help them visualize the differences. These
outcomes also have to be related to all three attributes of color so that students can further
understand the subtle difference between colors. It develops students’ sensitivity of subtle
transition of less chromatic colors so as to develop students’ maturity in color application.
Analysis of master artworks before and after the Impressionist period based on the
Munsell Color Space to understand the use of tonal difference against hue/chroma difference.
Using these two different color concepts to work on exercises of interior and outdoor images
respectively. Alternatively, exercises can be designed to work on digital paintings or design of
space.
Week 8: Copy of master artworks to understanding the subtlety of color transition through
the optical mixing of colors. This is an extended exercise to further develop students’
sensitivity in color subtlety as well as an understanding of the interactive nature of adjacent
colors and underlayer colors.

11

Ng, W. L. (2015). A New Approach for The Teaching of Practical Color Theory.
Ng, W. L. (2016). Practical Applications of Color Theory and Design Concepts (C. Kia-Hwee Ed. 1st ed. Vol. 1).
Singapore: Ng Woon Lam, pp 9-11.
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Week 9 and 10: An introduction of visual tension of colors through a paper collage exercise.
Students compare hue and color differences of shapes to be collaged and understand the
results of color grouping as well as color tension.
Week 11 to 13: A final project that involves knowledge learned from week 1 to week 10.
Week 14: A final critique and review of students’ projects.
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Appendix G: Interview Questions for Professionals and Students
Face-to-face interview questions to professionals

1. A personal journey in the making of art
Below are just some suggested perspectives, however, please feel free to discuss
things outside these scopes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where did you pick up art? Any reason?
Any teachers? Discuss a bit about your teachers.
Discuss various art forms.
Important milestones? When? Why?
Tell us more about what you like and Why? – Feel free to discuss more your
favorite artists.
Show us some of your best artworks. – Maybe 2 to 3 pieces. (digital images are
OK.)
Anything that you like to discuss your journey in art.

2. Your personal experience and opinions about the use of colors
Below are just some suggested perspectives, however, please feel free to discuss
things outside these scopes.
•
•
•
•

Personal preference for materials and tools
Other non-art related reasons
Learning from people’s experiences if any…
Your learning journey about colors both in practical and theoretical aspects.
Where did you learn most about colors?
Tell us more about your opinions related to your technical choices in colors.
What are the common problems you face? And tell us more about how you
will go about solving the problems.

•
•

What are the common problems you see in applications of colors? And discuss
your opinion about these problems.
Discuss your understanding of color theory and how that may / may not help
you in the application of colors.

3. Kindly share some of your life experience that you think it may be important to the
making of art.
4. What is your opinion about the development of visual art in your professional field in
the future?
5. Can you discuss the development in your field in the usage of colors?
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6. Can you discuss concepts, ideas or processes or any other related topics outside your
professional field that could be interesting and useful to learn from in the application
of colors?
Email interview questions to graduate students’ after their review of the workshop syllabi
and test questions
This part will act as complementary information for setting up a pedagogically sound design
for the training of practical color theory.
Details:
1. Any part of the workshop that students feel very difficult to understand or even they
think it is not correct or need a lot of improvement?
2. Any color application issue that students think is very important and this workshop
does not cover much or even does not touch on it? Please indicate with practical
examples. Or any color knowledge that students want to know but it is not mentioned
in the workshop?
3. Any technical skills or theoretical knowledge about the color application that
students have known them well but the workshop does not cover? Please indicate
with practical examples.
•

Further confirm why students want to join the workshop and after the workshop,
technically if their objectives have been met.
1. Ask students to indicate their objectives for joining the workshop and provide
feedback if their objectives have been met.

•

Find out about students’ personal belief or opinion about the need for learning of
color theory and their reasoning for both before and after the workshop
1. Does the training cover the areas that are relevant to your needs in your field of
practice or what you understand from your learning and working experience?
(a) Please reflect on your reasons. You may indicate which are the areas that are critical
and are covered.
(b) If there are any areas that are insufficient, please indicate too.
(c) Welcome your suggestions too.
2. Feedback on the training approach based on the syllabi
3. Feedback on test questions. Do you feel that the test questions can verify students’
learning and their understanding of practical color theory? Kindly indicate clearly your
reasoning. You may even quote certain questions and discuss how improvements can
be made.
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4. Do you have any other feedback from other peers, students, clients or vendors in the
industry about the practical color application? If yes, how we can improve the training
to enhance students’ learning of practical color theory?
5. Any other feedback from you could help us improve the training scope, as well as the
training syllabi and test questions.
Email Interview Questions to Students after the Workshop

Purposes:
•

Understand the effectiveness of the workshop – Both traditional method with the Itten
Color System and newly developed method with the Munsell Color System

Details:
1. What are the parts that students feel that truly benefit their understanding and
improve their knowledge of color theory and practical skills in the color application?
Ask students to point out a few examples
2. What is the most critical piece of information or essential knowledge about the color
they have learned from the workshop? If there is none, please also gather their
comments.
3. After the workshop, in the area of students’ focus or major or interest, is there any
example they can point out that they can now understand the color application issues
better?
4. Do students feel more confident when they handle colors after the workshop? Do they
have some kind of guideline or framework that they can depend on after the
workshop?
5. To understand quantitatively the effectiveness of the workshop: Will they recommend
peers to take the workshop. From scale 0 to 10 ( ‘0’ => Will not recommend; ‘10’ Will
definitely recommend)
•

Find out any issues or weaknesses of the workshop or the training information or
technical information provided or any other issues through students’ feedback.

Face-to-face interview of selected students after the workshop
1. Can you discuss your previous learning experience about color both in theory and in
practice?
2. Can you discuss your experience and opinions about the workshop? Below are some
possible areas you may discuss your experience but you are not restricted by these
areas.
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•
•
•
•

The difference between this new color theory training as compared to what you
have learned previously
Anything about the teaching approach
The theoretical framework of the training
Any other comments and opinions related to this workshop

3. Can you discuss how you make a decision in a color application for your industry
(related to your major)?
4. Can you discuss your strength and weakness in a practical color application?
5. Have you learned or developed sufficient guidelines or some formulated approach to
help you decide colors in your industry or in any visual art applications? If Yes, can
you discuss how you do that?
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Appendix H: NTU IRB Procedures and IRB Approval Letters
This research followed the NTU Institutional Review Board (IRB) to protect
human subjects involving in the research. The policy, procedures and guidelines can
be found on NTU website: https://research.ntu.edu.sg/rieo/IRB/Pages/index.aspx .
Below is the statement listed in the NTU-IRB website.
‘NTU-IRB was established to meet international standards and expectations in
order to protect human subjects involved in research projects as well as to support
researchers and protect the standing of the institution. NTU-IRB will conduct ethical
reviews on all research proposals involving human research participants or human
biological materials.’
The letters sent to the students and artists who had volunteered to participate
in this research are attached below.
Participants were all protected by the IRB policy. They had the right to opt-out
of the research without having to provide any valid reason. The research integrity in
NTU is further controlled by Research Integrity and Ethics Office (RIEO). Anyone may
raise any concern directly to the RIEO. The office website is
https://research.ntu.edu.sg/rieo/Pages/index.aspx .
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Consent to Participate in a Research Study
conducted by Ng Woon Lam as part his pedagogical research leading to Phd
by Research at NIE
Title of Study:

A Study of the Teaching of Color Theory for Visual Art Students at Tertiary
Institutions in Singapore

Investigators:
Name: Ng Woon Lam

Dept:

ADM

Phone:

6513-8251 /
816306853

Introduction
• You are being asked to be in a research study of Teaching of Color Theory for Visual Art
Students as part of the research process by Ng Woon Lam, leading towards his Phd by
Research at National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological University.
• You were selected as a possible participant because you fulfill the criterion as a tertiary
art student at one of the local art institutions.
• We ask that you read this form and ask any questions that you may have before
agreeing to be in the study.
Purpose of the Study
• The purpose of the study is to investigate a newly developed training process for the
teaching of color theory. The investigation will help the research improve and finally
develop a more robust training process to benefit all our local tertiary art students in the
learning of color theory.
• Ultimately, this research may be published as part of the researcher’s Phd dissertation, in
conferences, presented as a paper and in academic sharing platforms.
Description of the Study Procedures
• If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do the following things:
1. Respond to a survey of 5 mins to understand your interest and commitment in
art-making and learning of art
2. Participating in a short pre-test of about 2 hours about your basic understanding
of the color theory
3. Thereafter, go through a workshop over 2 full days of about 12 hours maximum.
4. Respond to a survey of 5 mins to understand your interest and commitment in
art-making and learning of art after the workshop.
5. Two weeks after of workshop, you will participate in a post-test about your
understanding of color theory after going through the workshop.
6. Some students may be selected for a short 30 minutes interview.
The workshop will be conducted by the researcher and the venue and time will be arranged
with you according to your schedule.
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Risks/Discomforts of Being in this Study
• There are no reasonable, foreseeable (or expected) risks. There may be unknown risks.
Benefits of Being in the Study
• The benefits of participation are :
1. Receiving training of color theory by the research who is experienced in the area
of color study
2. Receiving an authenticated copy of the researcher’s publication, ‘Practical
Applications of Color Theory and Design Concepts’ after completion of the whole
research process as stated above.
Confidentiality
•
•

Your identity will be disclosed in the material that is published. Your name may appear
in publications. However, you will be given the opportunity to review and approve any
material that is published about you.
Data will be password protected and hard copies will be locked. Only PI has access to the
data.

Right to Refuse or Withdraw
• The decision to participate in this study is entirely up to you. You may refuse to take
part in the study at any time without affecting your relationship with the investigators of
this study. Your decision will not result in any loss of benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled. You have the right not to answer any single question, as well as to
withdraw completely from the interview at any point during the process; additionally,
you have the right to request that the interviewer not use any of your interview
material.
Right to Ask Questions and Report Concerns
• You have the right to ask questions about this research study and to have those questions
answered by me before, during or after the research. If you have any further questions
about the study, at any time feel free to contact me, Ng Woon Lam at
ngwoonlam@ntu.edu.sg or by telephone at +65-8163-6853. You may also contact IRB
Office through email: irb@ntu.edu.sg
Consent
• Your signature below indicates that you have decided to volunteer as a research
participant for this study and that you have read and understood the information
provided above. You will be given a signed and dated copy of this form to keep, along
with any other printed materials deemed necessary by the study investigators.
Subject's Name (print):
Subject's Signature:

Date:
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Investigator’s Signature:

Date:
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Consent to Participate in a Research Study
conducted by Ng Woon Lam as part his pedagogical research leading to Phd
by Research at NIE
Title of Study:

A Study of the Teaching of Color Theory for Visual Art Students at Tertiary
Institutions in Singapore

Investigators:
Name: Ng Woon Lam

Dept:

ADM

Phone:

6513-8251 /
816306853

Introduction
• You are being asked to be in a research study of Teaching of Color Theory for Visual Art
Students as part of the research process by Ng Woon Lam, leading towards his Phd by
Research at National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological University.
• You were selected as a possible participant because your professional experience will
contribute to the research output. The research output will benefit tertiary art students’
learning of color theory.
• We ask that you read this form and ask any questions that you may have before
agreeing to be in the study.
Purpose of Study
• The purpose of the study is to investigate a newly developed training process for the
teaching of color theory. The investigation will help the research improve and finally
develop a more robust training process to benefit all our local tertiary art students in the
learning of color theory.
• Ultimately, this research may be published as part of the researcher’s Phd dissertation, in
conferences, presented as a paper and in academic sharing platforms.
Description of the Study Procedures
• If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do the following things:
1. Participating in a short interview of less than an hour.
2. Sharing your experience as an art professional in the area of color theory and your
learning and practice of color theory
3. Providing your feedback about current students’ learning of color theory
4. Providing your feedback about the current industrial practice of color application

Risks/Discomforts of Being in this Study
• There are no reasonably foreseeable (or expected) risks. There may be unknown risks.
Benefits of Being in the Study
• The benefits of participation are:
3. Exchanging experience with the research about color theory
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4. Receiving an authenticated copy of the researcher’s publication, ‘Practical
Applications of Color Theory and Design Concepts’.
Confidentiality
•
•

Your identity will be disclosed in the material that is published. Your name may appear
in publications. However, you will be given the opportunity to review and approve any
material that is published about you.
Data will be password protected and hard copies will be locked. Only PI has access to the
data.

Right to Refuse or Withdraw
• The decision to participate in this study is entirely up to you. You may refuse to take
part in the study at any time without affecting your relationship with the investigators of
this study. Your decision will not result in any loss of benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled. You have the right not to answer any single question, as well as to
withdraw completely from the interview at any point during the process; additionally,
you have the right to request that the interviewer not use any of your interview
material.
Right to Ask Questions and Report Concerns
• You have the right to ask questions about this research study and to have those questions
answered by me before, during or after the research. If you have any further questions
about the study, at any time feel free to contact me, Ng Woon Lam at
ngwoonlam@ntu.edu.sg or by telephone at +65-8163-6853. You may also contact IRB
Office through email: irb@ntu.edu.sg
Consent
• Your signature below indicates that you have decided to volunteer as a research
participant for this study and that you have read and understood the information
provided above. You will be given a signed and dated copy of this form to keep, along
with any other printed materials deemed necessary by the study investigators.
Subject's Name (print):
Subject's Signature:

Date:

Investigator’s Signature:

Date:
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Appendix I: Background Information of Professional Artists / Educators and 3
Graduate Students
All professional artists/educators are identified as AE(number). All graduate students
are identified as STU(number). A codebook provides their actual identities and will
only be disclosed based on permitted situations.
Artist professionals identified for interview:
i.

AE1: A local artist with 20 years of experience in the field of illustration and
comic art. He holds a Master of Fine Art in animation. He teaches foundation
drawing classes at a local art school. Besides his professional art career, he is
also actively participating in watercolor painting events and exhibitions locally.
His knowledge of color application covers industrial practice, art education and
fine art. This combination serves as a good mixture to help us understand the
true connection between art education and current practice in the field.
Areas covered: Fine Art (Drawing and Painting), Comic, Illustration and Art
Education

ii.

AE2: A local artist and art educator at a local art school with more than 30 years
of experience.
Areas covered: Architecture, Art Education and Fine Art (Drawing and Painting)

iii.

AE3: Renowned South East Asian artist with 40 years of experience in both
watercolor painting and architecture.
Areas covered: Architecture, Fine Art (Painting and Drawing)

iv.

AE4: Renowned Penang plein air painter with more than 60 years of painting
experience.
Areas covered: Fine Art (Painting)

v.

AE5: Art Professor at a local university. She holds a BFA from the School of
Visual Art and a MA from New York University (NYU), Dept. of Graphic
Communication Management & Technology. She won numerous international
awards and presented her artworks in numerous exhibitions locally and
internationally. She is recognized throughout the continents of Asia, North
America, and Europe.
Areas covered: Visual Communication

vi.

AE6: He is currently an art educator at a local university. Trained in Architecture,
Industrial Design, and Human Factors Engineering, he has been practicing
locally as a product designer for over 20 years on a variety of consumer
products, industrial equipment, transportation, and defense projects. Besides
consulting in the product design realm, he has also worked on a variety of 3D
visualization, prints, interior & exhibition design projects. He has research
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interests in the realms of Design and Human Factors and has done projects
dealing with wearable technology, social media for communities, generative
design, human perception, spatial cognition, and interaction within Virtual
Environments.
Areas covered: Product Design
vii.

AE7: He was a professor of Digital Filmmaking/Documentary at a local art
school. He is an Academy Award-winning filmmaker. He has been a
professional film & video director/producer-writer since 1970. He has been
producing and creating award-winning films and videos of social and intellectual
interest since he began his production career and specializes in making science
and technology documentaries. He has produced and directed 33 films and
videos, including 3 IMAX productions, during his 43 years of production career.
Since 1979 in parallel with his production work, He has taught University
courses in film production, independent film business, and visual design at
seven universities.
Areas covered: Digital Filming

Areas of coverage: Fine Art, Digital Media (Film and Photography), Animation
/ Illustration / Comic Art, Art Education, Product Design, Visual Communication and
Architecture.
Experienced / Graduate students from School of Art, Design and Media,
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
i.
ii.
iii.

STU1: He holds a BFA in Digital Animation and an MA in Visual Art Research.
He is currently an animation lecturer at a local art school.
STU2: She holds a BFA in Digital Animation from a local art school and just
completed her MA in research at a local art school.
STU3: He graduated from a local art school in Visual Communication.
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Appendix J: Visualization of Color Space and Its Connection with Master
Artworks of Two Different Eras with Significant Change in Color Application
There was another significant feedback I had gathered from teaching students
with the Munsell Color Space. The model helps us explain the history of color
development in paintings from the Renaissance to the modern era. I collaborated with
an Information Engineering and Media student in 2015 to develop a color analytical
software based on the Munsell Color Space for the study of color images (Ng & Xiao,
2017). The software was further improved aesthetically with the support of an
Educational Excellence (EdeX) grant carried out by an external programming
company. Two images were analyzed by this software to serve as examples to
elaborate on this point.
To illustrate how the history of color development can be mapped, I use two
different master artworks of two different eras as examples here. It is critical to
understand how the color attributes are shifted in the color space (using the Munsell
Color Space as reference framework) during any color mixing process. It also
illustrates which attribute is dominating in different color design choices.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Lady with an Ermine by Leonardo da Vinci. (Da Vinci, 1489-90) (b)
Color mapping done by the color analysis software developed.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2 (a) The Bath, Jávea by Joaquin Sorolla (Sorolla, 1905). (b) Color mapping
done by the color analysis software developed.
Figure 1 (b) the color analysis of Leonardo da Vinci’s painting shows that there
is hardly any fully chromatic hue present in the painting. Therefore, the color space
shrank towards the central core, forming a relatively smaller color space, as shown in
Figure 1 (b). Da Vinci stretches the vertical tonal axis from black to white to create the
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necessary differences for this painting. In that Joaquin Sorolla’s painting, Figure 2 (a),
the color analysis, Figure 2 (b) shows that he could stretch both the hue space
(horizontal axes) as well as the vertical tonal axis. Therefore, in some areas, for
instance, the colors of the figures and the water at the lower part of the image, hue
difference was used without having to stretch the tonal difference. In the upper part of
the painting where he depicts water, he stretched the tone range and painted the water
with a darker tone while he sacrificed the hue difference. This difference was
discussed briefly in the literature review using a painting by Da Vinci and a painting by
Claude Monet. The three-dimensional color space is able to map the difference
between these two color applications. As such, it shows how the color application has
shifted between the two different eras. It indicates a need to have a comprehensive
color space to relate all the three color attributes to understand master artworks of
different eras. It comprehensively maps the color difference between these two eras
in art history. The history of this development has been explicitly discussed in chapter
2.
Reference
Da Vinci, L. (1489-90). Lady with an Ermine. In. Paris: Louvre.
Ng, W. L., & Xiao, Y. (2017). Development of 3D Color Space to Improve Learning of
Color Theory.
Sorolla, J. (1905). The Bath, Jávea. In: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City,
NY, USA.
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Appendix K: Practical Ability in using Transitional Colors – Student STU5 and
L1P27 from DA2003 Class
STU5 and L1P27 shared their experience during the face to face interview
about their understanding of transitional colors after they had completed the DA2003
class. From STU5’s response and her final project artworks which were presented in
good consistency with her positive response, there are five areas to look into, namely,
her learning of transitional colors, her understanding vector concept of color selection,
the asymmetrical color space which was evident in her green color painting, her
understanding of how color difference can be mapped out practically on the Munsell
Color Wheel, and her understanding of the connection between all three color
attributes.

Figure 1. (Repost for ease of reference) One of the paintings submitted by STU5 as
part of her final project for class DA2003. This painting presents the subtlety of
transitional colors. (With permission from STU5)
Using Figure 1, the green painting as an example, she was able to connect
more chromatic green hue with other hues, like pink (red hue), grayish-blue (blue hue)
and yellow. In the circled (in red dotted lines) areas, a wide variety of transitional colors
covering almost all different hues with various tone ranges are shown. She was able
to mix colors skewing towards different chromatic hues while forming the right tones
she needed. These tinted colors act as subtle transitions between the more chromatic
greens and other colors. She was able to portray an image with smooth transitions
using these intermediate colors. Technically, she was able to obtain even the most
subtle colors she needed.
Red, blue, green and yellow hues are fully spaced out in the color space, as
indicated by the Munsell Color Space. In other words, these colors have the largest
hue differences. In order to apply all these colors in the same image and form an
image that does not show jumpy patterns that may visually break itself down, many
connecting colors have to be mixed to act as good transition. These transitional colors
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reduce the abrupt vector differences between the distant hues. STU5 was able to
create the appropriate amounts of these mixtures to work as subtle transitions. That
fully reflected both her understanding of color theory and her sensitivity in handling
subtle color transitions. In many practical situations, this is the gap between a less
mature artist and a professional with years of experience. Her progress was
impressive. In fact, L2P27 in the face to face interview raised the same issue. She was
not able to control many colors. She was the student that received the highest score
of 73% in the post-test. The problem she could not resolve was solved by STU5 after
13 weeks of training in DA2003 class, using the Munsell Color System. That is again
evidence of how the vector concept of mapping colors may help a student connect the
color theory with practical issues. However, it also requires more time and relevant
exercises to be designed for the student.
Based on L2P17’s comments earlier, her understanding of the restriction of
color harmony concept was another important learning milestone for her. Her early
influence was from the Itten Color Wheel; therefore, she had the concept of color
harmony in mind. She wanted to further understand how color harmony was derived
and how to apply the concept practically. However, as discussed in section 2.2 the
concept of harmony was an inconclusive framework derived from Greek living
philosophy (Burchett, 2005). She finally realized that the concept of harmony was to
forcefully fit any practical color application into certain models. It is not successful in
the end as our practical color application is too complex to be fitted into just three
simple models, namely Simple Harmony, Contrast Harmony or Balanced Harmony
(Westland, 2007).
Instead of clearing her doubts in color harmony, she had learned about the
complexity of transitional colors. That enabled her to work more comfortably with all
the browns and grays as well as a wider range of greens. She commented that brown
had become her favorite color after knowing how it could connect all the chromatic
colors together.
Reference
Burchett, K. E. (2005). A Bibliographical History of The Study and Use of Color From
Aristotle to Kandinsky. New York, USA: The Edwin Mellen Press, Ltd.
Westland, S., Laycock, Kevin., Cheung, Vien., Henry, Phil., Mahyar, Forough.
(2007). Color Harmony. Colour Journal - Design and Creativity, 1(1), pp1 - 15.
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Appendix L: Guidelines for Using Black Color
In a practical situation, mixing black with any color; black color having a tone of
9, will change its tone according to the tone of the added component while the mixture
shifts in the same direction too. So, if black is mixed with colors nearer to the yellow
region, like either pure yellow (about tone 2) or yellow ochre (about tone 3), the vector
will shift towards yellow. On the map, black is nearer to blue. It carries more blue hue,
therefore when it is progressively mixed with a yellow-based color it will pass through
the green hue zone. Using Figure 64, if a straight line is drawn between black and
yellow, the mixing process passes through the dull green region. However, it should
be noted that this map is simplified into a symmetrical circle. In any practical situation,
even if a three-dimensional Munsell Color Space is simplified into a two-dimensional
color wheel, the green hue surface is still a lot larger than the rest. Hence the green
hue region may need to be widened in a user’s mind when this wheel is used. Or it
can be called a map. The map, therefore, maps all the colors like vectors on an atlas.
I showed a commercially available color wheel (Company, 2009) to L2P27 and
the rest and explained further that an improved version of the Itten Color Wheel today
tried to add in the transitional browns and grays. However, because of its inaccurate
representation of the practical range of colors, the browns and grays could not be
connected well with the neutral core. It just left users to figure out the actual practical
connections between brown, gray and black by ourselves. Thus, it could not fully serve
the purpose of learning the relationships between transitional colors and chromatic
hues.
I would like to share my experience here on how students can be helped. During
my Watermedia Landscape Painting class at ADM, NTU, I train students with practical
color theory comprehensively, and I provide them with three pieces of advice to
connect their practice with a theoretical framework. I use the Munsell Color Wheel as
an example. These steps help them visualize the mapping process of colors:
i.
Laying out their color pigments in their palettes in a manner that is similar to the
modified two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel, as shown in Figure 64.
Although the browns are not placed at an inner circle on the palette, they can
still be placed nearer to their parent chromatic hues to indicate their similarity
in hue. For example, burnt sienna has a more red hue and orange hue. It will
be placed nearer to red and/or orange. Black that has more blue hue and will
be placed nearer to a dark blue. Its tone is also considered since dark blue has
a tone that is almost 9 too. This acts as a first-level safety net. During any mixing
process, adjacent pigments with similar hues and/or similar tones will not be
shifted too quickly by their neighbors. In addition, it helps us visualize the
changing vector by seeing the distance between each color pigment on our
palette. It works like a compressed version of the Munsell Color Space.
ii.
Some painters may not use white for their watercolor because they can just
dilute colors with water. It is a painter’s choice to maintain the transparent
appearance of watercolor. However, if the white pigment is used, I will advise
students to place it next to a yellow or any lighter pigments on the palette. This
has a similar justification. White being a tone 1 pigment, sits nearer to light
colors like yellow or yellowish-green in the Munsell Color Space. Similarly, this
keeps white pigment from being contaminated by darker tone pigments. When
white is used to tint (lighten) any other colors, the map cannot show the shift
because the changing direction is along the vertical axis which has been taken
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iii.

out of consideration through shrinking of the three-dimensional Munsell Color
Space down to two-dimensional. A palette is two-dimensional. However, it is
not too complex to visualize the change as there is no hue shift when mixing
with white. This factor must be noted when colors are mixed on a palette.
The last piece of advice is to have a large palette and mix more colors than
what is needed for the actual painting. The mixtures on the palette will serve as
reference vectors to help students see the amount of change during the mixing
process of two or more colors. The intermediate colors formed may act as the
first-level transitional colors between the original component pigments. It is
harder to fully visualize the color shifts in a three-dimensional color space but
the mixtures on the palette actually show the smaller vector components, acting
as good intermediate references. They also act as the initial step for beginners
to discover the full range of transitional colors as well as visualizing colors as
vectors in the three-dimensional color space. It further develops beginners’
sensitivity in differentiating subtle transitions of colors.

With the help of these three steps, the two-dimensional Munsell Color Wheel
and a basic understanding of the Munsell Color Space, color mixing will no longer be
a problem even if all three color attributes are changing together. My previous
experience told me that students were so resistant to rearrange the palette or replacing
a small palette with a larger one. Some even came with palettes that were badly
stained by non-removable acrylic paint, which led me to conduct a night painting
session so that they could not see any color correctly on their palettes. Every color
looked like browns and yellowish browns in the dark under a yellow or orange night
lighting. Students painted with great difficulty without a proper palette layout. They
immediately realized the importance of graduate transitions between colors on a
proper palette layout. That directly reflects the strength of the Munsell Color Wheel in
which browns and black are indicated as connected color vectors at progressive steps.
Reference
Company, T. C. W. (Cartographer). (2009). Watercolor Wheel. Retrieved from
https://colorwheelco.com/
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Appendix M: Primary Colors
In Section 2.3.2 I have discussed Maxwell of empirical proof of primary colors
of light (Wald, 1964). Red, green and blue (RGB) are the primary colors of light. Cyan,
magenta and yellow light are secondary mixtures of two of the three primary colors of
light. Mixing light is a process of addition. The resultant color light is therefore brighter.
However, this does not apply to pigments. There is always a confusion about
which color pigments are the primary pigments. In reality, instead of trying hard to
identify which pigments are primary hue pigments, it would be better to look into how
pigments are applied practically.
The pigment mixing process is a subtractive process, which means physically
more light is absorbed for a mixture of more than one pigment and hence, the left-over
light reflected a viewer’s eyes will be less. That implies the resultant light reflected is
a subtractive process.
In the printing industry, cyan, magenta, yellow and black (known as CMYK,
while K is a short form for ‘Key’ – to be used for adjustment of the tone of printing).
The printing process uses an empirical matrix of these four colors. The matrix is a
mixture of additive and subtraction color mixing processes in a microscopic view. At
about 100 times magnification, the printing matrix is visible. The reason why printing
is using CMY, the secondary colors of light is that this process acts as a compromise
(Ng, 2016).
To illustrate this with an example, for printing a green, if we use yellow pigment and
blue pigment to print a green color image, the blue pigment will not reflect green light
while yellow pigment will reflect part of the green light. In the end, only very little green
color is reflected in the viewers’ eyes. Therefore, using cyan and yellow to print green
is a better choice. Both cyan and yellow will reflect some green light and hence more
green light is reflected (Ng, 2016). However, the printing matrix also involves an
additive mixing process which may make the resultant tone become too bright. Black
ink (K - Key) is added to adjust the printed image to the right tone.
From this, it can be understood that it is rather meaningless to argue which
color pigments are primary pigments. Traditionally, red, yellow and blue (RYB) were
identified as primary pigments. From the explanation above, it is understood that RYB
cannot produce all the required colors. The color gamut will shrink tremendously after
mixing. However, as an artist, I do not see this as a problem because there are
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thousands of chromatic pigments I can obtain from art shops. It is not necessary to
mix all the colors using primary pigments. In fact, from the explanation above, it is
understood that the primary concept of colors only exists in light. Pigments reflect light,
and therefore and not the primary source. It is more important to understand the
practical application and the application process of pigments or printing inks (very fine
pigments in liquid mixture forms). That will ensure the required results can be obtained.
It is more important for students to understand the interactive nature of color pigments
than arguing which pigments are primary. I will prefer students to purchase a few more
pigments, including chromatic colors as well as browns and grays. That allows them
to explore the practical difference between pigments. This research has indicated the
importance of the actual vector difference between colors. Mastering the actual
difference between colors will enable them to apply colors with confidence.
Reference
Ng, W. L. (2016). Practical Applications of Color Theory and Design Concepts (C. KiaHwee Ed. 1st ed. Vol. 1). Singapore: Ng Woon Lam.
Wald, G. (1964). The Receptors of Human Color Vision. Science, New Series,
145(3636), pp 1007-1016.
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Appendix N: List of Artists
Andrea del Sarto
Antoine Watteau
Camille Pissarro
Caravaggio
Chang Chan How
Chen Chong Swee (陈宗瑞)
Chen Wen Hsi (陈文希)
Chong Soo Pieng (钟四宾)
Claude Monet
Dan McCaw
Diego Velasquez
Eugene Delacroix
Francisco de Goya
Frank Webb
Georgette Chen (张荔英)
Harley Brown
Hieronymus Borch
Jacopo da Pontormo
Jacopo Tintoretto
Jacques-Louis David
Jan Vermeer
Jean-Ausguste-Dominique Ingres
Jean-Honore Fragonard
Jeanne Dobie
Joaquin Sorolla
John Constable
Joseph Mallord William Turner
Leonardo da Vinci
Liu Kang (刘抗)，
Michelangelo
Ong Kim Seng
Peter Paul Rubens
Piet Mondrian
Pieter Bruegel the Elder
Paul Klee
Raphael
Rembrandt van Rjin
Rosso
Joost Schmidt
Stephen Quiller
Tan Chiang Kiong
Tan Choon Ghee
Theodore Gericault
Titian
Tom Hill
Walther Gropius
Wassily Kandinsky
Yang En Sheng (杨恩生)
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Appendix O: Raw Data of Interviews
Interview process:
The process of face to face interview was audio-recorded. The audio records
were transcribed into texts. Both interviews carried out in English and Chinese
language were further summarized into narratives for further analysis. Interview data
analysis was then carried out based on the summarized narratives.
The email interview responses were reviewed and relevant comments were
extracted for discussions in chapters 5 and 6.
Face to face interviews of professional artists/art educators
AE1:
Woon Lam: So, ya.. So just say a little bit about how you learnt your art over the years…These are some of the
questions you can use, or you can use your own answers..
AE1: So are you going to ask questions or just.
Woon Lam: No, you just say whatever, how you learnt art.
AE1: I think for the first question ‘Where did you pick up art?” I picked up art when I was very young, just like ..
when I was like seven. As when I was reading, er.. newspaper and books, I just, then I saw paintings and
pictures.
Woon Lam: Someone else..
AE1: Illustrations and comics. I think when I was young.. younger, I was influenced by er.. comics. And er.. there
was a local illustrator in Singapore.
Woon Lam: So it’s always in the press.
AE1: Ya. He’s always drawing for children’s book and for newspaper. And at that time, he was actually 21.
Woon Lam: You remember his name?
AE1: Hou Shoo Min
Woon Lam: Hou Shoo Min
AE1: Ya, Hou Shoo Min
Woon Lam: He is about 10+ years old than me. But he started out as an illustrator. Graduated from NAFA 31
years old.
AE1: Oh. OK.
Woon Lam: So, his cartoonist style .. er, his illustration style actually appeals to me a lot. So I started copying
loh.. I keep copying.. copying.. I love the way he used colors. So both of us actually participate in national cartoon
competition for the courtesy campaign. But I’m m (was) in the student session. He actually belonged to the adult
session. So he won (one of) top 3 awards and I was in the top 5 category. So that actually started my experience
in drawing. I wanted.. ready to draw..
AE1: So that was primary school.
Woon Lam: Ah.. Primary school, primary 4, 5 and 6.
AE1: Oh.
Woon Lam: And then I started to draw comics for the Chinese paper.
AE1: Oh.
Woon Lam: Ya.
AE1: So when you’re in the high school, you’re drawing comics for newspaper.
Woon Lam: Primary school till secondary school. Secondary 1, 2 and 3.
AE1: Nice
Woon Lam: So I think… When I was in secondary school I was introduced to art. My elder sister actually did a lot
of art, when she went to secondary school. So she influenced me in terms like.mmm.. doing the school work,
school project. So I learnt how to use postal color from that. So I got into sec 1, sec 2 I started to do school
projects as well. And then I got to love to paint .. er.. still life and natural study,… draw things..
AE1: So those that you painted a lot of watercolor ones.. it’s during…
Woon Lam: Yes, during that time.
AE1: My dad brought to watch.. to see exhibition by Ong Kim Seng.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE1: So that was..that was..the time when I was 18
Woon Lam: 80s right.
AE1: I was 18.
Woon Lam: During the 70s or 80s..early 80s..
AE1: Early 80s. 83, 84..
Woon Lam: Primary 5, primary 6 or secondary 1..
AE1: No, no, no..Secondary 2, secondary 3.
Woon Lam: Oh
AE1: Sec 2 and Sec 3
Woon Lam: Oh really? I was learning a lot of watercolor during that time.
AE1: Exposure to watercolor painting
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Woon Lam: That time..I was learning a lot of watercolor.
AE1: I think you started of much earlier than me.. Persisted quite..
Woon Lam: No, the learning was sec 1. About sec 1. Almost like same as you lah..
AE1: During that time right?
Woon Lam: The teach got some training.
AE1: Ya.
Woon Lam: So he kept training us for competition
AE1: Ya… So I think I really learnt watercolor a lot due to watching… seeing Ong Kim Seng’s works. So I
collected his postcards also. And tried to learn from his way of color.
Woon Lam: You didn’t see the rest? They were so many painters during that time.
AE1: No. I kind of focused on Ong Kim Seng. And for drawing, was Chang Chan How.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE1: I went for another exhibition by Chang Chan How as well. So these are the 2 people that have influenced
me a lot, in term of drawing, lines, painting. But that time, I think Ong Kim Seng used a lot of earth colors. Very
earthly…
Woon Lam: For many years..30 years..ah..
AE1: So my influence was actually from there. I.. Along.. During the process of learning watercolor, I tend to use
more earthly colors. Even until now, I kind of like more drawn to earth colors. So, but exposure to other people
like .. maybe like you, Zhu Hong right,.. that last 4, 5 years, is like opened my eyes to see colors; more
expressionistic way of seeing colors in painting. And using colors to appeal to emotion. So that’s the influence..
ah..
Woon Lam: And the art,.. how about those art journeys.. like every single stage? How you switched around and
moved from here to there.
AE1: Oh, definitely..Comic is my starting point. And then, I started to learn how to paint in sec.. secondary school.
By the time I moved to army, I’ve been..I’ve been already illustrating for children books. So I got in contact with
the children book publisher. So that was the time I started to drawing and paint for children. And I also,.. that kind
of like a..allowed me to apply my watercolor painting skills and my comic to do something applicational. And the
choice of.. I.. I got to know other artists. Edwin.. Edwin Ng..and Guan Shan Mei (关山美). So Guan Shan Mei
was,.. at that time was very big in terms of illustrating for children books. So in textbooks,.. in a lot of textbooks I
saw her paintings. So I wanted to paint like that as well. She uses bright colors as well. She uses very soft
rendering technique but very colorful.
Woon Lam: Like colorful but sort of toned down…
AE1: Sub edges, toned down, yes..
Woon Lam: Kind of..
AE1: Ya. So that also helped..kind of influenced me.
Woon Lam: More like very comfortable kind of illustration lah..
AE1: Ya.. Ya..
Woon Lam: A bit like those Japanese cartoon feel kind of illustration..
AE1: Ya, kind of..yes.. er. So I.. My.. In my learning process, it’s quite a mix ah..
Woon Lam: What made you go to NTU and then switched gear and get (got) into this.
AE1: I think all along my dad didn’t ..approve..for me to pursue art. All along I know I am going to do science,.. be
an engineer… study engineering..
Woon Lam: Even like you did A-levels all in science.. All…
AE1: Ya…But the reason I gave up is because, .. I think is just like you I had been spending a lot of time 10
hours as an engineer then 8 hours back home as an illustrator freelance.. drawing my comics even in NTU. So
felt that … Ei.. I think I need to focus on one because I think spreading myself so to speak. So after I got married
I had decided to drop engineering and go freelance full time illustration.
Woon Lam: So after that you decided to go to do some degree like that?
AE1: Ah, ya.. during the process of freelancing, ah.. the money I earned I just threw in to getting a degree in
multimedia design. Multimedia design is actually more on design based course. So through that course, through
that degree I got myself into industry; a job as an art director for web design, web animation.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE1: Ya.. So it’s kind of progressive into illustration and animation.
Woon Lam: Those.. In which area, when they do business..?
AE1: For web design, for web design is more like a… for clients, for corporate websites..
Woon Lam: All the very... formal kind of.. structure.
AE1: Ah yes. The use of color was always ??? to corporate colors…So they want us…
Woon Lam: Very standard one …They had the colors fixed already, and you just used the colors.
AE1: Ya.. As for animation side, they wanted me to do.. create an original IP. So original IP as in they want me to
create a story…design the characters, so over the years…
Woon Lam: So doing all the things which you fitted in very well…
AE1: Yes,
Woon Lam: The comic skills you need.
AE1: Ya.. kind of like the company allows me to learn on the job. So I spent a lot of time watching web animation
that time. And then I tried to apply what I had learnt into my…
Woon Lam: But you had skills to see the space change, all these figurative elements right.
AE1: Especially, in terms of character, using shapes; how to stereotype a person. ..
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Woon Lam: Partially like charater design lah…
AE1: Ya. And after that I became a print designer, so doing monthly magazine..
Woon Lam: So like magazine..
AE1: Graphics.
Woon Lam: Is a different company or the same company?
AE1: It’s a different company. So I left the web company, I went to..
Woon Lam: So that time was..?
AE1: Roughly…
Woon Lam: When was that?
AE1: 200?...
Woon Lam: You graduated 1994 right?
AE1: Yes..
Woon Lam: I was 95, you 94? One year earlier than me.
AE1: Cos ya..Together, because I went for honors year.
Woon Lam: Oh you went for 4 years ah! Why you’re so ON.
AE1: No, no, I used that honors year to draw my comics.
Woon Lam: Hahahahaha..
AE1: So the whole year…
Woon Lam: (Zhou Bo, 做无 (hokkien), Doing nothing)..
AE1: So I had a single room I just layout all my story. When I graduated I published a 200 pages comic.
Woon Lam: Wow!
AE1: 3000 copies were sold. I think sold out almost. So that was the first exposure to my own..IP ya..
Woon Lam: How about the… Sonny Liew? You’re in their comics right? They guy very ON also.
AE1: I am much earlier than them. I’m 10 years earlier than them.
Woon Lam: They are quite ON also. They’re very well received also.
AE1: He belongs to the English comic. I belong to the Chinese comic.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE1: The Chinese comic .. er ..expanded from 1990 to 2000. So Sonny Liew I think, the rest of the people in
English comic came after …
Woon Lam: Kiasu.. all these lah?
AE1: Ah, ya..No Kiasu is with us also. So I’m working for Kiasu as well.
Woon Lam: What’s his name ah.. That guy?
AE1: Johnny Lau.
Woon Lam: Johnny Lau. OK..
AE1: So the 10 years period we did a lot of magazine; both English, Chinese..That was the boom for the local
comic. Very unique style, kind..
Woon Lam: So you’re trying to get a higher degree you learnt through that?
AE1: Yes
Woon Lam: When did you go? When did you go to.. ??
AE1: 2006
Woon Lam: Huh! Later than me ah?
AE1: Ah.. I’m a late .. late comer.
Woon Lam: But you’ve been doing…
AE1: I worked, I worked..2003 to 2006 as a print designer
Woon Lam: All the art areas already right?
AE1: As a designer, so but at the same time, I actually going into digital..
Woon Lam: So that one was sponsored by MDA?
AE1: MDA yes. The reason why they gave me the scholarship was because I won twice MDA animation
competition.
Woon Lam: Oh. Nice!
AE1: No animation, but kind of like a animation pitch proposal; whereby you pitched an animation proposal. You
pitched a storyboard, and did a short animation. So consecutively two years..
Woon Lam: Consecitively 2 years..So kind of short film.
AE1: Ya correct..They called it pitch competition. So I won 2001 and 2002.
Woon Lam: Wow!
AE1: 2003 I stopped
Woon Lam: 2004 I go and.. 2003 worked, worked , worked. Then
AE1: 2006… 2005 I applied for scholarship.
Woon Lam: How long was that. Savannah? 2 years / 3 years?
AE1: Ah.. 2 years. 2 years, but I worked 1 year.
Woon Lam: You came back 1 year later than me ah..?
AE1: Yes.
Woon Lam: When we met was.. You just got back right.
AE1: Because I worked 1 year for Disney.
Woon Lam: When we met, you just came back right?
AE1: Ah ya.
Woon Lam: That was what? 2008 right?
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AE1: End of 2009.
Woon Lam: Huh, so late?
AE1: Ya. 2009 December we met.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE1: At that time, I was preparing to work for animation studio in Singapore. So I started work in 2010, but I
stopped work in 2010 August.
Woon Lam: Nice.
AE1: I think after I quit my job, in 2010 I started teaching… Digitpen, Temasek and …
Woon Lam: then
AE1: NTU, ADM
Woon Lam: Ya. Those I know more already. Huh, those background I know more already. Actually I more where
you had the ideas, where you picked up all these. So what’s your opinion when people use color now after so
many years?
AE1: I think…
Woon Lam: Like you see people how they use color..
AE1: I think for the last 5 years there’s a boom digital conceptual painting and during that time when I was doing
digital painting, 2003, 2004.. Ah.. Not many people were doing this but actually now a lot more people are doing
that. And the choice of color is.. eh.. it’s becoming more and more, .. the trend is eh.. becoming more .. eh old
painting, classical painting. So digital painters trying to paint like classical painters. The use of color, tonal are
more like..
Woon Lam: Used to be what? Like ?
AE1: Shapes, more on the shapes. Line and shapes. Used to be with more Japanese influence.
Woon Lam: Oh. Manga lah..Shape and put in colors
AE1: Ya. Ya.
Woon Lam: More like flat colors lah..
AE1: Ya. Correct.
Woon Lam: Now is more like realistic forms..lah.
AE1: Ya. More realistic yes..
Woon Lam: You don’t see much problem with the way they use colors, do you?
AE1: Problems, ya.
Woon Lam: Oh something you like very much. You think they are doing it.. Damn cool or something like that?
AE1: Ya, I think so. I think they are doing it quite well. Actually, I think a lot of movies uses.. a lot of movies uses
concept art as a base for design. Ah..the movie will be made according to the concept. So the concept art
actually set the art direction, color direction and the style direction. So a lot..
Woon Lam: Here the skill set, do you think they match that?
AE1: In Singapore, people, the artists ah? I think we are still catching up.
Woon Lam: Comparatively do you see anything. In terms of use of color, weakness or any strength of people
here you know?
AE1: Oh. I think we are just doing catch up most of the time.
Woon Lam: So the thing is always..
AE1: Is always influenced by other people.
Woon Lam: So they are doing and then we just use their method and catch up. No new things coming out from
here?
AE1: I think er..
Woon Lam: New color idea, something like that?
AE1: Not really.
Woon Lam: You think we are just using the same format and just learning..
AE1: Just following what people have done, successful methods lah..
Woon Lam: How you learnt colors all the years? You have learnt so many things ah.. How did you learn colors?
AE1: I think ..
Woon Lam: Just now you mentioned Ong Kim Seng and all these. Brown colors..
AE1: So when I was doing children book illustrations I asked my chief art director I said, “How he select color for
you illustration?” What he told was through observation. Just plain observation. You just look like you wear blue,
pink, so you just apply what you see in your illustration lah..
Woon Lam: More like story telling power of the..
AE1: More like trying to
Woon Lam: Capture the story lah..
AE1: Capture the..
Woon Lam: Telling the story based on the life activity.
AE1: Daily life, yes. Based on observation. Try to remember what you saw. Sometimes,.. sometimes your idea of
color may not be suitable. May not feel like a daily kind of a..
Woon Lam: Does it, er.. does your own personal decision influence that very much?
AE1: I think I try not to be influenced by my own decision. I realized my own decision doesn’t really, at that time
lah..doesn’t really like, doesn’t look good. That’s the reason I try to..
Woon Lam: How about now?
AE1: Now er.. now .. I guess I am still experimenting with things. Er like a.. I am person that is more towards
comic side. So black and white, lines, dark shapes, light shapes, more appealing to me. But for the last 4 years,
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when I was doing urban sketching, painting with you guys right, er.. I tend to use more subdue colors. But… use
colors more like.a. grays.
Woon Lam: More of the ..
AE1: Browns
Woon Lam: Intermediate colors ah..
AE1: Ya, ya. So I think..
Woon Lam: Illustration wise is more like picking the local colors right?
AE1: Illustration wise is more like picking the local colors so that people can identify with it. Ya.
Woon Lam: So how about the urban sketchers? Which side they lean more towards?
AE1: I think, I think the .. the journey of urban sketching, the first 2 years was more on lines. And color lines and
so on and so forth. It’s only the last 3 years that people are picking up colors; watercolor. That’s because I think
as they progress, as we progress we wanted to add colors. So at that er.. and then er.. In the beginning it’s more
like washing, putting washes, light washes lah. Then much later, it becomes, painting becomes.. dominates the
sketching process lah..
Woon Lam: Er.. you think that those people really get in touch with more scientific concepts of color theory or
they just based on experience?
AE1: I think most of the people based on what they have already known. They might.. they might have known a
bit of the color theory, by from the learning…
Woon Lam: Past experiences.
AE1: Ya. You can tell that they may not.. Most people actually add colors just for sack of adding colors. But they
are not looking at tonal contrast, and even color contrast lah..So those are 2 things that is (are) not practiced
most of the time.
Woon Lam: So the theory is still.. stops at when they’ve learnt in their institutions?
AE1: Ya. Very simplified color theory.
Woon Lam: Then after that.. very very elementary foundation version lah..
AE1: Ya.
Woon Lam: So after they get out, they never get into more..
AE1: Ya.
Woon Lam: Theoretical learning ..More like working experience or painting/drawing experience lah.
AE1: And after which I think.. I think er.. after more people using watercolor people try to learn from each other
lah. So now… It’s observed from the painters’ experience..
Woon Lam: That’s my,.. one of the things that I have to resolve. I got to know where they learnt from. Where,..
how they..strength or weakness right come about.
AE1: I think I ask.. I ask my students how they know color theory. All based on secondary school and JC (Junior
College).
Woon Lam: JC, Ya.
AE1: Or some of them are (from) Poly (Polytecnics)
Woon Lam: Poly they have some..Not very much..
AE1: They learn..They learn basic color wheel which is not accurate right.. like.. And they also learn color
harmony. So they only know harmony like complementary color, analogous colors and that’s all they know lah..
Woon Lam: So right now right, how important this aspect is in your making of your own artworks?
AE1: I think knowing color theory..
Woon Lam: Comparatively to your experience or even your cultural choice or anything? The theory itself, the
color theory itself, how important it is? If you are comparing with the decision you make.
AE1: I think it helps. I see color as a medium then … color as a medium in the sense er.. It’s not the application
part that is important. It’s how place colors that creates center of interest that kind of thing.
Woon Lam: Oh. So it’s like more for the image lah?
AE1: More for the image rather than more for the application.
Woon Lam: Not for any personal decision, like your cultural take on of something like that?
AE1: Actually no.
Woon Lam: Like I want this one. I always want this one to be red. That kind of thing.. just. Based on the image
you always..
AE1: Based on the image, er.. based on the observation...
Woon Lam: Observation.that you ..
AE1: Ya..
Woon Lam: Based on your experience, what you need to change for the image, what you need to..
AE1: Ah yes..
Woon Lam: Create the image for and all these lah..
AE1: More for ..
Woon Lam: More for the objective for the making of the image.
AE1: Yes, yes, yes.
Woon Lam: This is not very applicational lah.
AE1: Not like personal decision like ‘I want this to be red. I want that to be green.” No.
Woon Lam: Not really.
AE1: I think also because I am commercial artist. I do thing all the sack of the end product. The end product or
the image might be more perceived..
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Woon Lam: Which.. which art area, you think they have the strongest.. ah.. the strongest use.. the strength lah..
You really see them using colors as their strength and they are the strongest?
AE1: I think..
Woon Lam: Which are areas. Is it fine art? Is it animation? Is it movie making? Which area?
AE1: I think animation is the strongest. Yes.
Woon Lam: So you think those concepts that drive for..
AE1: Yes. Because in US, they have very strong foundation already. US has already established the benchmark
for ..
Woon Lam: The entry for all these lah..?
AE1: Ah, yes..So we, .. because we are very influenced by US. And but we at the end learn to apply..
Woon Lam: So the theoretical things we have is also stronger in the sense lah..?
AE1: So like bookshops, I buy a lot,.. a lot of books on concept art.
Woon Lam: Do you know this.. Just give you a little bit of background. I wrote a book right; the Munsell Color…
AE1: Ya. Munsell.
Woon Lam: You know.. When the industry is using this right.. Basically is using this to create all the Pantone
colors.
AE1: Yes, yes.
Woon Lam: OK. They use it as a number. So far right, the color theory we learn right, in school or in whatever
place. So far, I have not seen anybody using Munsell Color Wheel right to teach color theory. Whatever, we learn
about color theory right, like color wheel or whatever we use right, like split complementary, tetradic color, triadic
color concepts are from a symmetrical color wheel.
AE1: Correct.
Woon Lam: And those things are more than 50 years you know. It’s old fashioned. It’s out of date.
AE1: OK.
Woon Lam: The most up to date color theory right and practical sound one is Munsell Color Wheel.
AE1: Yes.
Woon Lam: And it really.. really practically tells you how the colors sit in space (color space). But it’s never taught
in any art school (here).
AE1: I think..
Woon Lam: What is taught in US is also old fashioned.
AE1: I think mainly .. mainly a lot of institution actually separates .. separates color for it own you see. So and
then. Sorry no, not separate colors but.. take away the tonal aspect of color, away from color. So they see color
as color, but they don’t see color as a ..
Woon Lam: As the three attributes all together?
AE1: Ya. Correct. They don’t. First of all,.. first of all the tonal , you know the tonal, the value on the vertical
axis…?
Woon Lam: Ya. It’s being taken out.
AE1: It’s compressed lah..
Woon Lam: Ya.
AE1: So left with hue..
Woon Lam: Left with hue and the..
AE1: And the pureness lah.
Woon Lam: Intensity. (Intensity is the pureness of color). Yes.
AE1: So chroma also being taken out.
Woon Lam: Chroma is .. Oh. Chroma being taken out?
AE1: Because the three color attributes right, there is this chroma… and saturation
Woon Lam: Saturation. No Chroma is the..
AE1: Chroma..
Woon Lam: Chroma is saturation
AE1: Correct. So saturation also taken out because they put just one saturation on the color wheel mah..
Woon Lam: Oh. Ya. So they just care about which color they are using lah.
AE1: Ah..Ya. And because we are.. A lot of institutions are also limited by the pigments that are provided. So of
course the simplified… whatever pigments, will be the red, blue.. the RYB (Red, Blue and Yellow, 3 primary
painting pigments).
Woon Lam: Have you read the book? ..
AE1: A little bit.
Woon Lam: I think I try to resolve the issue. Because right, the color (color space) itself is not so symmetrical. So
right now right, the major issue in here right is...People really don’t know right.. ah.. color wheel is .. cannot be
used as a symmetrical tool.
AE1: Like that?
Woon Lam: Cannot. That’s the issue of training it right now right.
AE1: Ya.
Woon Lam: That I am trying to resolve. So that’s why I came to this.
AE1: Ya. Plus, I think the limitation of the pigment is the key problem.
Woon Lam: Ah, not really.
AE1: Because..if..
Woon Lam: If you understand the asymmetrical structure of color right.
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AE1: No, for institution and students. The problem is available pigments .. No I mean the limitation in the sense
that , in the sense that like they take the available pigments, it limits their understanding of what the colors are
out there. Like when they buy blue ah.. they buy a very dark value blue, So when they.. when they mix color it
becomes a very dark value green and dark value .. so that becomes their limitation.
Woon Lam: It’s because they don’t see the asymmetry of the color space. If they understand they can mix the
blue with a green. They will see the one that is closer to a cyan.
AE1: Ya. That’s when they know..
Woon Lam: When they know the asymmetrical structure.
AE1: But currently, it’s just the teachers, the school keep to that limited palette.
Woon Lam: Training maybe.. maybe.. ah..
AE1: So their understanding cannot get out of just the basic pigment itself.
Woon Lam: I think I got all the information. Thanks.
AE1: Did you record?
AE2:
Woon Lam: 就开始我现在开始录了，就开始讲一讲你整个学习艺术的过程，从最早的开始。(translated: I start
recoding now. Please talk about your art learning journey from the earliest time.)
AE2: Oh.. I started learning from Liu Kang, ah.. at the age of 10.
Woon Lam: OK
AE2: And I was very young, ah.. was very lucky. Ah… once a week you know I have a private tuition
Woon Lam: So it is like a studio class
AE2: Studio class outside the school, because I love to draw, so my parents sent me there and because my
parents were teachers before
Woon Lam: Oh!
AE2: From Zhong Zheng, so they knew Liu Kang. Liu Kang was teaching in Zhong Zheng there. So I was
learning from him from age of 10 and a few neighbors, including my brother. It’s at the current SOTA location. So
there was a studio shop house, so I learnt for almost 10 years.
Woon Lam: In…, like all kinds of fundamentals.
AE2: Yes, actually it is fun. At the age of 10 you didn’t know much. So it fundamental.
Woon Lam: ‘Ya’, kind of fundamental
AE2: At a stage I almost wanted to quite…. you know it’s very dry. At certain stage you draw the plasters of
Paris. It is very old school kind of training.
Woon Lam: Academic kind of training…
AE2: Academic. Ah.. So I said I didn’t want to continue. I got scolding from my father. ‘You are doing foundation’.
OK. So that’s the way. Now I learnt.. I believe my foundation was from that time. Since young and getting from
Liu Kang. Talking about really fundamental. About composition, colors..
Woon Lam: ‘Ya’, like a China Old School style right?
AE2: Very old school style, where you put the still life and every week you have to do still life. And I learnt all
different kinds of techniques. More technique you know. And there is no outdoor … outdoor sketching at all.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: There is no such thing. So it is very different. To me, now I think back. It is really .. ah .. ah .. drilling. You
know. Really like acquiring of the fundamentals.
Woon Lam: Fundamentals
AE2: So I learnt from .. ah.. a lot of people didn’t know I got like black and white right, pencil, to charcoal, to
watercolor, to oil painting, to acrylic, everything. Oh! That time no acrylic. Yeah. And Liu Kang said, “You have
learnt everything.” So when I wanted to Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, right, to study further; to further my
study, er.. my father talked to Liu Kang to talk to me, to persuade me that .. “Hey, you don’t have to go to NAFA.
What you’ve get (here) is what you will get in NAFA.
Woon Lam: So you have gone thru’ everything.
AE2: Everything. But I think I was still very young then .. lah..as a. you know.. That time there was the first JC,
NJC, so I went to JC. So I wanted to go to.. er.. what you call.. er.. NAFA, and Liu Kang said, “Hey you don’t to
do art. Can do architecture. So I started to find out what is architecture and all that…Then his son is an architect
Woon Lam: He’s an architect, ‘ya’
AE2: And when Liu Kang’s away for the Bali trip all that, right, and India trip you know he went for painting trip.
And his friends you know.. and all the.. Chen Wen Hsi, you know and all the Nanyang stars.. ah..He will, Liu
Kang will, I mean Liu Tai Ker will come in and replace the father. As an adjunct and kind of
Woon Lam: ‘ya’
AE2: And his teaching style is totally different. Liu Kang is very nice.. and . er.. that time I was young right. I didn’t
quite like to … you know… invest your time…
Woon Lam: That time Liu Tai Ker not really...
AE2: I think he’s an architect.
Woon Lam: Oh, he’s already an architect
AE2: with HDB,
Woon Lam: HDB, that time?
AE2: He already got a, that time, the wife is a Hungarian wife. Later on, they divoice. And then he re-married
Gretchen which is an American now. Ah, so..I think er.. at that time, Liu Kang was very nice in the sense that, if I
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couldn’t finish any piece ah.. I would like 喋喋 a bit. “啊，老师我不会做这个。(Teacher I don’t know how to do
this.)” Ei.. He will sit down and finish the everything for you.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE2: And then we were like playing and go off. Once of week. But Liu Tai Ker’s different. When he stood (stand)
in we were all very scared of him.
Woon Lam: Hahaha..
AE2: Very Fierce. And then he would say, “Oh, this one no good. That’s one no good.” I am trying to explain to
you a very studio architectural style. When you were young you really didn’t know what’s going on.
Woon Lam: Haha.
AE2: We were just being a bit fearful. Oh. The teacher’s come. So he would not finish for you and he would not
do it for you. He would say, “Oh. Now I;ve told you everything. Please redo.” Not ‘Redo’. ‘Improve, er.. I will come
back later.’
Woon Lam: Ya
AE2: So is like studio style right. Very architectural. Very different. And my impression was that… And of course,
later on I became an architect you know and I also worked in HDB. Again, you know, Liu Tai Ker was my boss.
It’s the same thing again, you know.
Woon Lam: Right.
AE2: And he’ll … probably remembered me. Just I must say that during that time, Liu Kang did say that I had
acquired all the skills. And I must be one of the … and I think (… ) I must be one of the best student, because he
kept my works to show the other people. Especially on… I still a few pieces.
Woon Lam: I saw your old watercolor, very nice.
AE2: That was the watercolor. But before that, it was the very foundational .. plasters of Paris. It was quite dried.
You have to draw the front, and then draw the side.
Woon Lam: Plaster casts.. and side.
AE2: Ah.. Casts..Until Venus you know. And Liu Kang said. “Oh! You have drawn Venus. I have got nothing for
you to draw.” ‘Cos I draw the legs.., hands…Basically, all the things. But now I think back. Those are really very
important. And that is lacking in the school.
Woon Lam: Right now. You’re thinking that is lacking in the current school
AE2: Current school. All the training and all that. Because this is air you breathe you know. Although it’s once a
week. But for 10 years, you kind of do it..
Woon Lam: ‘ya’ like part of it already.
AE2: Yes. I did not know that was ..er .. like in me you know; part of me. Then I went into architecture
Woon Lam: So can visualize space, structures..
AE2: I think ..er.. visualization is something I learnt a lot more in architecture school. So if you ask me about all
other things like I see one of the questions – where I picked up the colors and all that. I think .. ah.. coloring in art
when I learnt in Liu Kang’s studio is very different from learning color in school of architecture. I rather think that
in school of architecture I acquired more of the color theory, eh.. more understanding of color. And color and light
per say.
Woon Lam: A more scientific form..
AE2: A more scientific content. Analyze more because you’re using; applying it on the building.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: You know, not just like watercolor, not just like color. It’s actually to do with environment.
Woon Lam: So the reality of the light performing the task.
AE2: Yes. But I think right; you do art in the studio, because that time, I don’t do a lot of outdoor art ..ah..as you
learnt at that age. I think it has got some foundation as well. For instance, how you mix colors. And what you call
that,… certain color wheel you know, ah.. that part. Not so much of theory, more application.
Woon Lam: So how does the architecture training and fine art training …complement each other Or…
AE2: I think they.. definitely they complement. I would say that art .. I think depend on the timing. Because I learnt
art at a younger age, so that’s foundation. You kind of like just do it, but you don’t know why and how.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: But when you get older, and especially you go to school of architecture, there’s a lot more theory. Not just
color theory, but also about application on buildings; application on objects. And .. er.. how these obejects
interact with .. what do you call that.. the light.
Woon Lam: Environmental light and ..
AE2: Environment ‘ya’ and also reflection. See when you do something, you put it in an environment, they reflect
all the different colors.
Woon Lam: Yes
AE2: I think that is something that you don’t, .. you observe in art you know you see that also. So I rather say that
there all kinds of colors that are all kind of mixed together. When you see green that’s green in the blue,
Woon Lam: ‘ya’ in everywhere…that kind of environmental effect…
AE2: I think this is the thing that is lacking you know, and also in the understanding of color, because .. oh.. every
time you say .. oh the sky is blue, the tree is green..
Woon Lam: It’s more like local / understanding of local colors
AE2: It’s just like flat colors. You apply color to a shape, color to a sheet. Those are very graphic.
Woon Lam: Those are just more illustrative in..
AE2: ‘Ya’ Right!
Woon Lam: Not, less interactive paint..
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AE2: So I think in this sense right, the current students that.. because I am also teaching. So when they do .. er..
animation and all that, you see them use more flat colors. I think it is very different you know. So I am sure eh..
so I hold the view point..it’s still important to have certain foundation. The foundation in color is like grammar.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: So you learn the grammar first.
Woon Lam: Is there any like specific type of artist, .. eh.. when they use color like .. you like it very much.. or you
think is working of things like that.
AE2: I don’t particularly like like.. I think all have something to share. Got something to learn from. OK…So it is
like diversified..
Woon Lam: Diversified yes..
AE2: Of course if your mood is good you can say, ‘hey my mood is like psychotheric’ (high in spirit) you know,
very color, more of the graphic, designer kind of thing. I always that the.. the graphic designer has got very nice
color. Right. But when you are sad you know, you tend to look.. get some middle age kind of staff you know.
Woon Lam: So your color scheme also switch around depending on the mood ..
AE2: ‘ya’ .. I really think that I am more purple, pinkish you know. I could use pink in my sky as well. Some people
notice, pink is very colorful so I think I won’t fix..
Woon Lam: So your material wise? Does it affect your decision?
AE2: Er.. material yes, you know. Let’s say..you do pastel. I do portraiture. In the past.. when you do pastel you
only have a few palette. Ya, I mean you don’t use a lot.. because of the skin tone you know. But of course, later
when you want to experiment, I put blue and green on to the dark side of the skin tone you know. That’s what we
do. Because when we tell people..
Woon Lam: It is through the experimentation..
AE2: Ya, you look careful, actually there is..
Woon Lam: From observation
AE2: You it is because of the light, is because of the environment, you do have green for the skin color. People
was like ;huh’ 不是 ‘面青青’. (The face looks green.) I say, “Precisely, you know”. Actually if you look carefully,
there are green you know.
Woon Lam: So from observation, you get the dynamics of the color itself.
AE2: Ya.. ah.. but a lot of people don’t observe and realize that.
Woon Lam: Because the visual behavior is not a linear behavior. It is a dynamic interaction.
AE2: Exactly
Woon Lam: So your vision actual acsillates.
AE2: Ya ya ya ..So it is quite interesting because I think portraiture ah..
Woon Lam: So you believe the early training with Liu Kang is one of most…
AE2: Yes yes yes.
Woon Lam: Important framework.
AE2: Ya ya ya. But of course later after you understand his works and his technique right, some of works can be
quite flat. Some of his color can be flat. But that’s not true. If you look at his early works, you know. He has very
strong color sense, especially the pastel portraiture.
Woon Lam: Yes yes. He has the form sense, the change of color, the volume..
AE2: And especially the nude, if you study his nude drawing ah..
Woon Lam: So your main framework of color come from 2 parts lah. One is your this working experience,
learning and all these; one is the theoretical part from the school ah..
AE2: Yes.
Woon Lam: So the theoretical part in the school. What I see right, more or less we are still using something is
back like a….
AE2: Bauhaus time.
Woon Lam: Ya, around that time.
AE2: Foundation, ya
Woon Lam: What you showed me when we are teaching right (at Temasek Polytechnics)
AE2: Oh,ya ya ya, Is Johannes Itten Color Wheel
Woon Lam: Those are the…
AE2: Basic
Woon Lam: Today what is in the industry is no longer this. It’s never been used in education. Do you know that,
like Munsell is the one.
AE2: Munsell I know.
Woon Lam: Munsell is the very advanced. Like Pantone colors used in the industry. But it’s never applied in the
educational system. Ya like.
AE2: But Munsell was mentioned. But touch and go.
Woon Lam: Touch and go right.
AE2: There’s a few color wheel. There was also a Swiss method. Just I had a colleague that went oversea to
study. Come back, we must do nail painting kind of tonal value. Those are the Swiss method. They even have a
chart.
Woon Lam: Ya,ya
AE2: So they even buy certain teaching materials to do color. But to me right, I feel that in education basic is still
there. Like I say, basic is still grammar.
Woon Lam: OK. OK
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AE2: And mixing color is still a must for all.
Woon Lam: Ya, ya. Because the one you tend to experience…
AE2: Exactly. Can you imagine when you were, we were teaching together, I have a student, huh, who mixed
colors on paper. In another word, when you have all the primary colors, then you have orange right. So orange is
red and yellow right. And then other friend just put yellow on the paper. I said, “Hey, this is orange” “Ya. I am
going to put yellow later”. But the color is going to dry up.
Woon Lam: Ya….
AE2: Rather than you mix on the palette. I thought that mixing on a palette, is still a foundation. Of course..
Woon Lam: Interactive experience
AE2: Of course now you know. You and I know that we do watercolor, we just mix on the paper directly.
Woon Lam: But that is still in the dynamic sense.
AE2: Ya. But you also that what color you want you know and then you control watercolor the flow right. Correct.
Before it dries, before it dries, you quickly put another color.
Woon Lam: So what is the things that you see that ah.. students having trouble in the color itself?
AE2: I think we are teaching color like maths you know. Although I say there is a grammar right. But grammar is
just basic. You have to go beyond that and everyone must try application. How can you teach color just by
theory. There are people who just flash powerpoint after powerpoint. How can you teach color like that. And say,
this is the color theory.
Woon Lam: So after the color theory..
AE2: That’s it.
Woon Lam: There is no link between the theory and the practical. The teaching part is missing.
AE2: You’re right. It’s like you don’t practice. You just say this. And then is like you come out with the exam
question. What makes green, you know. That kind of thing.
Woon Lam: Ok Ok
AE2: How can you teach like that
Woon Lam: So they see the real life practical spectrum of…
AE2: Not just practical, what is missing, I always think that you know something in my.. it’s call discovery.
Woon Lam: Ok. Ok.
AE2: Because you never discover. I mean you teach something you never internalize. Internalization… very
simple. Any kids, any teaching right, it has to internalize. Then is this thing call discovery. It’s not your discovery
you know. It’s the learners’ discovery.
Woon Lam: Ya
AE2: I never allow that to happen. It’s just like your children because I always want them to discover. Even
something like one plus one equals to two right. You got to let them discover that. You cannot tell that one plus
one equals to two. It’s like green. You got let them mix and then they discover. So where is that part, I mean this
is just the basic, but when you apply to a lot of big theories right, It’s the same.
Woon Lam: Yes, so that they see the power of the theory itself.
AE2: That’s why we tell people that only practice makes perfect. You do watercolor outdoor,
Woon Lam: Ya
AE2: Isn’t it the same? It is a discovery.
Woon Lam: It’s a discovery process. You, the theory, the environment and the whole activity itself. OK.
AE2: Academic exercise is like that what. You have a question. Then you have a problem. Then you 要小心求
证。Then you got to get a lot of work to make it… to prove that it is correct.
Woon Lam: OK. Maybe … eh.. let me see ah…We have covered most of things. Ok.
AE2: Because I read through, so I sort of …roughly there… then…that is nice… slow
Woon Lam: OK. It there are non-art related reason that practically you will use color for.
AE2: Ah.. non-art, yes, basically there are a lot.. Because color is in life what. I mean even you cook .. cook, you
must also have good color sense so that is more appetizing and all that. So I don’t know whether that’s what you
mean lah…
Woon Lam: I mean when you work on your art right, the color choice is non-art or non-art theory related.
AE2: Eh.. very interesting. Because I learnt this from a friend who is color blind.
Woon Lam: Oh.
AE2: So I have my architect. my first job in URA. I have my team leader. I didn’t know he is a … he’s an architect.
I didn’t know that he’s color blind. Until one day he’s speaking up in the a phone right, we were doing work
together, Chinatown color. And then, he put down the phone and he picked up another color, and then started
coloring. So the red and brown.. I said, “ Do you know that the colors are all different.” “Oh, I am color blind.”
Woon Lam: Oh. OK
AE2: Then I became his color (guide) in the future. We helped him to mark all his colors lah… But when I went to
his house right. He had all these paintings… He also did paintings…There are gray color. All very funny colors. I
was like, ‘never follow color theory leh.’ But they’re very nice because the tones are there.
Woon Lam: Ya..The tones are there. In a way, they are more sensitive to tones.
AE2: Exactly.
Woon Lam: I have one ..eh..best student that was color blind.
AE2: So you see.
Woon Lam: I teach him how to memorize the colors. So that he can make color...
AE2: So you see he can understand
Woon Lam: He doesn’t have to…
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AE2: Ya.. His understanding of color and yours is different. You see. So I went to his house, I said “eh..” That’s
something very weird you know. How is he so daring to put pink here all that...
Woon Lam: But he could not see.
AE2: But then, it… because of the tone, although the color is wrong ah…
Woon Lam: The tone is right…
AE2: Because that’s like it has composition. You know composition there is a balance. Even that is a pink and
few drops of pink somewhere. And it balances out…So who could have thought that , that is also a theory you
see.So when you ask me about color right, to be honest, probably you have to… is not just color alone. There’re
a lot of other things have to complement.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: Like design principles.
Woon Lam: It’s part of it. Yes. I wrote it in the book.
AE2: Say, if someone uses pink, “Why you use pink on sky?” But if the pink is used in color balancing, .. some
design principle way, it’s OK.
Woon Lam: It works well.
AE2: It works well, you know..
Woon Lam: So that’s like a different kind of decision when color is applied.
AE2: I wish.. you wish sometimes you have to consciously think about this. This are all examples like people give
you another discovery, you say, “we could do it this way.” So maybe one we work in painting ah.. we will also use
this approach you see. Then you have something..
Woon Lam: I am doing it all the time.
AE2: Something more interesting. You know we try to move away from our usual. Otherwise it will be the same
thing all the time. So the students or even the painter friends right, they are.. this is like a smaller proportion lah..
Right
Woon Lam: Ya..
AE2: Those people so call not really following the local colors.
Woon Lam: Ya..
AE2: But I think a lot of people still don’t grab the grammar, the basics you know. And then they thought they
know. But then when they do it ah.. they probably have their own opinion. So now everybody say, “You are
entitled to your own opinion what.” So you can’t say.. so can’t.. there’s no right or wrong.
Woon Lam: There’s no right or wrong. But I was just thinking like.. do you believe like when you have a theory
framework right, when you meet a problem, you know where is the source of issue.
AE2: Yes, ah…
Woon Lam: I think the trouble right now is.. you.. There are a lot of people that experiment it, but when they run
into issues right. They don’t know where it comes from. Do you see that?
AE2: I see that. I see that because you need to have analytical mind. And in order to be analytical, you need
certain concept and theory to suppory it.
Woon Lam: It is because, I am always worry about this lah.. Because I am trained…
AE2: Science…
Woon Lam: In more engineering and science. I think we share a little bit of that. So I am always worry right. It is
because of this right, they restrict myself right, thinking in a more open manner like so called artistic sense. So I
always have worry like I don’t to impose this kind of overly structured … eh…you know.
AE2: Ah.. ahh.
Woon Lam: When I teach it is really easy, but if it restricts people’s creativity. I always have this worry.
AE2: Ok. My theory is this. I have thought about the same issue. My answer is this. I find that for those people
who can do things just like that. And then you try to explain right, they can’t explain themselves. But it’s always..
It’s just like art movements. It’s not you who give the name. It’s always other people.
Woon Lam: It’s always the historian that gives the name.
AE2: It’s the same thing. So I am doing.. I am wearing the hat. Certain thing, concept of their own. They work it
so fast. It just like when you get things, when you get things so 很熟悉了 ha.. You can straight away do it. People
say, “eh.. 为什么你这样快？(Why you can do it so fast?)” “eh.. 四十年功夫 (40 years of experience) you know.”
Kind of thing. So you can do it in like..
Woon Lam: Just like that.
AE2: Just like that. So if you want to explain that 40 years of experience is long. But then you still dissect and
then explain. So I believe these people have got that. Just that they cannot explain. So if I .. if I..
Woon Lam: Is digested and mixed along the way.
AE2: Yes.
Woon Lam: So they don’t see the structural framework itself.
AE2: Ya… People have said.. when we look at things and observe and draw. People say, “how to do it?” And
there is a scientific theory that they go and capture the eyes of an artist. Is..ah.. Actually our eyes move very fast.
Faster than other people.
Woon Lam: Oh really?
AE2: Yes. There’s theory somewhere. I said, “Oh I think so.” So it’s like that flick of second.. blink you know. But
people don’t see..The frequency is a lot higher than normal people ..That might be. That’s my theory.
Woon Lam: Makes a lot of sense that you can see a lot of interactive shapes…
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AE2: That’s why ah.. there are a lot of things.. You see when you do thesis all that is investigation, so someone
can investigate that. I am sure someone is doing that already. To find the frame from here.. second like that..If
you really break it down, I am sure there is certain thing.
Woon Lam: More frames ah…
AE2: Is up to people to explore it…
Woon Lam: So you don’t mind that is..
AE2: No, I am OK.
Woon Lam: With an overly analytical way of breaking down, and then teaching people how to see.
AE2: Like I said, “Nobody can explain this right.” Like nobody can explain savant. You know how can they do
things like that. But if really make your life job to explain right, you can have certain theory. But it’s your theory
what.
Woon Lam: Ya..ya..
AE2: So.. so.
Woon Lam: Because I .. sometimes I am a bit worried that I do what I..
AE2: No..
Woon Lam: Give a bad influence by restricting them to.. working with my approach.
AE2: OK. I have been teaching for so long. So I am trying… trying to find ways to explain this. When you have
people that say, “I am self-taught artist.” I say, “good for you.” But if you keep saying that everyone is self-taught
artist, we don’t go to school. That’s not correct. You know why? Just like you tell people like, “ Aiya. No need to
go to JC lah. You can be an art… No need to go to University lah. You can be an architect.” And things like that.
But don’t forget. You go through that training huh.. You are more versatile. If you are self-taught artist, you are
only good in one thing. You’re only good in.. ok. Don’t say one thing, maybe 3 things. When you go to school,
you may be good in 10 things. But you know 10 things.
Woon Lam: So you then make a choice of what you want..
AE2: Exactly..so.. You can do your Phd and then you do one in depth study.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: But self-taught artist is; they apply the same formula. Successful..
Woon Lam: So they can’t. Harder for them to get out of from that…
AE2: Exactly. They already have a mold. So to be honest, I am not talking. Actually I didn’t talk about this a lot
because I don’t know how people will accept..
Woon Lam: Will feel…
AE2: Ah, Will feel, because it’s going to make a lot of people angry.
Woon Lam: Yes, yes, yes.
AE2: But it’s true. That’s why this is how I advise the students. “I am very creative.” “Hello! You do one thing good
you think you’re very creative.” And then you apply the same thing. You may be doing fashion design.. er..you do
only that gown, and you’re only good at that, you know. You sing one song, a few jangro ( jargon ) That’s all. So
you have to go to a school, you’re in the school. Institution should be a place to experiment everything. And let
you see the rest, how other people do it also.
Woon Lam: Open up the scope.
AE2: 百花齐放 It’s the same thing. People said, “..I don’t whether I should go to school or not.” I said, “You have
to go to school.” “I don’t like A-level exam and all that.” You think you go through exams just to get results and all
that. NO. You go through exams. You learn about discipline. You learn about different kind of thing and all that.
You put in your effort.
Woon Lam: A different way of using the brain which is in a way opening a creative path for you.
AE2: Yes, yes.
Woon Lam: To think in different manner.
AE2: So there is still a..
Woon Lam: It’s a good explanation..
AE2: Yes, yes,
Woon Lam: ‘Cos I always worry right..the structural things I.. I find it very very powerful but I just worry right, will
the students, will they be trapped with my training or not.
AE2: But it’s also,..
Woon Lam: So it is offered as a different additional approach I think. That will be a..
AE2: Exactly. Always it has to be motivational. You always have to make it very powerful..
Woon Lam: That’s another part. Ya..We got to do that.
AE2: In fact, that is the joy of teaching. Because sometimes you see a talent huh.. What is the word to use huh..?
They say X factor. Say.. explain please. What is X factor?
Woon Lam: Hahahahaa..
AE2: Then someone will say you know I cannot explain lah.. OK lah then give 5% to X factor. It’s nothing wrong.
But then, the scientists might.. the examiners will say, “ hey, no no no no..This one cannot explain.You cannot
put X factor.” Everything has to have A, B, C, D, E. Everything must be quantified you know.
Woon Lam: Hahahaha…
AE2: I said, “Come on! But please give 5% to X factor.” But this X factor who is to administer? Got to be people
who understand right. People like you and me.
Woon Lam: We have the experience and practical experience.
AE2: In another way, hey, you people got to respect us with years..
Woon Lam: Practical experience
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AE2: Ah..If you trust me I will exercise the X factor. But you ask somebody ah.. 红毛小子 (Little kid) cannot right.
Woon Lam: Cannot, cannot..They don’t have that..
AE2: Cannot right. But people have power. That means that, 我有(I have power) power 我就可以(I can do it)
decide ah..
Woon Lam: But not lah. That’s only part of it. It’ not everything..
AE2: Ya lah. This is just to 笼统的讲啦。(Very briefly described.) So you think about it ah. Everything 是好像笼统
(Just an overall, not in details) one ha..
Woon Lam: Ya, it makes a lot of sense.
AE2: Yes, makes a lot of sense, So I feel that.. There’s a book called blink.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: I get the idea from there. So if you read blink right. It says that. Actually this guy is really very good. It’s just
at the blink of eyes. But this blink ah.. is a lot of things…So it’s the same thing what. So if someone who says I
have got achievement here, cannot explain. So from here to here, you try to find the person’s life
Woon Lam: The content..
AE2: Then you realize
Woon Lam: So of the..
AE2: He may be staying near the river so he has got this subconsciousness and then it influences his life.
Actually it true you know. If you stay in the mountain huh..you may be …
Woon Lam: Somehow is already.. the environment gives you..
AE2: But nobody explain that you see.
Woon Lam: It’s kind of hard to collect these data
AE2: And indeed huh.. so cannot explain. And let other explain. So you have this what theory lah..Don’t know
what art movements all that. You think all these are the..
Woon Lam: Artists got no time to write these..hahaha.
AE2: Ah. Sometimes I ask my friend, “Ei, people say you are what ah, 你的建筑是这样。” “没有 lei..我就是这样做
lei..不懂他们套这个名堂给我。” (Your buildings are like that..No, no, I just did it this way. They just gave it a
name.)
Woon Lam: Hahahaha..
AE2: “我就接受啰。 (I can only accept the fact.)” you know. It’s like that.
Woon Lam: Good good thanks.
AE2: Isn’t it? Help ah.?
Woon Lam: Ya, I think it helps. Yap..
AE2: No lah. Sometimes I…
Woon Lam: Because different people’s feedback right. I think is.. Now I have a more complete view of how I can
approach the change.
AE2: I think you are like me. When we are teaching, sometimes we want to have the best way. We don’t want to
say it’s a pedagogy because pedagogy has this, this, this. I say, “What pedagogy? Our kind of teaching how to fit
into that. But you want to fit also OK.”
Woon Lam: A lot of new approaches inside.
AE2: Yes. There are all .. pedagogical structures may not..
Woon Lam: May not apply to certain discipline ..
AE2: Yes, yes. But then we are mature enough to have our own. Is just that, nobody bothers to write down and
then do an experiment you know. That’s why, I also once thought about. Maybe once I should do a Phd. Phd
meaning just like you collect a lot of information then you analyze
Woon Lam: Ya..
AE2: You actually put all things on the floor. Then you start going, you start putting pigeon holes. Philosophy is
like that what..
Woon Lam: Ya. Ya..
AE2: It just… put in categories…Then try to ..
Woon Lam: Then they synchronize every content together until the framework comes out.
AE2: You know what you try to see. I always when I do this, it’s not about study, about life. You see a pattern.
Woon Lam: Yes.
AE2: So you always tell the students. So when they..you know studio teaching is like that. You down there,
you.. le le le…Somehow you can see a pattern.
Woon Lam: Yes
AE2: Then you can think you know. Of course there is no right and wrong. Often ah.. I find it very..
Woon Lam: The pattern helps in certain sense lah..
AE2: So if you can grasp the pattern, it’s also grapping the concept. So I find that architectural training is very
powerful. So I always tell people, “You, even you do art; art design decorative whatever, is a spectrum.”
Woon Lam: Mmm…
AE2: And I.. It’s not. It just happened that my background… I was very lucky to to… to straddle across a wide
range.
Woon Lam: Mmmm…
AE2: From the very structured to the very fine art..
Woon Lam: Is just like you I have a science background.
AE2: I am pure science student you know. Suppose to do.. Be an engineer…
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Woon Lam: OK.
AE2: But lucky I didn’t. So I ???????, you know. Now that we try to.. er.. not say mix but..I think all these are all
coming together. And it informs a personality.
Woon Lam: OK. Nice, hey thanks.
AE2: OK. Ah. Thank you.
AE3:
（00：06）问：先讲一讲你整个绘画的经验啦 你的老师啊 你的一些手法 还是一些重要的里程碑等等 还是你喜欢
的作品 还是艺术家
（00：24）答：从小就喜欢画画啦 小学就开始接触美术 然后一直到中学的时候 就真正有接触的两位老师 陈
jiagong 一个是陈存毅啦 那么这两个老师对我的影响 是这样多老师里面是影响最大的 陈 jiagong 和陈存毅 他们两
个的作风是完全不一样的陈存毅他很注重那个素描的底
（01：06）问：素描是指什么方面
（01：08）答：就是静物啊还是那种铅笔素描
（01：13）问：就是结构的
（01：15）答：明暗啊 这些东西啦 他是留学英国的 然后他就那一套东西啦 他很强调这个基本的功夫啦 所以你去
那边本来是想跟他学水彩的 其实一开始他不教水彩的 一定要你画铅笔素描
（01：37）问：什么结构 不教你颜色的东西啦 开始画明暗黑白啦
（01：41）答：所以很多人也学了几个月也都没碰到水彩 不能 tahan 就跑掉了 所以他是这样的一套东西啦 他完全
不提倡想象画 他的东西都是要看到的
（01：55）问：观察的
（01：56）答：其实你看啊他的图画里面 他可能他画街景有一些人物啊什么 可能是变化出来的 但是他的东西也
是要有个依据 就是平时的速写从里面演化出来的 他不强调想象画的 陈昌孔呢是完全 我觉得是不同的
（02：24）问：陈昌孔 是师大毕业的？
（02：25）答：对对 然后他就不会说反对想象画啦 尤其是他教的图画这些他觉得说 这些都是很好的启发我们的一
个东西啦 那么陈昌孔他就强调说这个绘画的东西呢他就不要墨守成规 他的一句名言就是说“画画要不择手段”是不
管你用什么手段 你能够画得出的 好的 就是 ok 你不用去管它 不用去管它过程你用了什么手段去把它弄出来 能够
弄出来就是好的 然后他很强调多方面去尝试 陈存毅很强调这个扎实的素描的功力这些东西 你才能够进一步去发展
你的东西啦 然后陈昌孔呢觉得艺术的东西 你要多方面去探讨 五花八门啊 我本身对这两位老师的东西都很重视啦
所以在陈存毅那边我也是学了很多啦
（03：47）问： 到你自己决定的路的时候 你的想法是什么
（03：52）答：我是觉得说 也没有所谓对还是错 但是就是那个基本的功夫扎实的话 会让你站的比较稳 但是都后
来就好像陈昌孔讲的 你就是要多方面尝试啊 五花八门的东西啊 绘画就是不择手段咯 能够达到那个效果就是好的
（04：20）问： 你在其它学习过程里面对你很大的影响 比如说很像 architecture
（04：30）答： 我觉得都会有受到这种影响
（04：33）问：然后到现在啊 你觉得你自己比较喜欢艺术品的那种呈现方式 或者是你喜欢的艺术家是属于哪一类
的
（04：44）答： 基本上我还是会比较专注在水彩方面 看到那些好的油画也是很欣赏 或者其他。。 因为本身还是
画水彩 所以还是主要是那些水彩的名家 那么以前就很注重那种 透明的 英国式透明的水彩 好像那种。。。。。但
是后来呢就变成说 慢慢也有受到陈昌孔的影响 所以现在看水彩的画 不只是欣赏那一类的 其他的都有值得去学习
的
（05：40）问： 可以讲一讲你在选择性的 你的材料方面 色彩方面 你怎样去 你的经验 你个人的运作 或者你的选
项等等 比如说 你创作你怎样去选 像说 我要怎样去应用颜色或者是 。。是不是跟你的材料有关系 还是某一些艺术
元素的关系 还是因为跟艺术无关的关系 或者是其他个人的经验的原因
（06：11）答： 我觉得这个部分的话可能有分室内创作跟写生的 写生的话我会比较客观 如果是创作的那部分可
能就会比较主观一点
（06：28）问： 写生的客观就是说你会受实体的影响比较多啦
（06：34）答： 所以就是说那幅图画要呈现出来的 是热还是冷 还是怎样的那个 mood 啊 就是当时的那个气氛的
影响
（06：47）问： 所以那个色彩的选项就从这个实体和整个环境的周围的影响 来决定你整个构图的选项
（07：03）答： 如果是在本地画的东西跟在外国画的东西 会有一些不同的选项， 东西
（07：13）问： 所以你觉得常常看到的某一些色彩的问题是什么 或者是你自己感觉到你接触到 或者是你看到别
人 ，觉得那个是一个问题的
（07：25）答： 我是觉得说有很多东西还是要经过自己消化 你不能就是完全把那个颜色都
（07：40）问：你看到的 在色彩方面 你觉得是一个问题的 比如你看到某一幅画 让你觉得这个色彩是有问题的 或
者你觉得色彩都是可以接受的 不管怎样应用都可以接受 或者说你觉得某些在色彩运用是有问题的 某些是没问题的
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（08：05）答： 如果是从自己画的东西都是印象派的 所以就是从那一部分来看 其他的比较现代的不要讲啦 比如
说很多时候我本身或者是看到周围朋友的就是在色彩方面的 举一个例子就是青色 画那个树的青色啊 你往往看到的
青色 你把它原原本本呈现出来 就有问题了
（08：43）问： 你觉得为什么会有这样的问题
（08：46）答： 太过刺眼 太过突然
（08：50）问： 就是不能跟你的景物里面协调。 所以你的青色都是要经过协调的 就是你想象你今天画的一些色系
等等 你用青色协调了进入这个色系。所以是个人一个经验的过程啦 所以从这个写实绘画的角度来看 所以你的观点
是不在这个范围里面的那种用色方式就不考虑在内啦 还是你觉得其他的画种不管是抽象或是表现
（09：25）答： 我觉得其他画种可能可以 它比较大空间，可能它要表现那种刺眼的青色就很突然那种 但是
（09：41）问： 它就不需要根据你这套运作方式啦
（09：44）答： 然后当然，也不只是，青色是我觉得会比较常碰到的问题啦 除了这个也是很多你写生时候看到的
实景啊 它的颜色还是要经过改变给它协调一点 甚至有些还要强化它 可能为了整幅画的那个视觉
（10：14）问： 就是呈现方式啦 从里面去调整 。你觉得你的生活方式或者是经验等等会不会影响到那种你的艺术
创作的决定 你的本身的 character 或是你的生活方式 你的节奏等等 被什么方面呢 你觉得
（10：35）答： 很难具体的讲出来不过我 ，如果说你不是从事 你不是全职的画家啦 可能就跟你的行业 你的生活
习惯 或者跟你为人处世有关
（10：57）问： 会影响到你色彩的选项吗 你觉得
（10：59）答： 还是会
（11：03）问： 还是有些 personal character 在里面。在这种专业绘画领域里面 你觉得我们的前景是什么 比如说
有人要进入这个行业 你觉得最好的方法他应该怎样去运作 还是你觉得自己的那一套也不一定是适合所有的人的
（11：33）答： 因为我本是并不是科班出身的 但是 architecture 色彩这些还是有碰到啦 就是在理论方面 不是那么
强 所以在这个方面我比较靠的是个人的经验 所以我不是说我那套就是对的还是什么 （从经验中摸索出来）可能适
合我的个性 我不觉得说每个人的话都一样
（12：26）问： 在这种比较科学啊或者是认知度比较高的那种色彩学的领域里面啊 你觉得在我们整个绘画的领域
现在啦 我们注重的程度有没有达到我们专业的程度 。比如说他们懂得多少啊 真正会画的人你接触到的啦 不管是
从学院来的还是很高级的 高水平的 你所接触到的 你觉得他在这方面的知识 够不够让他运作 以大多数人来讲，以
80%的人来讲 真正在美术领域里面 他觉得他是专业画家 他觉得他靠这行吃饭的啦 不管是你的 architecture 行业也
好 或者是 visual art 的行业啦 任何牵涉到 visual art 的行业 他们在色彩方面这种能力啊 对色彩学方面的认知 那种
科学方面的认知 有没有达到专业的水平 如果他有的话是在什么方面 没有的话是在什么方面
（13：37）答： 我觉得可能大部分还不是那么理想
（13：50）问： 这个区域啦 包括马来西亚和新加坡，如果是经过这种比较正统的训练对他们会不会有帮助
（14：07）答： 应该会有
（14：07）问： 你自己对你自己的看法是什么 你觉得这方面你需要吗
（14：11）答： 我觉得我，就我刚才讲的我不是科班出身的 所以很多东西我都是靠感觉 如果说有一套色彩的。。
我就可以比较深入了解的理论啊 我就觉得会有帮助啦
（14：43）问： 所以你觉得这种 Extra 的营养对你来说还是有用处的
AE4:
（00：04）问：我现在首先我要知道的就是你可不可以介绍一下你整个学习艺术的整个过程啊 怎么开始啊 还是从
谁那边学到什么东西 就是一个介绍这样 就是你自己的生平的一个简单的介绍
（00：25）答：我小学的时候就开始对画画有兴趣 但那个时代。。。。。好像现在的画家 很好命 很多书看 ，很
多前辈画的一大堆。 以前我们要找一个画家不容易 要看那些书更不容易 所以是自己。。。。（00：49）刚好我念
小学的时候 我每次上学就经过我们的水彩大师徐旭阳 01：02）我每次上学一定要经过他门口的 当我每次经过门口
的时候 我从那个窗看见那个图画 实在好 有一天我可以画到这样我是多高兴 他是在（01：22）zhongdian 教书的
我希望我可以考进 zhongyi（01：25）中学的时候啦 ，能够得到他的指导啦 我自己有这个愿望 在学生时代 我那时
候的成绩算是不错啦，结果给我考进 ，那时是进这个中学， 投考的 ，不是你考到几个 A 几个 A 上去的，就是报名
报投考咯（01：54）。。。。。我考到我很高兴，因为我要给徐旭阳教我嘛 他教了我两年 ，那是教了两年后徐旭
阳就离开了 差不多一年就没有老师，那时很闷啊。最早是画水彩的，我是水彩底的。后来一年过后来个李亲友
（02：22）他是油画大师，那个时代他是一流的，他是西洋画和雕塑的。
（02：43）问：他的背景是什么的
（02：45）答：他是上海的，上海美专的，他那个时代，水彩是徐旭阳，第一把交椅 油画跟雕塑是李亲友。很幸
运巴蒂大师 拿督蔡天云也是我老师 我都给他三位教过。后来我就水彩底，我主要是画水彩那个李亲友来的时候就
开始有画油画，不过还是主要是画水彩那个时候，又画了一个时期，相当久，我就发现到油画它那种味道啊，质
感，特别强，我特别喜欢
（03：37）问：那时候是在什么年纪啊
（03：40）答：读中学，那时是初中，后来我也看到那些 Van Gogh 的画 我很佩服 Van gogh 那些很粗匡那些笔
啊 那些阳光下的光线，哇 我很羡慕。后来我就开始画油画咯，画了一阵子的时候 我感觉到 我对油画的兴趣比较
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浓 后来有一位老师那个陈昌孔老师，他跟我讲（不过他没有教我啦），“哎 汉发 我最近发现你的油画比水彩强得
多”。我的感觉没错吗，他说“对”“我现在对这个油画特别兴趣”后来这样就证明我油画比水彩略强啦，后来就慢慢跟
水彩脱离咯。我也是槟城水彩画会的发起人，那个时候我们有六七个人啊参加水彩画会咯，后来我是水彩画会的成
员与理事，做了好几年，后来我就跑到油画这里了嘛，所以就慢慢跟这个水彩脱离咯，主要就是画油画，那么我也
很幸运啦，当时我高中毕业的时候，我有意思去念这个美专的，因为我们有一位同志，徐元义（05：22）。他高
中，我初中。他是艺术学会的主席，我只是会员罢了，我也时常跟他去写生的，后来他家境不是很好，他只是我们
董事的秘书，他爸爸。后来他就开了一个画展，拿了一笔这个用费，车费，飞机票这样，他就到美国去念，我也想
步他后尘，我家境也是不是很好的家境，也是这样做咯后来我的老师 liqingrong 老师，他跟我讲“你要做画家吗”，
我说“是”他想不到我会说是 （他说）“你再想想”，我说“是”“既然你这样想做画家，我问你一句”。他就用福建话跟
我讲“（福建话）（06：27）”是很辛苦啦，弄这个咸蛋来吃这样咯，是很辛苦的 luetahanbo （你受得了吗？）
“luetahan lusi（受得了）才做画家，lubehtahan （受不了）， 你就不要做画家”他这句讲了我就这个人傻了 “我告
诉你，你跟我这样多年了，你的基础打得很稳了，只要你毕业找一份工，肚子要紧，你没有钱，你怎么去画，你没
有钱买颜色（颜料），你怎么去画，你一定要解决问题，解决经济问题，你才能够画画”这样讲。后来没有办法，
就打退堂鼓了。结果，我很幸运，当时我得到在银行工作，那个时代 1960 年，银行是铁饭碗，不容易找的，那么
进到是很幸运的，也是我的老师介绍我进去的，李奇勇介绍我进去的，所以我很感恩他的。后来我工作就是不停地
靠假期啊去画画，每次新加坡画会当时那个会长已经死了的吴承惠啊，他们每次来的。我每次拿假期陪他们去画
的，他们也跟我很好的，尤其吴承惠。我跟他很好感情的，他每次来啊，我就拿假期陪他们去画。有一次啊他们回
来，哎啊，我的假期拿完了啊，我是非跟他们去不可的，所以我拿病假去跟他们画。我老婆说“（福建话）”我跟他
们一起画，他们也给我很多的意见还有指点，那时我也进步，我画的很勤，老实说那时，我不停地在画。就到
1997 年，我开始退休了，退休过后那时是 part time ， 那时是每天都画，只要有阳光，我就去画画咯，所以我退
休我画很多很多画，我画非常多，这只是一部分罢了。所以越画越痛快越画越痛快，越画越爽，就是和 likaiya
（09：38）在一起，每个礼拜都和他去画咯，他画到也是非常好，以前我都画这个尺寸，最近我的孩子每次跟我
讲他在中国工作‘爸爸，你每次画这个 niaoniao 的（09：59）就是小小的，大大张比较有气派嘛’你老子都七十了怎
样去画。第二次他回来度假，刚好那个时期我去了中国画图画,如果他跟我商量，我就不要咯，他就去买好了，我
回来的时候，车已经在家了，他叫我画得那么大张，叫我放进车里面。。。。，后来我跟他朋友讲，起初好像画起
来有点吃力，诶！不会嘛 ，以前我用笔啊，现在我用刷子啊，这个我差不多 4，5 个小时罢了，我自己也想不到你
知道吗，我一口气就是不停了的，就这样画下去，越画越起劲哦。讲到笔，我最近去买了，要一直再画下去了咯，
handbreak bue bang liao（无法刹车了。）我画这张很满意，我画这张更加满意，信心来了。不过画大张成本很
重，要一千多块整个，如果你画十张你没有卖，你就要拿十多千出来了，所以也是不简单，我也是不管啦，能卖是
最好，不能卖我有画到这样的东西出来，我很快乐。我心想啦，这样画下去应该是不错的，我越画越起劲啊，最怕
越画越糟糕，那个就完蛋了，那个就是说到这里为止，不能再画下去了，我的过程就是这样咯，我是。。。。。
（12：24）我是给那个 van gogh 影响我很厉害，到现在目前为止我没有一张是在家里画的，甚至去这样大张我也
是在外面画的，没有一张是家里画的，像有一张，上次那个 pdc 啊，就是一个船务局。。。那边的。有一次好像是
林良实 做这个交通部长 他要来这个船务局，这边的经理要送一个礼物给他 他就要画那些码头的景给他咯，他找
我，我说“不要，你找别人，对不起。我不能抄这个的啦”他说“帮忙啦，帮忙啦”。他早期有跟我买过画，他讲到这
样了，我就破例咯 他拿了一张好像 architect 那种画的东西，又要再加东西加东西这样，那时候很多东西还没有起
吗，他讲到这样我也没办法，就那一张我在家里画罢了，剩下的我都没有在家里画。到今天为止，我还是坚持到外
面画，除非一天我不能晒太阳了，还有一件事情就是我要谢谢我老师 lixinrong 老师，那时他教我们书也是 5,60 岁
了，当时我们班就是，哇，跟老师写生是最高兴的，（14：25）聚起来一个 kampung 叻。。。。。画了不久后面
很多人围着，藏在屋檐下，躲藏在树荫下，全部过来过来。。（15：07）（一大段福建话）duiki 就完蛋了我都要
拜他为师，一直在那里跟他画的吗，“搬出来”，从那时，我就晒到今天，第一大桥画了，第二大桥我画了三年，从
打桩开始画，画到这个桥后，能够在桥上画，你可想象那个阳光，我一定要强光，那个桥是 cement 的，那个热气
这样上来，我就是在那边整天，足足画了三年。有很多朋友看到张汉发，真的阳光下画的图画不同，它都是很亮
的，深度感又很强，家里画的暗暗的，他们要来，我说可以啊，“wa behtahan liao lah（我受不了了），晕了”所以
我要谢谢我的老师，他把我们训练到今天，我能够晒整天也没有中暑过，我在中国画那个土楼，我一天三餐，就是
早上晒到傍晚去，他们的人也傻了眼，他说你会中暑的啊，我心想中什么暑，那时九月份，它的气候大概 25 度，
光线很强，好像在 aircon 里面画，哎哟，拜天拜地了，多爽！他们不能拉，他说我会中暑，后来几天一定带我去
吃风的，带我到处去游玩的，他不给我再画，他怕我中暑
（17：34）答：所以你的颜色叻。颜色是你怎样决定的。你用颜色这些啊你是怎样得到这些经验的
（17：45）答：以前我是用 Rowney 的，它的颜色很漂亮。后来在十多年前开始不行了，你在画的时候啊它很亮
丽，等它干的时候它就沉下来了，就没有这样亮，哎呀，看了很不爽后来我就改用这个 Rowney 的，Rowney 的它
很稀啊很软后来我换到这个 Winsor Newton，我是粗笔的嘛 我这样一画下去就黏住，诶，很适合我所以我就用这
个牌子了，用到今天为止。这个牌子本来是很便宜的，台湾卖我们的钱十九块，这边王八蛋卖到七十多块，早期他
卖五六十块，所以这边买一根，台湾能够买三根。以前我们这个南洋书店，那时他差不多卖三十多块，我们是长期
顾客啦，卖给我们二十五块罢了。后来吉隆坡很多那些学生啊，诶这样便宜啊，就买咯，买一大堆。有时她们几个
小妹进去她们就买完了，很可怕的 。所以她们就拿去吉隆坡南洋问做莫你们价钱差这样远，那边五六十块这边才
卖三十多块，那个南洋老板就去问,(不过同名不同人也不同老板) 就下来找这个南洋老板讲：我们一起 lo 啦 就是大
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家赚啦，不要弄坏行情啦，你提高啦，我们一起来赚。那个人就很好希望薄利多销，希望更多人画。是很好。后来
讲不妥嘛。后来第二次，不甘愿，他又倒回来找他儿子讲。不过那个儿子讲：我爸爸这样我也不能准
吗。。。。。。后来倒回去就跟那个洋人讲不要给南洋槟城卖，给我，一代理起到很高，很多画家都要 boycott
他，不要买他的颜色，后来我也要 boycott 他，我跟南洋说‘你去 order 品质跟他一样的，差不多一样的品质，不要
太差的，然后又识货，然后我就不用这个了。后来颜色不错，可是很稀
（21：57）：如果是你，除了这个媒介，你怎样去决定你的颜色，比如说你画蓝啊画青啊这种你都是根据实景的
吗 还是。。
（22：04）：实景，想调的话再调。我看到什么色我就调什么色出来，所以我为什么要在阳光下就是因为颜色变
化得很厉害，强光的时候啊。那个阴天看不到的，强光来它里面变化很厉害的，我就注重它的光。比如说这
张。。。。你站起来看，是不是两道强光。我很注重这个高光的（所以所有的颜色都是从观察里面得到的啦）我很
注重它的颜色，注重它的光。对对对
（23：10）问 ： 如果你要教一个人学颜色你也是建议她看着画啦
（23：15）答 ：对。真的 最近很多人叫我教，我说对不起，因为现在很多那些年轻画家有时一班来我这里，你们
不要一个一个来，我没有时间。你们一起来，我跟一个人讲也是这样讲，跟十个二十个也是这样讲，所以现在时常
有几个几个来，我不收学费的我就跟他们讲，我就点给他们看，这个是我老师教我的，我老师教我的我就教他们，
我就指给他们看，那个光那个黑的影子啊，很多人一看那个影子。。。其实 其实。。这个影子跟这个影子 是不同
颜色的。一般人看到的，他会以为是一样颜色的，我就点给他们看（所以从观察里面得到的）这个光这个暗的也是
不一样颜色的，反射去，就是不一样的，所以他们说“老师！你的眼睛做莫这样厉害的！我们看没有”就这样。。。
“哦 有了！有了” 我说“你们要多看，多看你的眼睛就 sa（强）了”多看，一定要多看的，你这样讲没有去画没有用
的。我现在告诉你这样这样了，你们去注意，写生的时候，不要说，很多人。。我也知道很多人听到我在阳光
（下）画图画特别好看，他们也学咯，就“我也要去写生了”，我就看他们画，看一眼，很久画很久，再看一
眼。。。我就在这里画。。我们看。。（25：15）。唉！做莫差这样远的，对不对，那边有条黄色的，哦 很接近
了这样下去。他们就看一眼，没有去研究，没有去注意它的光的变化，他们以为写生就是这样的，不对嘛，跟家里
画有什么分别，看一眼就是这样。有个朋友更好笑，他是学校的，我不要讲姓啦，他是师训啊，教老师的，有时跟
我去马六甲写生，后来我们就看那个街景，我在这边他在这边，后来他就起来跑。。跑到很远，我看他在做什么东
西，他原来那辆车的车牌看不清楚，他就跑过去看，哦 MA6573，再倒回来，在那边写 MA6573，我说“完蛋，你
这样画是完蛋。我们看到远远是看不到的，是模糊模糊罢了，只是模糊模糊这样，那个车就跑到后面去，你把它写
名字，那辆车就跑到前面来了”（因为那个空间就改变了）。我心想，你是教师的讲师，我也要跟他讲，不方便
啦，因为他是讲师嘛，我是什么东西。不对的，远远的东西是模糊模糊的，那个车牌是点两点，可能那个 1 比较明
显，其他的是蒙蒙的。他就跑到远远去
（27：26）问：这样你在什么情况下会遇到一些颜色的问题，你觉得比较麻烦的
（27：33）答： so far 没有
（27：36）问：就是照着那个颜色
（27：37）答：我就是照抄就对了
（27 ：43）问： 不会说某一种颜色问题特别大，某一种颜色问题比较小
（27：47 ）答：从来没有遇到
（27：49 ）问：从来不会有这种问题啦
（27：
（27：51）答：因为我有时是，唉，没有这个颜色，我尽量调接近它的，有些东西调不到的，因为颜料里面没有
那个颜色，尽量啦接近它罢了
（28：04）问：是什么原因使到阳光没有这么强的时候你不画叻
（28：10）答：因为很暗嘛，好像这张来说，如果没有阳光，全部黑黑到完。。。有光就有颜色变化
（28：37）所以你觉得你比较暗的时候那种比较轻微的变化叻如果是，有时候很灰灰有时候比较小的变化，好像
蒙蒙的时候那种叻
（28：45）我不可以的 我一定要强光的，有光线不强蛤，我不画，因为它对比很小，如果有强光，那个车的颜色
就很 contra 了，阳光不强蛤，爱死不死这样啦，对比不强
（29：17）所以很多人要找我啊 他就问咯 今天气候怎样 强光啊 你不要去找 hanfa 的 他不在的 去画画了。今天阴
天 可以去找他 他不画了。阴天我不画的，因为我颜色挤出来 上百块了 那个画布叻 现在我很少说，二十年前有
啦，画十张差不多两张三张满意 那时候纸比较便宜 我就把它挂掉咯 现在纸这样贵 不能啦 就把它刮下来，不过现
在几乎没有说不要的，现在十张没有说满意到把它挂掉啦，没有。可以啦 没有一百分有六十分啦 这样啦，不会说
二三十分这样啦，可能就是说越画越熟练啦。
3020 除了你觉得梵谷的图画之外，你还有喜欢谁的图画比较多啊
3029 除了梵谷还有那个 Monet 的 我最崇拜就是梵谷 就是他很粗啊 ，Monet 的没有这样粗，比较斯文，我说我是
老粗人，我比较喜欢那种粗狂的感觉，我现在下笔都很粗的
3058 你觉得那些学理论的 好像色彩方面啊 你觉得那些有帮助吗
3107 我从来不买那些画(册) 来看那些画怎样的 我不要的` 我怕给它影响到。我只知道 哇很漂亮 它的颜色是用什么
颜色，它的构图怎样，我会吸收 ，你说跟他买这样 不可能。就是这张图画好在哪里 我就模仿它，就好像梵谷的图
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画他的笔这样粗粗粗粗的，又够力颜色又好，我很喜欢他的画，这两年去澳洲，我们就看那个 van Gogh 的画啊都
很久 这是我去中国刚好 Van Gogh 的，他拍了放大的，很大个，一张画这样大在北京，进去不少钱的叻 我们去
看，很值得看，Van Gogh 那些以前没看过的，都看到。他的笔很粗很粗，他放大了就看到更显眼，很好看。我到
目前为止就是这样啦我还是主张写生，如果说一天我不能晒太阳了啦，一天我不能出门了，我一晒太阳我就会晕
了，可能那时候我会在家里画，但是我不会用这样的方法画，我不要这样东西在家里画，因为画不出它的味道，可
能在家里画另一种东西啦 不是这个东西。我希望我还能够再画下去，我有这样想，我孩子这样鼓励我，买一辆车
给你你还不画，现在还是能够的时候你不画，所以我就想一想，所以前天一口气去晒多十个来，就是能够画多少尽
量画啦，画到不能够画的时候再打算，不过大家很过瘾。以前我画这样小的时候，哇这样大张开玩笑啊，画到什么
时候，这样三小时，差不多四倍吧，就是放大的笔触，这个小笔触，这个大笔触罢了，这是一样的啦 看了一样，
我现在用油漆的刷子，所以说那个南洋它要做生意啊。。。。（34：30）两三百块一根 有没有搞错 两三百块，中
国的三四块罢了，就是便宜的反而不好，好像我画那个水彩去买那个好纸啊 ，要小心画，这样贵，要怎样画完。
我现在用油漆的刷，有些 quality 很差的嘛，你刷一两次，你一洗啊 整个毛都拖出来，丢掉咯，两三块一排嘛。。
所以那些学完了我叫你去买最便宜的颜色，中国哪里的都可以，你画好了我鼓励你不要买 Winsor Newton 它就和
马力合作嘛，我以为是可以 我就买了一大堆，糟糕那个白色的，是白的结果黄到很厉害，它的质很差，初学可
以，你画到你有一个基础就不要再用了，因为如果好的颜色啊，你心理上会觉得我要小心画，这样贵吗 ，不要浪
费，就完蛋。以前我很浪费的嘛，我画完了那个颜色还可以再画多一张，就把它刮掉，他们叫我败家子咯，我想不
对，我这样挤一百啊画不出那种味道，就甘愿画到漂亮，但是。。。。
AE5:
Woon Lam So now I will start recording. Just give me some background of where and now you learn art? since,..
or where.. Maybe is a long history but like a summary.
AE5 A summary, ah I think ah. Since I.. at first I like to draw and ah I ah..my neighbor which he know like.. He
was the high school art.. art teacher. When I was like maybe a little.. when I was like 4 or 5, or 6, my parent
they’re working.. you know when they’re working you know..they just sent me to the art.. the art teacher there.. ya
just started to draw.
Woon Lam That was in Taiwan?
AE5 Yes in Taiwan, ya. So I think that’s some.. somehow you know I started.. Not really learnt but you know like
spent time there.. influenced a lot you know the art teacher teaching.. you know like all the kids drawing, painting
all staff..
Woon Lam OK. So you feel it’s more formally structured in Taiwan, when you’re very young or you start
somewhere formal education in art..and when you’re..more?
AE5 Oh, the formal art education, actually ah.. er..Formal education about art I think is maybe around like you
know in high school.
Woon Lam Oh that’s very early as compared to here.
AE5 Ya.. Because you know we do have the art class… Er.. somehow we learn like very very basic one.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 Ya
Woon Lam Ya
AE5 The sketch or you know like the water painting or staff you know like is very very basic
Woon Lam So after why you chose this profession, directly or…?
AE5 Because.. haha.. I ..ah . You know the Taiwan education system is like.. I don’t know.. similar.. like
Singapore. So after high school..
Woon Lam Ya
AE5 You need to like get (through) the exam and go to the university.
Woon Lam Yes. Yes. Yes
AE5 Er. I think my.. My school (results) was not really good. ‘Cos my mathematics somehow was like very very
bad. So then, my parents, my father.. They don’t really push me like you know.. to.. somehow if you don’t get the
good grade you cannot apply to good schools, good universities. Some parents in Taiwan, you know they will
send their kids to the.. you know like the 补习班
Woon Lam Em.
AE5 Ya. To.. To study one more year and then you…
Woon Lam Wow
AE5 Ya. Sometimes is not one more year. 2 years or 3 years.
Woon Lam But the..
AE5 Only just you know like..
Woon Lam But the good university.. only good at certain things isn’t it? If you want to do…
AE5 But during my timing (time), we don’t have many university in Taiwan. So ya..
Woon Lam Oh, OK.
AE5 My parent.. So then my parents not (to) push me. So my father er.. He talked to me like “oh you like
drawing, like painting. So why not just go..
Woon Lam Do what you want to do.
AE5 Ya. Ya. Ya. But you know my age. You know Chinese parents don’t ..
Woon Lam Ya. Very different.
AE5 different. So I decided you know I decided OK I.. I er..follow my er..
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Woon Lam Passion?
AE5 Passions. So then I went to.. er. First I went to Canada.
Woon Lam Oh. OK
AE5 Ya..And then I went to New York.
Woon Lam OK. So all in the design stream?
AE5 Yes.
Woon Lam Oh that’s nice.
AE5 Ya.
Woon Lam So. You enjoy..
AE5 I was quite lucky.. quite lucky. You know my parents..
Woon Lam Oh.
AE5 Ya. Like..
Woon Lam You enjoyed New York?
AE5 Yes I did.. Because you know like from.. You know like the Asian culture and then the 1st time you know like
get involve you know like the western culture. It’s so different. I.. When I first time I entered the university I can
find out you know my thinking and is so different from the western.. you know like the American or some
European students.
Woon Lam Ya.
AE5 My thinking and the way we are doing things. It’s so different.
Woon Lam Which school is that in New York?
AE5 School of Visual Art.
Woon Lam Oh. School of Visual Art.
AE5 Ya.
Woon Lam OK. So that one is very contemporary in the sense.
AE5 Yes
Woon Lam I was in New York from 2005 to 2007
AE5 I was like very early
Woon Lam Oh. Very early.
AE5 I was like 1990 and 199..like..
Woon Lam Oh that’s so early
AE5 Ya.. That’s so early.
Woon Lam Ya. Ok. The Next Er..Maybe just tell us a little bit about your art you know.
AE5 But Art?
Woon Lam Like how you..want to work and your direction?
AE5 Actually you know why I picked up graphic design is.. I don’t know you know like em..when I was in Taiwan.
Er. At the high school, We had kind of like very basic, you know like we had the visual communication design and
interior design and product design like very basic you know like for students to know…
Woon Lam That’s in ..
AE5 In Taiwan
Woon Lam In Bachelor of Art?
AE5 No. No. No. Like high school
Woon Lam Oh. High school you do that. Wow.
AE5 Ya. Kind of not choose the major but give you some idea. And then, er. The visual communication which is
like you need a high grade and then you get it.
Woon Lam oh. OK.
AE5 like…
Woon Lam competitive
AE5 Competitive. So that’s why I chose the graphic..visual communication design. It doesn’t mean I like them
most. It’s like somehow you know to please your parents or what. Oh.. my eg.. ego or whatever. Then, that’s how
I started to .. to study like you know visual communication. But I actually I also like you know like interior design.
You like architecture. My .. my father’s business was like construction.
Woon Lam Oh. OK.
AE5 So, kind of like this. But anyway when .. when I entered the university you need to choose the major so .. but
then I chose er..graphic art, visual communication
Woon Lam Ok. So that’s in Canada?
AE5 No. In New York.
Woon Lam In New York?
AE5 Ya. SVA
Woon Lam OK just er. Maybe that one can be done later, just you have time to look at some images and you can
send to me. SO em.. so right now what is your..your personal experience in terms of use of color?
AE5 Oh.. Er..I ah..
Woon Lam Or you have any opinions like how you choose color or whatever?
AE5 I think I er.. I kind of you know like sensitive like the use of color. And I am good.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 I am good you know like to match the color combination or whatever you know and er.. but the last 3 or 4
years which I kind of just use black and white
Woon Lam OK.
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AE5 And this year I was.. you know like this is the new book. I have the er. The children book.
Woon Lam Oh.
AE5 Ya. Just published you like er. July (2016). So then.. because you know like I got.. and then this is last year.
So before was all.. no, this is not black and white but you know.. er. Ya..
Woon Lam You got more of..
AE5 I get.. I get the..
Woon Lam I can see from here..ya..
AE5 So then ah.. because I published like 3,.. 3 .. around like 3 books, almost like no color, black and white. And
then, the publisher suggested (to) me you know like try.. try out color.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 Ya. I also like color. So. Ya. So.. Naturally.. Naturally I don’t really you know like to know..We learnt you
know like the color theory when we were study(ing)..like.. you know like I kind of naturally I like..
Woon Lam So this is from your personal experience
AE5 Yes.
Woon Lam OK. So do you see any.. any kind of like students’ difficulty in .. working with color? Or..
AE5 No I don’t really like er.. er..E.. When I teach .. the color you know will not be the one I really focus because
you know.. during the.. I teach the course is more like typo (typography) or you know like.. so
Woon Lam color is …?
AE5 Color is … yay a..
Woon Lam Will it not affect the results of the students..?
AE5 Yes, you know like their color choice is not really great. Actually you know design should be everything
together is you know like you match or balance everything so.. either part if you don’t really er.. care.. careful..
Maybe you will lose the design.. ya… Ya...
Woon Lam ya.. OK.. Like.. students, do you see they help themselves or any kind of methods they use?
AE5 Em. Some.. some you know like some students they probably because.. I know.. you know when I look at
the students I don’t really focus on the color.. You know if the color choice doesn’t work then I will give the
comment you know “Maybe you should think about like the color.”
Woon Lam OK
AE5 Ya
Woon Lam So that’s based on your experience?
AE5 Ya, yes.
Woon Lam Not from any of the theory that you learnt before?
AE5 No. No. Maybe you know we learnt before. Kind of your tools. Naturally, you learnt like long long time ago.
Woon Lam And that has become part of you. So you don’t really recall like what theory was that? You know..No.
AE5 Not really.
Woon Lam So it’s all based on the experience right now?
AE5 I think mostly.
Woon Lam So, do you think if.. I just give you a little of the background. Now, em..Art (color) theory right now
whatever they (students) are learning in education and institutions right…are like the Itten type you know, the
color wheel and it’s about 100 years from Bauhaus. And whatever in the industry right, those Pantone colors, it
was developed about 50+ years back or slightly longer than that. It was by Munsell one of the scientists. Ah.. but
this color system right .. is made into codings and it has become industrial standard. So actually being introduced
in an educational er.. format.
AE5 Ah..
Woon Lam So whatever you use now. You choose Pantone colors. You choose how they match all by
experience. But the actual system is Munsell Color Space. Em.. it’s actually by this scientist, Albert Munsell.. em,
into the industry. Unfortunately, it has never come into education.
AE5 But actually you know like em..from education to the practical work, is a little bit.. ah we can say you know
there is a gap … gap there. It is actually you know like .. you know like for the printing. If you.. everything you go
for Pantone, that will cost a lot.
Woon Lam Ya
AE5 So you know like er.. whatever you learn from the school, the color or you know in the practical reality
somehow it can work but somehow it costs a lot of money.
Woon Lam Ya. Ya..
AE5 So then you need to adjust.. .. you like some color you know like can’t everything you know like use a
Pantone or special..
Woon Lam Ya.
AE5 ..Special color..
Woon Lam What I am is .. because this scientific system is very robust… em… It shows like you know the color
space is not symmetrical.
AE5 Em
Woon Lam Ya. But the color wheel they use is symmetrical.
AE5 Em
Woon Lam So this whole system is very practical but it is never taught to the students in the educational format.
At the end when you are using it.. em.. Basically you are using it based on experience on which one to choose..
(from) without an educational framework to help. So what I do is.. right now I am using the Munsell to write a
whole new practical theory that is in this book to train the students to see the asymmetry of color space. So when
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they apply color they know that they cannot depend on the color wheel. By rotating it, and choose another pair.
You know..
AE5 Ya. But this is somehow you know, I just want to point out.
Woon Lam Ya.
AE5 Er.. When we studied, how we learnt from er.. our teachers, some were depended on their experience. For
example, you know like for you, you know about this problem; then you research, you study then you .. you kind
of reflect yourself to the students.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 And that’s how.. You know like.. they become you know like .. er.. you study from different teachers, you
gain er.. different knowledge from them.
Woon Lam Ok
AE5 Regarding their experience or their.. their knowledge.. their … find out.. So I believe you know like this is
er..Maybe em.. During the war probably there is some er.. some em.. like graphic design er.. er.. faculty or
teacher or the color painting whatever you know like who teach color and they.. before they were not really
academic.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 If they’re you know from the practical.. you know like the.. the design ah.. industry, they probably will have
this kind of feeling.. so they will be.. more focus on the part you know like to train the student.. you know like
know how..to use the color or print so that I think.. that’s really you know like depends on you know like the
teacher, their experience.
Woon Lam Teachers’s experience. OK. That’s a good point
AE5 For example you know like for me.. I have .. I not really you know like academic. But you know like know
how er.. some part there.. I will probably you know.. I will mention or I will.. I will teach the er.. the notes you know
like to the students but anywhere .. somehow when you are at (in) school.. don’t really practice or don’t really
use. Probably you teacher teach (taught) you before but then you forgot.
Woon Lam Ya. It just faded off.
AE5 Ya. And then when you like .. really you know like .. you go to work and then you have to deal with the print.
Woon Lam OK. Now I see.
AE5 Then..You.. you learn .. you find out
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 So that’s also my experience you know. We learn like you know like the theory or something but.. first .. first
you know like.. got .. it the first print and you deal with the printer.. then you know. You know everything.
Woon Lam Ya. Ya.
AE5 And then you pick up really quick
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 Ya.
Woon Lam So, is really .. realizing the theory how powerful..
AE5 Learnt before
Woon Lam Don’t see it..
AE5 You don’t really.. You don’t really get it you know like what.. why or how.. but then when the time you..
Woon Lam use it..
AE5 You use.. and then you “Ah! Got it!”
Woon Lam OK. That’s a good point. OK. Now, the next thing is ah.. OK. How ..how you view our students? So
you think they have the sense of..
AE5 Yes.
Woon Lam Design and they can handle design and color as well
AE5 Yup. Yes. I believe the..mostly my .. my students were from viscom.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 And then. I.. I .. er.. I think they.. they .. quite talented you know like in many different ways.
Woon Lam Ok.
AE5 Some students was really good at drawing, some were like.. you like the color or some were like layout or
something.. you know so..
Woon Lam So you have a wide spectrum of talents.
AE5 Yes
Woon Lam Coming..
AE5 Yes.
Woon Lam Yup. That’s good. So I just want to have a little bit of background of how the students sort of perform
in this area. Does it affect them thing like that..? Which I think you give me a ..
AE5 You know like in our.. in our school they can also you know like take other majors.. course if they are
interested. So this is some of the students..
Woon Lam They can cross..
AE5 Cross you know like the area.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 So… OK. Ya.. I think that’s good.
Woon Lam Maybe one more last question. OK so..Do you think like if we have the color framework like what I
mentioned.. or some sort of workshop.. is going to really help the students?
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AE5 Ya lah. I.. You know like if from your point of view and then you think this is quire useful. Then I think you
know is also good for students you know lah..they can gain the knowledge from you. It doesn’t mean what I have
just said. It doesn’t mean now they totally get the idea. But then, in the future..ya.. In the future if they use it.. they
probably you know .. they realize ..”OK. I got it!” Even you know like the Pantone or .. or..you know like design
ya..
Woon Lam OK. That’s good. How.. how then students feel? Do they give you any feedbacks the way what they
learn from other classes like painting or something?
AE5 Em..
Woon Lam They don’t give you anything? Any feedback from them like they’ve learnt something?
AE5 No .. Not really. Not really. But you know if you’re asking. Probably you know from this project or from some
assignment.. regarding somehow is like.. er.. you see their sketch or something and then you ask “How did you
learn from…” You know like “painting class?”. They .. they probably will give you something.. some answer but if
no… then maybe .. you know like we really focus ..
Woon Lam the work itself.
AE5 the work itself. You know like the course.
Woon Lam OK.
AE5 Ya.
Woon Lam Thanks. OK. I stop the recording.
AE5 OK.
AE6:
Woon Lam: Ah, very first thing that we want to discuss.. ah.. It’s not really a discussion. It’s actually you telling
me how . er.. you learnt about art you know. The whole art journey, where you started, where you learnt it and
then how you learnt it?
AE6: OK sure. Em.. I won’t really I am an artist in that way; more a designer you know.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE6: Looking at more applying things; not necessary creating art. You’re asking about background or ?
Woon Lam: Everything, your background like how you learnt where you started even from very young until now.
AE6: OK. I mean ya.. I took some art classes when I was young. That was either from school or NAFA that had
some painting classes. And then, after that was my architecture diploma in Singapore Poly. A little bit more
technical. And then, after that was my undergraduate study in Australia in Industrial Design. That was at least.. I
would say that was at least there was some opportunity to apply … use of colors. Not so much in their
architecture.
Woon Lam: Is there any switch of field between architecture and industrial design.
AE6: Ya.ya.. definitely. One is the environment, the other is the product. The scale is different. But surely, you
can work.. I can work across both. Quite lucky in a way to .. to get a chance to do both. Ya.. you know so... And
then after that also worked again myself. That’s a bit more towards practical side. Ah.. ya.. that’s up to
undergraduate. And then masters. I have the master’s in human factor engineering. There… I mean it is
engineering, but there is a lot of .. there is sociology and ECRA as well. So certain aspect of color end up coming
through as well. Or even very practical application.. even for..ergonomics or for designing things for elderly, basic
things like contrast...
Woon Lam: So so. Where you think is like.. or who’ve influenced most like teachers or anything…
AE6: I won’t say I have any defining teaching moment. In the end for me I think I learn about color on my own..ya
ya..
Woon Lam: Ok so now..Maybe later I’ll ask you to provide some information about a few things so that I can use
this information to complement out interview. Ya
AE6: Sure..
Woon Lam: So, now, em.. like. You are in the area of product design. What’s you experience in terms of the
training of color?(Could be) Your learning or how you train the students?
AE6: OK. I mean Ok..Maybe I just talk about training.. about how the students are really taught. Currently.. right
now, in terms of color selection, ultimately it is a lot more subjective. Actually right? And.. I mean I tell you
currently right.. now, here… in terms of color selection, I kind of leave it to the students. Like I mean, one.. one
starting for them is to use color wheel. Actually, .. well that’s a good point. I haven’t really.. I don’t really..
Woon Lam: Color wheel is the one.. that .. commercial one they get from market?
AE6: No I mean You can just.google...
Woon Lam: You can google and..
AE6: Ya.. You can google. Pretty much that..That’s what I ask them to work on in terms of color. I mean that’s a
good point because, well you see at,.. for year 2 year 3 onwards, we try and build, at least make certain
assumptions about what they might have done in foundation, right...So we assume that at least certain things
about color etc. were actually taught to them in foundation. Because ultimately there are a lot of to teach the
students you see. So you have taken certain things that we that that has been taught then we just focus on other
things. Otherwise it is just.. There’s no way we can do everything. So it’s just drawing etc.. It’s also a little bit
different. Although we.. I mean foundation drawing is great.. but we also have to do another drawing course for
our product students because they sketch is a little bit different. For product you have to ..
Woon Lam: Yes, three dimensional
AE6: Ya, it’s a little bit different. Definitely useful, whatever the.. you know what is in the drawing classes. So like
I said. Ultimately we don’t do a very formal color kind of course within..
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Woon Lam: How about your own study? You have like very formal..?
AE6: My own study also ‘NO’. So when I was in undergraduate there was no formal color education. Definitely
what you bring up is good. It’s an interesting thing. Maybe there should be some kind of core or some kind of.. I
really think it will be useful. Ya.
Woon Lam: Or, have you even seen like some like weird problems in use of color that you don’t know what’s the
reason or you know the reason?
AE6: Weird problem.. As in term..?
Woon Lam: Like somebody choose the color that you think is weird. You have an explanation or you don’t have
an explanation..
AE6: Em.. That’s a good point. Er… Well. I mean I guess sometimes if it comes out to some of the students’
projects, some of their color combination might be a little bit strange. Ya, correct. But..
Woon Lam: Do you really know the reason?
AE6: No, no I won’t know the reason; in terms of what the students pick. Again, it’s very subjective. I mean it’s
the same as the form they make for their product. It’s strange. Ya..
Woon Lam: So do you give them some sort of advice or..
AE6: Ya, ya.. we .. I mean I tell them in terms of the color, because .. even then there are many ways to
approach the color. Of course you can really start from foundation, you kind of understand.. from what you
understand about color and then you pick that up. I mean the other thing is that actually something else also
available. Not just pantone, there are also, I mean pantone does to some extend but there are also other
companies that are also.. They even have things like trend colors that every year you can subscribe. There is
one also as well as … Some of my graduated students tell me they have access to database or the companies
they work for have access to the database. Every year they come out with the new colors which is like what you
end up seeing in.. in like all consumer products, like package..
Woon Lam: They dominate the fashion or something?
AE6: Ya, in a way.. Not just fashion, I mean for products
Woon Lam: I mean ‘dominate the color fashion…’ itself
AE6: Em.. Ya.. ya.. In a way. So I mean like upcoming season, these will be the ..Because it’s,.. it’s quite er.. I
mean all counteract down to business of course... Er. Like I said, an interesting one to talk to will be
actually..Em.. They do color to certain extend is actually this.. We used to know somebody, this Clariant. Clariant
is a company that actually does colors. They do industrial colors for products So they actually have a center
down, not actually very far from here. We used to take our students down there as well. So em.. for them is
obviously.. I mean it’s of course selection of color is one thing, but also for them, they also certain colors like they
suggest. So of course this thing passes down to business. If let’s say, this new shampoo right, this pack they’re
going to do a million bottoms of this, if you pick this color from them, then this is business for them (talking about
color pigment suppliers) you know. But it’s also.. the color gotta work as well. So I mean they are interrelated.
Like I said with fashion, cloth is color and then I can also carry over to product.
Woon Lam: There are crossed between the.. fields.
AE6: I think, cross.. crossing a few there.. ya.. So Clariant, they actually do the based pigments and everything.
Woon Lam: So you don’t.. Do you see like some non-art-related reasons that you use color for.
AE6: Non-art-related? What you mean by that?
Woon Lam: Is like you know it has to be done in that manner. Like you don’t really care is color theory or is
visually pleasing or whatever.
AE6: Ya.. I mean ultimately at least currently right now it is more to do with.. I mean there is of course visually
pleasing that is one aspect. Ultimately that is to some extend what we are training the students here right. You
know, when they are.. whatever it is whether it is.. generate 2D things or 3D, that is one aspect of what grade
them. But at the same time, depending on the product, like there is usability involved. I mean like you can’t have
a.. you can’t have a dark blue color labels for the buttons right against black keyboard. So there is usability as
well…There is practical aspect as well in terms of colors they pick. Certainly, the.. but I would say anything
aesthetic is the first thing. You know in terms of how you actually put something together. But then at the same
time.. we.. after that you look at that then you gotta look at the usability. Ya, I think that’s an important part.
Woon Lam: So that is fo.. especially for product design.
AE6: Product ya.. I mean color is important, but then if they pick the wrong one, or they .. is not working…
Woon Lam: So what is your opinion in the development of visual art in your area? In the future how, any specific
direction it is taking for product design?
AE6: for colors?
Woon Lam: for development, not necessary. Anything
AE6: That’s a good point actually. Well, I mean I.. nothing really do with color at all. It’s already happening now. It
is obviously .. first we have to design a lot for automation. Or future for things to be autonomous. Like robots and
everything are coming on..
Woon Lam: So connecting with the technology development.
AE6: Ya. Ya..Definitely like.. with technology because when you use something in the automated sense it’s
different already.. You have self-driving car. If you really have a self-driving car it changes the thing completely
because what does the drive do? Because as a driver you drive right. But now the car drives itself then what you
do right? I mean unfortunately the guy who died was watching Harry Porter. I mean that’s this one..
Woon Lam: Tesla
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AE6: Tesla. Ya you know. So that’s interesting. No one knows really we will do but that’s something to think
about in the future. Ya. So that’s one. The other thing is everything is going to be connected .. It’s already
happening now I mean almost..
Woon Lam: You’re working product design right. Em. Can check with you like ..
AE6: Ya, sure.
Woon Lam: Different industries do they have very specific color specifications?
AE6: Em. Good question. For different industries, of hand, like I said I can’t say for sure. I mean my own
experience has been ya.. some work with Pantone. ‘Cos there are different… em..
Woon Lam: Not the color system. I am different industries like medical industry they give you a system, OK. You
cannot use certain color. Do they have that.
AE6: Oh OK. I mean this are linked.. Typically they are linked to certain .. er… There are certains standards. That
mean either is an ISO standard, there could be a certain specification for color in there. Er, em.. In terms of
usage ofcolor, ya.. I mean I would say..
Woon Lam: Do they give you that kind of documentation saying that you must.. when you design things for them..
you must only use certain colors.
AE6: Certain… certain.. ya. Ya. Especially is for certain brand.
Woon Lam: OK. So you.. more for the brand not for the industry itself?
AE6: Not for the industry. If it is for the industry, it would be .. has something to do with the operation standard.
Woon Lam: Oh. The rules and regulations.
AE6: Ya. The rules and regulations. Like for example, for aircraft industry, for certain instrumentation whatsoever,
use certain type of color. Like for emergency exit or something they use certain color.
Woon Lam: So you use that to work backwards.
AE6: You have.. to have to follow that.
Woon Lam: So, that is the guideline you use and work backwards.
AE6: Ya. Correct. That’s is regulated. Whereas for... in term of..Of course if it is just for aesthetic reason, apart
from if unless you have to follow the company branding or livery. I mean typically is livery. Like I said SIA the
color and everything.. That’s called livery. So if you don’t have to follow that, then there is no standard for that. So
you just use whatever you use. You actually have…Or example I did something for SAF, Temasek group.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE6: Alright. But ah..
Woon Lam: So if I ask you to summarize right. You design a product.
AE6: Yeap..
Woon Lam: How will go about making the color. What’s your typical step. It there a step? Or you just go…
AE6: Ah. That’s a good point actually. I mean the thing is OK.. If.. Like I said it depends. It’s actually a very very
good point. First if, let’s say if it is a student’s product, things like FYP, it is really.. not say, undirected.. Students
decide what they want. The color is really anything goes. Alright. But more often than not,.. at least for product,
ultimately it comes back .. because typically there is some graphic, or you might even have something like logo
etc.. So they might design that concurrently. So even though the students are in product (design) they also do the
2D. They might do a logo, and with certain color, and actually ends up going to the product. It could be vice versa
as well. Possibly from the product.
Woon Lam: So the decision is coupled together.
AE6: Ya. Coupled together with some kind of.. along the way.. Em.. whereas if let’s say, but we don’t do too
much. Because generally I try and leave the project open. If let’s say if they did do a project.. let’s say for
example, SIA, alright, then they will have to incorporate the SIA colors in their product.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE6: Ya. So then it changes things a lot already. Because then you don’t have the freedom to.. Ok maybe you
still have the based color that you can put the SIA color over.
Woon Lam: That’s just like more restrictive..
AE6: In a way it is more restrictive already.
Woon Lam: OK. That’s the step you take.
AE6: That will be sort of what they do because typically now I mean…
Woon Lam: The rest are just refining steps.
AE6: Ya. They will actually refine. But when they make decision is one thing. I mean of course.. I mean the color I
mean you can go both ways: one is of course with the concept; let’s say you want to do, it will be quite logically if
you want something that is er.. supposed to blend in with the forest, then you pick green or brown right. I mean
not say, not say camouflage.. but you also have to consider environment.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE6: Ya.. Like I said, they design.. Sometimes they do things for dust top and everything, larger size things, then
when you do that you have to consider things..
Woon Lam: Things around..
AE6: Like we have our blue color padding to the wall.
Woon Lam: Let me see whatelse. Er.. Do you think it’s very critical for students to have very strong color theory.
AE6: Actually, yes. I think it should be. It should be. Ya.. but we may necessary to be doing it..
Woon Lam: Ok. So …
AE6: But I think it’s actually a very useful thing.
Woon Lam: So you think it is practically very useful.
AE6: ya.ya. It’s very useful ya..Because ultimately.. Otherwise we have to deal with it in class right.
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Woon Lam: So when the problem comes you have to solve it.
AE6: So I mean ultimately it is er.. Of course it is still subjective. Er.. it is.. Of course when you teaching color, it
shouldn’t be prescriptive… I mean students still have a choice. Otherwise everything is going to the same.
Woon Lam: I mean it’s just the framework.
AE6: Ya. Framework, understand. I think that will be very very helpful. Because I think I mean right.. you know
sometimes the strange color what if…students really doesn’t know any better what is the color to pick.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE6: So I think actually it is a good point. …. It could be taught here .. I mean it could be even taught at
foundation time because all students could learn this right from any of the disciplines here. It’s just.. which it may
or may not be taught right now.
Woon Lam: Thanks. I think it covers most of things. But if I have other questions will contact you to clarify.
AE6: Can. Sure. No problem.
Woon Lam: Thanks. Can you send me your bio so that I can use that as reference…
AE7:
Woon Lam:Ok I start the recoding now
AE7:OK
Woon Lam: er, so, em, the first thing to go through is just to .. give me a little of background about the whole
journey… I know it’s like a very very rich journey of art making .. especially in the field industry.
AE7: So, so let me introduce myself. I am AE7,. And I am happy to do this (interview) with you now. Allow myself
to begin with..
Woon Lam: OK.
AE7: When I first started the (looking at) the questions you asked me to think about… my background .. the first
thing to tell you is my father was show car watercolor painter doing commercial signs when I grew up. So he
would do hand lettering. He would do caricatures of football players for the college you know. That was his whole
profession. So I was always around him doing all kinds of lettering layouts.. and type and painting.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE7: And later, in his life and my life I found that he’s gone to (an) art school I didn’t know about. When I was
growing up and he did 2 years of .. doing the same letters over and over by hand. He really had the ability to sell
very different fonts by (done) hand and I help them line up and I render fingers along the edge of the paint
straight lines. I was.. I was just in always in this environment where there was em..design being made; art being
made.. having control.. literally I grew up without thinking about it. He did silkscreen signs when I was ten, I was
twelve..helping him do silkscreen. By the time when I was seventeen I was.. I ran with one of my friend, (for)
student body, campaign. Silkscreens with labels and smearing colors along. So I was just.. That’s just a part of
me that always had graphic, textures.. textural awareness on me.
Woon Lam: OK. I try not to interrupt so that the transcribing is easier.
AE7: OK. Ya ya. I see.
Woon Lam: Ya. If I interrupt then transcribing .. (I) will be part of it. You can just say the whole thing.
AE7: OK. You can just put me to a stop and ask me questions. In parallel with that, em.. when I was seven year
old, my father using his sign painting staffs, made my brother and I costumes. And I just happen to have the
costume. Just check out the shot. So I when I use it in talk, I want to show you… Just go through a couple of
screens so we can see exactly what I want to show you. Em.. ah. That’s the beginning of my pieces (showing
slides) .. So this is me making movies, ready to make movies, so there’re 3 things about that. One, my father
does all these covers. Another is, this is my great uncle, my mother’s uncle. He was a magician. And he did it.
He.. he’s just travelling through…He was in Canada. He was travelling to California for a Magic convention. And
he did an entire magic show at the backyard for the entire neighborhood. And I can still remember a couple of
things he did. Er. I was 2 and a half year old. So that’s the oldest visual memory of this illusion making going on
which I find interesting now because I have a long history of being a documentary film maker. But it is like making
the illusion (into) reality. I am really well aware that I am making the illusion of reality. Everything working there
OK?
Woon Lam: Ya.
AE7: Ya, please. OK. So I just to show you a shell. This is child playground. So these are King Arthur’s office. My
dad made for my brother and me. There were always these colors and staffs. Everybody in the neighborhood
wanted one. So he made a whole bunch of them. And next to our neighbor there’s a camera store. And we made
a movie. I am seven. And they had were black and white pictures. This is my father. He’s the director. This is the
extra neighbor, with a camera. And we all dressed in our colors and staffs and we put these together and this is
my first turning up in newspaper talking about me being at actor. My brother was 5 or 4. And this .. this was fun
was a summer. And then we were all in cop scouts. We decided .. there was television in United States and had
Davy Crockett, Walt Disney, …was very popular mid 1950s. But his films were all wrong. My father wanted to
teach us the S Ray. And so he made us costumes. And he took all the cups cartons. This is.. I sort of … This is
the kind of staffs that he did. These were always around. This is .. are costume sketches that he did for us. And
then here we are, the kids.. works kind of … This was just back.. background in which I grew up in.. And then we
made up the whole film and we made 5 films. I get to be here all the time because my dad was the producer until
I wanted to be the valent. And I totally want to be a valent. This is me playing Ban by Richthofen. And these are
airplanes we designed to.. thus the crop and things then... My father painted the signs on them. So they loaned ..
they said, “Come on out a weekend.” And then he put on all the staffs for them and reprod(uced) the plane. And
put us in customes. And made sets. And so there’s.. there is .. in this case, this movie there is a real clear color
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scheme to this.. to the different plane sets. So these are the actual ways the planes were painted. And my dad
just built on them. So I just wanted .. it .. it .. I am trying to think about color with you.. I just tried to see .. there
was this constant color making and illusion making in the movies there was always going on. Couples of my
magic routes of illusion making .. and like this was the other plane crash probes in the backyard. .. This .. and
but.. this is ongoing and ongoing and I just.. you know…see here is the scale of it. So there was this imaginary
colorful world and my father.. somewhere had a visual memory.. ‘cos this is was the movie that was Kim R made
in 27 which got the 1st academic award.. it’s called ‘Wings’ of world war 1 flights’. I got to see as an adult
illustration print. And whole sequences in my childhood movies my father matched shot for shot. That having
seen it in 30 years. So..so I just .. how much.. wait I was in the scene. Wait I was in that scene. So that lively was
just childhood along the way. So I want to .. I want to show you the pictures as part of it.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE7: You know. And em.. When I was er.. educationally I really.. I was in drama. I was in theatre. I did .. I did
plays. I was in color costumes all the time. And when I was in college I was supposed to be a mathematician. But
I was also in drama. So directing drama and filmmaking in the school. And so I was shifted over. I also realized I
was more a director than an actor. And part of job of a director is to have, one has overall control of what’s going
to be inside the film. And then one needs to find the experts who have color sense and lighting to do the subboards.. you know. So.. so it is always… I just want to say it is always has just been part of my nature. And.. I
have thought about once because I look back.. I do find it interesting, my professional career as I have always
been making documentaries. And in somewhere I think I have been part of board making, a... fiction film,
because I know what is fake. And it is actually more challenging to go to a real event. And try to make a film out
of it. And I am always conscious of colors and staffs like that. And couple of my documentaries are the people
who would come out of every weekend and the good news was they’re wearing the same clothes over and over
when they work. And made easier from the construction point of view. I didn’t have to ask them.
Woon Lam: So your experience when you are choosing the people to work with you when people need to deal
very closely with color?
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: em. What’s your experience? Like how you go about choosing these people?
AE7: Two ways. One is.. in my role .. when my pair with them as a director, a producer and I tend to both be a
writer… er.. co-writer. Em.. So I need a director .. photographer.. camera person who could do that. And I need ..
if I can manage it, we need to come up with design.. And what’s going to be in the pieces in the armature. I go
and look at their pre-existing works. Sort of see how their sensitive to.. And then I try to shift things when I am
working with them. So it has a general power em..I do remember probably when I sort of teaching..em.. I had a
professional career without teaching for 10 years just making movies. And then I moved into teaching as well. I
found that in teaching it helps me a lot because I have to perhaps rearticulate things I just know. Intuitively I know
what to do. Then I find a way to describe it. So other can find their way.
Woon Lam: We have to use it for the whole general scope. Not just a specific need.
AE7: Yup. Yup. Thank you.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE7: Background on the way..em.. I do remember one particular time I was filming a documentary, was a
professor. His expertise was .. er.. birds, bird films, particularly, he had a .. about 3m by 3m by 3m cube that had
black foam on the inside. And he had an owe on there with 2 stereo speakers on the floor. And he turned all the
light on. And he tried to do.. see how the owe.. Owes can change course.. along with .. by what they hear. So he
will photograph what’s going on. So he had those pictures. So I needed to ask him to walk in to the place to show
us which had these owes..And the day he showed up. This particular professor, he had a black .. (10:25). That
was what he wore. And I was to ask him to go into a completely black room. And it was like.. wait.. this is not
going to work from a color point of view. And I .. I like blue. I had a blue shirt on. I took my shirt off an gave it to
him to put that shirt on, so that he had some color contrast. So that he would have a difference.. So that he could
show up when the flash on in color and staff like that… That has been that kind of thinking .. on.. I have been
sensitive to color. And then somewhere on the way somebody said light is quite… In northern hemisphere, there
was more morning light then evening light than usual in equator. But the light color in the morning and in the
evening, can be photographically quite different. And there’s a lot of side light in 3 dimension. And so .. I
constantly thinking about the quality of light and the color of the light from the day that I learnt to think about
probably from the scavenger point of view. And .. so.. how to make my staff.. get done.. look beautiful. And I can
give a camera person better.. beautiful light, then I normally had better shots. So how.. how to deal with
everyone. Em…
Woon Lam: So you feel that your learning is more from this experience then the academic?
AE7: Well.. no.. I.. I’d been doing both in parallel. I have been teaching part time and full time since 1979 in
parallel while I am making my films. So I had to.. to learn how to talk about the making of films to students. And
using some of my projects as key studies, breaking it down and putting into the other for teaching film production.
When people kind of go out of the field and .. how they think about.. wonder.. and the opposite story of willing to
take the black shirt of the performer. I was talking to the students. I had a couple of black shirt which are kind of
the shirt that the crews will wear ‘cos they are out of the scene. And you don’t want to… If you are moving
around, putting this black shirt on, if anything shiny catches you, the reflection doesn’t show. And so it is really
the best for crews to wear all black. And I, there was director on the feature film. I did a documentary for my
company behind the scene of the featured film. You can imagine what we did. We were all in black jacket. And I
was there for 6 days. At one point I was talking to them about it. And she said 2 things one is that..I never
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showed up. I can be all over…not going to cause any problem. And the other one was that I don’t have think
what I going to put on in the morning. Hahaha..
Woon Lam: ha. OK.
AE7: Just black. So.. so that’s about creating negative space. So that’s outside of whatever that is inside.
Woon Lam: So, before that just .. Now you’re showing me all those learning that you have ..
AE7: Ya..
Woon Lam: That was .. em.. not in the practical field. It was in..
AE7: So.. so.. so the staff, the color was in this book. That was a class I took when I did my master’s degree.
Woon Lam: OK.
Ben Very very much .. one of the assignment I remember distinctly.. was filming color swatches from anything,
from newspapers, from pictures.. tearing them all up and making compositions and gluing them down. And we all
have to bring in… we all have to do color composition whether you have whole range of colors or you just pick all
blues or all yellows.
Woon Lam: So roughly when was this?
AE7: This is master’s degree. 1970s.
Woon Lam: 1970s
AE7: Ya, so I did an undergraduate. I tried 2 degrees in film production. And I did an undergraduate degree
which gave me a better option. In film classes, we just starting up. And then I went and took a year in between
work and then I er.. did a master’s degree for 2 years.
Woon Lam: Is also in film?
AE7: In film. In U… University of Southern California. School of Cinematic Arts. So that’s very specific. By that
time, it should become a known place. And I had a particular professor Les Nobros taught us class called film
graphics. And he… he … I can even show you a video off.
Woon Lam: How to spell his name?
AE7: ..BROS..
Woon Lam: ROS..
AE7: ‘Les’, his first name LES
Woon Lam: Em..
AE7: L… E… S, Nobros. He taught that class for about 40 years. And we all did a note by his 41 9th birthday
‘cos it is so important to us. So it is all of us. George Lucas has quoted saying like uses his class everyday. I
have quoted using his class everyday. The sensitivity of trying to think about graphic design is always part of..
Woon Lam: So it is both in design and the color?
AE7: Color and design and placement in the frame. And foreground-background, up-down. And later in my life I..
I learnt this throughout the lessons and he used himself that he studied.. I have to go and find this… He studied
in the LA.. the New York fellito (Filmography) in the 1920s. And he spent a year in the.. Czechoslovakia in the
1930s. Early 30s, there’s a whole group of art that comes out of that. Eastern European color sensibility,
influences our color and design from.. you know.. all over the world.
Woon Lam: So it’s like from the Bauhaus and to New York..
AE7: Ya… Ya… Ya…Ya. So it’s interesting to me that makes me realize that my work has directly connection to
generations before me like my great grandparents’ age. And we all imagine like ‘Isn’t this interesting?’ that what I
think of as sort of modern and new is in fact deeply connected.. there is some deep principles connected with the
oldest. And.. that.. that’s the part that is important to me. ‘Cos think about it, if you understand. Now… and… er…
so em…
Woon Lam: There is a very… em… complete… em… background of er…
AE7: Interesting.
Woon Lam: Really! So how about like you know.. what do you feel about students’ learning today… when they
get into color?
AE7: Em… So what I am teaching here is production. I teach production 1 in the second year For production 1
which students who have done foundations. And then I also teach production 2 which is at the end of 3rd year
just before they move on. And then production 2 one of thing that I found before I came here, is that this book
was actual the required text (textbook). I was quite excited about the fact of this. This is the part of the… These
are already in library… already in somewhere you there are 2 copies in the library and I have one reserve for
students.
Woon Lam: So that’s your friend’s er…
AE7: So… so this was someone that is 2 years behind me in film school and I knew him for more than 1 decade.
He is an acquaintance.
Woon Lam: Can I take a picture? (the book)
AE7: Ya… Ya… Ya. It’s… It’s on reserve. Er… And he has… He has produced several featured films. In Nancy
Maya’s film. It usually has very interesting light color palette. And he’s also been teaching at USC (University of
Southern California). He’s a.. George Lucas gave him several professor’s chairs. And he has got one of the
professor’s chair. I think he’s the Eisenstein Professor. And they… do have a whole awesome art direction in
there. This is one of the area here, we don’t have; a specific course. A student who came here already, who
probably has some… in your class. Julie has little, I remember her. She went to Mayford (a UK Film School)
before she came here. She already had a .. a strong sense of art and color. And then she’s working full time as
an art director in videos. She got… she did a lot of art collections from the students. There are some here who
have keen sense of it. But in year 3 there is a whole section that we develop the color. They have to do color and
I have created the assignment that we are now doing in the 1st 3 weeks of year 3 production 2. We do an
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assignment in color, assignment in depth and an assignment in.. there is a 3rd, we do it in… everybody use the
phone, … the phone as a camera. And the only instruction is the phone is so light, they’ll check with it. Make a
scene.
Woon Lam: Which… which one is the … em… color theory framework that you use?
AE7: I… I grow up with this (the book). And I am using it.
Woon Lam: Like I am using the Munsell Color…
AE7: There is not my knowledge base
Woon Lam: So you’re using the old Itten Color…
Ben So… so… so I … for color wheel I don’t some label to it. But we can probably look at here and find out what
this first. What he calls it? He hasn’t cited his sources as quite along the way … I like him too.
Woon Lam: OK. So. Ya… from the chart I roughly know where it comes from.
AE7: Ya…
Woon Lam: Ya. This is the slightly older one like the Itten Color Wheel.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: And then they have a mixture of Munsell Color Wheel in here.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: So there is a mixture of both.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: So that’ the mainstream of…
AE7: And then, there is a really interesting featured film called Hero (英雄，by Zhang YiMou 张艺谋). It’s Chinese
film. And ah.. it’s either in this book or the other book. And there is whole sequences… er… director of
photography came out with… There is the green sequence. There is the blue sequence. They all have to do with
the emotions. Starts with black and white almost.
Woon Lam: I saw the movie.
AE7: Ya. The staffs are beautiful.
Woon Lam: Er… Yes.
AE7: And… and I have it on my iTune. I showed it to the students. I don’t show it… I sort of just drag through it
very quickly. ‘Look… black and white. Look… the red sequence. Look… the green sequence. The yellow
sequence and the white sequence.’ And I currently have a master student, Collin Peh is a director in
photography. He’s doing… he’s intuiting that…
Woon Lam: And this…
AE7: So…
Woon Lam: Suprisingly, there is some minor issue in the different series.
AE7: Ya… ya.
Woon Lam: Em… Because… Actually, I’m using that one to tell the students where you see the problem when
they use the color. Because when it comes to the red series, em... when the chroma is pushed so high, they sort
of hide things together. So they have trouble, when it comes to certain series. Certain series they don’t have
problem. If you do through it one more time, you will realize that.
AE7: So red in particular is one that…
Woon Lam: Er… red is the one that has some issue.
AE7: Red forgot to repricate…
Woon Lam: Because they don’t have em… very much of tone range.
AE7: Interesting.
Woon Lam: If they want to have it, they have to push the tone range wider. And they have to go into other colors.
AE7: And that gives us to colors.. cames back. So Collin is actually looking at that movie. And using a factoscope
to try to see the chroma shift in each class of shots.
Woon Lam: Because of… Actually, it explains here. When you have this. This chart itself explains the problem
(showing Munsell Color Space chart of different colors scheme). So when you have colors that… like green, blue,
purple… they have the dark version of it. When you have like red, orange and yellow, you don’t have the dark
version. So that’s where the problem comes about.
AE7: Ah… I see.
Woon Lam: Ya. Because the asymmetry of the color space. So the flat color wheel normally doesn’t explain that.
That’s what the revolutionary thing that I am working on. For example, this doesn’t explain that… when it comes
to the asymmetrical… distance of space you completely explain the problem. But… because like yellow for
example, you want to get it dark. Let’s say you have a yellow system. You have no choice but either green or
brown.
AE7: Interesting.
Woon Lam: Ya. But if you have a red system, you will similarly going to touch in purple and again brown, you
know.
AE7: Ya… Ya. OK.
Woon Lam: Ya. So… so the screen that red in it, I remember the Hero, it’s having problem, because I think the
photography man er… didn’t grasp this concept.
AE7: Well. In.. It goes through so many generations.
Woon Lam: Ya.
AE7: So I realize that I forgot something to tell you. Which is after my undergraduate film in school, em… I was
living in San Francisco. I was trying to feel what I want to do. And I was taking my film… a particular 16mm
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process. And everything I went there during film school, this comment came up by the vice-president, the name
on the door, … He always talked … and we spent like 20 mins just doing my businesses. And I came in just
almost graduating. I was saying, ‘You spent all this time. You have more valuable things to do. Won’t you hire
me?’ I was at his desk. And so, he hired me to sell film. Business wasn’t really busy and so part of natural
progression, So I moved to the printing lab and became a color timer. So my job… What happens when film is…
is finished… is in 16mm was in A-B roll. So when one roll running… 2 rolls running simultaneously, when it goes
from shot to shot to shot, and you can make color change. You can add more cyan or more magenta, or more…
you know… blue and yellow blue, … cyan, magenta you know. And we have filter sitting with the magnifying
glass. Coat it over the image, figure out how many filters to put on. And then you put a notch at the end of the
film. Through the printer, it will add…
Woon Lam: It will change the color scheme.
AE7: Final print. To collect it and you can also make it brighter regarding pre-exposure.
Woon Lam: Color adjustment.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: Oh. That’s the really strong practical training.
AE7: Yes. I did that for a year. And I was with the person who’s the senior, who had been doing it for decades.
Was color blind on top of anything else.
Woon Lam: That’s crazy.
AE7: And he had come up. He was absolutely. He has his own scale. And he can make everything work fine.
And I… I will know ‘cos he will show me exactly what to do. So I spent a year. And then I go to the printer. I will
run it for the printer. And then I… I never learnt the processing. I don’t want to do that part of it. Then I check the
prints. I can see it. Then you can see the color if it’s right. And you go back to make a few adjustments and
reprint it. So I… It’s something I didn’t… I don’t think about it too much. It was the whole year. My first fly for silk
finishing when we were living in San Francisco and having that grounding of color, because it was often printing
neg (negative). So you can adjust the negative as well. When it is orange base, how to work with the color
correction.
Woon Lam: That’s even more intensive.
AE7: It was very intensive. And it was in 16mm. And you use the real piece of film. And you use the magnifying
glass to do color correction. Em… but it taught me in negative what prints through is the dark. The black, so
that’s the clear area in the negative. So changes color when it is printed. That gives me hue skills when I was
later making different films later. Understand that the black that is going to be printing across. Even when I was
doing my iMax’s work, I very much use, I sat down and use,… what we gonna do, we gonna surround it with
black. What happen is… is all the black will come in and leave us with the last image in the white with the
previous one. So you know the training for hugely helpful for me to understand from my practical point of view.
Woon Lam: It gives you a very good sense of design and colors working hand in hand.
AE7: And… and… and the range… where we can fix up. Later when I was making iMax, iMax is this big film
staff. Even think I have 2 shots of it. I see if I have… (showing me the item) So this is the shot we did on a
shooting stage. This is the flying of a rainbow. And it is called slit scan. I don’t know if you know that name. So…
so what happen is that the camera was on a 10m plat (platform) pointing at a rainbow flight that was only this
thick. And the camera will open the shuttle and be pushed in and create that smear. And backup and then take
the next one that we move the color.
Woon Lam: So like the motion comes from the camera.
AE7: It’s nothing there when it fly.
Woon Lam: OK.
AE7: And then all the rest just the smear. And it is well designed near the center of the griotte (marble). And this
is actually the shot where the black took over again. It dissolve through… the film is all red.
Woon Lam: So this is still in the negative?
AE7: This is the part. This is the print.
Woon Lam: This is the print.
AE7: Ya. Ya. But er… a designer did this for me. Then you have to do this. It’s a series but I mean what to do…
But the other thing was that the film is all on the rain forest. Let me see if this is it? This is another one. This is a
different film. (showing another set of film) These are balloons (large air balloons). It’s interesting about this film
from the color experience. Beautiful shots and … and… in Mexico and United States the light is just gorgeous.
We sent it to Los Angeles and sent back the prints and they had color corrected for the sky back to Los Angeles
sky.
Woon Lam: haha.
AE7: And it’s all brown.
Woon Lam: That’s cute.
AE7: That’s their idea of blue. I said back to them. And they said, ‘No. No. No. That’s blue.’ They sent the
photographs. Then I sent us the print back and had it revised. It’s really interesting to understand the print fault.
There is one more. What was interesting is that most of the film were shot at rain forest. Was all green….
(Mumbling to himself while searching for the staffs.) ‘no… this is blue’… The thing I… the point that is what I
learnt that the green was a very thin layer color in the printing spectrum. Even if you have the green here.
Relatively speaking, it is very hard to keep it.
Woon Lam: There is one bigger issue I wrote in the theory. Actually I wrote a paper about it.
AE7: Ya. Ya.
Woon Lam: Again it comes back to the symmetrical way of how we look at the color wheel.
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AE7: Interesting.
Woon Lam: Ya. Because the green itself, we define it as one hue. Practically it’s not one hue.
AE7: Em…
Woon Lam: Because it is like, can be the green that is nearer to the yellow, the green itself and the green that is
nearer to the blue. So they perform like 3 different hues.
AE7: Oh yes.
Woon Lam: Ya. So if you see it as one hue, that’s where the problem come about because you make an
assumption that they are similar.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: So that’s why in the green hue region, the overall space is bigger.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: So in a way like, when you contrast the green you contrast it differently with different colors. Because
its hue is not the same type of hue itself.
AE7: Ya.
Woon Lam: Thas’s where the problem comes about.
AE7: So when I was doing the iMax for the contrast of the rain forest, we were filming green trees, green trees,
green things, green staffs all the time. And we were filming at different hours of the day. And in printing green as I
would do to those movies… In printing green, it… it… we don’t have much range from end to end to keep the
green consistent ‘cos it falls to merely yellow or blue. Em… And I knew that. So you can see the difference along
the way.
Woon Lam: So the color will not be rich because it doesn’ t go to each hue zone.
AE7: Right.
Woon Lam: Ya.
AE7: Ya. So some of these… Because this is iMax, some of these shots are 30 seconds slower. And they go on
and they go on and they go on. And so I was trying to find out how to color time it. Because I remember my color
job experience having shot after shot after shot. And so when they were assembling the final shots together for
the A-B rolls, I asked them that, the person that did that to take 4 frames of it from every shot, just a little before
the shot of the movie started. And then we put all those together, one after the other in the order of the movie.
And then I gave that through my app. And I then I said, ‘Color time it.’ And they went through it. First pass is all
done so that they could see side by side 5 shots. ‘Oh this is how.’ So they can keep the group being consistent,
so we them laying on the table. Are the green consistent, so just lay them on the table. Now that I tell you about
this. It was absolutely… because I had done this job before and I knew what the problem was. If you will have it
on the final film itself you will be cranking back and forth trying to look at the prints. And we needed to see the
shots in order. What I feel that I was scanning back and forth knowing that green was going to be the hardest to
code. Here I had the whole movie of green, I have to come up with a solution in the manufacturing process to
know… to understand and keep the range right.
Woon Lam: It is nice that you tell me the green problem. That’s exactly the thing that I want address in the
teaching.
AE7: Ya. Ya.
Woon Lam: Because students see color space as symmetrical based on what the Bauhaus school was teaching.
AE7: Oh. Really.
Woon Lam: And then, practically when you see in the industry, em… they have all the Pantone colors that is
(are) based on Munsell which is this one that is non-symmetrical.
AE7: Ah… That’s fascinating.
Woon Lam: That’s the problem I am trying to address…
AE7: And… And you’re using the non-symmetrical as a new term, that what you said is like makes complete
sense. If you look at this sequence. This is a shot on the cloud day. Can you see? You know, these are bridges
on the clamp. These re our light. Make sure that we can get the close-up. And then this is real world and we have
the reflector. So you can see the green. There is a need to re-clean the green.
Woon Lam: Ya. Yes.
AE7: Just be the same.
Woon Lam: Em.
AE7: And this was pouring rain for the shots. This was always on my storyboard and my sketches. And it about
having these ants. And they tear up the forest. And it’s like these gorgeous shots. This is the huge on the
atmosphere. And we had a guy that helped us rip trees, he’s up on the trees doing some rigging. And he said,
‘There is always damn ants up here.’ And the biologist said, ‘That’s what we want. Flow us down the bridge.’ Pull
the branches off. So we take one tree at a day. And we stuck it on the ant trail and then fill up… fill up the ant
trail. And we clamped this in front of a light and so we can shoot this post up.
Woon Lam: OK. I will stop the recording. I think I get all the information.
AE7: Are these useful?
Part 2:
AE7: So I want to.. I want say… I want to thank you for actually having this conversation with me. And for taking
your book and showing me more details, and I have even understood. And the last hour I had learnt more about
color from the way you have described, turning it into maps, taking it apart and re-configuring it. I want to say
‘Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.’ So that you… I don’t know if others have done this as well or done it
differently, but you structure has suddenly let me understand the breath of color and things I have to deal with for
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decades. Em… That I will be able to deal with in the future. I would like to say ‘Thank you. Thank you. Thank
you.’
Woon Lam: Hey. Thank so much for your…
AE7: And I don’t have any need to compliment you. It just that I want to say to you thank you. I expect these
questions are interesting but now I can go back and understand your book and I am glad that you are here and
these students are being taught with this. And when I did this color talk this last time, I was kind of having this
slow week and so I actually put this chapter on the Kindle. And I just read to everybody. And one of the feedback
I got from the semester was shooting wilds so much time in color. They’ve already done it in watercolor class and
foundation.
Woon Lam: hahahaha.
AE7: haha.
Woon Lam: Ya. I use the watercolor class as an excuse to teach color.
AE7: Eh… man… I find the part that why I understand my fim worker well is because of my teaching. And we reexplain to others over and over. It’s so helpful. And so useful when we deconstruct it and reconstruct it. So… so
seriously I want to this color – design book, I will write you a quote. I am happy we can find one…
Woon Lam: Thanks so much.
AE7: It… It… It’s such a valuable inside. I don’t study it a lot so I don’t who else has done this. But this is the way,
this idea of thinking about the browns, em… you have just said to me, ‘When you can see the brown, you can
see the distances on the journey.’ It’s such a wonderful way of looking at it.
Woon Lam: Thanks.
AE7: And it was something I never, had ever heard anybody saying it before.
Email interviews of graduate students
STU1:
1. Does the training cover the areas that are relevant to your needs in your field of practice or what you
understand from your learning and working experience?
(d) Please reflect with your reasons. You may indicate which are the areas that are critical and are covered.
I specialize in the field of animation and color theory is an indispensable part of animation filmmaking.
The understanding of how colors work in relation to each other is especially important in my field.
Different pieces of animation work utilize different color variations to express and convey different
moods. Much of the mainstream animation today relies on intricate knowledge of color symbolism as
well – where one set of colors serves to represent a specific set of traits in a character, for instance.
Color symbolism or cultural meanings of colors have been discussed in the literature review. The
pedagogical design will not cover this part since we are not able to draw sound conclusions as different
cultures or even industries have defined these areas differently. Students have to gain their own
experience or carry out new research while they join a specific industry or immerse a specific culture
context.
The Munsell Color System that can be visualized extremely well in a 3D-spatial manner helps the
understanding of colors at work tremendously. Paying attention to the asymmetry is also important
because one will be able to articulate in a wider number of possibilities in greens than reds, for example.
The Friend-Enemy Practical Color System works on the basis of a metaphorical understanding of
colors, in which the student can then better appreciate and apply the theory in practice. The study of
metaphors by Lakoff and Johnson (2003) will be extremely beneficial to this research – particularly
conceptual metaphors. – visualization of a more abstract concept.
(e) If there are any areas that are insufficient, please indicate too.
I believe the biggest challenge lies in the perception-conception interconnection. That is to say, a
student can perceptually recognize how colors work in the Munsell Color System, but how will the
understanding transpose across into the mind’s conception, and back to the sensory-motor application
of the knowledge in practice. Perception deals with our sense organs in relation to material, like the act
of seeing a color, while conception deals with our mind in relation to form, like recognizing shape and
proportions. The syllabus covers the aspects of perception and conception adequately, but the part on
articulation of the concept back in practice may still be an area for research. Workshop will create
connection.
(f)

Welcome your suggestions too.
I have a colleague who worked on intermedial research, which dwells into the aspects of conceptual
metaphors and the body. These areas may be worth looking at for a cutting-edge research into color
pedagogy. Cross platform

2.

Feedbacks on the training approach based on the syllabi
I believe the training approach is excellent, but may face the restriction of time for a beginner. The
understanding of material and form can be effectively covered in 2 days, but to
apply/analyze/evaluate/create (see Bloom’s taxonomy) may be quite a challenge. Flow theory will
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resolve this issue as we will be able to understand students’ response during their learning.
3.

Feedbacks on test questions. Do you feel that the test questions can verify students’ learning and their
understanding of practical color theory? Kindly indicate clearly your reasoning. You may even quote
certain questions and discuss how improvements can be made.
The design of the questions are well-thought out and rigorous. They certainly will help verify the
understanding of practical color theory, considering the specificity of the questions, such as the exact
names of the paint tubes.
An issue I foresee is that the questions and answers are textual – meaning they rely on the text
language, which is primarily different from actually seeing, moving and touching the paint. The student
will have to interpret the text into an image schema in their mind before attempting to respond to the
question. This may open up problems of inaccurate interpretation. For example, a student may have a
different understanding of the word “richness”, or the student may also understand “gray” different from
someone else. It may help if the format of the test is less or non-textual, to show actual paint tube colors
on a palette.
Another issue may also be the range of the choices for each question. E.g Tone of Cadmium Orange is
1, 3, 4, or 7. A student who may not fully understand the Practical Color System and has memorized the
tones will be able to answer the question, while a student who has a good knowledge of the system may
choose 3, a rather close option to 4.
These points are notes. The hands-on practice will cover this part, as the students will see the
demonstrations about how the theoretical concepts work

4.

5.

For the history questions in the other word document, they rely on background knowledge that may not
require an understanding of Practical Color Theory – they could be a memory exercise. So this may also
be an issue.
The tests questions stretching through a wide range difficulty. Some easier questions may have been
learnt in art history for example. However, that may not be an issue. One way to resolve this is to add a
bonus point for students who can further elaborate the concept used in the images seen.
Do you have any other feedbacks from other peers, students, clients or vendors in the industry about
practical color application? If yes, how we can improve the training to enhance students’ learning of
practical color theory?
My peers who learned the Friend-Enemy Color System from your book has mentioned that they are
able to understand the theory, but not able to apply it effectively. Perhaps there is still a disconnect
between the understanding and application. -Another reason could be that the students may have preconception of what they expect to learn from
the training, such as design principles, form and formulas. Their prior (mis)conceptions may hinder
learning.
So, students need to be briefed that they might be experiencing some new or revolutionary concepts
instead of something they have learnt previously.
Any other feedbacks from you that could help us improve the training scope, as well as the training
syllabi and test questions.
-

STU2:
1. Does the training cover the areas that are relevant to your needs in your field of
practice or what you understand from your learning and working experience?
(a) Please reflect with your reasons. You may indicate which are the areas that are critical and are covered.
Yes. The practical mixing and understanding how to make use of tone and hue to create visual contrast,
will be very useful in any kind of image construction that is used in the industry. For example when
creating a concept art for an animated film, where depth and space are important to tell the story.
Positive response about the tone-hue relationship which can be seen only with the Munsell Color Space
By understanding the range between each colours, also enable better construction of an image. For
example, when painting a digital painting of a forest, understanding the range and zones of green, will
enhance and add richness to the painting.
Reflecting a similar response to Professor Benjamin Alvin Shedd regarding application of green colors.
(b) If there are any areas that are insufficient, please indicate too.
(c) Welcome your suggestions too.
2. Feedbacks on the training approach based on the syllabi
It is great that the Munsell Colour System is introduced as Syllabus B, and taught after Syllabus A
on Itten colour system had been taught. The concept of complimentary colours in Itten Colour System
will be a good base to explain how colours behave when placed against each other.
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Discussion the difference and advantage of each model: her response is similar to the students’
response when they were asked to compare between the Munsell Color Space and the Itten Color
Wheel
3. Feedbacks on test questions. Do you feel that the test questions can verify students’ learning and their
understanding of practical color theory? Kindly indicate clearly your reasoning. You may even quote
certain questions and discuss how improvements can be made.
Yes. The test questions force the student to visualise the location of the colours and better understand
the pull and push relationships between different colours.
For example, the section on 'Mixing Colours', Question 15 with Yellow Orche+Black = Green. Because
Black has high component of Blue in it.
Concurring with importance of students needing the practical experience through good practical
understand of color mixing.
4. Do you have any other feedbacks from other peers, students, clients or vendors in the industry about
practical color application? If yes, how we can improve the training to enhance students’ learning of
practical color theory?
Yes. The Itten colour system teaches about the use of colours at their extreme ends(eg highly saturated
orange works with highly saturated blue), but in the actual colour grading in film or the use of colours in
animation, extreme colours are used sparingly, only at the focal point to enhance the image
composition. Majority of the onscreen image is balanced by neutral transitional colours, coupled with
good usage of colour combination. Itten colour system may be a starting point for students to
understand the existence of complimentary and split complimentary colours, which serve as a
foundation in understanding how colours behave differently when placed against each
other(example to make a red more red, we place it beside green, as they are complimentary colours at
the opposite end). But the practical usage of Munsell should be taught to all art students, to better
manage colour usage on their daily commercial work upon graduation.
Best argument about application ‘extreme colors are used sparingly’, stating the importance of
neutral and less saturated colors, namely the browns and grays which create good transitional zone
between more saturated hues.
Stating the advantage of the Itten Color Wheel as a starting point for students to see the difference
between hues.
The true practical color space allows students to acquire the required practical skills for real world
applications.
5. Any other feedbacks from you that could help us improve the training scope, as well
as the training syllabi and test questions.
STU3:
1. Does the training cover the areas that are relevant to your needs in your field of practice or what you
understand from your learning and working experience?
The training has helped greatly in my interest in painting and art history, as well as to guide my design
decision making in my major as a visual communications student. By looking in depth into the basics of
form and composition while undertaking the understanding of colour theory, it allows for me to be sensitive
in making practical and logical compositions choices.
In design the bulk of time aesthetics are a large concern, simply because we are working with mediums
to engage the visual sense and the mind. Without the sensitivity of looking into the fundamentals of
visual communication, this has led to many merely copying and following design trends without
understanding its purpose and function. As trends will eventually give way to new fashion, ultimately,
this would eventually lead to the production of designs that are similar to what is available out there. How
then is this creative, or even fresh? Are we not called to be creative in both thoughts and in execution?
By understanding the fundamentals of form and image making, one can then continuously work on his/her
compositional skills, as well as to execute works with an in-depth understanding of the rationale behind
design choices and decisions that one makes. In Visual Communications, which involves working on
predominantly 2D surfaces, we are essentially working to create a window (the screen or paper) into
another dimension. Design choices allows for us then to intently consider what is vital to allow us to
achieve our purpose. One does not have to worry too much about the aesthetics, for when one
comprehends one’s design choices and decisions, that will take care of itself.
In the age where digital technology is largely deployed in the creation of design, where editing and
convenience increases our complacency and tendency to work with automation and without much thought,
sensitivity becomes even more paramount. For working by hand (drawing, painting) is still the most
efficient way of training the mind, eyes and hand; it is the way we are truly built to learn. This basic training
transcends all disciplines or fields of study; for we are image and narrative creators (like magicians)
ultimately creating illusions to evoke feelings and reactions.
Painting is the practical exercise and extension of art history; for without moving one’s hands and eyes,
how can one relate or truly understand what goes behind every decision made by artists both past and
present? It is no doubt that art history involves a lot of theories and researching, but by painting, one can
situate oneself in the shoes of the artist; to relate oneself wholly to better appreciate and understand the
works, grasping the concepts propagated in books. Art historians and students alike need to both exercise
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2.

3.

their hands as much as their brains, for both work hand in hand to give a greater depth in knowledge
eventually.
I lament though the short duration of the course, but that cannot be helped as the class must still adhere
to the semester timetable stipulated by the school. What I would like to suggest then is to have classes
that are continuations of the existing training to allow for more time go through the theories and design
concepts, as well as to continuously and consciously put these teachings into practice while we are
working with it in our respective majors.
Feedbacks on the training approach based on the syllabi
From my knowledge and understanding, Asst Prof. Ng Woon Lam is probably the first and only (in Asia,
if not the world) to wholly deploy the use of the Munsell Colour System to engage us in understanding
colour theory. Most would still fall back upon the colour system found in our basic and standard
colour wheel, a simplified derivation/version of the Itten Colour Wheel, which is widely propagated
and used by designers and art practitioners. This has led to the assumption that the colour space is
linear and symmetrical, whereas in truth it is neither. As such, the current standard colour wheel has its
limitations to which many are not aware of, whereas the Munsell Colour System is the means to wholly
understanding firstly, our optical perception and secondly, the true powers and limitations of
colours.
The Itten Color Wheel is the most popular model to him. It is a simplified model that carries the basic
information. The Munsell Color Space complements weaknesses of Itten Color Wheel by offering a true
practical and asymmetrical color space.
Concepts on colour pairing, e.g. complementary colours, triadic colours, have been largely used without
the full comprehension of the purpose and functions of colours. While the simple colour wheel allows for
children to easily grasp the study of colours, however, it should not be propagated and taught in art
and design institutions as it only serves to handicap the students and not allowing them to wholly
comprehend colour theory. If creation is not made with the consideration nor sensitivity to how our eyes,
mind and colour works, then how can we engage the minds and eyes of others? Is not image and narrative
making the means to enable us to communicate with others? By understanding the powers and
limitations of each colour, sound design decisions can then be made, thereby allowing for a clear
and concise communication.
Discussing the weakness of color pairing as a simplification of learning and assuming color harmony. We
know from the literature review that color harmony has not been able to arrive at any concrete conclusion.
He believes good grasp of true practical range of colors is the most critical knowledge for learning of color
application.
Composition and the understanding of design elements, forms and concepts were taught and
continuously reinforced as means for us to firstly comprehend the structure before working on our own
compositions and design. I appreciate the methodology for to play a game, one must first understand how
to play it, comprehend the rules and practice it, before eventually breaking the rules. This balances the
decision making to not break rules on the basis of a wholly arbitrary nature, but combining both the logical
and arbitrary to breaking them creatively.
Feedbacks on test questions. Do you feel that the test questions can verify students’ learning and their
understanding of practical color theory? Kindly indicate clearly your reasoning. You may even quote
certain questions and discuss how improvements can be made.
The test questions can verify the students’ learning and comprehension of what is being taught. The
questions allow I would suggest that apart from a set of test questions, a test paper where students answer
through physically mixing and painting the colors to allow them to have a sensing of the mixing
and observe the process more intently.
The answers may require a variable of acceptable answers rather than a fixed answer. The result
also allows for us to observe how the mind and eyes of every individual operates, for in a classroom, even
though the instruction may be similar, there are always a variety of answers and perceptions. In the test
with the paintings, one can easily look at the period of which the works were made simply by the
understanding of color theory and compositional choices; they reflect the philosophy, psychology and
more practical aspects such as the availability of materials and choices which the artists could choose
from to work with.
The practical components in workshops have to cover this part so that students gain experience of color
theory through color mixing
To accept more than one answer may not be that feasible because of data collection difficulty. Maybe this
can be resolved through workshop so that students also see the practical range of changes of each color
mixing process.

4.

Do you have any other feedbacks from other peers, students, clients or vendors in the industry about
practical color application? If yes, how we can improve the training to enhance students’ learning of
practical color theory?
Nil.
5. Any other feedbacks from you that could help us improve the training scope, as well as the training syllabi
and test questions.
I would actually like to see a 3D model of the color space.
Face to face interview of participating students
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Students selected for the interview
Interviewer: Ng Woon Lam: WL
Interviewees:
Munsell group:
L2P27
L2P22
Itten group:
L1P21
L1P12
Date of Group Interview: 21 Nov 2018
Some background information: Before the interview, I explained to the both groups of students about the difference
between the two groups of workshops and the reason why I was conducting the workshops. Therefore, they
gathered the information about the basic difference of the two training approaches.
WL: “Eh… so… I will start the interview now. Just ah.. when you speak.. ah … just mention your name so that ah…
it’s easier for me to transcribe it. So the first question, maybe everyone just say a few words … about your
background. Eh… How did you learn art? When did you learn it? Alright. ”
L2P27: “OK… ah… this is L2P27. Besides learning art in Nanyang Girl School art elective program then I moved
on to do H2 art in Hwa Zhong Institution. But in school we don’t really learn like the technical things but
rather more… concept development. So a lot of my learning was self-taught. And I mostly painted realistic
paintings… I copied from photos. Because I didn’t know how to choose colors by myself. But during my own
free time I tried to do paintings I like, like landscapes, even though I didn’t probably know what I was doing…
Ya… Do you want to talk about art history?”
WL: “Eh… Ya… You can say anything related to how you use color.”
L2P27: “Eh… I think for art history like not much because there was mostly like abstract, and like conceptual art. I
couldn’t really relate what I saw with the things that I like to do. Ya. So I like treated art history as a separated
thing.”
WL: “So you didn’t see the connection…”
L2P27: “Ya, because.. As it’s because the things I like are more landscape base. And then, the staff we learn are
mostly like very abstract. As in like, I know you can see about the ideas but I didn’t really… like it wasn’t
instinctive for me to learn from what I had learnt from art history.”
WL: “So the art history you touched on was more on the modern art history.”
L2P27: “Ya… Modern. Like not really like all the renaissance type.”
WL: “OK.”
L2P27: “Yap…”
WL: “OK. So how about you?”
L1P12: “Hi, this is L1P12. I learnt painting in high school. Eh… And I did my high school in New Zealand. And we…
basically we only do acrylic. And also, the teacher didn’t really teach us how to paint. They only told us to…
to build the ideation to help the concept, but they don’t really care what you paint. So basically I am selftaught at all… And.. eh… I learnt… I didn’t really learn how to use color. I only learnt like how to google the
colors. Eh… Ya… And also basically I do want to use certain kind of color, I will just refer back to the photo
I took. Ya…”
WL: “So when you google, what are the things you normally find?”
L1P12: “Eh… Well. I just google color schemes. So they will just give me like classes of colors.”
WL: “Oh! OK. Did you even see any kind of special color wheel there?”
L1P12: “The circular color wheel. And it also shows you like complementary colors and something like that. But I
found that if I used pure colors it wouldn’t affect like… It wouldn’t show up very well. You need to mix …
You need to mix it to make them not that pure. So, it will be better I think. Ya… that’s my…”
WL: “So this is experience… from the experience…”
L1P12: “Ya… this is… I just experience from acrylic and paint it to see if that’s good. If it is, that’s good. If it’s not,
I will just try another one.”
WL: “OK. That’s good information. OK. How about you?”
L2P22: “Eh. I am L2P22. So I have been taking art as an academic subject since O-levels. So O-level art, A-level
art. And eh… I didn’t have any external art eh… knowledge… lessons. So most of the lessons in school are
like concepts, explorations of your ideas. And eh… practicing on your own. Teachers also demonstrate how
they paint. And that’s it. Then the color… color theory wise is very minimum. So what I learnt is ah…
basically like oh… color harmony. Oh… these are complementary colors. That kind of things. So, not… not
very in depth… very shallow knowledge about color theory.
WL: “So that teachers gave you frameworks of those… just eh… you just followed the scheme. And then just tried
out?”
L2P22: “Ya… then about the…”
WL: “ Em…”
L2P22: “… how you match is very innate. So… em.. like what they pointed out for me was that eh… I hardly mixed
my colors. I liked to use them very pure. Like my JC teacher always commented, “You should try mixing
them.” Ya…”
WL: “But eh… Did they explain why you gotta mix them.?”
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L2P22: “They said it didn’t go well. It looked very fake. Haha… ya… Like for me I am going for illustration in the
future. Like a lot of influence online. They like to use colors that are quite bright and … and eh… very…
very eye catching… ”
WL: “OK.”
L2P22: “Maybe that why ya… when I use the same colors onto watercolor or like… more like landscape eh… the
painterly kind, then they can… they feel like… it’s not suitable. Doesn’t make it look natural. Ya.”
WL: “OK.”
L1P21: “Eh. Hi, I am L1P21. So I worked about 10 years in the industry as a motion graphic artist. And before that
I received my education in Nanyang Poly (Polytechnics). So… eh… I deal mostly with eh… computer
graphics and animation. So color is not really a major component.”
WL: “ Why… Why do you think color is not a major component? You worked in tone only?”
L1P21: “Eh… Because animation more like just the animate… just making things move. Then for …
WL: “So it came with colors?”
L1P21: “ Ya… but it’s kind of… because nowadays the … everything is kind of like segregated. So we will have a
designer who prepares the artworks. Then, as an animator you just… merely animate.”
WL: “OK. OK.”
L1P21: “Ya…”
WL: “So you don’t to get involved in handling color issues?”
L1P21: “It would probably be good if you like… I mean, can improve the work I get if you are good at… But I think
a lot of time is also because of the whole process.”
WL: “So you are part of process that did not get very much involved in color.”
L1P21: “Correct. So maybe the art directors would want to… I mean they would want to control everything. And
make sure that it… you know… it’s not a problem.”
WL: “OK. So, maybe we go to the 2nd question. Now, before you joined the workshop right, or … or after you joined
the workshop… Maybe it’s before you join the workshop, how do you choose color last time? You know,
when you worked.”
L2P27: “This is L2P27. So I did a lot of acrylic painting but I didn’t want like… spend money on paint. So I bought
like the primary colors. I was thinking I could mix any single color. So I bought like red, yellow, blue and
white. And then, I didn’t get any black, ‘cos I can like mix any single color. I thought I could every single
color with that 3 colors. And… and it kind of worked like I could paint like realistic staffs. ‘Cos like I kind get
all the tones and staffs like that. But then, like now from the lesson, or I know like when you mix it becomes
less chromatic. Maybe that’s why like… it looked a bit dull than what I was trying to copy. Ya… but… ya…
I can copy colors for realistic paintings. But then, as for my own fantasy staff it’s like I can kind of do it on
Photoshop but I… I… Quite hard to paint it out. I think like… because of the color staff.”
WL: “So did you…?”
L2P27: “Like chromatic color side. Actually for acrylic paint, is not very…”
WL: “Did you know the problem that time? Why you cannot paint it with your pigments but you can do it on your
computer?”
L2P27: “Ya… It’s like there are some colors I cannot get.”
WL: “You cannot get from the pigments?”
L2P27: “End up… also like the color harmony issue, like a bit like... ‘Cos I like to use a lot of colors. Then sometimes
like, kind of fight. The colors will fight. Then I try to like tone down certain colors. But it’s a bit hard to find
the balance also.”
WL: “Partly also because acrylic transition is a lot faster. You lose the chroma a lot faster.”
L2P27: “Ya… That’s right. When I mixed the colors, it looks fine on the palette especially when it is wet. Then,
when we applied to the paper right. Then, after it dried, it started to look darker and duller. Then you are
like, ‘Damn!’ Then you had to put another layer.”
WL: “We will… we will explain the Physics behind next time. It’s not difficult to understand that. OK, anyway. Now,
how do you use the color before you join the workshop? Is it the one you mentioned just now. Just google?”
L1P12: “Ya… If… If I found it from the computer, I will just do like that what you did on Photoshop. Hahaha… And
for acrylic I also bought like primary colors. I went to school like… my high school gave us a pack of colors.
But there were 6 of them including those primary colors. So basically we just mixed it. Ya.”
WL: “OK. Ya. So just a note. You don’t have to answer every question. Only when you think you need to respond.
This is an open session so that we know your experience. So if you want to say something about how you
used colors before is fine. We don’t have anything to say, actually you said it just now. Do you have anything
else to add? No. We go to the 3rd question then. OK. So, em… Of course eh… I… I need to know why you
want to join the workshop. Is there any objective… specific objective that you want to achieve?”
L2P22: “L2P22. Ah… course… like I mentioned like … cos I did watercolor for my A-level work. Ya… then she
always said, “you really need to mix your colors better. Like… so it looks like more natural. More like …
rich… like richer than the … directly using from palette.” Actually I did mix… To her it just looked like I never
mixed (colors). I mixed a lot. I guess the proportions are not good enough. Like I haven’t found the right …
right way of mixing different colors together.
WL: “How did you mix colors?”
L2P22: “ Maybe I used 2 colors, 3 colors then, she wanted a bit of everything so that there’s a balance right? That
time, back then. Eh… like… em… Like… like really if I want to get a blue tone, then maybe mix in a bit of
burnt sienna and a bit of other, like another color. Like 3 or 4 at least, a bit of everything. Then just in different
proportion. So that, then it will look richer than just 2 colors mixing.”
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WL: “Eh… Did they explain the reason?”
L2P22: “No. Eh… She just said like, “Not natural enough. Not rich enough. I feel like do more. You can mix more.”
Just like, eeeeehhhh!! Kind of think like… I don’t get it. Ya. Then when you talked about the browns, pushing
like different kinds of browns, then it kind of made sense. ”
WL: “So… so does… does the workshop explain why you need to mix all these colors?”
L2P22: “Ya.”
WL: “How did the workshop explain the thing.?”
L2P22: “Like… it’s really like… ‘Cos you showed the … the… wheel thing in your book. Then inside, within there,
there’s a ring of transition colors of browns right? That one right?”
WL: “Yes. Yes.”
L2P22: “ Ya. Eh… then, how which one is closer to which hue… then, ya… something like that. Then I tried to
visualize what she said. Maybe she wanted that kind of effect, like the transition colors. Not really just purely
mixing but like she wanted me to use more of the transitional hues to balance out my work so that it won’t
look so fake.”
WL: “OK. So that means … eh… now you can visualize em… Can I explain like that? You can visualize how much
difference from one color to another so when you want a little bit more, a little bit less or skewing to any
direction, you can clear?”
L2P22: “Ya.”
WL: “Is that the effect?”
L2P22: “Instead of just oh… “You mix more colors. You mix more colors.” I just, “OKKKK…. I give you more colors.”
So I just kept mixing and mixing.”
WL: “But you don’t know which direction it moves.”
L2P22: “Ya.”
WL: “For me I call it the vector sense of color. ‘Cos when you use the vector like, you are looking at the direction
and the length, so that you know exactly where it points towards. That’s the… That’s the difference from the
eh.. the traditional training of eh… symmetrical color wheel.”
L2P22: “em…”
WL: “You have anything to say?”
L1P21: “I just… I was just curious about learning eh… the theory from a different perspective. That’s why I attended
the…”
WL: “So just want to what else you can learn. You don’t know what you’re going to expect?”
L1P21: “Ya.”
WL: “Anyone else?”
L2P27: “L2P27. ‘Cos I wanted to paint like more unnatural, not naturalistic colors. I have always been copying
realistic colors. And then I wanted see how I could play around like different colors, like make them look like
they are in harmony. Ya. Even if… Ya.”
WL: “So when you copied photographs you tried to match exactly the colors last time? So now you want to use
certain color, like you can re-invent them then control them?”
L2P27: “’Cos I know like the tone has to be right. Like even if I know the tone is right, I cannot the hue to whatever
I want to. Like, as it will be quite hard for me if I don’t know all these color knowledge.”
WL: “So if you randomly pick one color, em… can I say that if you pick a color now you can actually control it by
relating it to many other colors without having to em… make it fully representational.”
L2P27: “So it’s like you see a dark red or a dark brown, you can like relate it to lighter… I don’t know like… kind of
play around, kind of closer in space (referring to color space).”
WL: “OK. OK. So you are seeing a vector…”
L2P27: “So I see some artists, they like to overlay like different colors, opposite colors but more muted version.
Like… it’s like similar tones but different hues. Like… Looks more interesting visually.
WL: “The project you did right, the color test right, do you feel more confident now? You can switch colors around?
When you’re switching the colors around during your final project. You can switch the colors around more
confidently?”
L2P27: “Ya. I like to have different colors but then still a bit of… Ya because I use… like too many hues.”
WL: “Eh… Too wide.”
L2P27: “Ya. Too wide. It’s like I suddenly jumped. I jumped a bit too fast. So I tried to like bring it a bit closer. Kind
of like muting it down.”
WL: “But now you know why…”
L2P27: “Now I am more aware… I am like… I try to find the right color. Even if I cannot find it, I am trying.”
WL: “OK. This is the practical experience. Because to know the exact vector length right, it takes some experience
of mixing. But at least now your know theoretically right, why it changes in that manner. Som that’s the…
that’s the different. So anyone got anything to add? If not, we will go to the next question.”
L1P12: “This is L1P12.”
WL: “Sure. Sure.”
L1P12: “I want to say… I found like compared to design, picking colors, they seem to like completely different. It
seems to me. I got… when I was doing my 2D final staff, I know I have to use 4 colors. I know I have a very
good design. I want two things like colors like not so obscure but I don’t know which one to use. And that’s
why I know that I am no good at colors. So I want to build up that kind of knowledge to help me. And also
when I was… em.. and after attending this workshop, I found that when I was painting I shouldn’t just focus
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on this session. I can go further to those transitional colors. Because if you choose colors from the other
side, you can actually like pull it to up to the other direction.”
WL: “So you can control how much change you want?”
L1P12: “Ya.”
WL: “And eh.. with eh… more random directions. More like a … I will say it is more like a zone than just a pointer? ”
L1P12: “Ya. Yes. But… but it still takes time.”
WL: “Of course that one takes experience to know how much change. The color space itself is eh… practically
non-linear.”
L1P12: “Ya. It just… It just compared to before, is less hard.”
WL: “OK. I think it covers question 4 also. So… so unless you have something to add. Actually it covers question
4 bout how you do that. So OK. And then, one more question. Do you have anything in mind that you want
to learn but I didn’t have a chance to talk about it? We can discuss now actually.”
L2P22: “OK. L2P22. Mainly, it’s just black. I always think that the use of black is very important. Then you didn’t
really cover. You covered a lot on colors. Like how to …”
WL: “ Use black color?”
L2P22: “Ya.”
(In order to hear her further response on her question about black color, I explained the complete concept related
to the color black based on the Munsell Color System.)
WL: “ OK. So now… How to use black color is not difficult. Now if you know where it skews to in color space, then
it becomes easier. Now em… If you flatten to a color map. I call it color map. I don’t want to call it color
wheel because it is really not a wheel. Right. So the map actually shows you the black is near to blue. Right.
So if you use black, you can treat it like a dull… sort of duller version of blue. So if you treat it like a duller
version of blue it is just like how you use red brown instead of pure red. So if you understand that right,
that’s how you use black. So you can take the black and mix with any color as long as you know which
direction it shifts to. Right. And then, of course black is tone 9. So based on the Menzel scale is tone 9. So
tone 9 you can actually dilute it and it goes to many many different tones, till it gets almost like white. So
that tells you it moves into the whole vertical tonal space. So if you mix it with any color, it will shift towards
that hue. OK. Or in a way you can say that white or black right, they are like any color. ‘Cos if you darken
any color, it will get darker and darker and get closer to black until it reaches black. Sort of like an infinite
zone. You know it’s like a pole. So, same thing goes to white. So if you use these 2 colors right, people
think of it like no color but I see like any color. They are actually any color. So if you know how to relate
them in space, we can mix them and shift them out and that goes to that hue that you want. So you use
color… that color right like any other color.”
L2P22: “Ya. Because every time like in watercolor. The teacher always said don’t use black. Then they always
made use blue instead.”
WL: “You know the reason?”
L2P22: “ Ya. That time you told us it is closer to blue.”
WL: “Ya. The main reason why people ask you not to use black because the tone is very very dark. Right? At It is
nearer to blue and the zone is very wide practically, I am saying practically. So if you change any color right,
it will change very fast mostly likely. Especially like, if you mix the color that is further from the blueish zone.
For example, if you mix with orange or yellow, or yellowish green they will shift very fast. So it’s like out of
control. So most of the people they do not know where it moves in color space because they do not know
how to map out the color space. So it … it looks like you travel with no map. It makes you worry that you
get to some place you don’t know where it is. So that’s the reason why they advise you not to use black.
Basically, is because they do not know how to map the black exactly in the color space. And they do not
know how to control it. That’s the reason. All old masters used black. They don’t have a single problem.
Make sense now? OK. We go to the next question number 5. Now eh… Is there any specific concept that
you want to learn and then we didn’t discuss other than just now that black color thing?”
L2P27: “OK. Ah… is L2P27. I didn’t really know how to deal with tone and chroma together. ‘Cos like you deal with
it separately in the workshop, right? Like you have tone in one section and you have …”
WL: “Chroma. Oh OK!”
L2P27: “ Like the thing we learnt is like about the pure color then we learnt about the tone but we never learnt like
when you mix the gray and the color itself. Like you know is a whole wide range… but it’s a bit hard to know
how you use it. But I know that one is bit advanced already. Like how to… ”
WL: “How to put them together?”
L2P27: “How to compose image like the proportion?”
WL: “Actually I wrote it in the revision note. I gave you a revision note right?”
L2P27: “We haven’t read it yet”
L2P22: “I read, but I forgot.”
WL: “So now, ah. OK. It’s like that actually. It’s not difficult. It’s like this. Let me get a piece of paper to show you.
Now basically it looks like that. O now you have a map. So you know all the browns here. (Showing 2D
Munsell Color Wheel) Then you know eh… eh… blue , red and yellow here. And then, is actually mapping
it out slowing. So if you have … is mapping out slowly. If you have a brown here, you have a pure color
here, … For example, if you want to use chroma… you want to increase the chroma, you are moving outside
right.
(showing the transitional zone between pure hues and browns. Showing how browns and related to their pure hues
and more colors can be obtained between these browns and their parent pure hues.)
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There’s no restriction that you must use the purest chroma (highest chroma, purest form of a hue.) You can
use partial. And it all maps by distance. Right, so if you mix on a palette you know the distance. Right? So
you know how much difference you’re going to get from each vector.”
L2P27: “Does it move in a straight line? As in…”
WL: “Not necessary. Actually, it moves in space but I am trying to flatten it so that you can see easily. As if this is
your palette you mix. But you are actually mixing it in color space without knowing.”
L2P27: “… If you mix white?”
WL: “You mix white, it shifts up and down, but you can see it in your palette. That’s the good thing. That’s why I
always advice you mix a lot on your palette even the colors that you don’t want to use so that you can see
that… that effect. OK? So with that right, you can use purer colors, because you know how much change it
gets. OK. That relates to em… the trouble of this wheel also, because when they give you this wheel
(showing the Itten Color Wheel sample) they do not have pure… they only have pure colors. They do not
have browns so you don’t know how far is that brown. And they, when they try to get more advanced by
putting in all the browns right, but they also never link up all the browns together.”
(Showing the actual modified Itten Color Wheel with added browns and transitional colors with their parent hues.)
WL: “And you have yellowish, orangey kind of brown. But they are not linked together at the end. Not like the real
three dimensional space (the Munsell Color Space). It goes to the gray and then the gray goes to another
type of the brown. So basically, you know how far away each brown is connected to each other. So you
have a practical, a real practical understanding of the differences.
L2P27: “So is it not so good to go through the gray? ‘Cos it looks…”
WL: “Not necessary. See it’s all comparing vectors, right. So even if pick a gray, it may not look like gray.”
L2P27: “Very strange.”
WL: “Depending on how far the thing (color) is. So if you pick a gray that is… you pick a brown that is almost closed
to red right, the gray will be pushed towards green. So it will look like green. So your gray is no longer an
operating gray. It operates like as if it is grayish green. Now if you place an orange next to the gray right,
the gray will look blueish. It’s pushed towards the blue side. So it operates like a blue color. So your gray is
no longer a gray. If you want a gray, you got to paint it a little bit orangey instead of the pure gray then it will
look like a neutral gray. See that. So it is actually a practical vector effect, and the simultaneous contrast
effect that are happening together.”
L2P27: “That’s why is hard.”
WL: “Ah… That’s why is not hard because you can… Just the reverse, I think it’s not hard because why… You can
your palette to judge it. You don’t have to worry because when you paint on… you judge it. I always say,
“The last palette is not your palette. The last palette is the canvas.” ”
L2P27: “But… you know acrylic right, the paint dries up very fast. So I mix whatever color I want on the spot. Then
it’s like cannot get back the same color. So I just pre-mix everything. So it’s like can’t mix them.
WL: “Em… You can actually use a slow dryer to slow it down. That’s one. Eh… Two is, normally because of the
non-linear transition of acrylic, you tend to have to paint more layers. That’s why I hate acrylic. Because I
can do it so fast in oil right, with fewer layers. But with acrylic right I got to do more layers. Because the
transition is too fast, I get overshot a little bit. So I got to adjust it back with another layer. So you tend to a
lot more layers for acrylic. If you want to paint very then no issue because anyway, you got to paint more
layers. So it’s not really a trouble. But if you want a quick effect and then you want to mix it with the acrylic.
That’s the trouble that you may have. So you see acrylic painters right, they have two characters. One is
really painting very flat and abstract with many colors. The other one is really painting very realistic with
multiple layers and very fine finish. That’s the difference. OK. So, maybe eh… look at the next question.
So… so during the workshop right, did you learn something that you didn’t expect? What… What is that?”
L2P22: “Eh… L2P22. The transitional… the one I think is very useful for me.”
WL: “So now you can link the pure colors together. So you know where you are operating at.”
L2P22: “Ya.”
WL: “How you can push colors even with the browns.”
L2P22: “So, it’s like … because the tendency to paint like the sky I will… with different shades of blue. Ya. I have
that tendency. Then, ya… after this, maybe I can try to eh… experiment a bit with different. Different kinds
of colors. When they are matched together, they will have a different appearance with different color… like
effect on the eye. Like you said the gray with blue, then it will look a bit orangey. Something like that. Ya.
So… so maybe I can try experiment that to make it more optically pleasing. Ya.”
WL: “So you can have a wider range of variation by playing with this hue change and eh… vector shift.”
L2P22: “Ya. It will make the painting less flat.”
WL: “OK.”
WL: “How about you?”
L2P27: “Me. Also the same. I kind of like see what… foresee what color I want to mix. It’s more interesting. Because
I always think oh… darker means cooler colors. Then I just paint like closer to blue and purple color. Then
like usual like move around more to like the side. ‘Cos like muted colors. But I know I can like shift in and
out. So I get like more variations for the colors.”
WL: “OK. By the way, L1P21, which is the color that you couldn’t quite see. (L1P21 is color blind to certain hue).”
L1P21: “Red and green and browns.”
WL: “So red and green itself.”
L1P21: “When they are very closed.”
WL: “When they are very closed? Can you see yellow color?”
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L1P21: “Ah… Ya.”
WL: “You can see here very obvious. So you can see yellow very obvious. And you can’t see the red. That means
you cannot judge the browns quite correctly right?”
L1P21: “Ya. And it’s hard for me to… Sometimes you said, “There is a bit of blue in certain color. I will not be able
to see.”
WL: “OK. Because you can’t the red contrasting it. So definitely you can’t see that. OK. So now, the map right,
does it help you to tell…?”
TXY: “ I was going to say that. Actually I feel that the map itself is a… I think it is quite an understated important
thing that… I think it helps people to learn. ‘Cos once you have the map and you have this concept of things
pushing from one side to the other. I think it is more intuitive rather like a circular thing (talking about the
Itten Color Wheel), and you know like…”
(After explaining the different between the symmetrical wheel and my concept of color map, a derived concept of
Munsell Color Space through mapping the actual color location by comparing the difference based on a
simplified 2D Munsell Color Wheel. Although it is a convention to call it a wheel, following the popular Itten
Color Wheel, I see it like a map because it takes into consideration of the size of color space being accupied
by each hue. We see a large area coverage of green, blue and purple than red, orange and yellow.)
WL: “So now you see a little bit weakness of the circular symmetrical staff?”
L1P21: “Eh… I mean even if I don’t say that, it’s a weakness, I feel that like the way you explain the map… mapping
I think it make more sense. Like with all the browns, then the purer colors on the outside. And then, in the
middle is the gray. (Actually, gray is not really in the middle because of the asymmetrical color space)”
WL: “Brown is… the middle… Brown is the magical thing that connects things together.”
L1P21: “Actually ya… I guess.”
WL: “Can visualize how much each brown is…”
L1P21: “Correct. I think it is important to see that connects… continuously. Like in all directions.”
WL: “Exactly. That’s the experience.”
L1P21: “I think as a visual learning aim, it really helps. Like you can sort of a… complete picture. Complete.”
WL: “OK. Good point. Good point.”
WL: “I was asking them about. This eh… this thing that is useful and you didn’t expect you know that you learnt
from the workshop.” (L1P12 left for a short while. I explained the question again.)
L1P12: “Oh. Ah…this is L1P12. I didn’t expect that something… some blue added … equals…”
WL: “Another color.”
L1P12: “Actually dark brown is something purple (near purple).”
WL: “Ya. Dark brown is nearer to purple. And then you add black to yellow you get green.”
L1P12: “Ya. I never … I never thought that. Ya. Just not the way of how I was perceiving colors. But actually… it
works… it’s true. By experience… experience.”
WL: “Did anybody tell you what dark brown is before?”
L1P12: “No.”
L2P22: “We just use it from the tube.”
WL: “You just use from the tube. And then you just …”
L2P27: “Like is more blueish purple…and more blue.”
WL: (Asking everyone) “But nobody tells you dark brown is near to purple color, right?”
L2P27: “You kind of get… because you mix darker brown, it is more blue-red. If you mix orangey brown is more
yellow and less blue.”
WL: “So you use it by experience?”
L2P27: “Ya. But I mix from scratch, but now I know that, I shouldn’t mix so much, I think. Is it? Must buy more
colors.”
TXY: “Intuitively, it does look more like a warm color. Like more towards the… like not… like not the blueish side.
(Talking about dark brown)”
WL: “It feels like more towards the red side?”
L2P22: “Purple.”
WL: “It could be true in color space but now you know is in between the red and blue. So you are having a vector
sense of it in space. So either em… the brown you buy either you know the name of not, they may not look
the same. Some burnt umber looks quite dark. It will skew to blue. Some burnt umber you buy from
market, … depends on brand… Some people just like to make it towards the red side. So it’s just practically
their company branding thing you know. It’s not a fixed thing. OK. We go the next few questions. I think
most of less is connected. OK. So maybe question 7. Were there anything that you learnt from this workshop
that you knew that is very important but you did not quite understand? Or you feel that you need to know
more about it. Anyone can…?”
L1P12: “for me…”
L1P21: “I think for me is just an approach that is more accessible to color blind people will be good.”
Wl: “OK.”
L1P21: “I think … I think color mixing is quite a problem. Like… is… is most… like something that I have to
memorize.”
WL: “Yes. Because if you can’t see… I actually taught some color blind people before. And eh… so you map it out.
So you have the map now, you know the distance, you don’t have to worry. Because you can see tone
right?”
L1P21: “Yes.”
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WL: “So you are not worry about the vertical axis. (the tonal axis in the convention of how the three color attributes
are presented) The only worry is, you mix the colors you don’t know which direction it moves. So now you
have the map, so you map it by numbers. So if this thing goes there (showing him with the color chart like
a map) is this distance. So if I mix that color it will go towards there. So, as long as I keep the tone constant,
I know, I can see, em… based on the amount you mix, you know how far it will shift there. So that is the
kind of technique that you can use. And eh… I also feel that as a color blind person right, em… you might
not want to emphasize on color when you work on your artworks because it is a disadvantage, because you
cannot fully visualize it. But if you really meet problems like this, map it out. I tell you my experience. I
worked in a… I had a painting project before that … worked in the club painting people’s activity like they’re
dancing. And the lighting condition is yellowish. So everything looked like brown. My… my… same problem
as you can’t see the brown. I couldn’t see any color. It’s just like, you know, purple looked like brown, brown
looked like brown, dark green looked like brown, black looked like brown, you know. So everything looked
like brown. So it would skew to all the brown side. So I had to map my palette out. And I know when I was
moving this color right… which direction it’s shifting. So I knew how much difference that it was going to get.
So the best is: have the map.”
L2P22: “I have a junior who’s color blind. But we couldn’t tell for 2 years. ‘Cos she paints very well. But the thing
is… all her color ranges are like… She always used more neutral tones. Then we thought that’s her style.
But after that she said, “I am color-blind actually. That’s why I always paint in this way.” So like… like a lot
of grays then we mix with a bit of blue or a bit of red like to give a bit of color variations.”
L1P21: “That’s something I do.”
WL: “So now you know why is it very safe?”
L2P22: “Ya. If not, it will be very obvious that she cannot handle.”
L1P21: “No. No. It’s more like… it’s all neutral.”
L2P22: “Ya. Ya.”
WL: “The vector is shorter.”
L2P22: “Ya. Ya.”
WL: “So you are operating in a smaller space. So no problem. If you paint anything in brown right, you’re not going
to face any problem because they look almost… not much hue changes in that smaller space. That’s how
the old masters work. They worked like that not because they did not know. It’s because they didn’t have
colors to work with. So they had to stretch vertical axis of that tone. So that’s why if you map the old masters
(their artworks), they work inside… inside zone. (Showing the three dimensional representation of three
color attributes, namely, tone, hue and chroma) So they have smaller zone. Just now we drew like, the
inside, smaller color space, the middle part. Ya. So that’s how they work.”
L2P22: “Ya. But I was also amazed, her paintings were really very good.”
WL: “Ya. If you work with browns you have no problem. You just have to handle tone. So it can turn out very good.
Ya. But when you shift to color… it is more… a lot more complex because the vectors start getting longer
and your differences, if you don’t look at the hue right, you will have some trouble. OK.”
L2P27: “I have a question. What is like, they are like… the two colors are very closed to the center, very closed to
the gray but the tonal difference is very big so then the vector is still very long. But like ‘cos of the tone not
‘cos of the hue difference. Like is quite gray. Will they still work together?”
WL: “Em… This case you’re actually having a monotonal picture. So you’re not working on color at all. If you
squeeze it to the… one axis right, you’re working with one thin layer.
L2P27: “It’s like slightly to the middle.”
WL: “It’s effectively as this Photoshop thing. (Showing how the Photoshop color picking is only showing a portion,
a thin layer, an area of a whole three-dimensional color space. It is like slicing a flat area out from a threedimensional solid.) You’re working with only this.”
L2P27: “Ah… this…this half ah…”
WL: “It’s… It’s not only a … it’s not actually a… an axis. It’s a actually a plane. So if you have a color space. Now
you have white and then you have black here. (Plotting the simplified three-dimensional color space to show
them.) Effectively, how you work is actually a thin layer. A thin layer like that. (Showing the layer with marking)
L1P12: “ Can I go first?”
WL: “OK. Sure.”
L2P27: “So if you mix red and yellow right, you won’t get orange. You will kind of get like in the middle here. Is it?”
WL: “Ya.”
L2P27: “ ‘Cos it’s not as…”
WL: “It’s just one area… thin layer that you work. So you’re just moving in and out within this side. It’s not changing
at all (talking about larger hue shift). It’s a thin layer.”
L2P27: “Like red and yellow. I am talking about if you mix two pure colors. Just moving along the circle.”
WL: “You’re just moving along the circle. You’re not going into space. You’re on the surface. You are travelling on
the surface, not going into space.”
L2P27: “But just asking if able to to get the same chromatic orange if just start fro these original colors.”
WL: “Am…”
L2P27: “ ‘Cos you said the chroma will decrease right?”
WL: “Theoretically yes, but practically no.”
L2P27: “It will be like somewhere in the middle right?”
WL: “Yap… It will go in a little bit. Yes. Because of pigment science.”
L2P27: “OK.”
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WL: “Pigment science. Different pigments when they mix together, there are more light scattering effect. So the
chroma will drop. So it’s not so pure. The space will shrink a little bit. But it’s still looking quite pure, but
depends on how much money you pay for the pigments. There are some grinded finer, you get more even.
The cheaper brands ones, are all funny sizes. So you get worse. Ya. So… That’s the effect. OK. We go to
the next question. OK. So, I think pretty much (you’ve) answered all the questions. Question 8 I think is
inside right? So you mentioned about things that you… Maybe we can go to question 9. So where you’re
going to use this language in your area of work? Anyone”
L2P22: “I think for … L2P22. I think will be very helpful for like my watercolor. Because I treat as a hobby… painting
in watercolor. And for design art major in the future. Because I want to go into visual communication. Then,
learning about color will definitely help in composition like, to set the mood of my… my works. Something
like that. Ya… To obtain color balance like a harmony that visually… or I want to contrast like… bring pops
of colors then I also know how to bring that effect out like pushing certain colors more. Ya…”
WL: “OK. How about you?”
L2P27: “For L2P27. Ah… I want to create… I like to create a full background painting both traditionally and digitally.
Like… ‘Cos I plan to do animation, so it will be helpful like in designing my own works, my visual ideas in
my head. I will be able to translate. Ya.”
WL: “How about L1P2?”
L1P21: “I think for me because I am going into interactive media, so I think eh… I think the the behavioral aspect
of eyes to color. I think there is a lot of potential for… like playing around with that ah… within installation.”
WL: “Just side track a bit. Do you know who is Eugene Soh?”
L1P21: “YA. You told me before.”
WL: “So you should go and talk to him.I think he did a lot of nice work. And then he’s using a lot of all these optical
effects and everything.”
L1P21: “Ya. Oh. OK.”
WL: “Good. OK last one. Anyone got any question that you want to clarify? Anyway, you can just write it in the note
if you have anything.”
L2P27: “I was just asking how to use enemy colors together. ‘Cos usually… but I think is in your book.”
(This question is actual an advanced design question for an art student. After good understanding of colors, as
L2P27 is a very good painter herself, she has grasped most of the concepts after the workshop. It was
reflected by her test results too. She obtained 73 for the test, probably one of the highest among all students.
Besides, she is only in year 1. So, after the workshop, now she has start to think about this complex color
application issue.)
WL: “OK. Now ah… In… Some people don’t like the words ‘enemy colors’. It looks like fighting. So em… But I just
use it so that it’s easier. Because friends and enemy. It’s easier to remember. Now basically right, is using
the extreme vectors of colors right. So we have extreme vectors of colors right, there are a few ways people
control it. One is ah… they call grouping. The opposite of grouping is visual tension.
Citing Grouping anf Visual Tension based on Gastault theory for design.
I taught that also. So you know like, when colors like shapes, when they are different, they will repel. When they
are similar they will attract (group together). So if you want to control these extreme ends of colors right,
one of the is balancing them by grouping. So if you have one thing red for example, another thing that is a
bit red somewhere, so they will link. So… so you will hold the picture back into the page. This is grouping
effect. For example, if you have brown, you have red and you have pink right, so these 3 things right,
somehow will be read in group. So if you have a red and then you have an orange ah… is also neighboring
color right. So they will also somehow connect you know. So in that case right, you can how the picture
together. So that the picture will not break off (to pieces). So if you have a picture you feel that is segregating
right your objects so you can play with color. Color will bring them back together. You know. But you don’t
have to make the color exactly the same. In fact if you make the colors a bit different in chromatic range,
tone or even hue change a little bit right, it’s good. Because why… it creates a kind of subtle space change.
You don’t an immediate change. So that gives you additional effect. I was talking to them about this concept
of controlling the color on a page. So she’s saying like if you use a lot of pure colors how you will handle
that. Very pure. Very strong. And Vectors are very far away in space. The trick is, you group them. So if you
use something that is pure red, very strong right, and then you know is bouncing out of the page and then
it is not controllable right. If you have anything that carries a little bit of red right, it will control it. It’s like pink
color or you know brown red. Or something that you know is nearer to red, a bit orangey, you know to control
it. You will hold it back like a string like that. As if you can imagine there is a kind of connecting string in
between them. It is called grouping effect. The opposite is called visual tension. Visual tension means when
they are different they will repel. So it will show. You know. So this is the thing you use a lot of time in design.
So when you use pure colors right, you take note of that. But of course if you introduce more and more right,
it’s more difficult. So this is just the extreme case. You can control that, that means you are… you’ve
graduated with color.”
L2P27: “You use the red right. Then the blues? Should it be the…”
WL: “Same thing.”
L2P27: “ ‘Cos I am asking if you two colors that are open.”
WL: “Yes. Yes. Same thing.”
L2P27: “So can it be… Should it be muted down. If not…”
WL: “No. All pure. It can be all pure but…when it is all pure right, you got to find some the intermediate ones to
control them. So at the end it is still a vector control. So let’s say you use 3 extreme colors. You use blue.
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You use another yellowish green. You use Orange. So they are far away right. So, but you got to find colors
that can connect the orange, the yellowish green, connect the blue. So there will be some sort of browns
somewhere. If you don’t want to do that, then you have to control by grouping in different positions, so…”
L1P12 (back): “Can you control them by space? Because see like… Wu Guanzhong’s paintings. There is a lot of
white space. Also there are a few pure colors. But they don’t seem to be jumping out.”
WL: “Ah… That’s because he connected them in grouping. Because he placed one pink here he will place some
red somewhere. So you will read them together.”
L1P12: “Ooooh… That’s how you said…”
WL: “That’s called grouping.”
L1P12: “It won’t be one single color?”
WL: “No. It will not put one red there and then no more red. (Else) it will jump out by itself. So he will place it
somewhere but it will not be exactly red. And then you can do the second part. It’s called the transition like we
learnt in brown. So if you have some of these not so red or not so brown of something, you will connect with it in
transition right. You can also gradate it softly to the next one. But that’s just too elementary. You want to place it
patch by patch right, then you got to do some sort of grouping. ”
(Discussing with in depth practical issue of subtle transitions, visual tension (one of the more complex design issue),
grouping (which further induces complex space issues with colors) and connections of colors on a picture plane.
This kind of issues generally will only arise based on my 10 years teaching experience when students have
understood based concepts of colors. These are subtle practical issues for more advanced applicational situations.
It is very encouraging that students interviewed here have started to look into these complex design and
compositional issues related to colors.)
L1P12: “Oh… same as the Bauhaus paintings. They only use primary colors but they repeat it.”
WL: “Ya. So they… If you see careful, for example Kandinsky’s paintings. You think is very colorful but you see
carefully, there are a lot of browns inside.
L1P12: “Oh… Really?”
WL: “And the browns are not really real browns. It’s actually some kind of semi-chromatic brown. (Showing them
some samples of Kandinsky’s abstract and colorful paintings.)”
L2P22: “Hehehe… Can google.”
WL: “OK. I have one. OK. This one.”
WL: “There.”
L2P22: “Oh. Like the blended kind.”
WL: “Yes. Blended. So they are semi-chromatic. There. This is not pure orange. But when he did it to the extreme
case right, it is kind of running wild. (Talking about Kandinsky experimenting a lot of pure colors in one painting.)
It’s more like an experiment than an answer. Ya.”
L1P12: “Em…”
WL: “If you see a zone than it works. You know. But if you see the whole thing, it is looking confusing because it’s
a big experiment, trying to test out all the languages, but it may not form a complete piece of music. ”
All students: “Em…” (Showing understanding of the concept.)
WL: “So it is an experimental answer to everything. But it’s not an answer to a picture. Right. That’s how he works.
So he got all kinds of browns. So does it answer the question?”
L2P27: “Em.”
WL: “So two things. One is grouping. The other is the intermediate colors. All the intermediate vectors.”
L2P27: “Is the proportion important right? Should there be any color that dominates?”
WL: “Eh. Proportion is super important but not necessary you have to have one that dominates. Ah… Of course
the dominating way is easier to control. Because it’s skewed to one kind of effect so you can control it easily. But
if you have no dominating colors right, it’s just like you have a picture there is no focus point and all these right, it’s
very advanced. Focus point is just one way. That’s the simpler way to control images. But if you have one that is
running wild right, is actually more advanced. Not the wrong way. People thought it’s the wrong way but it’s actually
a more advanced way of working.
L2P22: “Will be harder to read.”
WL: “It’s hard to tell stories with that. It’s like writing a novel.”
L2P22: “Starting from Ad-hoc…”
WL: “ Ya. But If you’re writing a poem, it’s shorter, and then maybe… Although it is still difficult, but the effort may
not be equivalent to writing a you know 500,000 words novel. Right? Ya, that’s the different. Alright? Thanks a lot.
You got any questions you want to ask? OK. Thanks. Thanks a lot.”
Email Interviews
Repost Questions:
1. Which are the parts that truly benefit your understanding and improve your knowledge of color theory
and practical skills in color application?
You may use examples.
2. What is the most critical piece of information or essential knowledge about color you have learnt from the
workshop? If you did not have any key takeaways, you may also comment why and what you were
expecting from this workshop.
3. After the workshop, in your area of focus, major or interest, is there any example you can point out to
show your better understanding of the color application issues?
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4.

Do you feel more confident when you handle colors after the workshop? Do you feel that you have a better
guideline or framework that you can depend on after the workshop? Yes/No. (Optional: you may comment
after asking Yes/No)
5. Will you recommend this workshop to your peers? From scale 0 to 10 ( ‘0’ => Will not recommend; ‘10’
Will definitely recommend)
6. Is there any part of the workshop that you have difficulty in understanding or you think there is an incorrect
concept? You may suggest how an improvement can be made.
7. Is there any color application issue that you find important but this workshop does not cover much or does
not even touch on it? Please indicate the issue with practical examples. Or is there any color concept that
you are very eager to know but it is not mentioned in the workshop?
8. Are there any technical skills or is there theoretical knowledge about color application that you have
known well but the workshop does not cover them? Please indicate with practical examples. No, I don’t
know much about the colour before the workshop.
9. Please indicate your objectives for joining the workshop and let me know if your objective is met.
10. Does the workshop make you believe that color application can be trained? You may state your opinions.
Responses
L1P12:
1. The experiment for us to do the watercolour and take b&w photo to identify the tonal difference part.
2. The tonal design and how it creates the depth of space.
3. The 3D project of using different materials, when I was choosing I will think about the colour and the
effects it create.
4. Yes but not at expert level, I feel I need more practise.
5. 10!
6. No, it’s good for me
7. I haven’t met any problems like that yet.
L1P02
1. Black is closer to blue than I had thought, and I learned more about how color is perceived next to
each other, which helps me make more intelligent decisions when painting/ designing.
2. Before the workshop I had trouble darkening and lightening colorful objects. After the workshop, I was
better able to paint objects in orange light by using a contrasting colour as a shadow instead of
something more grey-scale.
3. Yes
4. 8
5.
6. Objective was to learn about the properties of colors (Hue, saturation and tone)
7. -Objective was met.
8. Yes. I am now more mindful when choosing colors, and It had made me slightly more color coordinated
in general.
P1P01:
1. The part where professor taught me the function of hue range and tone range through demonstration of
the use of color wheel and applying it to a painting for both applying intensity and hue range
2. How colors can appear like the intended color by using the complementary colors around it, how tone
range can improve depth, and how colors can be used to direct eye movement
3. In my designs, I can create better depth through tone range, and my use of color to create a
composition in a background has also improved
4. Yes, although I still have a lot more practice to do but I do feel I have a better guideline now
5. 10. Will definitely recommend
6. I found none and the lesson was overall understandable and very useful
7. Making composition through color use, also color psychology
8. None that I have knowledge of.
9. I wanted to understand colors better and how to use them for my character and background designs
and I did that through this class.
10. Yes, I believe it can be trained
L2P03:
1.
— Understanding the true importance of tone. Especially when Prof explained that the assumed tone of a
bright colour can be misleading, and explained with graphs why paintings of rainy days looked rainy and that
of sunny days looked sunny. It was also eye opening to understand that the variance of a tone can give
potential to creating depth, emphasis and many other factors in a painting. I had no idea the tone of a singular
colour carried this much importance.
— Transitional colours. Understanding that browns should be a colour I need to be actively using and buying.
To not be afraid to keep mixing colours.
— Creation of an image vs an object. Taking entire composition into account.
2.
All were equally important. Especially the usage and identification of tone ranges of traditional colours. Another
would be learning that there’s no ‘right’ first-step or ‘right’ exact colours in a painting. To just try and be brave
with colours.
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3.
Colour grading in film to set the atmosphere and mood. Choices of colours used in the clothes of characters
to convey a certain meaning/ represent them. Amount of light to either widen or narrow the tone range for
different effects. Choosing certain colour schemes to use in animations to dictate the mood intended.
4.Yes
5….9
6,7 & 8
Nope.
Nope.
Nope.
9.
— I wanted to gain new appreciation for colour, since colour is everywhere in our lives and an essential base
for art and design.
— I wanted to learn proper colour application. I never really understood how to use colours properly, since
all work I’ve done so far is in black and white, just using whatever I like and what looks nice to me.
— I wanted to know why some paintings/ scenery/ visuals looks so beautiful to me and how colours used
work together to achieve that.
10.
Of course! Without a doubt, some people will still be naturally gifted with the aptitude for colour, knowing what
works well together, how to utilise the saturation, hue, chroma, tone of colour in their works. But ultimately,
with practice and experimentation, the eye for colour can be developed and the skill set for colour application
can be polished.
P106:
1. Menzel chart, demonstration of application (Impressionistic technique of hue differences etc). The
Menzel chart really opened my eyes to the tonal value of each individual color. I might not fully
understand it now, but it has helped me to SEE wider tonal value, be it black and white or colors.
2. Menzel chart usage and use of tonal values to create depth. My application and understanding of tones
used to be very weak, but after the workshop, I understood much better (and faster!) and I gained more
confidence to work with colors (be it digitally or traditionally), also with watercolors, wash and inks.
3. After the workshop, I gained more understanding of tonal values, and started to incorporate it more
boldly into my work. I used to be terribly afraid of watercolors, but I am enjoying it more and more. Since
it’s October, I participate regularly in Inktober (a social media hashtag to create and share inked works).
Recently I also used ink in my gesture drawings. I find it very fun to see the ink tones mix together and
bring the drawing to life. I also gained more interest in watercolor, especially local Nanyang artists such
as Ho Yee Ping, Loy Chye Chuan and Low Puay Hwa, appreciating their masterful use of colors and
techniques to depict mood, atmosphere and light in watercolor.
4. YES.
5. 10!!
6. The ‘how to pick complementary/transitional colors based on the color wheel’ part was harder to
understand for me.
7. No. I don’t think I could have digested even more information than the ones I’d received during the
workshop.
8. This is more towards animation or film, but as a suggestion, can cover how to choose colors to depict
certain moods and to build color harmony in sequential images (like color script).
9. To understand how to use colors, and that was met by teaching us the menzel chart and tonality in colors.
10. Yes. I believe with diligent practice and exercises, trial and error, color application can be trained as it is
like a design principle. If you know and follow the rules, you can be ahead of the game.
L1P08
1. I feel that the parts where we get to try out the tonal differences practice near the beginning of class
helped. Doing the exercises helped me get an understanding about the theories that were mentioned in
the workshop.
2. For me, it was the colour wheel part and how they work together that I learnt much from.
3. I major in visual communication with an interest in illustration, so I think I can definitely apply the
knowledge when I design and illustrate.
4. Yes, I do. Colour theory is really difficult for me but I feel like I understand it a little better after the
workshop.
5. 10.
6. I think the concepts were well explained but the hardest part is putting it to use.
7. I’m not sure if this is a big issue but I think I would like to find out how to make colour palettes that work
and I would like to learn more about the application of colour theory in design and art so that I can link
the theories to practical use.
8. Nil.
9. I wanted to learn more about colour theory. My objective was met.
10. Yes, but with very hard work and continuous practice.
L1P11:
1.The knowledge of different color tones and how they affect perception of imagery instead of just purely on hue
differences and basic color theory knowledge.
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2.Color Tones, Color Theory isn’t absolute, neutral colors help to create richness in color hues.
3.Better Color Schemes, Color grading, Color palette.
4. Yes
5. 10.
6.No.
7.No.
8. No.
9.Being more confident with colors and their applications. Yes.
10.Yes. I think by reading enough and learning enough theory and having enough practice and proper guidance
anyone can train themselves to properly use color.
P1P16
1.I have never been taught how to understand or use color before so most things from the session were new and
useful. I already had an idea of how contrast worked with regards to tone range but understanding hue and
where the colors are in relation to each other (the colour wheel that was painted) and how to choose colors
based on desired outcome really helped.
2.Understanding midtones and the colour wheel/sphere. Understanding how to see colour, if that makes sense.
To see that what our brain registers as a colour is not the actual colour present.
3.I had been struggling with how to choose/use colours in my personal illustrative works and now I feel like I
finally have a framework/structure/understanding to help me. It will take some time for it to improve but this is so
much better than before.
4.Yes.
5…..10.
6.I admit I do not know enough to know if anything mentioned was incorrect. Also, everything that was explained
was explained thoroughly/clearly enough that I was able to follow and keep up and all questions were answered
with patience and helpful examples.
7.Not that I can think of.
8.I have not engaged with colour enough before this to know.
9.I came because colour was the one concept that I found was not covered much in the courses I have taken in
my major and trying to learn by myself online also led to a lot of confusion. I hoped that this might help me find
some insight into the matter because I have always wanted to understand colour better and make better
illustrations.
I am grateful because this short session helped me gain immense clarity as to how to approach and use colour
and it suddenly felt a lot less daunting and intimidating and I felt like a lot of what was mentioned actually made
sense. I have been afraid to experiment with colour for so long and finally feel more confident doing so, even if I
am still a beginner to all of this.
I suppose, so yes, my objectives were met. I was hoping to finally understand colour, and I feel like I have. At the
very least, I feel like I know how to progress from here. In the past few weeks, I found that I was able to observe
the colours around me better and more accurately. I am still not too good at applying it in making a composition,
but I think that part of things may take longer to get the hang of. For now, it’s enough of a step as it is that I can
look at things and be able to sort of break down what I am seeing in my head.
10.Yes, it makes me feel like this is a skill that can be taught, and not just something people either got or didn’t.
P1P21:
1.I feel the explanation of how colors can be added to pull or push them towards other colors very useful. Also,
the introduction of grays in the middle of the ‘wheel’ was very useful, and not heard of before for me.
2.I think it is the fact that the concepts about complementary and other cliché ways of talking about color is
overused, and that there are more generalized ways of describing how to use colors in the real-world context.
E.g. to create maximum hue contrast, we can use colors that are far from each other, and that includes also
warm and cool colors theory
3.I think I still need to practice and experiment much more before I can see the results . But I do think that there
is a lot of room for experimentation in the area which I am interested in, which is interactive installations ..
4.Not yet. Like mentioned above, more practice and experimentation. And the workshop was a lot to take in for
me. Also, I am color blind, so I have to think a little harder, it does not come intuitively to me in terms of some
areas.
5. 10. I think even if they are not going to do painting or fine art in general, it helps, as long as they are in any
industry that deals with visuals, which is basically most of what creative industry encompass.
6.I think the demonstrations are very illustrative, so maybe they can occupy more of the class time. The mixing
colors part can probably be a little more exhaustive, e.g. more combinations of colors..
7.I think some discussions regarding select master painters’ applications of color would be very illustrative, e.g.
Sargent, Sorolla…
8.I am not very knowledgeable in color so I cannot comment..
9.Just to get a better understanding of color, to me color is a very deep and slightly mysterious subject, but I think
it’s because it’s not taught in a very intuitive way in general. I think your attempts to break it down into more
layman terms is very helpful, similar to what you do for your figure drawing classes.
10.I think I believe that anything can be trained, it’s just a matter of how good or intuitive the training system is.
Like you said, work smart not hard. And I think it’s very helpful that you are on a mission to create a better
system. New ideas are always met with lots of criticism and opposition, so it is not an easy task to try to change
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systems that are incumbent or widely accepted. I look forward to seeing the progress and impact of your
undertaking!
P1P07
1. Brown, purple and green as naturally ‘dark’ colors. This allowed me to relate to green as a dark version
of yellow instead of thinking of it as a separate family of colors. The painting demonstrations were really
enjoyable and helped me to overcome a bit of ‘fear of color’ that I was having. Color always seemed to
be something very difficult to do, but the way the lesson was given made it sound more logical and
accessible.
2. The idea of browns as a transition set of colors greatly changed my perspective towards color mixing.
3. Here is a painting I did before the workshop - I think there is really too much green in a bad way. I didn’t
know how to manage the red accent to be more complementary also.

And here is what I was able to do about a month of practice after the class:

It was easier to navigate the tones and I could focus more on the image I was trying to create
4. Yes I definitely felt more confident in mixing colors, as I learnt how I could tweak the hues in the direction I
wanted. So I enjoyed the painting process much more than before.
5. I recommended this class to my friends and I’ll continue to do that. Really wish I could attend it again as it’s a
wonderful way to learn about color interaction.
6. No, I don’t have any criticism about the workshop. It was really good for me. However I think it would be
really interesting to have a longer lecture about staying in control when doing complex colour interaction.
L1P16:
1.The way Prof has stacked each colour to reveal the spectrum in which they change. Especially when the
colours build up to become black, it allows us to understand the additive and subtractive nature of colour rather
than seeing black as a solid, separate colour on a linear colour system (commonly found on all our graphic
software like Illustrator, Indesign etc).
From that concept, I find myself being able to edit photos better through the RGB curves. Most importantly, the
course gave us creative confidence to use colour as it breaks down the complexity and gave us a picture of the
relationship of colours. Previously, I’ve seen colour as a whole range, each separately, it was rather intimidating
to choose and use them in an artboard. Now I’ve understood how to navigate what works with a certain
compulsory brand colour (if the client requests for it), and use colour more effectively.
2.That Adobe Kuler, and all the colour apps out there, as much as they are good, they are still dissecting colour
as an individual. I learn that colours are in different zones instead. I came to this workshop without expectations
as I was not formally trained in painting, but I walked away learning a lot from his live demonstration. He broke
down difficult to understand terms like complementary, analogous, triadic color schemes into simpler, easier to
manage colour ranges for us to use in our artwork.
3. In Photography especially this colour theory helped manage editing and colour correction a lot better.
4.Yes
5. 10/10. Please join. Thank you, Prof Woon Lam.
6. I still have a little bit of difficulty recognizing the tonality of the colour without converting to grey scale.
P2P01:
1
The creating of a new system of mixing colours
Explaining colour space of different hues (e.g. larger colour space for green)
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Demonstrations of colour mixing and contrast
2
Practical colour system that is different from what I learnt in school – explained why some of the colour
palettes thought do not actually work in practice
Why split complementary systems do not work in practice if one does not have a good understanding of
visual transition
4 Yes
5.10
6.
7
How practical colour mixing can be applied to digital work – will be interesting if a demonstration on
mixing in photoshop can be done
L2P17:
1.The fact that purple and brown are actually considered more or less the same.
I applied purple as under painting and I understood how it could create harmony. But I think I’ll try to apply it
more.
2.Green has the widest colour range. I never really used green in my work since it was hard to control. I learned
that adding orange will help create a pretty green so I have been working with green with orange, vermilion and
other paints that I usually do not mix.
3.I want to do colorscripting so it helps very much understanding how the colours transit.
4.Yes!
5. 10, It’s just that its quite rushed, so there’s less time to digest the information.
6. Not really. It made a lot sense to me.
7. Lighting? I thought lighting and colour were tied together but the workshop did not really talk about it. But the
thing is, it is too big a topic to be done together with colour in a single workshop.
I really want to learn lighting principles, but more for painters and not photog.
Maybe also composition but then composition is too wide too. It affects both shapes, values and colour. (o well
everything is related)
8.Nil (I know nothing lol)
9.I wanted to discover more things about colour and just learn what he knows. It does not mattered to me if it was
biased opinions or not since I will learn to apply it and make them into my own later on.
Yes my objective is met and I learned many new things. I am thankful for this opportunity.
10 Yes.
Experience and experimentation. I think that colour application can only come after one makes friends with colour
itself.
L1P11:
1.I think it was the part on color wheel and the tonal quality. Prior to the workshop, it has never come to my mind
that colors when in black and white are just different tones. I was shocked after being through the workshop and
seeing colors in grayscale.
2.I learnt that we shouldn’t be restricted to what was being said and passed down about the color wheel, but we
should always challenge and conduct critical thinking sessions.
3.I am able to see the color spectrum in a different perspective. Also, I think learning about tonal quality really
helped as I will check my work in black and white first before printing to ensure the contrast if needed.
4.Yes!
5.Yes, 8
6.I was pretty skeptical about the color spectrum, how it wasn’t a wheel but yet a weird shaped map.
7.I wanted to know about the colors we learned about adobe, how it all comes together to form triad,
monochromatic and how it all came about. However, I felt that it was very briefly mentioned.
8.Nope, I gained new knowledge after the workshop.
9.I wanted to know more about colors as a a designer, color picking choices are very critical to our work and it
might affect the whole project. I wanted to know and see how I can play with colors.
10. Yes I feel that color application is a task that needs many years of practice and constantly having critical
thinking, and it can be trained!
L2P24
1.Painting boxes to see the different tone colors from 1-9
Learning about color range and how to move from one color to another
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2.
Mixing colors and how to create color richness in a piece of artwork
3.
4.Yes
5.Yes, 8
6.No.
7.
8.
9.I wanted to learn about color application so that I would be more aware in the use of them when creating works.
I also wanted to learn a bit about watercolor. These objectives were met in the workshop.
10.Yes. I always use color in art without giving much thought to it, but this workshop helped me realize its
importance and understand how it can be manipulated or better applied to enhance a work. For someone like me
without an art background, this workshop was helpful.
Face to Face Interview of 2 Students from DA2003 Class
WL: Ng Woon Lam
L2P17
WL: Basically right why I need to do this is because, … when I did the workshop, you all did the test, but the
workshop is very short.
L2P17: huh.
WL: So, em… practically right, they still need a little bit of time to digest certain thing. So when you went through
the class right, now you should know em… the difference. But of course I cannot have prejudice, thinking that
that is the difference. Maybe I am training right… There is… just has an issue itself, … I did to manage to
address. So that’s why I do this interview right to cover this part to see if there is really anything that I missed
out. So that’s why I… I need to eh… do a more detailed one (interview) to see right. Now after going through
a longer time of training and really doing the exercises right. … Em,… a lot more intensive than the workshop
of eh… like few hours right. That is…. What is the major difference? Ya. So like … so like first thing before
we do that, maybe you can introduce like before you learnt all this right, your background you know.
L2P17: My background
WL: Ya.. A little bit of your background, so we know how did you get started.
L2P17: I was drawing since I was very young.. so.. I have never had any like training… like official training like in
school I also never took art. Then, the only reason I started painting is because I saw… you know perfect
sketchbook creator… Edwin Lian,
WL: Ya. Ya.
L2P17: I saw his book. Then after that, then I started painting watercolor. And then, ah.. I think I started taking
things more seriously last… last sem(ester) because of he was my teacher last term.
WL: He teaches here?
L2P17: He taught one sem(ester) only.
WL: OK. OK.
L2P17: But not… Now he’s in Hong Kong. Then I was taking your class because he… I told him about … I painted
because I saw his works. Then he told me to consider your class, which is why I am taking your class. Ya.
But I think my overall art experience is really eh… like I look at a of lot books lah. So I learnt a lot of things by
my own. But then I… at first when I started I didn’t use cotton paper. I also started off with like cheaper
materials. Then through my own trying… trial and error… then I realized like materials is very important for
watercolor also. So, because the paper interacts with the pigments differently .. Ya.. then… I think overall I
picked up were all the mistakes I made previously. Then in this class right, is just I get validation for what I
picked up previously and I learnt new things.
WL: OK. So how was your learning like.. eh.. before you joined here (School of Art, design and Media, (ADM),
NTU)
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L2P17: Here?
WL: University. You are in year 2 right?
L2P17: Ah…
WL: Ya… So that’s just like before that you know. Even before year 1 where did you learn art?
L2P17: Em… Books… Art books.
WL: So why did you choose to come to ADM? I believe is first choice. ‘Cos most of the students are first choice.
L2P17: I started drawing when I was a kid. I drew on the wall. My parents never scolded me.
WL: Ya.
L2P17: But… Because they never thought I would take it seriously. Because my results, I told 10 subjects of
those…
WL: 10 subjects?
L2P17: I got straight As lah.
WL: Wow!
L2P17: People expected me to study medicine. But then, in JC (Junior College) I started doing like… Because in
JC everybody study… study… then like you don’t do anything else. But I wanted to draw. So I did freelance
like illustration. And I got into the MOE (Ministry of Education) book illustration.
WL: Em…
L2P17: Then like I realized like … I rather do this then doing medicine.
WL: Em…
L2P17: So I didn’t score as expected for my A levels. So…
WL: It doesn’t matter. You have still a lot opportunity. We have a lot of good opportunities for you to develop.
L2P17: Then in year 1 I think eh… My biggest breakthrough is when Edwin started teaching me digital painting.
The first assignment was that… After that is other things… But then, at first like… first like… eh… A-ha
moment lah like color… ‘Cos he commented on one of the poster designs I did. It was digital painting also.
He was saying that the way I used color was indecisive. Ya then after that…. But a lot of the things I learnt
was from youtube, books from the library, all those.
WL: So anything you touched on related to color before you learnt from here.
L2P17: Before from ADM?
WL: Ya. Anything you know before … from here
L2P17: I think it is the stupid color wheel but actually… know… It is in every single book I flip. Like usually
watercolor… They always start with an intro (duction), like the basic pigments you are expected to use or you
can you know consider for your palette.
WL: So you were using that. What was the problem? Anything that you face when you were using that?
L2P17: The kind of greens that I got was like really boring and lame. Like yellow and blue that kind. I only started
mixing orange into my green after the watercolor class (DA2003 Watermedia Landscape Painting, which I
use to teach students practical applications of color theory more intensively.)
WL: So you learnt from the watercolor class of the practical lessons or the theory? Is it because I understand the
theory or it is because of the practical? Or Both?
L2P17: I think for me I learnt theory and practical together.
WL: So you digested the theory and you used it in the practical manner? OK. That is very important. So do you
view the old model you learnt before, now?
L2P17: The old model is just a pretty wheel for you to see all the colors only. It is not very practical. I mean it is
easy to explain the concept to someone who just started of… Maybe. But then when you go deep, deeper
into like very new ones… colors right. You don’t get… and then some more colors don’t exist alone, like they
always exist in relativity. Because, it cannot work on its own unless… I mean depends on your context but in
own case, colors can only work in relation.
WL: So now you see the relative performance of each color, each hue in actual practical situations? In a more
advanced manner I would say? OK. Now… so that gives a very good background. Now. Em… I want to find
out the difference between em… you learnt with the workshop… you know, it’s very short; It’s like few hours.
And after that, now you’re going through the class is like dragging very long, going through all the exercises.
What is the major difference you experience?
L2P17: Ah.. huh.. my personal take-on like exercises is quantity over quality. Or at least going through all the bad
paintings then you know your mistakes. So definitely, because workshop is very short. So you can only do
certain… then plus like we did not go out to paint also. So we don’t get to experience the different lighting
conditions. Because lighting will change colors also.
WL: Yes. So you did not get enough experience of certain scope to really execute the theory?
L2P17: Em…But then let’s say… I just remember that actually some of my color experience before this class is…
I took online classes lah… Ya… Remember your… my wall paper this one (showing the laptop wall paper). I
took a class with them online. In that class, color and light but more for color-scripting for animation (the color
planning process in animation, determining the scheme of color to be used). So I did like… the homework
every week… This one I did is… is… ‘Cos they have two kinds of classes, one is you self-learn, so they got
video tutorial and critique sessions of other students. Then the critique session is the full version by day…
Look at your work and critique your work every week. But I did the self-studying. So it’s … they have lectures.
After that we have homework. So that one was, we are supposed to do still life like digitally or in any other
medium, like 10 paintings every week. So that’s like my first hand-on on color. That’s why I also do a lot of
still life. Ya. Until now also.
WL: So that one helps you as a practical part?
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L2P17: Ya. Practical also… like…like you talk about edge and how edge can show textures, which is… later one
you covered also. So actually, a lot of concepts were revised in your class.
WL: OK.
L2P17: Ya… so I can send you, I can write the links for you.
WL: Ya. When you answer the questions (email questions) you can write in details. That will be good. OK. So I
think that part is very critical. Now em.. OK. Maybe we can just go more direct to em… something that eh…
you may experience like you know. How was the overall teaching like, when you are learning is that any
trouble that you cannot understand? Or anything? I mean like any trouble you face with the teaching itself?
L2P17: No. Not really. But I think it could be like sometimes, theory is like sometimes like common sense, obvious,
but then you don’t realize like you have the same problem you mentioned. Like when you practically do it
yourself. Like right now I feel that I am OK. Maybe because I have not encountered problems that is big
enough. I think… I think for my case, I am OK so far.
WL: I can see that you are practically very strong now.So… so same thing for your learning I don’t think you face
any big trouble right now right? After going through all the, all the exercises. Now maybe talk a little bit about
specifically right, what kind of knowledge that you’ve gained right, that now has become something that is
critical to you. Like realized that, Oh like just now you mentioned the relative terms of how colors were used.
Something related to all these scopes of how colors being used and you think now like you’ve learnt something
that is very critical. Before that you have never had that idea.
L2P17: Eh… The brown and the purple thing. That one is like the biggest take away from the workshop.
WL: Why?
L2P17: See like. You know like purple and brown can connect colors right? I didn’t realize… I didn’t fully realize
until I painted it with certain… with specific colors that were not purple and brown. But then when I diluted on
paper then I looked carefully like specific parts. Actually, some of the colors went to purple. Then I realized…
Oh, it worked this way. Ya.
WL: OK.
L2P17: The other is unity with variation. Like the whole… to hold your whole design together. Painting together,
you have to have an underlaying design.
WL: So it works for color as well?
L2P17: Em…
WL: So you derive the idea together with design elements as well as color?
L2P17: Ya.
WL: That’s very good. Now a few more things to look at. So right now right, either practically or theoretically, in
terms of color application, what do you think the biggest problem you will face all the time? Let’s say now you
use color right, what is the biggest challenge or problem you will face. And… eh… can something that you
learnt theoretically solve it or you still cannot solve it at all?
L2P17: White objects. I think white objects are very hard to paint.
WL: White objects, are very hard to paint. So it is the perceptual image making of a white object?
L2P17: Em… You can technically push it to very high key image like the Impressionists. But then, sometimes, let’s
say, like … Let’s say fabrics or tissue paper, or that kind… Like when I try, when I try to see the form or the
very nuance color, sometimes, I get caught of … let’s say the form, then I get confused late on.
WL: So you think the color cannot solve it at all?
L2P17: I think it’s just because I am not patient enough to look at the form. I am not very sure.
WL: So that part is your doubt right now.
L2P17: Ya. Of course that one is the biggest problem.
WL: So we can discuss this also. Now the reason why you have this issue right, you can also go and look at
Sorolla’s painting. There’s one that he painted with a big piece of white cloth. And that probably will clear you
doubts. It’s actually a lot of hue variations that he used, but because it’s white; it’s pushed like you’d mentioned
high key. So, now you can comprehend why when it goes to high key, it goes to … very near space (smaller
color space) right? That was the way how he solved it. But he had to maintain certain level of tone range in
order to… for you to sustain the form. So this is the give and take part. So when you are working on a white
object right; the first thing you got to ask yourself before you have color, ask yourself like, “How much I need
to present the volumetric form or the mass structure itself?” OK. So that’s the first question. After you can
answer this question, you more of less can answer the light and shadow part right how strong you can push
it. In a way you know the tone range how much you need in order for you to get a convincing form in black
and white before you have the colors. So after that right, since you know color and tone… Tone is one of the
color attributes you’re having right; so you can correlate and then the tone range is not going to be wide for
the white color (object). So then you can actually decide the colors.
L2P17: OK.
WL: Ya. That’s the trick. I can show you the Sorolla painting (Sorolla, 1896a). Ya. Then you can tell…
L2P17: Of course I saw Sargent (John Singer Sargent) is also very good at white objects.
WL: Oh. Ya. These are all the best painters. Now this one is the … Grandmaster flash of the Mediterranean
(Joaquín Sorolla’s artworks will be showing at London's National Gallery, “Grandmaster flash of the
Mediterranean” was the title). Ya. That’s the one you can write down.
L2P17: But actually, that is one thing I don’t understand.
WL: Ya.
L2P17: To me your class right, the composition plus the color; all these are foundation. I don’t understand why all
these they don’t incorporate into the foundation year.
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WL: That’s a cute question. That’s beside… That’s above me, ‘cos I am not in charge of …
L2P17: OK.
WL: I am not in charge of 2D and color theory. I used to teach that when I was teaching a lot of 2D classes. So we
did a lot of color theory, the whole year. It was one year class. When you came in, it’s half a year right?
L2P17: Ya.
WL: My time, when I came in (to teach foundation classes) was one whole year.
L2P17: I wish I had that opportunity.
WL: Ya. But now you have the color theory class. So now, OK one more thing. Now, is there anything right after
learning this right, it causes you a problem?
L2P17: Because watercolor is new (to me). Let’s say other media maybe not so essential. Let’s say I didn’t plan
watercolor painting properly; my biggest problem usually will be edges.
WL: So before that your edges (had) no problem?
L2P17: Let’s say gouache and those, at least you can still fix (them).
WL: If you are working with the gouache now, will you have that problem?
L2P17: Will have…
WL: Same issue? So previously how did you solve the edge problem? Is a new problem caused right? Or now
you’ve realized?
L2P17: Now I realized.
WL: Is like now you can see it, it is not because last time you did not have the problem?
L2P17: Ya…
WL: OK, then that;’s fine. I was just thinking right, is there anything… Because you learnt a new knowledge, and it
causes you a problem.
L2P17: eh… Let me think… New knowledge that cause you a problem?... Hardly the case. Not,…
WL: Not really… OK. So at least I’ve cleared that doubt. Ya. Because I just want to make sure right, everything we
go through is making sense. I just don’t want to miss anything. Ya. And then is there anything you know… is
not discussed but you want to know but is never talked about? After even so many classes right, still not
mentioned and you still have this doubt. You need to clear it. And then it is not discussed at all.
L2P17: Actually, I don’t know is it because I don’t know what I don’t know also.
WL: It doesn’t matter. You can just raise (the question). It is an open discussion. Ya. Something that you have in
mind right. You want to solve but it’s not discussed. Anything to do… It can be between design and color. It
can be color or whatever.
L2P17: Is it only for watercolor.
WL: No. No. No. Color application. Anything to do with color application.
L2P17: OK. OK. ‘Cos when we paint right, we have a limited set of tools.
WL: Ya.
L2P17: We need to add it up… we don’t need so that what we want is going to .. like what that makes the painting
work. Like basically we need to know what to get rid of to make sure that the painting work. So eh…
WL: What to get rid of? Why?
L2P17: Like … simplify…
WL: OK.
L2P17: Then the issue comes… when… Let’s say I want to paint light in my painting. Then the problem will be
like… I need to like control the value range so that it works. I don’t think my question makes sense. Wait. Let
me think. Because… like it is not digital like… you can use certain layer setting to clear light you know.
WL: Em…
L2P17: Ya, then I sometimes, I don’t know how to capture the lighting that I see outside on my painting. Ya. But I
know that I need to do something about simplifying some of my values like maybe pushing the constrast;
something to get that but I don’t know how to do. Does it make sense?
WL: Yes. Yes. It makes sense. That means you’re confused by the tone range you are experiencing. You don’t
know which is critical. So you don’t know how simplify and therefore, you couldn’t decide how to relate to the
color application at the end.
L2P17: Ya. Because some of the oil painting, they manage to push the light out. It looks like it si growing.
WL: Ya.
L2P17: But then, when I do that, I don’t think I can do the same thing like at my level of skill.
WL: OK. OK. I know what you mean now.
L2P17: But I can do it on digital because I have those funny settings that I can use.
WL: Really. I thought it is similar.
L2P17: They got the color dodge. Those we can cheat… ‘Cos you can always pull up the values.
WL: Just push it up. OK
L2P17: Ya. You can … It’s digital but …
WL: Anyway, it’s nothing relevant to this interview but I tell you the solution. OK. Now the solution is because you
don’t visualize the profile of the tonal design. So basically right, when you’re in Photoshop right; you are
manipulating the level they call it. It is the value… OK. So you’re pushing the level profile isn’t it?
L2P17: OK.
WL: OK. So in reverse engineering manner right, in a way, you’re not reading the profile in your mind before you’re
designing the light. That’s why you need to re-design and re-engineering the profile in Photoshop with the
level to get that same kind of lighting. So that’s why in your tonal design, just spend a little bit more time, push
that. So, before your tonal design gets to something nearer to what you want, don’t work on the work first. Do
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a little bit more on the tonal design itself. Ah.. Get to the lighting condition that you want. You’ll be able to see
in your tonal design. It’s quite convincing. Then only you proceed to color. Because if not, you will choose the
wrong color for it. OK. You think this tonal design is more or less working. (Actually,) that’s not working. More
or less working is not working. OK. So, you have to make sure it’s almost like without the color it is still working.
That kind of situation.
L2P17: But did I answer the question?
WL: Yes. Yes. It’s just something related to color. That means you’re picking the color and the tone relationship ….
errr… directly yet. That means you did not know right before I discussed this with you right. You did not realize
how important it is right… that the tonal design is connected with color. And that’s actually one of the major
attributes of color (tone) that you need to master. So, without putting a correct input of tone right… into a color
system right… and then you are picking the tone from the color right… You’re picking the wrong thing.
L2P17: Will not work.
WL: Ya. That’s the… That’s the logic behind it.
L2P17: Ya. But did I answer the question? Or the question is…
WL: Ya. The question is, any issue right… after going through the classes right… you still can’t solve. So I want to
see like where it comes from. It comes from tone actually.
L2P17: Not… Maybe I have the problem, but I don’t realize the problem yet. But If I realize I will let you know.
WL: Ya. Sure. Sure. But that one you mentioned right it is actually a tonal issue that’s related to the color application.
That means the tonal thing is not done well. When it is converted to color right. Although you can see each
tone right, but still practically, you haven’t master the tone to give you the right tones (to work).
L2P17: OK.
WL: That’t why you had an experience that the light is not strong enough. So, you use the level in Photoshop to
adjust all these… right? To get to the right one you need right?
L2P17: Something like that…
WL: Ya. Ya. Ya. You contrast it. You this and that to adjust for it…
L2P17: But, basically, values (tones) of it are very important. So the values must work, if not the color will be off.
WL: Ya. Because value (tone) is one part of the subsets. Ya. That’s the… the answer.
L2P17: Any other question?
WL: Let me see. I think it is more or less there. Maybe talk about your own objective like in the future what you
gonna do you know. What you’ve planned to do? How this going to help you? May help you? Or something
like that.
L2P17: This class?
WL: Ya. I mean whatever you have learnt so far right, you have gone through such… so many exercises. And then,
er… the theory you know now, so … I think more of less you know what area you’re going to move into right?
So that will give you an answer how it’s going to help you in the… your field?
L2P17: So, why did I take this class?
WL: No. No. Not why. Now whatever you have acquired, how will it help you? You foresee how it will help you in
your field.
L2P17: I mean this is theory, practical theory all together. I mean I understand what exactly the theory is, then
logically it will help me because I can at least right figure out what is wrong, if I have a problem while I try to
solve the problem.
WL: So, which are the practical areas that you can see? Like certain color or certain scope or certain color
application that is different from your original circular wheel that you used. Something that additional that you
learnt, so that now you know, “If I come into to this… with this additional knowledge I can solve it.” Other than
just know you mentioned about brown and purple that one. It is one of them… It can be any other things, you
know.
L2P17: OK. Because I am in animation.
WL: Ya.
L2P17: Then the class I took. They also talked about color-scripting.
WL: Yes.
L2P17: So actually, I am interested in color keying. Like frames in a film, … Ah… so that color… right. I think one
thing that works very well like the color green. Green color space that was talked about quite a lot. So, it’s
helpful because… that means when I … Because green… Let’s say I do environment design, there will
definitely be like trees all those. Then I can apply the color concept and then get a more realistic or like more
believable set piece. Ya.
WL: I think that’s useful. So we’ve more or less covered everything. We can end this first. And then we can discuss
some other things.
WL: Ng Woon Lam
STU5
WL: Now just a liSTU5le bit of background. You know why I am doing this right?
STU5: Ya.
WL: Because of the class I have conducted. It is a lot longer Vs the workshops. So I want to know right how much
difference it is as compared to the workshops. But of course you didn’t go through the workshop. You won’t
know how much difference. But I will know based on your response. So the first thing is… Just give me a
liSTU5le bit of bacjground… How did you learn your art and color before you joined here. You’re in year….?
STU5: Year 2.
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WL: 2 OK.
STU5: Of course… I took art in secondary school.
WL: OK.
STU5: I was very interested in drawing since very young. So like I did learn a liSTU5le bit about color in secondary
school like especially the complementary… all those like very standard color schemes.
WL: So what’s the model you used. Was it the circular wheel?
STU5: The symmetrical one. Ya.
WL: OK.
STU5: Like color emotions. More of the basic color things.
WL: So what school was that?
STU5: Windere Secondary School.
WL: Secondary school?
STU5: Ya.
WL: So after that… eh.. how did you enter here?
STU5: OK. Er… It was through diploma at Nanyang Poly(technics).
WL: Oh. So you’re from…
STU5: Ya.
WL: Which stream?
STU5: Also visual communication.
WL: At Nanyang Polytechnics, Visual Communication?
STU5: Ya. Then over there, I learnt more about graphic design.
WL: Oh. Graphic design.
STU5: Also there were what… like foundation drawing, foundation painting also.
WL: So who is… I mean like a… which is the class that taught you a lot about color application?
STU5: Er… maybe painting.
WL: So it’s the traditional classes than design classes. Did you learn much in design classes?
STU5: Not really.
WL: Not really.
STU5: It’s basic, like emotions. Like what does blue stand for? What (does) yellow stand for? Not like how to use
the color.
WL: OK. So it’s the practical application of colors and their relationship and all this. Alright. That’s good. So the
objective of taking this class. What’s the objective of taking this class?
STU5: For… For me right, because like I said,… is like they didn’t really teach about color application.
WL: For year? Year 1? Foundation? Or what?
STU5: YA. Year 1 foundation they only briefly talked about what’s hue, what’s tone. But I always not sure what
they are until I looked at the color map. Then I am like a lot more… understand where the colors are. Ya.
Then er.. then because I want to do like illustration. Ya, eventhough is visual com(munication), because …
WL on digital model or hand drawn or both?
STU5: Both I guess, but more digital ‘cos we are doing more digital work.
WL OK.
STU5: Ya.
WL: So how does it help you in the illustration?
STU5: Em… like if I want to convey something, or like… because personally like a hobby… I’m always like inspired
by those atmospheric art… artworks, like with a lot of atmosphere. Like… I just want to like… learn how to do
it.
WL: Atmospheric… That means is those…
STU5: Very environmental…
WL: Three dimensional artworks, not design right?
STU5: Ah.. no, also those flat pieces of …
WL: Flat piece with that atmospheric feel.
STU5: Ya. Ya. Ya.
WL: OK. So that involves a lot of hue comparison right?
STU5: Ya.
WL: So it’s still going to be in your application in design?
STU5: Ya.
WL: OK. Now, maybe you just em… discuss a liSTU5le bit… ah… At first what did you expect from that class?
And then, something that em… is different, or didn’t turn out or you got something different from it?
STU5: Em… I didn’t expect to like learn so many things that I didn’t know. There’re a lot of things I didn’t know until
I aSTU5ended the class. Ya. But I was expecting color theory.
WL: Em…
STU5: Because I …
WL: So what are the main things that you think you didn’t know or maybe is critical to know now?
STU5: Ya. Er… Some main things are like brown colors. They are sort of like transitional colors; …bridge to the
hues. Ya. I thought that was very important.
WL: Why? What is the reason?
STU5: Like, er… I didn’t know they were at the middle sort of thing. Ya.
WL: OK. So… so how it links to your application now?
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STU5: How it links? Em… Like I sort of know how to use the colors.
WL: Em.
STU5: With like my knowledge of browns also.
WL: Em.
STU5: But not just like browns, I also did not know about the greens.
WL: Ya.
STU5: Like the wide range of green. ‘Cos I always everything is all… equal color space.
WL: Em.
STU5: Ya. That’s one thing that surprised me also. But then actually it makes sense because of the postal color
paints, they always have the green yellow, like there are different kinds of greens.
WL Em.
STU5: Ya. Then er…
WL: So these are the two major things that you see different… from…OK.
STU5: Ya. And the color map also.
WL: Color map. So now you see like a map. You can map out everything right?
STU5: Ya.
WL: OK. So now do you see the… the reason why this is taught differently from the color wheel (the symmetrical
ISTU5en Color Wheel)?
STU5: Ya.
WL: You can visualize the reason now?
STU5: Ya.
WL: OK. So… so any advantage of that color wheel that you’ve learnt?
STU5: Any advantage? Em…
WL: The color wheel, not the one we (learnt here).
STU5: The color wheel? Any advantage? I guess like basic arrangement of the colors.
WL OK.
STU5: Just… just the basic part.
WL: So it’s very fast for your to grasp the idea?
STU5: Ya. Like I know where is the hue.
WL: OK. OK. That’s a good point. Em… I think you’re clarified most of the concept in your writing. OK, now, does
it really clarify some of your misconceptions previously?... like from this class…you know.
STU5: Misconception… ?
WL: Like something you thought it’s like that but now you’ve realized that it’s actually not like that. Or…
STU5: Ya. Like… especially the green, green color space.
WL: Oh, the green color space how wide it is,… and the different sizes of hue…ifself.
STU5: Ya. Ya…
WL: OK. What other areas that you will use it? How’s going to help you in any other areas of your application
STU5: Ah… em…
WL: Or maybe talking about your sensitivity to it. Does it change your anything?
STU5: In a way, I guess it does change. ‘Cos… em…
WL: Or can you see problems that you don’t see before?
STU5: Ya. Ya. In a way ya… ‘Cos like last time er… I always… Cos every time I used pastel colors,… hues…
WL: Ya.
STU5: Even in my digital work I also use pastel (colors), then I realized there’re a lot of problems using just pastel
( colors). Like let’s safe colors.
WL: Em…
STU5: Ya. And then like, using like… through this watercolor like class… I was like forced to explore more; like
even more concentrated colors.
WL: Em…
STU5: Ya. So like, er… so like… also forces me to know what kind of tone each color, each hue is. Ya. ‘Cos each
color has its tonal value…
WL: Tone range.
STU5: Ya. Tone range. Ya. I think that made me… em…That was one crucial part that I’d learnt also.
WL: Em…
STU5: Which I think I have to continue practicing ‘cos I’m not very familiar…
WL: The one is just practical… Ya. But it’s … It’s a lot longer already ( was comparing to workshops). This is 13
weeks. Er… So when you work on your project, probably have more time than the workshops… that were
very short.
STU5: Ya.
WL: So that was the problem I faced. That’s why I have this interview… to try to understand right… If you really
run it intensively right… over weeks right, now, what’s the major different. So actually, you’ve pinpointed the
difference also. I think that… that is one critical point. So now, I am actually come out with the model to train
right. So, I have to take advantage of all the models. Now this… this one will help me look into that er… the
advantage of this model Vs er… I think the ISTU5en model has got some advantage. It’s like really fast to
grasp. So I, … that’t the… why… the reason I created a flat one. But I don’t like to call it a wheel. That is the
reason. So flat one, at least help you map out where are the… the different hues and then what are the
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relationship with the browns like you’ve mentioned. Ya. Is there anything that you want to find out more? You
know…other than what you have learnt so far about color?
STU5: Er… OK. I was thinking like how… ‘Cos old masters, the old masters right…
WL: Ya.
STU5: When they painted like… their vision for colors like very sensitive. Ya. I also like how they… how they’re so
sensitive to the colors.
WL: Because, my guess, maybe not the real answer. My guess, two reasons… First, in the old days, they didn’t
have so many colors. And you know when they’re using color right, they are not really using color in terms of
their relationship. They’re more like using color as a depiction of that local color of that subject, like blue coats,
red shirt… you know, or something like that. Just that color. So they just toned it down… Toned it
brighter…And then maybe… add a liSTU5le bit of brown to it. But they did not … not really see the actual
color space relationship… em… practically. They only meant to model the thing in three dimensional. So
that’s one of the reasons why they’re so sensitive to brown. Brown is the one that create all this kind of
changes subtly. And that’s in high abundance. You can find browns easily as compared to color. In the old
day, color, if you want more color, if you paint a portrait right, you goSTU5a to pay more money. Because it’s
more expensive to get the… those crystal… color crystals right. Or to get any kind of color pigment was going
to cost more money. That’s one of the reasons. Second reason, is because em… they understand all these
optical behaviors of er… of er… these minor brown changes because they used so much. So that’s why they
got so sensitive. It’s also partly because they had very few colors to use. And ah… But not really 100% true.
You know we have the contemporary masters right, are more sensitive in using pastel hue difference. They
(old masters) may not be very good at it. So it’s … it’s driven by the history of color science itself. Ya. That’s
the reason. So if you look at the map itself right, the… if you look at the… I didn’t give you all the navigation
of color space. But if you go through the video, you will see they’re actually using the middle, more like the
middle. And then the… the impressionists were using more like the top. And after you go to all, you can go
everywhere you know. That’s like… if you understand color, you can use (them) to the widest (color space).
That’s the reason. Ya. OK. So… em… Maybe one more question before… I think there’s not much… Maybe
one more question. OK. I think that one’s covered. OK. Is there any problem that was caused by the training?
STU5: Problems?
WL: Like you realize if you do this right, or you’ve learnt this right, it may cause you a problem. In a way, it’s like
it’s not helping you. It’s giving you a problem.
STU5: Not really.
WL: Not really.
STU5: Y. Not really.
WL: OK. So you see this three-dimensional model workable.
STU5: Ya.
WL: OK. So when I convert it to a two-dimensional right, I’m trying to simplify it. Does it serve the aim when you
map it?
STU5: Ya. Ya. Small.
WL: Easier to see right.
STU5: Ya. Ya.
WL: I think that’s all. Hey, thanks for helping me. I just have to write it out for that. Thanks.
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Appendix P: Sample Artworks by Liu Kang，Chen Wen Hsi，Chong Soo
Pieng, Chen Chong Swee and Georgette Chen
Liu Kang’s Artworks:

Figure 1. Souri, Liu Kang (1952), frame size: 84 x 68.8 cm, Pastel on paper,
Collection of National Gallery Singapore (Liu, 1952).

Figure 2. Artist and Model, Liu Kang (1954), frame size: 124 x 164cm, oil on canvas
Collection of National Gallery Singapore (Liu, 1954).
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Chen Wen Hsi’s Artworks:

Figure 3. Gibbons, Chen Wen Hsi (1987), Chinese ink and color on paper, mount
measurement : 202.5 x 72.5 cm, Collection of National Gallery Singapore (Chen,
1987).

Figure 4. Two Figures, Chen Wen Hsi (1950), oil on canvas, frame size: 99.1 x 84.3
cm, Collection of National Gallery Singapore (Chen, 1950).
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Cheong Soo Pieng’s Artworks:

Figure 5. Bali Beach, Cheong Soo Pieng (1955), gouache on cardboard laid on
masonite board, frame measure : 70 x 83 cm, Collection of National Art Gallery
Singapore (Cheong, 1955).

Figure 6. Woman Lying Down, Cheong Soo Pieng (1949), Chinese ink and color on
paper, frame measure : 37.5 x 94.5 cm, Collection of National Art Gallery Singapore
(Cheong, 1949)
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Chen Chong Swee’s Artworks:

Figure 7. Landscape, Chen Chong Swee (1968), Chinese ink and colour on silk,
dimensions: 88.5 x 59 cm, Collection of National Art Gallery Singapore (Chen, 1968)

Figure 8. Balinese Women, Chen Chong Swee (1952), oil on canvas, size: 73.5 x
58.5 cm, Collection of National Art Gallery Singapore (Chen, 1952)
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Georgette Chen’s Artwork:

Figure 9. Self-Portrait, Georgette Chen (1934),oil on canvas, frame measure : 75 x
67 cm, Collection of National Art Gallery Singapore (Chen, 1934)
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